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This thesis reviews the theory and evidence on bank lending to
companies and uses an event study to test the hypothesis that banks
obtain inside information about borrowers. The argument is that a
stock market response to announcements concerning bank loans
indicates that banks do obtain inside information, which is signalled
by the announcements. US event study evidence supports the
information hypothesis for smaller quoted companies but not larger
ones. This study is the first to use UK data and the results show
less response to loan announcements than in the USA, which is
consistent with other evidence that banks in the UK do not, as a

rule, obtain inside information about large borrowers.

It is important to test the information hypothesis because the
established view of the rationale for bank lending assumes that it is
true. There are several reasons why more information would give
banks an advantage and enable both the average cost of their loans to
be lower and the cost of each loan to reflect the risk of the

borrower more accurately. But as the evidence indicates that banks
do not have an information advantage for large borrowers, it is
suggested that their lending in these cases is better explained by
the service and commitment they can offer and by their capacity to
negotiate with companies in difficulties. Bond investors are as well
informed as banks but are not organised to cope with bad debts, which
explains why the eurobond market is restricted to very safe issuers.
This is believed to be the main factor limiting the development of
markets in corporate debt.

The thesis includes a brief history of the financing of
business in the UK which establishes that securities markets have

been an important source of funds for quoted companies since the
1920s and that banks have not been involved in corporate management
or ownership since the mid nineteenth century. There is also a

comprehensive review of event study methods which demonstrates their
surprising diversity and justifies the choice of method for this
study, which is believed to be the first in the UK to use daily data
throughout.
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PREFACE

MOTIVATION

I spent four years as a credit analyst and lending officer in
two British merchant banks in the later 1980s, thereby becoming

familiar with the process of lending to large companies and, less

thoroughly, with arrangements for issuing securities. On moving to

an academic post I wanted to research, somehow, the extent to which

bank lending is an efficient way of funding business. I discovered

that this would have to be done without access to banks' lending

files as no bank would provide such access, even to historical files.

But this reinforced the advantage of having been 'on the inside'.

Bank lending matters because in the UK and most other countries

except the USA, banks are a much more important source of funds to

industrial and commercial companies than are the share and bond

markets. Yet lending receives far less attention in finance

textbooks than does stock market investment. I was curious about

this and it seemed an under-researched area relative to financial

markets. I have since found that there is in fact a great deal of

recent research on debt and the role of banks, especially theory

papers, but it has only just begun to find its way into texts.

Many financial journalists, practitioners and academics believe

that 'traditional bank lending' is in decline and is being replaced

by issuance of securities. If this is true then the nature of

corporate banking is indeed changing radically, and perhaps 'bank'

would be the wrong term to apply to an institution whose main
business is neither taking deposits nor making loans but acting as an

issuing house. So the efficiency or otherwise of bank lending

affects both how business is funded and the development of banks.

The modern view of the rationale for bank lending emphasises

the advantages of inside information about borrowers which banks are

assumed to obtain. Yet in my experience and that of other bankers I

have spoken to, banks do not normally obtain inside information from

quoted borrowers. A specific purpose for the thesis suggested itself:

to assess the importance and truth of the information hypothesis.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The subject area of this thesis is the provision of finance to

industry and commerce, and specifically the question of the value of

bank lending to large companies. It offers new evidence pertaining

to our understanding of this question.

1.1 BANKS AND BONDS: BACKGROUND

Large organisations"'" enjoy a wide choice of ways in which to

borrow money. A distinction can be made between a loan from a bank

and an issue of debt securities; both types of finance come in many

shapes and sizes. It is widely believed that securities markets are

replacing banks as the major source of debt, for those with access to

the markets. This is a crucial qualification since at present only a

few hundred companies in the UK are large enough to issue bonds. But

many believe that 'securitisation' will extend to smaller companies

as the markets develop.

The argument supporting this belief is that securities markets

must be a cheaper source of funds than banks because they cut out the

intermediary and therefore a layer of expense. Some large

organisations have credit ratings equal to or better than the ratings

of most banks, in which case it is at least as risky to lend to the

bank as it is to the ultimate borrower. Assuming that the cost of

taking deposits and making loans exceeds the cost of arranging bond

issues, bank finance must be more expensive for highly rated

borrowers since banks can not borrow more cheaply and they are less

willing to subsidise large scale lending now that the Basle rules on

1. Many borrowers on the syndicated loan and eurobond markets are
not industrial or commercial companies and the term 'organisations'
is sometimes used instead of 'companies' to reflect this. 'Non¬
corporate' borrowers include financial institutions, special purpose
vehicles for issuing securities, housing associations, governments
and other public sector bodies. In particular, many continental
borrowers are state owned utilities. However we are primarily
concerned with lending to organisations which do not enjoy a

government guarantee.
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capital adequacy have prompted them to attend to the return on the

capital supporting their loan books. For riskier borrowers the bond

market should still prove cheaper unless, for some reason, banks are

able to charge less per 'unit of risk'. The bond market may also

lose its advantage for small amounts if there are high fixed costs of

issue, as is the case. A further argument in favour of market

finance is that many investors collectively should price the cost of

funds to reflect risk more efficiently than will a single

institution, unless the institution has better information.

The Economist is particularly certain that bond markets will

replace banks. It regularly argues that banks are more expensive and

disputes the claim that they have superior information about

borrowers. The 1994 survey of international banking notes that in

1960 the debt outstanding of US companies was almost exactly 50%

bonds and 50% bank loans. In 1992 the proportions were 51% bonds, 4%

commercial paper, 30% bank loans and 15% non-bank loans, mainly from

finance companies (source: Federal Reserve). The survey comments

that

at first only blue-chip companies could raise capital by
issuing commercial paper, but the practice has moved
inexorably down the credit spectrum, robbing banks of
more and more of their best customers... What lies behind

this sharp reduction of bank lending? Banks once

monopolised knowledge about borrowers, and therefore
about the risk that extending a loan to them would
entail. Computers have made much of this knowledge
cheaply available to all investors, diminishing their
need to work through a bank... [Banks have costs of
complying with regulations and a management consultant]
reckons that the total cost of intermediating a security
over the life of an asset is well under 50 basis

points... In contrast, the cost of bank intermediation is
well over 200 basis points. And securities, moreover,
are liquid: unlike a loan made by a bank, their value can
be fixed in the marketplace... Small commercial and
industrial loans were once considered insufficiently
uniform to be bundled together and priced in this way.
Yet they are now securitised too. The process looks
unstoppable (pp. 9-10).

Judging by the Federal Reserve figures, one might imagine that US

banks are more concerned about the growth of finance houses than of

the bond and commercial paper markets, as indeed they may well be

(Business Banking Board, 1993). One might also suspect the Economist

2



of American bias. Unfortunately Financial Statistics does not

include comparable data on the outstanding debt of UK companies, but

on average during 1980-90, 19.5% of their total sources of funds was

from bank loans and only 2.7% from bond and preference share issues

(from table 3.3, p. 98).

Nevertheless there is a belief that the UK is moving towards

the US pattern. Companies have made net repayments of bank loans

during 1991-93 and the share of securities in their total sources has

grown. The following quotations from the Financial Times indicate

current opinion. 'Income from lending to large companies will

probably never recover to levels where it gives an acceptable return

on capital' (8/6/94); 'Few on Wall Street or in London doubt that the

US banks have mapped out the future for wholesale finance' (18/5/94);

'Financial intermediation - the task of taking deposits and lending -

has become less profitable and has been shrinking in importance'

(21/4/94). And so on.

Amongst academics, there is also a view that the substitution

of markets for intermediaries is the 'next stage' in the evolution of

financial systems in developed countries. Lewis & Davis (1987) argue

that, while intermediaries used to be seen as a 'step up' from

market-based arrangements, in the modern view they are seen as a

'step down from a system of direct financing via markets. Indeed,

far from improving matters, financial intermediaries under some

circumstances can misinform and distort the workings of the system'

(pp. 29-30). Similarly, Rybczynski (1985) believes that

the evolution of the financial system which occurs as the
economy expands involves three phases. The character of
the financial system is initially a bank-orientated
one... It then moves to a market-orientated one (where
capital markets channel a large proportion of savings
directly), and later to a strongly market-orientated
system (where financial institutions increasingly dispose
of and trade in their assets - the process described as
securitisation - and where financial risk-hedging markets
play a growing role) (p. 39)

This view was first expressed by Gerschenkron (1962) and is endorsed

by Buckle & Thompson (1992, po. 40-42) and Rose (1992, pp. 5-7)

despite the lack of evidence for it in the UK which they document.
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Chapter 3 of this thesis outlines the historical development of bank

lending in the UK and shows that securities markets have in fact been

an important source of funds for business since the 1920s and that

there is as yet no long term trend for their role to increase.

Chapter 4 compares in detail the current arrangements for corporate

loans and bond issues and the costs of each. It includes new

questionnaire results on how corporate treasurers perceive bank loans

and bonds to differ and reviews other empirical evidence on the role

of banks. It is striking that the eurobond market in effect rations

credit very tightly to borrowers perceived to be of investment grade

or above. In the UK this cohort probably numbers fewer than 200.

There is no 'junk bond' market. If securitisation is to make

progress, bond market investors will need to become more willing to

lend to smaller companies.

1.2 THE TEST

The key issue in whether bond markets will replace banks is the

extent to which the two sources of debt are different. This is

discussed in chapters 2 and 4 from a theoretical and practical

perspective respectively. Ultimately we would expect the method

which is the most efficient in funding business to prevail. Three

major differences have been identified.

1. Banks obtain non-public, inside information about borrowers

(the information hypothesis). It is an empirical question

whether and to what extent this is true. Many theories of bank

lending assume it to be true and then proceed to analyse ways

in which inside information is valuable to banks and helps

provide a rationale for bank lending.

2. Bank lending takes place in the context of a relationship with

the borrower which is valuable in a number of ways. Bond

market investors have no contact unless renegotiation is

required, though a borrower may have continuing relationships

with one or more investment banks which organise issues.

3. It is probably easier for one or a few banks to negotiate with

4



and support borrowers in financial distress than for many-

bondholders. This helps avoid unnecessary liquidations and

reduces the costs of distress which are now recognised as

arising, insidiously, well before a company is bankrupt and as

being much larger than the costs of bankruptcy itself.

The empirical task in the thesis is to test the information

hypothesis using UK data. It will be shown in chapter 2 that the

hypothesis underpins the leading explanation for bank lending, so it
is important to our understanding of the role of banks whether or not

it is true. The review of the existing evidence in chapters 4 and 5

indicates that, while there is no doubt that banks obtain inside

information about small companies, there is little evidence that they

do about the very largest. Yet it is with respect to large companies

that the banks' hypothesised information advantage is most critical

in the choice of financing arrangements, since only these companies

have the choice of issuing securities instead.

The information hypothesis has been tested in various ways.

Discussions with corporate bankers and treasurers by the author and

others are reviewed in section 4.1. The majority on both sides value

the banking relationship but the larger the borrower, the less likely

it is that the bank obtains inside information. Event studies

measure the stock market response to loan announcements. The

argument is that, if the information hypothesis is true, a new loan

or renewal should be positive news while a cancellation or renewal on

less favourable terms should be negative news. Abnormal returns at

the time of loan announcements would constitute evidence that the

announcements do indeed convey new information which is not already

'in the price' and would therefore be consistent with the information

hypothesis. Although an indirect test, an event study has the merit

that it quantifies the response of a whole market and is very

sensitive to the existence of any abnormal returns. The existing

studies, all from the USA, are discussed in detail in chapter 5.

Their results support the information hypothesis for smaller quoted

companies but not for larger ones, defined as those with a market

capitalisation above the mid-point size.
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Construction of the event study yielded two surprises. First,

despite the huge number of event studies since the first one in 1969,

the methodology is not standardised, at least not in detail. This

prompted a full review of event study methods and evidence on their

performance which is given in chapter 6 and justifies the choice of

method used. Second, to the author's knowledge this is the first UK

event study to use daily data throughout, though use of daily data

increases the power of the test and has been standard practice in the

USA since the late 1970s.

Chapter 7 describes the event study and analyses the results.

Treatment of dividends, taxation of share returns, computing

procedures and categorisation of announcements all required much

thought. The sample consists of all announcements concerning

syndicated loans to UK quoted companies during 1988-91, numbering

574. The results are analysed both by category of announcement and

by size of company and provide much less support for the information

hypothesis than does the US evidence.

This leaves us in chapter 8 With two puzzles.

1. It appears that, in the case of quoted companies in the UK (and

larger quoted companies in the USA), the leading rationale for bank

lending is based upon a false assumption. Yet the evidence indicates

that these companies continue to borrow from banks on a large scale

(chs. 3 and 4), to some extent confounding the believers in

securitisation.

It is suggested that we have, in part, a mistaken understanding

of the value of bank lending to large borrowers. Instead of assuming

that banks have an information advantage, we should consider more the

value of the continuing relationship with the borrower and the nature

of the service which a bank can provide and its capacity to manage

bad and doubtful debts. While the service aspect has been rather

overlooked, the bond market can no doubt continue to become more

flexible and issuer-friendly, as it has over recent years. But the

reluctance of bond investors to accept non-negligible credit risk

arises from their lack of capacity, in terms of staff and systems, to

6



negotiate with borrowers in difficulties. This has always been a

bank function and bond investors do not appear to be as well placed

to perform it.

2. Why are the US and UK event study results different for smaller

quoted companies? No one reason has emerged for this and it remains

something of a puzzle. Many loans are reported as separate news

items in the Wall Street Journal which is widely read by US investors

and is an obvious source for announcements with clear-cut

announcement dates. The Financial Times does not provide equivalent

coverage and virtually all bilateral loans in the UK are secret. It

is suggested that the difference in reporting of loans may account

for the difference in event study results. It is possible that banks

in the USA obtain more information about quoted companies than they

do in the UK but there is no reason to expect this and no other

evidence for it.
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Chapter 2

THEORIES OF DEBT AND BANK LENDING

In recent years there has been, and continues to be, an

enormous expansion in the theoretical literature on debt, part of a

more general growth of interest in the economics of information. The

modern analysis of debt can be traced to the development of agency

and signalling theories in the later 1970s but has since become a

sub-field of its own. This chapter seeks to show how the modern

theories have greatly increased our understanding of the rationale

for debt and bank lending and to establish the role and importance of

the assumption in these theories that banks obtain inside information

about borrowers.

The chapter includes three overviews which summarise in note

form the central idea(s) in each of the main papers. These overviews

are intended to help in comparing the papers and make the

organisation of the chapter more transparent. They are on pages 9,

28 and 47.

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO BANKING THEORY

Theories of lending are hard to put in context because they are

part of both the corporate finance and the banking literatures. This

section introduces the latter as the thesis is concerned with bank

lending. Issues from the government's perspective - supervision and

regulation, and the interrelations between banks and monetary policy
- are beyond our scope. Good general reviews of banking theory

include Baltensperger (1980), Santomero (1984), Lewis & Davis (1987,

chs. 2 to 4) and Goodhart (1989, ch. 5).
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OVERVIEW OF SECTIONS 2.1 and 2.2

•TRADITIONAL VIEW" OF BANK INTERMEDIATION (2.1)

Banks reduce transactions costs. Their deposits are more liquid than

their loans. Doesn't explain why banks are needed rather than

investment funds.

Topics in the literature:

Asset management: proportion of liquid assets; portfolio

diversification; credit rationing.

Liability management: proportion of capital.

Analysis of market for bank products and services.

'Costs of production' and economies of scale.

Not much on lending process itself or information issues.

Kane & Malkiel (1965), Ainger & Sprenkle (1968) argue lending

relationship gives banks inside information which reduces uncertainty

about borrower and makes it harder for borrower to change bank.

Black (1975), Fama (1980), in contrast, assume no information

assymetry between company and financiers. Banks are then merely

portfolio managers.

'NEW VIEW' OF DEBT AND BANK LENDING (from early 1980s) (2.2 onwards)

Information asymmetry explains reason for debt. Lending process is

the unique feature of banks. New subject created in effect.

Source papers (2.2) all assume information asymmetry.

Jensen & Meckling (1976): financing arrangements affect agency costs

and, therefore, value of company.

Leland & Pyle (1977): market for funds is a 'lemons' market. Lack of

information means 'good' borrowers are overcharged, 'bad'

undercharged. Proportion of shares owned by manager is a costly

signal of company quality; alternatively better information, also

costly, alleviates lemons problem. Banks have incentive to collect

information because they can exploit it through lending.

Ross (1977): gearing and bankruptcy penalties agreed to can also

signal quality.

9



The Traditional View of Intermediation

As many have noted, it is difficult to explain the existence of

financial intermediaries in a (fictional) world of 'frictionless'

markets with no transactions costs and in which agents have perfect

information. The difference between older and newer theories of

intermediaries can be seen as one of differing emphasis between these

'imperfections', the older focusing on certain transactions costs of

providing finance and the newer analysing the consequences of

imperfect information about borrowers. The term 'traditional view'

is used by Goodhart (1989) and Hellwig (1991) to refer to analyses of

financial intermediaries in which their primary function is to

transform financial assets and reduce transactions costs. This

approach is often credited to Gurley & Shaw (1960). They

characterise intermediaries as purchasers of primary securities

issued by organisations requiring funds, and sellers of claims on

themselves in forms demanded by the public such as bank deposits and

life assurance policies. Thus 'the product of intermediation is the

indirect financial asset coined from the underlying primary security

and bearing its own bundle of utilities' (p. 193). Intermediaries

exploit economies of scale in both lending/investing and attracting

funds. A large portfolio of assets enables risk to be reduced

through diversification and large numbers of small depositors mean

the intermediary's assets can be much less liquid than its

liabilities, since net demands for withdrawals are small relative to

total liabilities. Gurley & Shaw also stress that intermediaries

facilitate saving and investment by providing a wide choice of saving

vehicle which would be impossible or at least more costly for the

ultimate borrowers to offer.

Many other writers have subsequently used this framework to

explain the contribution of intermediaries to the efficiency of the

financial system. For Goodhart (1989, ch. 5), for example,

intermediaries have three functions within the traditional view.

First, the primary rationale for investment funds is to exploit

economies of scale in portfolio administration and brokerage; in the

absence of these transactions costs, individuals could achieve

diversified holdings as efficiently for themselves. There are also
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economies of scale in being able to make large loans and security

issues which banks and stockbrokers make possible. The 'specialised

knowledge of borrowers' creditworthiness' (p. 108) is recognised as

part of what enables the intermediaries to offer loans and issuing

services.

Second, the provision of insurance is regarded as a separate

service for which intermediaries are required. The profitability of

insurance depends on people being risk averse, so that they are

willing to sacrifice a lower expected income for protection against

the possibility of financial loss. The expertise particular to

insurance is the actuarial calculation of expected future claims,

which enables insurance companies to set premiums such that income

plus expected investment returns exceed expected claims and operating

costs. Since the present value of premiums exceeds that of claims,

purchasers have lower expected income as a result.

Third, intermediaries satisfy the demand of the public for

safe, liquid assets, together with ancillary services such as

financial advice or current account services. People receive a lower

return on such assets than borrowers are willing to pay for longer

term loans which are risky to the bank. So the intermediary

transforms both the maturity and risk of financial assets. In the

traditional view, 'information costs and problems were regarded as

important, but in a rather vague and general manner' (p. 113).

Similar accounts of the role intermediaries can be found in all texts

before the late 1980s.

The view that banks hold diversified portfolios of assets which

they transform into deposits is not wrong but it does not explain why

banks exist. The same functions can be carried out by investment

funds, such as money market mutual funds in the USA, which invest in

securities rather than make loans. The modern view identifies the

lending function, which investment funds lack, as being the unique

feature of banks. As Gertler (1988) puts it, 'there exist perfect

substitutes for bank liabilities, but not for bank assets' (p. 579).
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Theory of the Bank as a Business

The (traditional) essence of a bank is that it takes deposits

and makes loans, and much of the economic theory of banking concerns

liability and asset management. Choice of assets has attracted most

attention; the earliest analysis is credited to Edgeworth (1888).

Recent theories of loan contracts can be seen as coming into the

field of bank asset management only in a loose sense, as they address

questions which are new or at least neglected previously. But it is

useful to give a feel for other issues in the field, which include

reserve management, portfolio choice and credit rationing.

On reserve management, the basic question is what proportion of

the bank's assets should be held as reserves, ie in liquid form. The

cost of holding reserves is that, as a rule, the more liquid the

asset, the lower its return. The benefit is that, the larger the

proportion of reserves, the less chance there is of the bank

experiencing difficulties in the event of an unexpectedly large

outflow of deposits. The bank's optimum level of reserves is then a

function of the rates of return on liquid and illiquid assets, the

probability distribution of expected outflows of deposits and the

estimated costs of a liquidity crisis, for example emergency

borrowing, emergency selling of assets or even closure. More

reserves means lower return on assets but also lower expected costs

of liquidity crisis, so reserves should be held to the point at which

the marginal benefit equals the marginal cost, assuming there are

some levels for which the benefit exceeds the cost. Since the future

is uncertain, the optimum level of reserves can only be guessed.

There would be less need for reserves if loans, like

securities, were marketable; Lucas & McDonald's (1987) model of bank

asset choice is built around this distinction. They assume that

banks can hold either risky loans or safe securities - liquid

reserves. Securities can be sold at their market value but loans can

be sold only at a discount because buyers lack information to assess

their true value and so assume that the loan must be low quality for

the bank to want to sell. So the market for second hand loans is

assumed to be a 'lemons market' (see section 2.2 below). In this
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model the advantage of holding securities is that they act as a

buffer before the bank has to sell loans at below their fair value to

raise cash in the event of large withdrawals of deposits and/or

drawdowns under loan commitments.

Asset management is not simply a matter of choosing between

reserves and loans: the bank can be viewed as holding a portfolio of

assets, as does an investment fund. Therefore the benefits of

reducing risk by means of diversification are available to banks and

should influence their lending decisions. Indeed, as with stock

market investment, there is no optimal level of risk which all banks

should aim for. The 'risk profile' of each bank depends on the

degree of risk aversion of its managers/owners and on the regulatory

regime. Regulators seek to control risk-taking, though, as is widely

recognised, deposit insurance and government support for banks in

trouble provide incentives for banks to take more risk than they

would in the absence of government protection.

But the applicability of portfolio theory to bank asset choice

is limited because there are important respects in which banks differ

from investment funds. First, unlike securities, loans are not

readily marketable and banks lend in the context of a relationship

with the borrower. Second, rather than being a price-taker, the bank

may be viewed as possessing some degree of monopoly control over its

loan price and some papers assume this. Third, banks are very highly

geared which means that they may limit exposure to a single company

even though the specific risk of a larger loan would still be

diversified away. The Bank of England requires banks to report all

exposures representing ten per cent or more of their capital and

exposures of 25 per cent or more require explicit permission. It

only takes a few of these large loans to go bad at the same time for

the bank to be in trouble. Banks also monitor exposure to industry

sectors.

Nevertheless, many would argue that banks make avoidable

mistakes by not measuring and controlling the risk of their loan

portfolios efficiently, citing over-exposure to less developed

countries in the late 1970s and to property companies in the late
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1980s as examples. To the author's knowledge, banks do tend to look

at the risk of each loan entirely in isolation, without attempting to

measure its effect on the risk of their loan portfolio. Evidence

from the USA indicates that 'the risky portion of bank portfolios is

relatively undiversified, with banks often specializing in loans to a

particular industry or locality' (Lucas & McDonald, 1987, p. 474).

There is an argument that, if deposits are insured by the government,

banks should not diversify as they will increase the value of the

insurance by increasing their risk and shareholders can diversify for

themselves. In sum, the real world 'imperfections' that give rise to

bank lending mean that it is not equivalent to investing in

securities and there is to date no accepted model which quantifies

the required return on loans.

Credit rationing is a further important feature of lending:

banks typically ration credit on a non-price basis by refusing many

loan applications altogether and, for all borrowers, not just large

ones, setting limits to how much they will lend. Recent

explanations, for example Stiglitz & Weiss (1981), argue that credit

rationing is a response to problems of obtaining information about

borrowers, as are loan contracts themselves.

On the liabilities side of the balance sheet, the analysis of

the optimal ratio of capital to deposits is similar to that for the

ratio of liquid assets to loans mentioned above. The cost of funding

lending by means of equity rather than deposits is the difference

between the bank's cost of share capital and the rate(s) it pays on

deposits. The benefit of more capital is that it makes insolvency

and the associated costs less likely and capital should be raised to

the point at which the marginal benefit equals the marginal cost.

The higher a bank's gearing, the greater both the cost of capital and

of deposits are expected to be. Since the 1987 Basle Agreement on

capital adequacy, if not before, the focus of prudential supervision

has been on the capital rather than liquidity decision.

Banks provide an increasing variety of services or products in

addition to deposits and loans, and confront decisions on their scale

and scope of operations. These are affected by the bank's 'costs of
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production', the levels of demand for its services and the nature of

the competition in the various markets in which it operates or could

operate. The standard analysis of the theory of the firm can be

applied in theory; the bank expands to the point at which marginal

cost equals marginal revenue in each market, subject to the

constraints of maintaining adequate liquidity and capital ratios.

Ultimately competition should ensure that banks operate at a size at

which efficiency is maximised from economies of scale and scope. But

measuring 'costs of production' and the nature of competition is

difficult in practice; Kolari (1987) reviews the research in this

area.

Theories of lending abstract from the other aspects of a bank's

operations because they model efficient arrangements for funding

business rather than running a bank. But they address the crucial

question of why lending is not equivalent to investing in securities

and so analyse what a bank does that an investment fund can not do.

Early Theories of Lending

Until the early 1980s the loan contract and lending

relationship had received little attention, except incidentally in

work on credit rationing. Baltensperger (1980) notes that

'uncertainty, ie incomplete information about various aspects of its

activities plays a central role in many of the models of bank asset

selection' but adds that 'the degree of uncertainty is treated as

completely exogenous in most of these models' (p. 8). But it was

recognised that uncertainty about both borrowers and depositors can

be reduced, at a cost, by acquiring more information about them. For

example, Ainger & Sprenkle (1968) treat costs of acquiring

information about borrowers as a cost of production of a loan. In

their model, banks overestimate default probabilities so the benefit

from this spending is a lower estimated probability of default on a

loan of given size. Lenders can profit from this by offering loans

of larger size than they would have in the absence of the additional

information. As Baltensperger remarks, information is also valuable

if the bank has underestimated the default probability. Ainger &

Sprenkle do not discuss the nature of information acquisition but
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hypothesise that there are diminishing returns, in terms of greater

accuracy of estimation of default probability, per unit spent on

acquiring it.

One of the earliest papers to offer explicit analysis of the

bank-corporate lending relationship is Kane & Malkiel (1965). They

seek to show that refusing to grant a loan to an existing corporate

customer can sometimes increase the risks to the bank and reduce

future profits and that therefore banks may lend more than might be

expected when demand for credit increases or when credit is

constrained. The interesting part of the paper for our purposes is

the discussion of the lending decision. The authors focus on large,

valued customers with whom the bank has a long-standing relationship.

Refusal to lend may 'alienate' such customers, thus increasing the

likelihood that they withdraw deposits and future loan business.

This makes the bank's deposit base more uncertain, which increases

its risk, and the loss of both types of business reduces profits.

Furthermore, the previous investment of effort in building up the

relationship and acquiring knowledge of the borrower may be wasted,

whereas granting the loan may improve relations. If the bank lends

when credit is constrained, it 'seems natural' for the borrower to

return to the same bank at other times. The customer is valuable

because, though it is large and stable, the bank can still make a

good return because 'perfect information does not characterise the

loan market. What is known to whichever bank a valued applicant is

now a depositor can be but loosely perceived by competing banks' (p.

123), so competitors will not necessarily offer a lower margin as the

risk of lending is, for them, greater and the costs of investigating

the loan request higher. Ainger & Sprenkle make the same point (p.

163) .

On the other hand, some writers assumed that the debt market is

efficient with respect to information about borrowers, in which case

bank lending is similar to managing a portfolio of securities. Black

(1975) and Fama (1980) offer accounts of this type, though Fama (1985

and 1990) has since argued that banks do have a competitive advantage

in obtaining information. In Black's discussion of bank operations

the possibility of obtaining non-public information about companies
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is ruled out, at least if their shares are traded.

When the corporation has traded stock, the price of the
stock will be the primary piece of credit information.
The bank also needs information on the corporation's
liabilities other than the bank loan, and information on
whether the corporation is in default on any of the terms
of the loan. In an efficient market, there is no reason
for the bank to try to get information about the company
and its prospects on its own. It is very unlikely that
the bank will get any information that isn't already
discounted by the stock price. And it will have no way
of knowing when it has such a piece of information. If
the bank's loan officers have the ability to obtain and
identify information on companies that is not already
identified, they would be better off as security
analysts' (p. 329).

Of course in an inefficient market it is precisely because loan

officers work in banks rather than stockbrokers that they might be

expected to have access to inside information. But in Black's view

the cost of loans should rise and fall with the price of the

company's shares, to compensate the bank for the risk of default when

the value of the company is low, and should also depend on the

variance of return on the shares as the primary measure of the risk

of the company. If default threatens, the bank's main protection is

that the company can sell shares to raise cash, and expected cash

flow only matters indirectly in that it affects how much can be

raised from share issues.

Towards Modern Theories

The remainder of this chapter reviews the ways in which debt

contracts generally and features of bank lending in particular have

been justified by theorists. This literature is now much too large

to review comprehensively. The central issue, in terms of motivating

the empirical research, is the rationale for bank lending and

whether, in providing a rationale, it is necessary to assume that

banks obtain inside information.

The argument in many papers is made in the context of a model

which postulates a simplified version of reality containing a few

characteristics, for example two types of company, those with a

profitable project (the good type) and those without (the bad). The
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model-builder then works out in what way finance will be provided to

companies in the world of the model, and why. Other issues are

beyond our scope. The intention is to present enough detail of each

model as seems necessary to understand the argument of interest, but

no more. Reviews of the 'new view' of intermediation include Gertler

(1988), Goodhart (1989, second half of ch. 5), Bhattacharya (1991),

Hellwig (1991) and Davis (1992, chs. 1 & 2) .

2.2 EARLY AGENCY AND SIGNALLING THEORIES: JENSEN & MECKLING (1976),

LELAND & PYLE (1977) AND ROSS (1977)

In these three papers agency and information costs mean, pace

Modigliani & Miller, that a company's capital structure affects its

value. The insights they contain underpin the modern view of debt

and corporate finance. The introduction of agency theory to finance

is generally credited to Jensen & Meckling (1976). They regard a

company as a 'legal fiction which serves as a nexus for contracting

relationships' among individuals (p. 311) and focus on the agency

costs of the contracts between shareholders and management and

between lenders and shareholders. They define an agency relationship

as 'a contract under which one or more persons (the principal(s))

engage another person (the agent) to perform some service on their

behalf which involves delegating some decision making authority to

the agent' (p. 308). Agency costs arise because the interests of

principal and agent typically differ and it is costly to try to

ensure that the agent acts in the principal's interests. Agency

costs consist of costs of monitoring the agent, costs incurred by the

agent to guarantee that he will act in the principal's interests

(bonding costs) and residual losses to the principal which arise to

the extent that the agent still does not act in the principal's

interests.

There is an agency relationship between shareholders and

managers if the latter do not own all the shares, and the less of the

company they own, the less incentive they have to act in

shareholders' interests, ie to maximise the value of the company.

Jensen & Meckling believe that the most significant way in which

managers with few or no shares in their company may fail to maximise
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its value is through neglecting 'creative activities such as

searching out new profitable ventures' (p. 313) - the entrepreneurial

spirit will be lacking. Other writers have been more concerned about

empire-building: managers seeking growth in sales or assets beyond

the level which would maximise profits (eg Baumol, 1959). Jensen &

Meckling do not discuss how effective are monitoring and bonding

activities in reducing residual loss to shareholders, but the methods

they mention include auditing, formal control systems, budget

restrictions, performance-related payment schemes, 'explicit bonding

against malfeasance on the part of the manager and contractual

limitations on the manager's decision making power' (p. 325).

The other agency relationship they consider is between

debtholders and shareholders, whose interests can diverge as gearing

increases because shareholders have more incentive to use borrowed

money to invest in riskier projects. The incentive arises because

the payments on debt are (usually) not related to the success of the

borrower. If investments turn out well, all the surplus after

interest and loan repayment goes to shareholders: if the company

makes losses, obligations to lenders may not be met. So, given two

investments with the same cost, total expected return and beta but

different variance of return, shareholders will choose the investment

with the higher variance because it gives them a higher expected

return because there is a greater chance of lenders bearing some of

the losses if the investment fails (see figure 2.1). The problem may

become particularly acute in situations of financial distress in

which the shares are already worth very little and the managers are

likely to lose their jobs. Then they may be tempted to use, in

effect, lenders' money to undertake high risk projects with negative

NPV, as they have little more to lose from such a gamble whereas the

company could be saved if the outcome is unexpectedly good.
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Figure 2.1

Lenders Bear More of the Risk of Riskier Projects

The diagram shows the probability distributions of returns from two
investments. Both have the same cost and expected return (area under
the curve) but investment A is less risky than B. Assume for
simplicity that the investments 'mature' at the same time, that the
value of the company is wholly determined by their outcome at this
time and that full repayment of debt principal and interest is due
then. This obligation is labelled D. For outcomes to the left of D,
the total value of the company is less than the amount owed to
lenders, who then bear some of the loss from the investment.
Wherever D is placed, the expected loss is greater under B than under
A, so lenders always prefer the company to choose A.
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If lenders are unable to prevent decisions which increase risk,

and did not fully anticipate them when negotiating the cost of funds,

then wealth is redistributed from lenders to shareholders if such

decisions are made. However, to the extent that they are expected,

the cost of debt will be higher. Lenders have an incentive to

monitor loans to reduce the risk of loss; the costs of monitoring

will be included in the costs of the loan. This means that managers

have an incentive to see that monitoring is performed in the lowest

cost way.

Suppose, for example, that the bondholders (or outside
equity holders) would find it worthwhile to produce
detailed financial statements such as those contained in
the usual published accounting reports as a means of
monitoring the manager. If the manager can produce such
information at lower costs than they (perhaps because he
is already collecting much of the data they desire for
his own internal decision making purposes), it would pay
him to agree in advance to incur the cost of providing
such reports and to have their accuracy testified to by
an independent outside auditor. This is an example of
what we refer to as bonding costs (pp. 338-9).

Jensen & Meckling include bankruptcy costs as agency costs which are

related to debt because the probability of bankruptcy increases with

gearing. They emphasise that companies which are some way from

bankruptcy but perceived to be at risk can find it more difficult to

operate normally because of concerns of employees about their jobs

and purchasers about service contracts, for example.

The main advantage of debt is the tax subsidy on interest

payments. In the absence of this its use by privately owned

companies is still predicted if they have insufficient internal

sources and if the agency costs of issuing equity publicly would be

higher than those of debt. The authors do not discuss the case of

large companies that are already publicly owned and recognise this as

a limitation of the analysis (p. 356).

Agency theory helps explain why information is valuable to

suppliers of capital but it does not analyse how information costs

can be minimised. These can be viewed as another example of

transactions costs, as in Benston & Smith (1976). They point out

that loan covenants can reduce the agency cost of debt by restricting
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the freedom of action of management, while the taking of security can

reduce the need for monitoring. Also noteworthy is their belief that

banks have a comparative advantage in obtaining information about

borrowers because they are discreet with it (p. 223).

The second source paper for the modern view of lending is

Leland & Pyle (1977). Most of the paper presents a model of company

capital structure, the distinguishing feature of which is that the

entrepreneur signals the inside information he has about the

company's prospects by the proportion of equity which he retains. He

can not simply reveal what he knows because external providers of

finance would not trust him. They are not able (costlessly) to

verify the information and the entrepreneur has an incentive to

exaggerate the company's prospects, because he can thereby lower the

cost of funds and/or obtain larger amounts. This problem of moral

hazard hampers information transfer. But entrepreneurs with 'good

quality' projects still want to convey this somehow, as otherwise

lenders will tend to assume that their projects are low quality and

charge a high price for funds.

The argument that purchasers, or in this case lenders, will

tend to assume the worst about products whose quality they can not

verify is credited to Akerlof (1970), who analysed the market for

used cars. The problem is that, if purchasers are unable to

distinguish in advance a decent car from a rotten one (a 'lemon'),

they will offer a price somewhere in the middle between what a decent

car and a lemon is worth. But this will put off would-be sellers of

decent cars, so that the quality of used cars coming onto the market

deteriorates, purchasers begin to realise this and reduce their

offers further, and at the extreme the market may collapse

altogether. This all presupposes that purchasers are completely

unable to determine the quality of cars, which is unrealistic, but

the point is to demonstrate the importance of information in the

functioning of markets for products whose quality matters, varies and

is difficult or costly to ascertain.

Returning to the entrepreneur seeking to raise funds, retaining

equity in his company is a credible signal of its quality because the
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more he retains, the more he has to lose if it fails. The cost to

him of this signal is that his personal portfolio is not as well

diversified as it could be otherwise. One purpose of Leland & Pyle's

formal analysis is to demonstrate that in equilibrium the

entrepreneur's share of the equity in his company is positively

related to its value.

The last section of their paper is concerned directly with

intermediation and is clearly not fully developed. The question

posed is why (more) information about borrowers is not gathered and

sold publicly. One problem suggested is that the information

producer 'may be able to appropriate only a fraction of what buyers

in totality would be willing to pay' because 'purchasers... may be

able to share or resell their information to others, without

diminishing its usefulness to themselves' (p. 383). This seems a

dubious argument; most information one can think of in financial

markets is valuable only so long as competitors do not have it, so

that a more plausible problem for the information producer would be

to convince potential purchasers that the information had not already

been exploited by others. But this might be viewed as a case of the

second problem Leland & Pyle mention, which is the difficulty of

verifying the quality of the information. An intermediary, in

contrast to an information producer, is able to realise a fuller

return from its inside information because it does not try to sell it

but rather uses it to choose its assets, the returns from which the

intermediary alone enjoys. The authors believe this to be a 'primary

reason' for the existence of intermediaries and suggest that their

quality is primarily determined by how effective they are at

gathering information. As with other companies, quality can be

signalled by the proportion of equity retained by the 'organizers'.

Finally, they argue that 'sellers of risks with favorable

characteristics wish to be identified, and would deal with an

informationally-efficient intermediary rather than with an uninformed

set of lenders offering the value of the average risk' (p. 384). In

fact it seems to be the other way round in capital markets: the

largest and safest companies are less likely to borrow from banks

than from (perhaps) relatively uninformed securities markets. As
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with used cars, the implicit assumption that the purchaser or market

investor is completely ignorant is too strong. But Leland & Pyle's

suggestion may be correct for some markets. Calem & Rizzo (1992)

argue that banks are better informed about public hospitals in the

USA than bond investors and that the better hospitals do rely more on

bank loans (see section 5.2).

We may ask why, if management can signal their company's

quality by the proportion of the equity they own, is there a need for

further information gathering? Leland & Pyle do not discuss this,

though they do say that it is 'typically' information about

individuals which is worth obtaining, the inference being that they

are unable to signal. But it is apparent that the signalling

mechanism presented is only one of the ways in which information

about companies is transmitted.

The third of the early papers, by Ross (1977), also presents a

signalling model; this time the proportion of debt in the company's

capital structure is what signals its value. In this case perhaps

the best way to explain the argument is to present the simple version

of the model. There are two types of company, A and B, and two time

periods, time 0 (now) and time 1. At time 1, type A companies will

have a value of a and type B of b; a > b. Companies are financed by

equity and by debt which has a face value of F at time 0. Managers

are paid according to how much their company is worth now, VQ, and at
time 1, V^, and incur a penalty with value L if their company is
bankrupt at time 1. Ignoring the time value of money for simplicity,

their payment schedule is

M = a0VQ + a1(V1 if V1 > F; V± - L if Vj_ < F),

where cXq and are fixed weights. Managers act to maximise their
pay, M, and the only thing they can decide at time 0 is the level of

debt, F. They know their company's type, ie its time 1 value, but no

one else does. Investors can observe F and use it to infer the
•k

t t

company's type. 'Let F be a crxtical level of financing, with

b < F < a.
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If

*

F > F ,

then we shall assume that the market perceives the firm to be of type

A, and if

*

F < F ,

the market perceives the firm to be of type B' (pp. 28-9).

To signal their company type, A managers choose debt with face

value Fa such that

* 3
F < Fa < a,

and B managers choose F^,

F*3 < b.

Will the signal be credible, ie have managers of both A and B type

companies an incentive to choose the level of debt which investors

believe indicates the type of company they manage? A managers have

no incentive not to borrow Fa, since they are paid more if they

signal that = a rather than b and, since they know for certain

that Fa < a, there is no risk of bankruptcy. The payment schedule

for A managers which have borrowed Fa, Ma{Fa), is

Ma(Fa) = (Oq + a^)a, which exceeds Ma(F^) = a^b + a^a,

L.

the schedule for A managers which have borrowed F . The schedules

for B managers are

= (a0 + ccx)b,

and
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Mb(Fa) = aQa + ct^b - L) ,

since bankruptcy will be certain in this case. So the signal will be

true if

aQ(a - b) < a^L.

Ross does not attempt to prove that L will be set at such a level

that the inequality is satisfied, or that signalling via the amount

of borrowing is the only method. However, he argues that, if

managers are remunerated according to the value of their companies, A

managers have an incentive for their payment schedules to permit the

value of their company to be signalled, for example by announcing

that the penalty L to which they will be liable in the event of

bankruptcy is large enough so that the above inequality is satisfied.

To attempt a false signal, B managers would then also have to declare

themselves liable to L in bankruptcy, but it would not pay them to

signal thus.

The insights of these papers can now be summarised. Because

the interests of shareholders, managers and lenders do not fully

coincide, and because of information asymmetry (managers being better

informed about the company than external shareholders and lenders), a

company's financing arrangements can affect its value. Financiers

are unable to determine the quality of companies accurately and are

exposed to the moral hazard that managers may act in ways which are

detrimental to them. Realising this, financiers charge on the basis

that companies are of low quality (some of the best may be deterred

from seeking external finance by the cost), and that company managers

will exploit them if they can. To the extent that quality can be

ascertained or signalled, and that ways can be found of controlling

managers or giving them incentives not to exploit financiers, the

cost of funds can be reduced, at least to higher quality companies.

But monitoring, signalling, controlling and providing incentives all

themselves have costs. The financing arrangements which emerge will

be those which minimise the total costs.
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2.3 DIAMOND'S RATIONALE FOR DEBT AND BANK MONITORING

Diamond's (1984) model of the bank as a delegated monitor of

credit risk has become the established explanation for the existence

of banks. It is built on the agency problems resulting from

information asymmetry. Diamond first considers a situation without

monitoring in which an entrepreneur wishes to raise funds for a

project with an uncertain future outcome y. At the end of the

project, the entrepreneur knows the actual outcome, y, but not the

financiers. They need to be offered an expected return of R in order

to supply the funds; the cost of the project is one unit and the

expected return exceeds R. Both financiers and entrepreneurs are

risk-neutral. The problem is to design a contract in which the

entrepreneur has incentives to pay the financier an expected return

of R, otherwise the project will not be funded. The solution is to

allow contracts with non-pecuniary penalties: penalties
where the entrepreneur's loss is not enjoyed by the
lenders... these are best interpreted as bankruptcy
penalties. Some examples include a manager's time spent
in bankruptcy proceedings, costly 'explaining' of poor
results, search costs of a fired manager, and (loosely)
the manager's loss of 'reputation' in bankruptcy.
Physical punishment is a less realistic example.
Projects which could not be undertaken at all without the
penalties can be operated using the penalties (p. 396).

Although Diamond does not spell it out, it is the feature of debt

that default enables the lender to initiate bankruptcy proceedings

that explains the subsequent proof that, with information asymmetry,

the optimal financial contract is debt rather than equity.

Projects could not be undertaken using externally supplied

equity because the investors are assumed not to know their outcomes

and entrepreneurs have no, or insufficient, capital themselves. In

Diamond's model, the information asymmetry at the end of projects

creates an agency problem which equity is unable to resolve. If the

entrepreneur declares that the project has earned nothing, equity

investors can not check this, their shares are worthless and there is

nothing further they can do. Of course, it may be argued that the

world of the model is too unrealistic. The information asymmetry

seems rather extreme and shareholders, as owners of the company, can
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OVERVIEW OF SECTIONS 2.3 AND 2.4

Information asymmetry is endemic.

DIAMOND (1984) AND SUBSEQUENT VARIANTS (2.3)

Diamond (1984): debt is an efficient contract because bankruptcy

enables a borrower's true value to be determined in default by

imposing non-pecuniary penalties equal to the shortfall in amount

owed. The alternative to bankruptcy is monitoring all borrowers to

establish true value. If one bank lends, duplication of monitoring

is avoided.

Gale & Hellwig (1985): similar model. Bankruptcy process itself

achieves monitoring, which only occurs in default. Debt is

'incentive-compatible', ie entrepreneur has no incentive to lie about

project returns.

Krasa & Villamil (1992): similar to Diamond but adds cost to

depositors of monitoring bank in default.

Seward (1990): role for equity created if outcomes of some of

borrower's projects are assumed observable. Banks monitor better

than bond investors because they lend more to each borrower, as in

Leland & Pyle.

Harris & Raviv (1990): monitoring in default avoids unnecessary

liquidations.

THE LENDING RELATIONSHIP AND ONGOING MONITORING (2.4)

Mayer (1988), Aghion & Bolton (1989), Hellwig (1989, 1991): debt is

an incomplete contract, not specifying what should happen in all

eventualities. Lending relationship only possible with a bank and is

vehicle for implicit contract of commitment in which bank supports

borrower when in difficulties and borrower provides bank with

business in good times.

Banks are in a better position to negotiate with borrowers than are

bond investors.

Monitoring (inside information) helps but is not essential.
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OVERVIEW OF SECTIONS 2.3 AND 2.4 CONT.

Diamond (1991): monitoring assumed to be ex ante (screening) and

ongoing. Reduces borrower investment in negative NPV projects which

transfer wealth to shareholders from lenders.

Bernanke & Gertler (1985): bank finance needed for risks which can

not easily be evaluated using public information.

Fama (1990): endorses delegated monitoring story on ongoing basis.

Bank willingness to lend signals borrower creditworthiness to other

creditors.

Sharpe (1990): analyses consequences of borrowers finding difficulty
in changing banks due to potential new lender lacking inside

information. Causes 'first period' cost of funds to be too low and

'second period' cost too high for successful but 'captured'

borrowers. May be implicit contract not to exploit 'captured'

borrowers, breach of which would damage bank's reputation.
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do something - they can replace the managers, which would, arguably,

impose similar non-pecuniary penalties on them to those resulting

from bankruptcy. These comments are made to highlight the features

of the model which cause debt to be the optimal financing contract.

The optimal contract (which has not yet been shown to be debt)

maximises the entrepreneur's expected return, E-t given a minimum

expected return to lenders of R. Let z be the payment which the

entrepreneur makes to the lenders and </>(z) be the non-pecuniary

penalty function. The optimal contract solves

max Ep[max y - z - <p(z) ] (2.1a)

subject to

z e arg maxze[Q ^ y - z - <p(z) (2.1b)

and

E~[arq max^^^j y - z - <p(z)] > R, (2.1c)

where e means 'is a member of' and 'arg max' denotes the set of

arguments that maximise the objective function that follows. The

requirement is to maximise the entrepreneur's expected return (2.1a).

Given the outcome y and the nature of the non-pecuniary penalties, he

will choose the payment to lenders z which maximises his net return,

including non-pecuniary penalties (2.1b). The expected return to

lenders has to be at least R, given that the entrepreneur will

maximise his expected return when the outcome emerges (2.1c).1

1. In the paper this constraint is 'E-...' rather than
y z

but E
p... ' must be an error because, if not, the constraint is

incomprehensible. Diamond states explicitly that the constraint
requires 'a competitive return to lenders to be provided (p. 397).
The return to lenders depends on the expected value of z, the payment
they receive, not y.
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Diamond proves (extremely tersely) that the optimal contract is

'a debt contract with face value h and a non-pecuniary bankruptcy

penalty equal to the shortfall from face, h, where h is the smallest

face value which provides lenders with an expected return of R' (p.

397). In symbols,

*

<p (z) = max (h - z, 0).

h is the smallest solution to

(P(y < h) * Ep[y\y < h]) + (P(y > h) * h) = R,

ie the probability of y being less than the face value times the

expected value of y in this range (| means 'such that') plus the
probability of y being greater than the face value times the face

value has to give the required rate of return. One unit is actually

borrowed, so the face value (amount to be repaid) h exceeds one and,

from the entrepreneur's point of view, should be minimised. If the

entrepreneur tries to cheat at the end of the project by paying out

less than h or y if y < h, he is bankrupt and suffers non-pecuniary

penalties equivalent to what he has saved, so there is no incentive

for him to cheat and lenders know this.

The proof that the optimal contract is as set out above follows

from these points. By construction, constraint (2.1c) is satisfied
ilr

at the minimum level of h, given <p (z) = max (h - z, 0). A contract

of this form is necessary to induce lenders to lend in the world of

the model. But does this contract maximise the entrepreneur's

expected return? The only alternative is to imagine a contract with

a higher h, h+.

If z = h+ is incentive compatible (fulfils (2.1b) given
contract <p(z)), it must be true that

y - h+ - 0(h+) > maxz,e[0(i!+)y - z' - 0(z') (2.2a)
or for all z' e [0, h+],

0 (z' ) > h+ + <p(h+) - z' (2.2b)

> h + <p(h+) - z' (2.2c)
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> h - z' (2.2d)

= <p*(z'). (2.2e)

The final inequality follows from the requirement <p(z) >
•k

0 for all z. Combined with the result that (p (z) =0 for
*

all z > h, this implies that <p (z) gives the smallest
penalties such that it is incentive compatible to fulfil
(2.1c), implying that <p (z) maximises (2.1) (p. 397).

What does this mean? We are imagining an alternative contract

in which the entrepreneur contracts to repay h+ instead of h, and his

non-pecuniary penalty function is correspondingly changed. For the

entrepreneur to accept this contract, it must maximise his net return

given the outcome y. If y is at least h+, then the repayment z = h+.
(2.2a) says that the net return (including non-pecuniary penalties)

must at least equal that given any repayment (z') and its associated

non-pecuniary penalties (<p(z')). (2.2b) is (2.2a) rearranged. The

author's understanding of the argument from (2.2b) to (2.2e) is as

follows. If h+ + <p(h+) is a lowest cost combination of repayment and

non-pecuniary penalty, then it must be at least as low as any

alternative, so

z' + cp(z') > h+ + <p(h+). (2.2b re-arranged)

But lenders would be satisfied with h (2.2b to 2.2c), so the

entrepreneur would only pay more if he received a compensating non-

pecuniary reward, ie if <p(h+) were negative, but this is ruled out.

So if h is paid, <p(h+) must be zero (2.2c to 2.2d) and a repayment z'

> h would never occur. If z' < h, there is no point in having

penalties worth more than the shortfall, so <p (z' ) = h - z' is the

optimal non-pecuniary penalties function (2.2d to 2.2e).

The above argument offers a rationale for debt contracts but

not for intermediaries to provide them. This is done by introducing

the possibility of costly monitoring of borrowers which allows

outcomes to be observed, thus eliminating the need for bankruptcy

proceedings. The cost of monitoring is incurred before the

entrepreneur knows the project's outcome. Whether a debt contract

with monitoring will be chosen depends on the cost of monitoring

compared with the expected costs of bankruptcy (the expected value of
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the non-pecuniary penalty). In Diamond's model many lenders are

required to finance each project. If each lender monitors, there

will be duplication of effort. If the task can be delegated to one

monitor, this will avoid duplication, but there is a cost in

providing incentives to the agent to monitor and enforce the

contract. Diamond assumes that the monitor will be a bank, which

collects deposits and makes loans as well as monitoring. He does not

discuss the possibility of a pure monitor or information producer (eg

a rating agency) acting on behalf of direct lenders.

Depositors are assumed not to observe project outcomes, only

the bank. Their contract with the bank is analysed in the same way

as the financing of an entrepreneur in the absence of monitoring;

the optimal contract is a loan with non-pecuniary bankruptcy

penalties on the borrower in the event of default. The possibility

of incurring these penalties constitutes the cost of delegating

monitoring to the bank, which is in addition to the resource cost of

monitoring, which is assumed the same for banks and direct lenders.

Given this, a bank which only lends to one entrepreneur is not viable

because, if the project yields less than the value of the deposits,

the bank faces the same bankruptcy penalties as the entrepreneur

would have done, but has also spent resources on monitoring. It

would be cheaper to borrow directly without monitoring. However, if

the outcomes of projects are independently distributed, the risk of

the loan portfolio and the probability of bankruptcy for the bank

reduce with the number of projects it finances. As loans are added,

the cost of delegation per loan diminishes. The alternatives to bank

lending with delegated monitoring are bank lending without monitoring

and direct lending without monitoring (which dominates direct lending

with monitoring because the sum of direct lenders' monitoring costs

is assumed to exceed the entrepreneur's expected cost of bankruptcy).

In both these cases the expected bankruptcy cost per loan is incurred

by the entrepreneur and does not diminish as more loans are made.

Under bank lending with monitoring, the cost per loan includes the

resource cost of monitoring but the expected bankruptcy cost of the

bank diminishes as more loans are added. Beyond a certain number,

the combined resource and bankruptcy costs become less than the

bankruptcy costs without monitoring.
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In this model, the benefit of monitoring is not that it enables

banks to make better lending decisions but that it avoids the need to

bankrupt entrepreneurs with poor projects. Because banks can hold

diversified portfolios of projects, they are much less likely to go

bankrupt than individual entrepreneurs, so the expected bankruptcy

costs in the economy are reduced by their presence. This is also the

benefit from diversification, since all agents are assumed to be

risk-neutral and so their welfare is not increased directly by risk

reduction.

Diamond also presents a different model in which all agents are

risk-averse and entrepreneurs never default because they have

sufficient wealth not to. In this model, monitoring appears to be

essential because without it 'no incentive compatible payment

schedule can depend on the realization y, because the entrepreneur

could always claim a low value occurred' (p. 403). The rationale for

intermediation is more straightforward as diversification of loans in

a portfolio reduces the risk per loan and, as costs are now

positively related to risk, the bank bears the risk of the project

more cheaply than the (undiversified) entrepreneur and can charge

less than an (undiversified) direct lender. If direct lenders have

insufficient wealth to finance whole projects, the problem of

duplication of monitoring provides a further reason for

intermediation, as in the original model.

Finally, it is worth quoting Diamond's comments on why it is

difficult to create markets in second hand loan contracts.

If the intermediary were to sell a loan and transfer the
monitoring and enforcement to someone else, the acquirer
would have to incur the monitoring costs again,
duplicating the effort of the first intermediary. These
costs would be in addition to any physical costs of
transferring ownership. Adverse selection of which loan
an intermediary chooses to sell could be another
complication caused by the private information possessed
by the intermediary. The centralization of monitoring
each loan by a single intermediary will mean that there
are not active markets for these assets (p. 410).
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Variations of the Diamond Model

In Diamond's model debt contracts either require bankruptcy in

default but no monitoring or monitoring but no bankruptcy. Gale &

Hellwig (1985) offer a variant in which debt is again the optimal

financial contract but in which the bankruptcy process is itself a

means of monitoring. There is one period, at the start of which

entrepreneurs require external funds to finance projects. At the end

of the period, an entrepreneur knows the return on his project but,

due to information asymmetry, it is costly for financiers to find

out. There is assumed to be a pecuniary 'observation cost', in

addition to which the entrepreneur incurs a non-pecuniary penalty.

The entrepreneur will lie about the return on the project if he has

an incentive to do so. This arises if the payment to the financier

is related to the return on the project and he can fulfil the terms

of his financing contract, satisfying the financier, by announcing a

smaller return than the project has really produced. What sort of

contract provides the entrepreneur with no incentive to lie, ie is

'incentive compatible'?

The entrepreneur's wealth, W, at the end of the period is a

function of the true return on the project, and the return he

announces, P :
a

"<Pt'Pa> « Pt"P<Pa>'

where R is the return paid to the financier. Gale & Hellwig argue,

first, that R(Ps) must be fixed unless it is not paid in full, in
a

which case the financier requires to find out the true project

return. Otherwise the entrepreneur has no incentive not to announce

a low project return when it is in fact higher. If the actual return

is above the fixed payment, the entrepreneur has no incentive to lie

as he does not have to pay more to the financier. Second, if the

fixed payment is not met in full, the financier observes the project

return and recovers as much as possible. Since this entails both an

observation cost and a non-pecuniary penalty on the entrepreneur, he

has an incentive to meet the payment if possible. There would be no

advantage in claiming falsely that P was below the fixed payment
a
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nor, if the actual return is below this level, in understating it,

since it will be observed anyway. These arguments show that debt is

an incentive-compatible contract, which requires 'a fixed repayment

when the firm is solvent, requires the firm to be declared bankrupt

if this fixed payment cannot be met and allows the creditor to recoup

as much as possible from the firm's assets' (p. 648). Without the

third feature, the fixed repayment would need to be higher to

maintain the financier's return, which would also mean more cases of

costly bankruptcy. Gale & Hellwig do not discuss the role of

intermediaries in supplying debt.

Krasa & Villamil (1992) make similar assumptions to Diamond

(1984) and analyse a situation in which it is not possible for a bank

to eliminate risk entirely by diversifying its portfolio (they assume

a limited number of entrepreneurs), implying that there is a non-

negligible chance of the bank defaulting. In default each depositor

has to monitor the bank to verify the value of his claim and the

information obtained as a result of monitoring the bank is private to

each depositor. Without ex post monitoring of the outcomes of

entrepreneurs' projects, these are unknown to financiers. With this

information asymmetry and in the absence of intermediaries, the

optimal contract is a debt contract in which 'each investor must

monitor each entrepreneur with whom he/she contracts in bankruptcy

states and duplicative monitoring is inherent' (p. 201), as in Gale &

Hellwig. As in Diamond, intermediation avoids duplicative monitoring

but, in this model, there is an extra layer of monitoring by

depositors if the bank defaults and the question is in what

circumstances intermediated debt remains more efficient than direct

debt.

The answer depends on how many entrepreneurs the bank lends to

and on the cost of monitoring an entrepreneur relative to the cost of

monitoring a bank. Assuming that entrepreneurs appear identical ex

ante, that each has the same expected return and that returns are

independently distributed, increasing the number of entrepreneurs to

whom a bank lends reduces the variance of the return on its loan

portfolio - the usual benefit from diversification. Then 'the costs

of monitoring the monitor go to zero if [the return promised to each
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depositor] is less than the intermediary's expected return from one

entrepreneur... and if the intermediary is sufficiently large' (p.

205). It can be seen that there will be a minimum size of bank, in

terms of the number of entrepreneurs it lends to, above which the

expected costs of monitoring with direct debt exceed those with

intermediated debt (unless the actual cost of monitoring a bank

increases exponentially with its size, which is assumed not to be the

case). If bank default is sufficiently rare, the expected saving of

duplicated monitoring of bankrupt entrepreneurs exceeds the expected

cost of monitoring bankrupt banks.

Seward (1990) points out that in Diamond's model there remains

no role for externally owned equity and offers a version in which

monitored debt (bank loans) and equity owned by both outsiders and

company managers can all have a role. The crucial difference is

that, whereas Diamond assumes that all returns are unobservable

without monitoring, Seward's model assumes that a company has one

project with freely observable returns and another with unobservable

returns unless they are monitored. However, when the return on the

observable project is known, there is assumed to be a minimum

feasible reported return on the unobservable project. The two

projects have unequal risks and how capital is allocated between them

is known only to the company.

In the absence of an intermediary which monitors, the optimal

means of financing is via both debt and external equity. Under the

assumptions, all debt would lead to over-investment in the riskier

project as this transfers wealth to the shareholders. All equity

would allow no mechanism to prevent under-reporting of the true

returns of the unobservable project: it would be the optimum contract

in a full information setting. Debt enables the true returns to be

observed, at a cost, if there is default (though in Seward's model

verification is forgone if the company reports that it is only

marginally insolvent). The equity is viable because, given the

assumption that the outcome of the observable project sets a minimum

credible value on the outcome of the unobservable project, there is

some possibility that the company reports a total return greater than

the face value of the debt. 'The optimal contractual allocation must
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consist of payoff structures which simultaneously mitigate the

incentive to shift risk and control the incentive to misrepresent the

firm's true output' (p. 361).

However, banks operating as delegated monitors provide debt

more efficiently than a bond market and so bank loans are preferred
to bonds. The model does not 'prove' this, but Seward asserts that

'while the total gains from the act of monitoring may be quite large,

each individual investor's expected personal gain is likely to be

quite small. Hence, there is an inefficient amount of monitoring in

this framework since investors have inadequate incentives to do so'

(p. 366). As before, there is still a role for external equity.

In Harris & Raviv's (1990) model, debt is assumed to be

valuable because it enables better decisions to be made about whether

firms should be liquidated. They assume that managers always seek to

avoid liquidation even when liquidation would maximise the firm's

value. But financiers provide funds at a lower cost if they have a

mechanism, debt contracts, for erforcing liquidation in some

circumstances. This provides more protection for their investment

than there would be if only equity were available.

Debt enables information to be generated, at a cost, if the

borrower defaults. The investigation reveals current earnings and

further information about the company's 'quality'. On the basis of

these findings, lenders decide whether the company should be

liquidated. Value is preserved by the liquidations which are

required. Shareholders 'choose the debt level to maximise the value

of their equity taking into account the cost of default and the fact

that upon default an optimal liquidation decision based on the then

available information will be made' (p. 329). The higher the

liquidation value (tangible assets) and the lower the default costs,

the higher the level of debt and of firm value.

Discussion

In models of the Diamond type, information asymmetry is assumed

to be endemic and the crucial feature of debt is that it provides a
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mechanism - nonpecuniary penalties and/or monitoring in bankruptcy -

for the lender to be repaid as much as possible if the borrower

defaults. This alleviates the moral hazard problem, at a cost. In

return for agreeing to this costly enforcement mechanism, the company

can keep any surplus return above the amount promised to lenders.

Debt would exist without banks, but banks are efficient providers of

debt because it is assumed that monitoring yields inside information

and that banks can monitor at less cost than can securities market

lenders collectively. The models in this section focus on

information asymmetry and monitoring ex post, on completion of

projects or more narrowly in cases of default, so they do not explain

the initial screening and ongoing monitoring performed by banks. The

value of the debt contract has been established but there is more to

say about the role of the bank.

2.4 THE LENDING RELATIONSHIP AND ONGOING MONITORING

Mayer (1988) and Hellwig (1991) argue that the crucial

difference between bank and market finance is that banks show greater

commitment to borrowers than market investors. In particular, they

will continue to support companies in times of financial distress,

whereas investors will simply seek to sell and be unwilling to become

involved in restructuring. Closely related to this is the view that

bank lending is an efficient way of allocating control of the

borrower. In normal circumstances, control rests with the borrower's

management, but if things start to go wrong and the risk to the

lender increases, loan contracts enable banks to renegotiate or, if

necessary, take control. The critical terms which increase control

are maturity, covenants and security. The shorter the maturity, the

earlier the bank has an opportunity to renegotiate or be repaid; the

tighter the covenants, the lass scope for misfortune the company has

without there being an event of default. A floating charge enables

the bank to appoint a receiver to take over the company and act in

the bank's interests. A bank is in a better position to renegotiate

because it is only one lender instead of many via a securities market

and because it already has a relationship with the borrower and may

have inside information as a result of monitoring. If there are many

lenders to a borrower in financial distress, there is an incentive
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for each to free ride on the efforts and further lending of others.

The idea that lending relationships and features of loan

contracts help control the risk of lending is not incompatible with

monitoring also doing this; indeed monitoring which generates inside

information is unlikely to be possible outside the context of a more

general relationship. Hellwig (1991) provides an excellent

discussion of the two approaches, both of which he sees as

alleviating 'problems of moral hazard or asymmetric information in

relations between firms and financiers... Moral hazard concerning

managerial effort, moral hazard concerning the riskiness of firms'

strategies, and moral hazard concerning return realizations ex post'

(p. 44). He notes that a problem with long term contracting is

writing contracts which cover all eventualities.

In fact Aghion & Bolton (1989) and Hellwig (1989) argue that

both corporate capital structure and intermediation are usefully

analysed in terms of incomplete contracts. The incompleteness often

emerges in cases of financial distress and restructuring; for

example, creditors to a company in difficulty may want to be repaid

and/or acquire more security. They can not all be satisfied and the

terms of conventional debt contracts do not specify exactly what

should happen, who should be repaid, who should be in control, and so

on: negotiation is required. From this perspective, a company's

financing arrangements are those which minimise the expected costs of

contracting and negotiation. These include the 'up front' costs of

the contract, the presumption being that complexity increases cost,

though 'it is very difficult to define precisely what the costs of

writing a more or less complex contract are' (Aghion & Bolton, p.

288). They also include the subsequent costs which may arise from

contracts being incomplete.

These are not simply a matter of the costs and uncertainties

arising from the negotiations required due to incompleteness. As

Hellwig (1991) and others have argued, borrowers or lenders,

depending on the circumstances, may be prone to exploitation by the

counterparty in long term borrowing arrangements. This may threaten

the provision of long term capital. For example, suppose a bank is
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considering rescuing a company by making a loan. The bank requires a

return sufficient to compensate it for the risk, which is greatest in

the early stages. There is an 'interim' stage by which it is clear

whether or not the company has recovered, but before it is in a

position to repay. At this point the borrower may try to refinance

the loan on cheaper terms. Knowing this, the bank initially can

either make a short term loan at a very high margin, or try to lock

the company into a term loan at a margin above what would be offered

by a new lender at the interim stage, assuming recovery, to

compensate for the initial risk of failure. But it may not be

possible to agree such a contract; in practice the best the bank

could hope for is a small prepayment fee. So if any loan is made, it

will be very expensive and short term.

On the other hand, the company will be in a weaker bargaining

position at the interim stage if its bank has better (inside)

information about its health than other would-be lenders, as Kane &

Malkiel (1965) recognised. This will reduce the competitiveness of

their offers. If a long term lending relationship is required to

obtain inside information, such relationships may promote long term

lending by the relationship bank, as borrowers doing well are less

likely to be poached by competitors.

So part of the value of a lending relationship might be

analysed as an implicit contract which supplements the incomplete

explicit terms of the debt contract. The bank supports the borrower

through difficult times, in return for which the borrower continues

to use the bank when it is doing well. This is not written down

formally but is understood by both parties. It may be reinforced by

bank possession of inside information, which will reduce the risk of

lending and make it harder for the borrower to use a new bank. But

privileged access to information does not seem to be essential to

explain lending relationships, so long as both parties perceive them

to be valuable.

According to the incomplete contract approach, bank finance

should be observed when the lending is not straightforward for

whatever reason and so the incompleteness of debt contracts is a
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disadvantage. If flexible funding is sought or complications are

possible, such as a request for revision of terms, direct involvement

is called for, ranging from a telephoned agreement to a further

drawdown, to effectively taking control of the company. A bank is in

a better position to be involved than a host of securities market

investors, even if it lacks inside information. Lending which is not

straightforward includes risky loans (because there is a non-

negligible chance of financial distress), loans with fluctuating

drawdowns (because regular contact and action are needed) and any

loan with complicated terms or purpose, such as project finance,

because meetings with the company will probably be the best way to

understand the deal.

Monitoring Again

Diamond (1991) models the borrower's choice between bank loans

and issuing debt securities. The crucial difference between the two

is that loans involve monitoring whereas bonds do not. In contrast

to his earlier (1984) model, the monitoring is assumed to be ex ante

and ongoing. There are known to be three types of borrower. Type G

have safe, positive NPV projects and never defauIt. Type B have

risky projects with negative NPV and sometimes default, but if

successful a risky project returns more than a safe one. Type BG

have a choice between safe and risky projects and choose risky

projects unless they have an incentive not to, because it is assumed

that the expected value left for the borrower after repaying debt

plus interest is higher for risky projects, unless the interest rate

is very low. The higher the rate of interest, the more attractive is

the risky project. So lenders to type BG are subject to moral

hazard. Any default implies that a borrower is not type G and, in

the absence of monitoring, it can not borrow thereafter.

Monitoring is costly and enables the selection of risky

projects to be detected with error. If a risky project is detected,

either the loan is not made or, if it already has been made, the bank

enforces early liquidation. If monitoring is sufficiently effective,

the type BG borrowers, who are the only ones with a choice, have an

incentive to choose safe projects. If a type BG is caught with a
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risky project, it makes no profit now nor in the future because it

can never borrow again. The less chance there is of being caught,

the higher the expected value of the risky project. If monitoring is

not sufficiently effective to induce borrowers to select safe

projects, it still has a (lower) value as a screening device; some

borrowers with risky projects are identified (the possibility of

misidentifying a safe project is not discussed).

Borrowers are assumed to have a credit rating based on public

information including their track record in meeting obligations to

creditors, whether or not they issue bonds. Those with the highest

rating pay such a low rate of interest that, even if they are type

BGs, most will choose safe projects, so that monitoring has little

value as an incentive or screening device. It will then be cheaper

to issue bonds, which saves the cost of monitoring. Reputation also

acts as an incentive for type BGs to choose safe projects. The

longer a borrower maintains a good track record, the more it has to

lose by defaulting or being caught with a risky project, because its

cost of borrowing will be falling so long as the good track record is

maintained. For lower rated borrowers, monitoring is more valuable

and, below a certain rating, it will be cheaper to borrow from a bank

and be monitored than to issue bonds. At the same time, the lower

the credit rating, the higher the interest rate payable and so the

less effective monitoring is as an incentive device to choose safe

projects, because the attraction of the risky alternative increases

with the cost of debt. In this model, monitoring is thus most

valuable to lenders for borrowers with reasonably high ratings, for

which it is most likely to act as an incentive device. The choice

between banks and bonds depends on the cost and accuracy of

monitoring and on the proportion of borrowers with an incentive, in

the absence of monitoring, to choose risky projects. For example,

the model predicts that if real interest rates increase, a higher

risk of moral hazard would be perceived and fewer borrowers would

find the bond market cheaper.

Bernanke & Gertler (1985) also argue that the crucial

difference between bank and non-bank lending is that banks can obtain

better information about borrowers, so that 'banks specialise in the
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provision of credit for projects which, because of high evaluation

and monitoring costs, cannot easily be funded by the issuance of

securities' (p. 1). The efficiency with which they provide this

service affects companies' cost of capital and access to it, and this

is the main reason why banks matter to real activity (p. 8).

Bernanke (1983) provides evidence that a major banking crisis can

indeed impair industrial performance (see section 4.7). To the

extent that information problems become less severe, perhaps due to

'innovations such as improved information technology and new

financial instruments' (p. 37), then the distinction between bank and

non-bank credit becomes less and the role of traditional bank loans

may decline, a view which is now widely held.

Fama (1990) argues that the structures of different types of

organisation can best be understood as least cost solutions to agency

problems; the choice of financing arrangements is only one part of

the structure. Most stakeholders, including employees, suppliers and

lenders, contract to receive fixed payments: shareholders receive

what is left after fixed claimants have been paid. It is argued that

debt has a place in the capital structure of many companies because,

as lenders have a strong incentive to monitor default risks, their

willingness to lend signals that the borrower is creditworthy and

trustworthy, avoiding or reducing the need for other stakeholders

owed fixed payments to monitor. So from this perspective, the

primary advantage of debt is that it reduces duplication of

monitoring costs by other stakeholders, not just lenders. The

willingness of companies to pay fees for unused lines of credit is

interpreted as evidence that companies are aware of the value of

signals from banks about default risks. Companies issuing traded

securities have to make much more information available than others

and, often, pay for ratings, to avoid duplication of monitoring costs

by bondholders. The reason why it is large organisations which are

observed to issue securities is that it is relatively easy for them

to provide the public information required since they are already

likely to produce it for internal management purposes. As Fama

remarks, the analysis 'is not rich enough to provide detailed

predictions about how revenue and cost conditions combine to produce

different portfolios of centralized information, monitoring and
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bonding devices in different circumstances' (p. 90), but the idea

that lending decisions might be viewed as signals suggests a further

rationale for monitoring and is crucial to the event study evidence

reviewed in chapter 5.

Sharpe (1990) presents a model with two periods and two types

of company, those which succeed after period one and those which

fail. It is assumed that a bank which has lent at the outset learns

the borrower's type at the end of period one, but that other banks do

not know for sure - they observe a noisy signal. The worse their

information, the more chance they have of lending to a failed company

and so the more excess profit the existing lender can make in period

two by just undercutting the best offer from a new bank but still

charging more than the risk of lending to a known successful company

warrants. However, these <=xcess profits in period two are

anticipated and competition at the outset forces the period one rate

below the breakeven rate on companies of unknown quality. The result

is that over both periods banks expect to make a normal return but

that 'too much capital is loaned out in the first period, when less

is known about the quality of firms, while too little capital is

borrowed in the second period by those firms which perform well', in

comparison with the case in which all lenders know a company's type

after period one (p. 1081).

Alternatively, it could be assumed that banks can not exploit

their successful 'captured' customers if loan agreements involve an

implicit contract not to do so. Breaking the implicit contract would

damage the bank's reputation and its prospects for further business.

In this case the implicit contract is credible if the expected cost

of lost business from breaking it exceeds the expected gain. In the

model, if banks do not discount their stream of future earnings and

one broken implicit contract means that no other borrower will trust

such a contract from that bank, rates charged will be the same as if

there were no information problem. This is an equilibrium because

the allocation of funds will be more efficient, so both borrowers and

lenders will earn more profit compared with the case without implicit

contracts in which banks overcharge successful borrowers. The

crucial assumption is that, whereas a company's quality can not be
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observed accurately by outsiders, breach of an implicit contract can

be; everyone knows about and believes companies which assert foul

play. This seems unrealistic: unfortunately Sharpe says nothing

about the dissemination and credibility of such information.

Discussion

The theories reviewed in this section suggest that there is

more to the rationale for bank lending than avoidance of duplication

of monitoring. Monitoring itself has a value beyond enabling ex post

observation of the worth of borrowers ('costly state verification').

Screening and ongoing monitoring provide incentives for companies to

make more optimal investment decisions, and signal creditworthiness.

The effectiveness of monitoring depends on the closeness of the

relationship between lender and borrower, but the relationship is

also valuable to the extent that long term commitment between the two

results in a lower cost of finance and better investment decisions.

A relationship is viewed as possible between a bank and a borrower

but not between bond market investors and a borrower. So a second

reason for bank lending emerges: it can be done in the context of a

relationship which is valuable. A third suggestion is that it is

more efficient to negotiate with one or a few banks than with many

bondholders in the event of financial distress, especially if the

bank already knows the borrower well.

2.5 INCENTIVES TO INVEST TOO LITTLE AND TOO MUCH

An important idea in the early agency papers is that a

company's financing arrangements can affect its investment decisions.

This has spawned many new theories of capital structure which offer

reasons why borrowing may result in companies adhering more closely

to the rule of investing if NPV is positive.
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OVERVIEW OF SECTIONS 2.5, 2.6 AND 2.7

Information asymmetry is endemic.

INCENTIVES TO INVEST TOO LITTLE AND TOO MUCH (2.5)

Myers (1977): borrowers may not undertake positive NPV projects if

they are so indebted that all the gain goes to lenders. If true and

lenders realise it, ex ante cost of borrowing is higher to

compensate. Monitoring could reduce such underinvestment.

Myers & Majluf (1984), Myers (1984): borrowers may not undertake

positive NPV projects if they need external funds to do so because

raising funds signals overvaluation and makes shareholders worse off.

Debt is preferred to equity because its value is less sensitive to

value of company and thus borrowing signals less overvaluation.

Greenwald & Stiglitz (1990): companies underinvest because

entrepreneur has to own excessive fraction to signal confidence and

so can not diversify his risk efficiently, as in Leland & Pyle.

Berkovitch & Kim (1990): model in which companies have incentives to

invest too much as well as too little. Superior information means

pricing of debt reflects risk more accurately and reduces incentives

to deviate from investing in all positive NPV projects.

FEATURES OF DEBT WHICH REDUCE MISPRICING AND SIGNAL QUALITY (2.6)

Note conflicting predictions in this section.

Maturity and seniority

Flannery (1986): good quality companies borrow short to signal

quality, otherwise overcharged for long term debt (lemons problem).

A costly signal if there are refinancing costs. Better information

would enable lenders to discriminate better ex ante.

Diamond (1993): motivates mixture of short and long term debt for

'good' borrowers and 'bad' who must copy to avoid signalling their

type. Again, better information would improve fairness of pricing.
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OVERVIEW OF SECTIONS 2.5, 2.6 AND 2.7 CONT.

Loan commitments

Berkovitch & Greenbaum (1991): loan commitment with non-utilisation

fee which penalises non-use reduces underinvestment of the Myers

(1977) type.

Duan & Yoon (1993): loan commitments cause overinvestment, so long

term loans are dearer than short term to compensate. 'Good'

borrowers buy long term. Signals quality because they've more chance

of surviving and benefiting from the commitment.

Security

Igawa & Kanatas (1990): 'good' borrowers offer more collateral

because can be depended on to look after assets without costly

monitoring by lender.

RELATED ISSUES (2.7)

Intermediaries as information producers

Campbell & Kracaw (1980): banks are reliable information producers

because they lend on the basis of their information.

Ramakrishnan & Thakor (1984): reputation alone of information

producer ensures reliability. Doesn't need to be a bank.

Credit rationing

Stiglitz & Weiss (1981): higher pricing causes adverse selection of

riskier borrowers and induces more choice of riskier projects. So

above some level higher pricing reduces expected returns and there is

credit rationing. Better information reduces credit rationing.

Besanko & Thakor (1987): offering a lot of collateral signals quality

but there will be credit rationing if sufficient collateral is

unavailable. Again, better information reduces need for rationing.
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The work of Myers has been influential in this field. His

first study (Myers, 1977) seeks to explain 'why it is rational for

firms to limit borrowing, even when there is a genuine tax advantage'

(p. 148). He imagines a company which has a project or 'growth

opportunity' in which it must decide whether to invest next period

(time 1). The option to invest has a cost now (time 0) which can be

financed by equity or equity and debt. The real-life correspondents

of this cost can presumably be viewed as research and development and

some of the day-to-day costs of keeping the company running. If the

company does not borrow at time 0, new share capital is raised and

invested at time 1 if the estimated value of the project is greater

than its cost, ie it has a positive NPV. But if the company borrows

at time 0, it will only proceed with the project at time 1 if the

value exceeds the cost plus the value of the debt to be repaid, since

otherwise the shareholders expect to make a loss after repaying the

lenders. But this means that projects with a positive NPV (from a

time 1 perspective) which is less than the value of the debt owed are

not undertaken, reducing the present value of the company at time 0.

If the project is not undertaken, the option to do so expires and the

lenders are assumed to receive nothing, so lenders will limit the

credit they provide to finance options to invest in the future; they

will be more willing to lend against assets already in place.

It is in the interests of lenders that positive NPV projects at

time 1 be undertaken, because then they will receive some repayment.

Since lenders will pass on the costs of expected losses to borrowers

via the fees and interest margin charged and/or limit the amount they

will lend to control the risk of loss, it is also in borrowers'

interests that expected losses to lenders from future suboptimal

investment decisions are minimised. The problem is that the various

arrangements for reducing future losses to lenders are themselves

costly or not feasible. It would be almost impossible to enforce a

debt contract requiring the borrower to undertake all future

investments with a positive NPV because management are in the best

position to value an investment and 'will no doubt be appropriately

pessimistic if their unbiased estimate' of its NPV is less than the

value of the debt (p. 157). The same problem hampers ex post

renegotiation in the event of financial distress. Short term loans
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offer 'the setting for continuous and gradual renegotiation' which

'seems to be a good solution, but there are costs of maintaining such

a continuous, intimate and flexible relationship' (p. 159).

Monitoring by lenders is a another partial and costly solution. The

problem does not arise if the company has cash in hand to finance its

investments, which Myers regards as 'a strong rationale for

restrictive covenants on dividends' (p. 160).

As Myers recognises, this paper is a partial theory of the

corporate borrowing decision; it does not discuss reasons in favour

of borrowing, which are taken to be the tax shield and agency costs

of equity. The well-known 'pecking order theory' (Myers & Majluf,

1984; Myers, 1984) is more complete. In particular, it provides an

explanation for why companies use internal cash flow as their main

source of funds and predicts that, of external sources, debt will be

used in preference to equity. Myers (1984, p. 582) remarks that he

'used to ignore the pecking order story because I could think of no

theoretical foundation for it that would fit in with the theory of

modern finance' until work based on asymmetric information started

appearing.

The easiest way of understanding the model in Myers & Majluf

(1984) is through their numerical example (pp. 192-4). A company has

an asset in place and an investment opportunity at time -1. At this

time the expected values are known to investors and managers. The

probability distribution is

Probability

50% 50%

state 1 state 2

Asset in place 150 50

Investment opportunity (NPV) 20 10

The investment costs 100. At time 0 managers know the true values

but not investors, who only learn them at time +1. So at time 0

managers have superior information about the value of the company.

They are assumed to act in the interests of existing shareholders,
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who are assumed to be passive - they do not buy new shares when the

company issues them. Managers decide at time 0 whether or not to

issue new shares to the value of 100 and invest in the project.

Since the investment opportunity has a positive NPV in both

'states of nature', it might seem as though the company would

undertake it in either case. If managers announce they will do this,

the value of the old shares is 0.5(170) + 0.5(60) = 115 at times -1

and 0 and the new shares are sold for 100 at time 0, so the value of

the company is then 215. At time +1 investors learn the true value,

which will be either 270 (state 1) or 160 (state 2). If it is 270,

the value of the old shares will be (115/215)270 = 144.4; if 160, the

old shares will be worth (115/215)/160 = 85.6. But if the management

do not invest, the value of the old shares in state 1 will be 150, so

their preferred policy at time 0 will be to do nothing if state 1

occurs. So managers will not announce that they will always invest

in positive NPV projects because this can commit them to investments

which do not maximise the wealth of existing shareholders when they

know that the company's shares are undervalued but have to issue them

anyway to undertake the investment.

However, under these circumstances, if the company does issue

and invest, this signals state 2 and the value of the old shares

drops to 60 at time 0 (compared with 50 at time +1 if management had

done nothing). Then the value of the company at time -1 is 0.5(150)

+ 0.5(60) = 105, a loss of 10 compared with its value if it were

always to undertake positive NPV investments. This under-investment

is avoided if the company has sufficient 'financial slack - eg, large

holdings of cash or marketable securities, or the ability to issue

default-risk-free debt' (p. 188). In the model, the decision to

issue always signals bad news and causes the share price to fall

because not issuing means that the true value of the assets in place

plus slack exceeds the value of the old shares if new shares are

issued. So issuing signals that the worse of two outcomes has

occurred; the share price prior to this decision reflected the

possibility of the superior outcome occurring. (However, a point

which Myers & Majluf do not make explicitly is that, in their model,

a share issue does not necessarily signal that the shares are
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overvalued. If the NPV of the investment opportunity turns out to be

much higher than expected (above 30.44 in the example given above),

the shares may in fact be known to be undervalued at time 0. The

problem is that managers have no credible way of conveying this and,

as at time 0, an issue signals bad news given what investors know at

that time about the expected value of the investment opportunity.)

The choice between debt and equity is also analysed and, if the

company raises external finance, debt is always preferred. The

argument is as follows. Debt or equity will only be issued if the

NPV of the investment opportunity equals or exceeds the increase (if

any) in the value of the new shares (dE) or bonds (dD) between times

0 and 1, when investors discover the true value of the company.

Otherwise the old shareholders will suffer a loss in value compared

with doing nothing, as in state 1 in the example.

Of course if the debt is default-risk-free, dD = 0, and
the firm always issues and invests when b [NPV of
investment] > 0. Thus, the ability to issue risk-free
debt is as good as financial slack. If the debt is not
defau1t-risk-free, dD may be positive or negative.
Option pricing theory tells us that dD will have the same

sign as dE, but that its absolute value will always be
less (pp. 207-8).

dD < dE because debt is less risky and less sensitive to the value of

the company. But since dD or dE represents a gain at the expense of

existing shareholders, managers acting in their interests will always

prefer debt to equity. Also, investments with an NPV between dD and

dE will be undertaken using debt but not equity, reducing under¬

investment .

Greenwald & Stiglitz (1990) also argue that companies lacking

financial slack will tend to under-invest, due to information

asymmetry and entrepreneurial risk aversion. They hypothesise under¬

investment in activity which improves productivity (R & D). The

problem is that if the entrepreneur 'both is and is known to be

better informed about his own prospects for productivity improvement

than investors at large, then the firm's owner/manager will be

constrained to hold an excessive fraction of the firm in order to

signal confidence in his own prospects' (pp. 161-2). This means he
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is unable to diversify his risk efficiently and thus bears

unsystematic risk with respect to his investment in his company.

This makes him more risk averse regarding managerial decisions than

he would be were there no information asymmetry and he were not

obliged to signal his company's worth by over-investing in it.

Spending on R & D is risky because the returns on it are uncertain;

hence the entrepreneur will spend 'too little' on R & D. Increases

in the financial strength of the company reduce risk and enable

greater spending on R & D.

Berkovitch & Kim (1990) is an example of a relatively simple

model in which the imperfect correspondence between the interests of

shareholders and lenders can lead to under or over-investment, ie

failing to invest in projects with positive NPV or wrongly investing

in projects with negative NPV. At time 0 a company has an existing

project, x, financed partly by debt, which yields an uncertain return

at time 2. There are two states of nature time 2. Low returns,

state L, occur with probability P and high returns, state H, with

probability 1-P. There is no discounting. At time 1 the company can

invest in a new project, y. It is assumed that the new project is

paid for entirely by debt which is junior to the existing debt. The

time 2 returns on the projects are:

State Probability Gross returns

from old

project x

Gross returns

from new

project y

LP XL Y
H 1-P XH Y+S

These parameters are common knowledge at time 1; lenders are as well

informed as companies. All debt is zero coupon, repayable in time 2.

Old debt has a face value of Fq and default is possible, so

° < XL < Fq < V

New debt has a face value of F^ and default on new debt is also
possible, so
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XL + Y < Fq + F1 < XH + Y + s.

The market value of the new debt is what is invested at time 1, J.^.
New debt is assumed to be junior to old and its value is

I± = PZ + (1-P)F1

where

Z = max(XL + Y - Fq, 0) .

This says that in state H the face value is fully repaid; in state L

the face value of the old debt is paid first and any surplus goes to

repay the new debt.

If the company does not undertake the new project, the market

value of its equity, Ex, is

= a-p)(xH-F0).

If it does undertake the new project, the market value of its equity,

Eir is

E1 = (1-P)(XH + T + s - FQ - F1)

or

E1 = Ex + (1_P)(y + s ~ *1)'

where the latter term is the NPV of undertaking the new project. But

the NPV of the new project itself is

Y + (l-P)s - I±.

The difference between the NPV of undertaking the new project and of

the project itself is
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(1-P){Y + s - F±) - [X + (1-P)s - X1] = X1 - (1-P)F1 - PY.

Since

X1 = PZ + (1-P)X1,

this difference amounts to P(Z - Y). It is this term which can cause

non-optimal investment. Remember that Z = max(X^ + Y - FQ, 0), Y is
the return on the new project in state L and X^ (< Fg) is what the
old debtholders receive in state L if the new project is not

undertaken. Note that Y can be negative but the NPV of the project

positive, depending on the values of s and P. If Y is negative then

the old debtholders receive less than XL in state L but the
shareholders and new lenders lose nothing more as they have already

lost everything. So undertaking the project transfers wealth from

the old debtholders to the shareholders and this can lead to the

company undertaking projects which themselves have a negative NPV, ie

over-investing, as in Jensen & Meckling (1976). We can observe that

if Y is negative, P(Z - Y) >0, because Z is 0.

If, on the other hand, Y is positive, then the old debtholders

gain in state L, because they will obtain more than XL, given that
they have seniority. This reduces the expected value of the new

debt, so new lenders will require a higher interest rate to

compensate than they would if they had first claim on Y and the

company will forego some projects with positive NPV, ie under-invest.

With Y positive, P(Z - Y) < 0, because Z is XL + Y - Fq which is less
than Y.

Having modelled the problem, Berkovitch & Kim relax the

assumption that the existing debt is senior to new debt. They show

that the incentives to deviate from investing in all positive NPV

projects are minimised if the new debtholders have first claim on the

new project and the old debtholders on the old project, an

arrangement they characterise as project financing. Over a wide

range of positive values of Y, the under-investment problem is

eliminated because Y goes to repay the new rather than the old

lenders, although the over-investment problem remains for negative Y.
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The seniority conditions of any new debt are established as part of

the terms of old debt. If asymmetric information is assumed at time

1, lenders do not know the parameters of new projects, Y and s, and

new debt is priced based on the average quality of new projects. In

this case the incentives to over or under-invest can not be reduced

as effectively, which is a cost of the information asymmetry. All

new lenders assume the same expected value for Y in state L, EY, and

it remains optimal to give them first claim over T. But this means

that companies at time 1 with Y above (below) the market's perception

of EY will under (over) invest because the new debt will be priced

too high (low) relative to the true expected payment to new lenders,

PY + (l-P)F1f min PY = 0 if Y < 0.

Discussion

Models of debt contracts (section 2.2) start with the moral

hazard problem that financiers can not trust companies' reports about

themselves. The advantage of debt is that it provides a mechanism

for the lender to be repaid as much as possible if the borrower

defaults. Banks are an improvement because they monitor efficiently

and lend in the context of a relationship. Models of funding

investment start with the problem that companies have incentives to

invest suboptimally. Myers believes they are prone to underinvest

because they pay 'too much' for external finance because raising

external finance tends to be interpreted as a signal that the company

is overvalued. The advantage of debt is that its value is less

sensitive to the value of the company than equity, and therefore

financiers are less concerned about the company being overvalued on

issue of debt than of equity. We have an additional rationale for

debt. However, there is an offsetting incentive to overinvest after

loans have been made, to redistribute wealth from lenders to

shareholders.

We also have additional reasons for monitoring. If lenders can

not determine the quality of companies and charge the same 'pooled'

rate to all, good ones will be charged too much and bad ones too

little. Ex ante and ongoing monitoring enables debt to be priced to

reflect borrower quality more accurately and reduces the scope for
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borrowers not acting in lenders' interests. These are different

benefits from verification of borrower value. Models of funding

investment therefore augment the rationale for debt and monitoring.

2.6 FEATURES OF DEBT WHICH SIGNAL QUALITY AND REDUCE MISPRICING

We have seen that, given information asymmetry, the cost of

debt will not reflect borrower risk/quality accurately. The papers

in this section analyse features of debt as (costly) ways of

signalling quality and thus reducing mispricing. Their focus is not

the rationale for debt itself, or for bank lending. A role for debt

is simply assumed and it is also assumed that monitoring is not fully

effective or not attempted.

Maturity and Seniority

The importance of the commitment implicit in long term bank-

borrower relationships has been mentioned. Several writers have

considered the rationale for explicit contractual commitment via long

term loans or committed facilities. Flannery (1986) analyses

companies' choice of debt maturity. There are two periods and

projects only pay out at time 2, so short term debt has to be

refinanced at time 1. At this stage some projects have increased in

value and will not default; the rest have decreased in value and some

of these will default. There are good and bad borrowers and the bad

have a higher probability of default. Lenders know the proportions

of each but not the type of a particular borrower (they do not have

inside information), though they know that the cohort which has

decreased in value after period one contains a higher proportion of

bad borrowers than does the initial full population. Let R and R^
be the rates good and bad borrowers would pay were lenders able to

distinguish them, and R be the rate charged to both otherwise. In

the circumstances described, good borrowers would prefer to borrow

short term and refinance, because R > Rand at time 1 the good

borrower expects to refinance on more favourable terms, which is not

possible with a two period loan. Bad borrowers will also borrow

short term as to do otherwise would signal their status.
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But if there are fixed transactions costs every time a loan is

made then borrowing short will have higher transactions costs. If

these costs are sufficiently high, the gap between R and R large and

the gap between R^ and R small, then it may still be worthwhile for
good borrowers to borrow short but not for bad ones to copy them, in

which case there will be a separating equilibrium. On the other

hand, the smaller the gap between R and R, the less likely they will

be to find it worthwhile to borrow short, in which case both types

will borrow long. In this model the inability of lenders to assess

borrower type results in suboptimal costs of funds whether or not

there is a separating equilibrium. If there is, good borrowers incur

short term refinancing costs purely to signal their type: if there is

not, both types pay the same long term rate which is 'too high' for

good borrowers and 'too low' for bad ones.

Diamond's latest model (1993) focuses on maturity and

seniority. There are two periods. Borrowers require funds to invest

at time 0 and can pay nothing until time 2. Long term debt matures

at time 2; short term debt must be refinanced from the existing

lender or another at time 1. The time value of money is assumed to

be zero, for simplicity, so the long term debt pays no interest at

time 1. If refinance is impossible, the borrower defaults and the

management lose control. There are two types of borrower: good ones,

type Gs, have positive NPV projects; bad ones, type Bs, negative.

Borrowers know their own type at time 0 but not lenders; at time 1

all lenders, not just those which actually lent to a particular

borrower, receive imperfect information about each borrower's type.

The signal or rating ranges from one (definitely a good borrower) to

zero (definitely bad). Type Gs receive a higher average score than

type Bs but it is possible, though unlikely, for a type G to receive

a score close to zero and for a type B to receive a score close to

one.

If the information at time 1 were perfect, and all type Gs

could be sure of receiving a score of one, they would arrange short

term finance. Lenders at the outset have to charge a cost reflecting

the credit risk of the average borrower, but with short term debt

type Gs would only have to pay this for one period instead of for two
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with long term debt. In period two type Gs would be charged a lower

short term rate and type Bs liquidated Type Bs would prefer long

term debt, but this would signal their type, in which case they would

not be funded, so they too seek short term debt. But as the period 1

information is not perfect, there is a chance that a type G might

receive such a low score that it is forced to default, because it can

not refinance the maturing short term debt. Default might result in

liquidation.

Type G borrowers have some scope for avoiding liquidation even

if they default by management pledging their control rent to the

lender. This is the value of the management's expertise at running

the company, measured by the period two cash flow under the existing

management less the cash flow under the best available new management

brought in after period 1. Control rent is simply assumed to exist.

Let the period two cash flow from a positive NPV project be P, the

flow from a negative NPV project be N, the value of the control rent

be C and the time 1 credit signal be s (1 > s > 0) . If a borrower

defaults, the lender takes control and can either continue the

company or receive the 1iquidat ion value, L; P > L > N. Under

continuation, the expected value of the time 2 cash flow available to

lenders is s(P) + (1-s)(N) - C. The management can pledge to give up

all or part of C to the lender to keep control and avoid liquidation,

but only if s is high enough that s(P) + (1-s)(N) > L. If s is too

low for a type G company, it is 'wrongly' liquidated even though the

management know it is type G. Therefore type G managements wish to

minimise the risk of wrong liquidation.

Borrowers can eliminate the possibility of time 1 liquidation

by raising long term debt initially which ranks below any short term

debt. The worst possible time 1 signal is s = 0, in which case the

total time 2 cash flow is known to be N. So short term debt with a

face value of N or below can always be refinanced after period 1, and

there is no chance of liquidation, which can only be compelled if

there has been a default. But type G managements will not want an

initial mix of debt which precludes liquidation altogether because

then no type B companies will be liquidated, though it is in lenders'

interests to do so because the liquidation value exceeds the time 2
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cash flow (L > N). Lenders realise this and would charge

accordingly; in effect type Gs would be subsidising type Bs. Type Gs

want an initial mix in which borrowers with a very poor time 1 signal

are liquidated, as they are likely to be type Bs, and in which there

is as much short term debt as possible, as type Gs expect a good

signal and therefore a lower cost of short term debt in period 2.

All companies pay the same rate on long term debt, set at time 0.

By borrowing short term an amount greater than N, there is a

risk of a type G being wrongly liquidated if it receives a

sufficiently poor rating. Say N+x is borrowed short term and the

signal is 0.1. If N+x > 0.1P + 0.9N, the company will be liquidated

even though all the future cash flow is pledged to repay short debt

at time 2 and the long term debt as at time 1 is worth nothing.

Since the control rent represents what management have to lose from

wrong liquidation, the higher the control rent, the lower the

proportion of short term debt in the mix. The optimum initial mix

involves minimising the sum of the cost of wrong liquidation (the

control rent) times its probability, plus the expected extra interest

cost from some long term debt being used (this cost is not known for

sure because it depends on the actual time 1 rating received).

The result of the model is that type Gs will initially use a

mix of short and long term debt. The short term debt will be senior

to the long term and the long term contract will not restrict how

much of the time 2 cash flow can be pledged to short term lenders at

time 1. This is to maximise the proportion of short term debt. The

proportion is a decreasing function of the value of the control rent,

as more short term debt makes wrong liquidation more likely, which

destroys control rents. Type Bs will initially seek the same mix as

type Gs since to do otherwise would reveal their type. The seniority

of short term debt, the threat of liquidation that default provides

and the possibility of pledging control rents to short term lenders

mean that there can be conflicts of interest in some situations

between long term lenders (bondholders) who would prefer liquidation

and short term lenders (banks) who can renegotiate on terms which

dilute the interests of bondholders.
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In both Flannery's and Diamond's models, better quality

borrowers use short term debt, despite having long term projects,

because lenders are assumed to obtain improved information as time

goes on, which enables them to refinance at a cheaper rate. Poor

quality borrowers also borrow short term to avoid revealing their

type, if this tactic is worthwhile. In these models better

information enables loans to be priced more accurately, reduces

unnecessary liquidations and makes better borrowers more likely to

choose long term debt.

Loan Commitments

Loan commitments can also be explained as a response to

information asymmetry. Maksimovic (1990) focuses on the competitive

advantage in the product market afforded by guaranteed access to

funds but this would not be an advantage if creditworthy companies

could depend on ready access anyway. In Berkovitch & Greenbaum's

(1991) model, the existence of loan commitments depends, inter alia,

on lenders' not having an information advantage. A two stage

investment process is envisaged. At time 0 a certain amount is

borrowed, say for R&D. At time 1 information is available to the

entrepreneur, but not the lender, on how much extra investment is

required to bring the project to fruition in time 2. The less extra

he needs to borrow, the better. If the project is abandoned, the

borrower defaults and the bank loses the initial loan. If the

project proceeds, an uncertain return is produced at the end of

period 2.

Lending at time 0 is more risky because of the possibility of

default at time 1, so loans for period 1 only are more expensive than

for period 2 only. Under the assumptions of the model, all companies

choosing to borrow at time 1 can do so at the same rate. (Projects

are assumed to pay R at time 2 with probability q or 0 with

probability 1-g. Entrepreneurs will not borrow unless qR exceeds

their time 2 loan obligation. Risk neutrality is assumed, so the

extent to which qR exceeds the loan obligation makes no difference;

the expected return to the lender is constant. The quality and

viability of the project depend solely on how much extra investment
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is required at time 1).

From the lender's point of view, the project should proceed if

the expected return at time 2 exceeds the extra loan required at time

1 plus interest on it (ie the extra investment has a positive NPV).

Any surplus goes towards repaying the initial loan plus interest,

which is all lost if there is default at time 1. But the

entrepreneur only wishes to continue if the expected return exceeds

all loan obligations. Therefore there is under-investment at time 1,

because the entrepreneur does not regard the original loan as a sunk

cost (as in Myers, 1977). If the time 1 information were available

to the lender as well as the entrepreneur, they could negotiate so

that all projects with positive NPV in period 2 could continue, but

information asymmetry at time 1 is assumed. In this case, Berkovitch

& Greenbaum argue that a two period committed facility with non-

utilisation fee on undrawn amounts alleviates the under-investment

problem. The lender is able to charge a lower initial interest rate

than the rate for a one period loan at time 0 because it recoups some

of the difference from the non-utilisation fees and because fewer

projects are abandoned. The more marginal the project, the more

additional investment is required at time 1, so entrepreneurs with

marginal projects pay lower fees and the same interest rate in period

two as those with more successful (less costly) projects. Thus more

marginal projects with positive NPV are continued in period 2 because

the period 1 interest rate is lower for all and the more marginal the

project, the lower the cost of funds in period 2. However, this

result - that stronger borrowers pay more, including fees, than

weaker in period 2 (p. 91) - is perverse, and there is no

explanation of what prevents borrowers with low cost projects from

refinancing at time 1 with another bank to avoid the non-utilisation

fees.

Another example of a model in which loan commitments exist as a

consequence of information asymmetry is Duan & Yoon (1993). As usual

they envisage two periods; companies invest in projects at time 1 and

can borrow at the spot rate then or arrange a loan commitment before

(time 0) at a committed rate. The quality of companies varies and

affects the probabilities with which their projects will be
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successful. First assume that lenders know company quality, so that

committed and spot rates reflect this. The general level of interest

rates in the economy may change between time 0 and time 1. If they

rise, then companies with loan commitments have a committed rate

below the time 1 spot rate offered. They will use the loan

commitment and will therefore over-invest because they apply too low

a discount rate: some of what they invest has a negative NPV. If

rates fall, then all companies will borrow spot and invest the

correct amount. Over repeated periods there will be too much

investment. Lenders know this and set the initial fee for loan

commitments high enough to compensate them. Therefore at time 0, the

expected cost of finance including fee is greater for the loan

commitment than the spot loan, because lenders pass on the expected

cost of negative NPV investing in the commitment fee. So no loan

commitments would be demanded.

Now assume that information asymmetry exists, so that lenders

are unable to distinguish company quality directly. Duan & Yoon show

that high quality companies can signal their type by buying loan

commitments; the higher their quality, the larger the facility they

will buy. The up-front fee, which includes the expected cost of

over-investment, is more than compensated for by the lower committed

rate offered, reflecting the high quality revealed. The signal is

credible because a low quality company buying a large loan commitment

would be worse-off as a result, because it pays the fee for certain

but has less chance of benefiting from the lower committed rate,

because its project is more likely to fail. Therefore only genuinely

high quality companies buy large loan commitments. It is also

possible to signal quality by over-borrowing and investing at time 1

in the spot market, but 'since loan commitment signalling will induce

overinvestment only in high interest rate states whereas spot market

signalling will cause overinvestment in every state, loan commitment

can thus be viewed as a dominant signalling device' (p. 658).

Security

The use of collateral has also been rationalised as a way of

alleviating information problems. The argument is that higher
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quality borrowers are willing to offer more collateral because their

projects are more likely to succeed, which means that they are likely

to maintain their assets carefully and not to sell them or put them

to a different use. Therefore they lose little by pledging these

assets as security, because they are unlikely to want to do anything

different with them from that which a lender would want them to.

Lower quality borrowers sacrifice more by pledging their assets as

they are less likely to want to maintain them well in their existing

use. Therefore willingness to offer collateral, while costly, can be

seen as a way of signalling quality so long as it is incentive

compatible, ie it costs more for weak borrowers to mimic strong ones

by offering collateral than they save from lower interest.

Igawa & Kanatas (1990) present an example of a model of this

type. Borrowers have the choice between unsecured debt, secured debt

and conducting sale and leaseback transactions - selling assets and

leasing them back. With both secured debt and sale and leaseback,

the lender or purchaser is assumed to monitor use and maintenance of

the asset to protect its value. This adds to the cost of finance, so

that if information on firm quality were freely available, unsecured

debt would be cheaper than the other two alternatives. If the lender

can not determine borrower quality, though, above average borrowers

will be charged too much and below average too little. But lenders

offer a menu of loans with different interest rates and collateral

requirements. These are designed so that the borrowers' choices

successfully reveal their quality. Those whose projects are 100 per

cent certain to succeed (top quality) offer most collateral as a

percentage of their loan and are not monitored because the lender

knows they will spend enough to maintain their assets at the highest

standard. Those less certain of success offer a smaller percentage

of collateral and are charged a higher rate, including the cost of

monitoring of maintenance expenditure. The less chance of success

(the lower the quality), the less collateral, the higher the rate and

the more is spent on monitoring.

In this model the cost of offering collateral arises from the

monitoring that goes with it and because the lender is assumed to

require more to be spent on maintenance than is optimal, given the
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project's chance of success. The less chance of success, the more

monitoring is required. Borrowers have an incentive to reveal their

true quality because, if they claim to have more chance of success

than is the case, they have to offer more collateral, which entails

greater overspending on maintenance than for a higher quality

borrower, and outweighs the benefit of a lower rate. If they

understate their chance of success, the increase in interest and

monitoring cost outweighs the saving from less overspending on

maintenance. Because offering security is costly, the lowest quality

borrowers do not offer any, as the signal has no value. The cost of

a sale and leaseback is assumed to be fixed with respect to lessor

quality at a level which may or may not be competitive with the cost

of debt for some borrowers. An obvious problem with this theory is

that it predicts the opposite of what generally happens in practice,

which is that loans to riskier borrowers are more, not less, likely

to involve taking security.

Discussion

This section has been included to show how theorists are

explaining aspects of debt in great detail within the 'new view'

framework. The new point on the rationale for debt is that the many

combinations of feature enhance its usefulness helping to reduce

mispricing and signal borrower quality. The predictions of the

theories are sometimes inconsistent with each other and we have not

sought to arrive at an established explanation for each feature of

debt. The fundamental problem addressed is that information asymmetry

means that loans are mispriced and, given moral hazard, it is not

straightforward for companies to convey information about themselves.

If monitoring were fully effective the theories in this section would

be redundant, as they usually point out.

2.7 RELATED ISSUES IN INTERMEDIATION

Intermediaries as Information Producers

Some theorists have pursued Leland & Pyle's idea that the

primary function of financial intermediaries is the production of
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information about borrowers. In Campbell & Kracaw's (1980) analysis,

if companies can not easily communicate their value or quality

directly to financiers, those above average are willing to pay for

information to be produced about them while those below average are

willing to pay for information not to be produced about them, or for

false information to be produced. Intermediaries emerge as reliable

information producers by putting their money where their mouths are:

investing in companies they declare to be creditworthy. The loan on

its own could function as a signal. However, we could envisage

information brokers whose reputation on its own gave them an

incentive to be reliable, without them acting as financiers.

Ramakrishnan & Thakor (1984) also model financial intermediaries as

information brokers, selling information they produce about borrowers

and saving others the task of duplicating information production.

Although the quality and extent of the intermediary's research effort

is not publicly observable, its results are, and the intermediary's

reputation depends on the reliability of the information it

disseminates, judged ex post. An assumption is that the borrower can

not itself produce or signal information more cheaply than the

intermediary. The authors view each intermediary as a collection of

information producers. In their model, the reward of an individual

producer, acting independently, is uncertain because the borrowers

which purchase the services of an information producer are assumed to

judge the standard of research imperfectly, although the higher the

standard, the larger the reward is likely to be. But there is a risk

that the producer may deliver a high standard but not receive a fair

reward.

The advantage of individual producers coalescing into

intermediaries does not derive from economies of information

production, though these may exist, but from diversification of the

risks of each producer not receiving a fair rewaro, as the

intermediary can charge according to its overall performance. 'Even

if the intermediary's assessed performance with a particular firm is

not good, the firm is willing to pay a high fee if the intermediary

did well with all other firms' (p. 420). Internal monitoring

presents individuals within the intermediary from free riding. The

individuals (and intermediary) are assumed to be risk averse and
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since coalition reduces risk at no extra cost, coalition reduces the

price of information production. If internal monitoring is costly,

there is a minimum size below which the costs of monitoring exceed

the benefits of diversification. The authors offer an issuing house

as an example of an intermediary which, over time, is rewarded

according to the quality of the information it produces, and which

can be viewed as a coalition of producers (teams working on different

issues). The quality of information is judged, imperfectly, by

whether an issue is mispriced. But rating agencies are probably the

best example of pure information brokers. Ramakrishnan & Thakor's

model and others like it are interesting partly because they do not

assume or show that information producers need be banks.

Credit. Rationing

There is a large literature on this topic which is beyond our

scope, but much of it is closely related to theories of debt

contracts, the well-known paper by Stiglitz & Weiss (1981) being a

good example. They use an agency approach to explain the phenomenon

of credit rationing, in which there is unsatisfied demand for funds

by borrowers at market rates of interest and some agents are unable

to borrow, or unable to borrow what they would like to, even by

offering to pay higher interest rates. This is because banks'

expected profits may fall as interest rates offered rise beyond a

certain point, in which case banks may refuse to lend to some loan

applicants at any interest rate. Two reasons are offered to explain

this.

First, there may be a problem of adverse selection if banks are

unable to distinguish the riskiness of borrowers due to inadequate

information. Consider projects with the same expected return but

different risk, so that the range of possible outcomes varies from

one to another. The loan and interest due on it represent a fixed

liability. The higher the interest rate set, the larger the fixed

liability and the more safe projects will not be undertaken; with

higher interest rates only riskier projects remain worthwhile for the

borrower. So with increasing interest rates there is a trade-off

between the higher interest received from successful projects and the
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greater adverse selection of riskier projects which are more likely

to be unsuccessful. Stiglitz & Weiss suggest that, if banks can not

determine the riskiness of borrowers, they may turn away some even

though they would be willing to pay a high rate of interest, on the

grounds that this willingness shows they are likely to be relatively

risky. Credit rationing occurs when banks have a limited supply of

deposits at prevailing interest rates which is insufficient to

finance loan demand, yet they are unwilling to increase their rates

as they would make a lower return on their lending.

Second, a higher interest rate may change the behaviour of the

borrower. If two projects have the same expected return but one is

riskier, a risk neutral borrower with a fixed liability will choose

the riskier project because the present value of the possible

outcomes which exceed the fixed liability is greater for that project

(see figure 2.1, p. 20). The higher is the interest rate, the

greater is the incentive to choose riskier projects, and banks are

assumed to have no control over this choice. Stiglitz & Weiss argue,

further, that banks may not increase collateral requirements as a way

of reducing risk of lending and loan demand as more collateral may

not, in fact, reduce the risk. Their argument is that willingness to

provide collateral increases with wealth and that risk aversion is

likely to diminish as wealth increases, so that more stringent

collateral requirements may result in selection of wealthy borrowers

with riskier projects.

Finally, the assumption that banks are entirely unable to

assess risk can be relaxed. In this case, the easier it is for a

bank to assess the risk of the borrower, the more likely it is that a

loan will be made to worthwhile applicants. Opaque borrowers are

excluded if it is more profitable to lend elsewhere even if they are

in fact creditworthy, because offering more security or to pay more

interest convey the opposite signal in this model. The value of

information about borrowers is very clear: better information reduces

credit rationing and improves the allocation of funds to borrowers

with positive NPV projects. These gains can be shared between

lenders and borrowers. However, producing and obtaining information

has costs; an implication of the paper is that the lower are these
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costs, the less credit rationing should be observed.

In Stiglitz & Weiss' model, it is necessary that the supply of

deposits at a particular interest rate be finite for credit rationing

to occur. In Besanko & Thakor's (1987) model, deposit supply at the

prevailing rate is assumed to be infinite, yet credit rationing may

still occur due to a combination of information asymmetry and the

inability of applicants to put up sufficient collateral. There is

competition between lenders who are unable to determine the riskiness

of applicants. The more risky applicants know themselves to be, the

less willing they are to deposit collateral; they will pay more in

interest to avoid collateral than will safe borrowers. Lenders

therefore offer contracts with relatively low interest rates but high

collateral requirements, which will be accepted by safe borrowers who

know they are unlikely to default, and contracts with relatively high

rates and low collateral which will be accepted by risky borrowers.

But this sorting mechanism can not function if the collateral safe

borrowers can offer is below the level at which risky borrowers are

deterred from seeking low-cost-high-collateral contracts. In this

case lenders are forced to ration these contracts, so that risky

borrowers prefer to obtain a high cost contract for certain than risk

being turned down. Safe borrowers have more to lose by opting for a

high cost contract, so are more likely to run the risk of being

turned down for a low cost one. Again, the better is lenders'

information, the better they can assess applicants' risk; 'if the

bank can perfectly sort borrowers into distinct risk classes based on

observable differences alone, then there would not be any rationing'

(p. 678).

2 . 8 SUMMARY

ine 'traditional view' that intermediaries transform safe,

liquid deposits into risky, long term loans is incomplete. It does

not explain why a bank is required to do this rather than an

investment fund. The 'new view' assumes that information asymmetry

and agency costs are endemic and offers explanations for why, in this

setting, debt contracts and bank lending are efficient means of

funding business.
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There are two types of explanation for debt contracts, from the

perspective of lender and borrower respectively. First, debt

alleviates the moral hazard attending external finance of returns

being under-reported. It requires a fixed payment to be made, default

on which results in bankruptcy and loss of control by

managers/shareholders. Second, external finance is prone to be

mispriced and there are features of debt which enable the mispricing

to be reduced.

How do banks improve the efficiency of debt provision? First,

concentrating lending to each borrower via one or a few banks reduces

monitoring costs. But a monitor does not need to be a financier as

well. Second, bank lending takes place in the context of a

relationship with the borrower. Third, it may be easier for one or a

few banks to negotiate or assume control in the event of default than

for numerous bondholders.

Monitoring is only effective if it yields inside information,

as assumed by the theories. Better information is valuable because

it enables the cost of debt to reflect risk more accurately, reduces

credit rationing and, by restricting the scope for

managers/shareholders to act in way which are contrary to lenders'

interests, it reduces the agency costs of debt. As a result of these

improvements, borrowers have less incentive to deviate from investing

in all positive NPV projects. A relationship is valuable because it

enables there to be commitment between bank and borrower and it

enables ongoing monitoring to take place. It may facilitate the

provision of valuable features including short maturities, committed

facilities and project finance. It may also facilitate negotiations

or assumption of control in cases of financial distress. Assuming

control in such cases is valuable because it protects lenders'

interests, reducing the cost of funds, and helps avoid unnecessary

liquidations.
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How Important Is the Information Hypothesis?

The purpose of this chapter has been to report and compare

theories of debt and bank lending, not comment on the realism of

their assumptions. Indeed the papers themselves generally say

surprisingly little about this. Clearly some can be questioned. Our

concern is with the assumption that banks obtain inside information.

Would there be a rationale for bank lending if this assumption were

false?

It would mean that banks do not monitor in the sense of

obtaining inside information assumed in the theories. This would

invalidate the delegated monitoring explanation for bank lending,

which still leaves the (remaining) value of the relationship and ease

of negotiation in financial distress. In fact information asymmetry

is the reason for debt itself and for various features of debt which

a relationship helps provide. But there are different stages at

which monitoring can occur. Diamond's original (1984) theory does

not assume that banks screen or monitor on an ongoing basis, only at

the end of 'projects', while Harris & Raviv assume that only

borrowers which default are monitored. So even if banks only obtain

inside information after a long lending relationship and/or in cases

of default, that is enough for some versions of the delegated

monitoring explanation. The point remains that all theories of bank

lending assume that banks monitor effectively at some or all stages

of the lending process. Tests of the information hypothesis uncover

the extent to which this assumption is justified and their results

significantly affect our understanding of the rationale for bank

lending. First we consider the historical evidence on the role of

banks.
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Chapter 3

THE EVOLUTION OF FINANCE FOR COMPANIES

The provision of finance to companies has been of concern to

policymakers and academics since the 1920s or earlier and the

question of the efficiency or otherwise of bank lending to business

is a recurrent theme. This chapter is intended to introduce the

debate as it has been conducted in the UK and to provide a brief

account of the evolution of lending arrangements and the finance of

industry.

3.1. PRE 1914

Before the Joint-Stock Bank Act 1826, all banks in England and

Wales were partnerships with a maximum of six partners, with the

exception of the Bank of England. Larger partnerships were permitted

in Scotland. There were 715 banks at the time of the Act and they

were small and local; few operated branches. During the remainder of

the nineteenth century, the numbers and importance of private

(partnership) banks steadily declined as joint stock banks were

established and expanded through opening branches and mergers.

The exact nature of bank involvement with businesses remains

somewhat obscure. Writers in the field emphasise the shortage of

data on bank balance sheets and company finance and the need for

further research. But there is agreement that companies in the

nineteenth century were largely dependent on private funding from

individuals and retained profits for their long term capital.

Bank assets consisted of cash (coin, Bank of England notes and

balances at the Bank); money at call and short notice lent to the

London discount houses, other banks and stock market brokers; bills

of exchange; government securities; and overdrafts and other loans.

Finance to industry was predominantly short term and this has turned

out to be an enduring feature of British banking. Bills of exchange

were, and are, extensively used in transactions between companies.

The seller of goods or services (drawer) sends the bill to the

purchaser (drawee) for his signature (acceptance), which commits him
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to pay the amount stated on the bill at an agreed future date, often

three months later. An accepted bill can then be sold by the drawer

to a third party such as a bank, at a discount to the amount payable

at maturity. Hence purchase (discounting) of bills by banks is a way

of providing short term loans to companies.

Banks would also accept bills, for a fee, ie add their name to

that of the drawee, thereby enabling the holder at maturity to apply

to the accepting bank for repayment should the drawee default. This

increased the value and liquidity of the bill; those accepted by a

reputable bank could be sold (rediscounted) on the London discount

market. Bills were also drawn directly on banks.

Until the 1930s much of the business of the merchant banks

consisted of accepting and discounting bills of exchange used in

financing international trade, and in domestic banking bill

discounting was a major form of lending for much of the nineteenth

century. Such loans were automatically self-liquidating and the fact

that bills could be sold on the London discount market meant that

banks were not solely dependent for funds on local deposits. But by

the turn of the century inland bills only accounted for about 4% of

bank assets (Collins, 1988, p. 110), although money lent to the

discount market was mostly invested in commercial bills and so was

financing industry at one step removed.

Regarding other bank lending, 'extremely little is known about

it in detail', but it is estimated that it accounted for around half

of bank assets, at least during the second half of the century

(Collins, 1988, p. 111). Most of this lending is believed to have

been short term but not all, with the overdraft replacing bill

discounting as the main method of lending from the 1860s onwards.

Several mstorians emphasise the close and long term links between

banks and companies owing to small scale, local operation. For

example, Best and Humphries (1986) state that

personal relations between bankers and industrialists
encouraged the greater sharing of information and reduced
risk compared with anonymous market relations. Possessing
intimate knowledge of industrial circumstance and
personalities, mid-nineteenth-century local banks were
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willing to advance a certain amount of long-term as well
as short-term capital to industry (p. 227).

However, these small banks held relatively undiversified loan

portfolios and were vulnerable to adverse conditions in their local

area. It seems that, as time went on, bankers became more concerned

about liquidity and security for lending, and less willing to make

long term loans to business (though the preference for short term and

self liquidating loans which became increasingly standard towards the

end of the century was adumbrated as early as 1830 in Gilbart's

History and Principles of Banking [Hu, 1984, p. 12]). One reason put

forward for this is that they were learning from the experience of a

sequence of bank failures in 1825-6, 1837, 1839, 1847, 1857, 1866 and

1878; between 1846-57, for example, about 100 banks failed.

According to Kennedy (1987),

the rash of mid Victorian bank failures can be attributed

directly to banks' becoming too closely linked with local
firms and over-lending as these firms attempted to
expand... These failures reached a crescendo with the
failure of the City of Glasgow Bank in 1878. This marked
a final watershed for British banking before 1914... no

longer would banks become willingly involved in the long-
term financing of industry (pp. 121-2).

Tilly (1989) argues that British banks were unwilling (formally) to

make long term loans or underwrite and hold securities because they

could not depend on the Bank of England to guarantee their liquidity,

and contrasts this with the policy of the German Reichsbank,

established in 1875, of providing 'virtually unlimited access' to its

discounting facilities for credit banks, which did provide long term

risk capital to German companies. It was also noticeable that

towards the end of the century banking became more professional,

homogeneous and rigid, partly due to the appearance of a number of

growing national banks. However, some writers would argue that

Kennedy and Tilly overstate the case. Cottrell (1980, ch. 7)

analyses the lending practices of four provincial banks between the

1840s and 1890s and one metropolitan bank between 1890 and 1914; his

view is that they were well informed about their industrial clients

and that each 'went as far as it possibly could' to meet their needs

and made 'substantial loans of a duration of a year or more,

sometimes to finance capital projects' (p. 236). Lavington ( 1923.)
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states that the great majority of loans were secured and, though

nominally short term, 'a considerable part' were lent for several

years (p. 144) .

Securities markets appear not to have played any part in the

provision of finance for industry before the passage of limited

liability laws in the late 1850s and early 1860s (Best and Humphries,

1986), except for the discount market indirectly. Thereafter

companies did issue shares on the provincial stock markets

established during the railway booms of the 1830s and 40s, but the

money raised tended to be local and many issues were private

placings. The provincial stock exchanges did not provide much

'outside' capital, from individuals not linked to issuers. The

London Stock Exchange was far larger but was dominated by British and

foreign government securities and railway stocks; in 1873 commercial

and industrial securities were 1% of the total by number and still

under 10% by 1914. However, during the thirty years preceding the

war, the process of issuing shares on an exchange was becoming

established, enabling the exchanges to assume a much larger role in

the provision of 'outside' capital in the 1920s.

Whether investment in late Victorian Britain was constrained by

lack of long term capital is a matter of debate, in particular

whether the low volumes of security issues were due primarily to the

difficulties and costs of making such issues and to lack of demand

for them, or whether the low volumes merely reflected the adequacy of

funds internally generated and privately raised for industrial

investment. A near contemporary account (Lavington, 1921, chs. 28-

33) indicates that share issues by domestic companies were indeed

often problematic. He notes an 'absence of strong intermediary

agencies with machinery available for the investigation of industrial

propositions and the organization requisite for the efficient

marketing of their securities' (p. 213), and describes how this role

was played successfully by German banks. In the UK, issuers had to

rely on promoters or market their securities themselves, with the

result that the provision of reliable information about new issues

was, in Lavington's view, inadequate, leading to inefficient

allocation of capital. This was also a concern of the Macraillan
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Committee. The secondary market in industrial shares was very

illiquid. There is little doubt that the market for industrials was

less developed than for government stocks; it is much harder to

estimate the extent to which this impeded the supply of external

capital to companies.

3.2 1918 TO THE 1960s

This period has been separated out because there was little

change in bank lending practices during it and the banking system

generally had evolved into a stable state. By 1920 the 'big five'

(Barclays, Lloyds, Midland, National Provincial and Westminster)

accounted for 80% of English bank deposits and were operating an

interest rate cartel. The merchant banks concentrated on trade

finance and organising issues of securities.

There are no aggregate data on sources of company finance before

1949. However, table 3.1 shows estimates for the years 1919-48 of

security issues by companies in production, trade and transport and

of increases in bank lending by the London Clearing Banks. These

numbers should be treated with caution. First, the security issues

are gross of redemptions, although these would be minimal for share

capital at least, which accounted for around 60% of the total

(Thomas, 1978, table 2.3). Redemptions of debt securities are also

likely to have been small given the low amounts falling due from

before 1914 and the fact that new debentures were very long-dated,

with an average life of over 30 years. Second, there are other

estimates of securities issues; the one shown is by the Midland Bank.

A series produced by the Economist tends to have lower amounts and

one by the Bank of England starting in 1927 has higher amounts

(Thomas, 1978, table 2.1). Although the trends in the series are

similar, there can be large differences in amounts for individual

years. For example, for 1935 the Midland Bank estimate of corporate

security issues is £121.lm, the Economist's is £67.7m and the Bank of

England's is £155.3m. Third, the increases in lending include all

lending, not just to companies, and exclude non-clearing banks.

These shortcomings notwitnstanding, it is clear that by this
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stage the stock exchanges had become a major source of external

finance for UK companies. In most years the amounts raised via

securities issues exceeded net new bank lending and in seven of the

21 interwar years total bank lending actually fell. During the

depression the banks were contracting their lending to industry

rather than to individuals and other borrowers; in 1929 the

proportion of advances lent to industrial and commercial companies

was 60% and this was down to 46% by 1937 (Collins, 1991, p. 72).

Bank lending also fell sharply during the war, with banks being

enjoined to lend to the government or else only for uses which would

contribute to the war effort.

Why did securities markets become an important source of funds

for domestic companies in the 1920s? The literature does not provide

a clear-cut answer but several explanations have been put forward.

The scale of investment was increasing, calling for larger blocks of

capital than could be supplied from retained profit or from

individuals connected with the company. There was a greater

willingness on the part of owners to dilute or relinquish control.

The bank interest rate cartel made banks a relatively expensive

source of funds during the interwar era. Institutional investors did

not begin to purchase shares of industrial companies until after the

First World War. Whatever the reasons, the amounts raised appear to

have been much greater than before the war.

The nature and role of bank lending, on the other hand, changed

little. Bankers did not regard it as their business to provide long

term capital to companies or become involved in their management and,

if the Macmillan Report (1931) is to be believed, businessmen did not

wish them to become involved; 'industry, having grown up on strongly

individualistic lines, has been anxious to steer clear of anything

which lurght savour of banking control or even interference, this

attitude coinciding with the views which prevail in this country as

to the province of sound banking' (p. 171). Advances continued to be

made by way of overdraft or loans which were usually
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Table 3.1

Securities Issues and Bank Lending 1919-48 (£m)

Gross security issues by Increases in
domestic companies in bank lending, including

production, trade & transport commercial bills discounted

1919 151.0 264. 6

1920 245.8 93.3

1921 63. 5 -91.6

1922 66.1 -32.6

1923 68.6 39.0

1924 69.0 54.2

1925 82.5 34.3

1926 90.0 21.1

1927 102.7 26.3

1928 137 . 8 59.8

1929 110.9 10.8

2
Advances only

1930

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

1940-44

1945

1946

1947

1948

Notes

65.4

25.3

45.6

54.8

63.0

121.1

123.0

86.8

59.5

29.8

19.0 in total

16.1

100.4

107.8

108.8

-28.0

-31.1

-118.7

-44.4

14. 7

20. 6

112.23
95.4

-17.0

37.0

-261

59

170

221

166

1. Increase during last nine months only, ie from 31 March 1919.

2. Disaggregated figures for commercial and government bills are
not available for 1930-39. See sources below.

3. Advances of the District Bank are first included in the total

figure for 1936, so some of this is not an increase.

Sources

Security issues: Thomas (1978), tables 2.1 and 6.1, from Midland Bank
Reviews.

Bank lending: 1919-29: Macmillan Report (1931), Appendix 1, table 1.
193^-48: Statistical Abstract for the UK (1938); Annual Abstract of
Statistics (1948, 1951).
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for short periods of between six and twelve months and in
the case of industrial users [they] were usually made to
fxnance stocks of raw materials, work in progress or
finished goods, and guite often they were renewed for new
transactions. A cardinal point of English banking
practice was that there should be no 'lock-up* of funds,
a view which was endorsed by the Committee on Financial
Facilities of 1919. In making advances banks had to be
reasonably confident that the transaction would be self-
liquidating in the short term, or that the amount
advanced could be obtained with 'reasonable promptitude'
if the bank demanded repayment (Thomas, 1978, pp. 53-4).

Fixed period loans were usually secured by collateral and about half

of overdrafts were secured. Occasionally loans might be granted for

up to three years but in all cases they were subject to annual

review. Interest was charged at a margin above bank rate which

ranged from 0.5% to 1.5% , with a minimum of 4.5% pa which was not

always adhered to during the 1930s.

The process of considering loan applications varied amongst the

big banks. Midland, National Provincial and Westminster gave their

branches tiny discretionary limits, so that most applications went to

head office. Lloyds had local committees which gave opinions while

Barclays had local boards with sufficient discretion to decide on

most cases. According to Thomas (1978), 'while there was concern for

the security of the collateral there was little in the way of

"searching credit analysis" when granting loans' (p. 58).

Despite the stress on short term exposure, there are many cases

of banks choosing to continue lending to companies in difficulties

for periods of several years rather than seeking repayment via

putting them into liquidation. The postwar boom of 1919-20

occasioned a surge both of new issues and bank lending but thereafter

several 'old' industries including coal, iron and steel, textiles and

shipbuilding entered an era of chronic overcapacity. The extent to

which banks became involved in the management of companies in

difficulties and in the broader reorganisation of industrial sectors

is a matter of debate, but Collins, who is at pains to be neutral in

the related debate about whether banks should have been more involved

with industry, writes in summary that 'British banks did not

undertake a wholesale reform of their lending and investment
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practices' (Collins, 1988, p. 259; see also Collins, 1991, pp. 75-82
for a review of 'specific instances of deeper industrial financing').

The major official enquiry of the time was conducted by the

Macmillan Committee, whose Report published in 1931 was the first of

three for the government on the financial system and monetary policy

so far this century, all of which consider in some detail the

operations and role of banks and the adequacy of provision of
external finance to companies. The Committee's views are contained
in a chapter entitled 'Proposals Relating to the Capital Market for
Home Investment'. This starts by outlining the closer links that

exist between banks and industry in Germany, France and America as a

background to the central question of 'what, under modern conditions,
is likely to be the relationship between finance and industry most
beneficial to the community at large' (p. 164). The Report's

comments on this question may be summarised as follows.

1. Rationalisation of industries suffering overcapacity would be

facilitated by businessmen 'working in the closest cooperation with

powerful financial and banking institutions in the City' (p. 165).
2. There should be more professional guidance available to stock

market investors (then predominantly individuals), so that savings

are more likely to be invested in 'the most fruitful and generally
useful enterprises offering at home' (p. 166). Issues of foreign
stocks are arranged by 'first-class houses', but usually not home

issues, which are promoted in an ad hoc way by companies themselves

or by a 'finance company or syndicate - few large, many small, some

good, some indifferent, some bad' (p. 167). But for a first class
house to vouch for a new issue would require 'a close and continuous

relationship with the industry concerned, different in kind from the

relationship now existing between the joint stock banks and industry'

(p. 168).

3. Provision of short term funds to industry is 'adequate and

satisfactory', though more use could be made of commercial bills.
The supply of intermediate (one to five year) and long term funds
could be improved. Three specific shortcomings are identified; the

relatively poor organisation of domestic security issues already

mentioned, a lack of longer te.m credit facilities for sales and
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contracts abroad, and the difficulties of raising small amounts of

long term capital 'up to say £200,000 or more' - the famous Macmillan

gap. It went without saying that long term capital should be raised

via securities issues; the possibility of long term bank loans was

not even mentioned.

4. The specific recommendations were:

(i) The establishment of one or more institutions specialising in

industrial finance, owned by the joint stock banks. The functions

envisaged for such an institution were similar to what most British

merchant banks were doing by the 1970s - organising securities

issues, providing financial advice, and lending, sometimes for longer

periods than was customary in the clearing banks.

(ii) The establishment of a company to organise and subscribe to

smaller industrial and commercial issues.

(iii) The Committee did not recommend any change in the operations of

the joint-stock banks; 'we have indeed no sympathy with the idea that

the banks should in any way manage industry' (p. 168). The problem

was perceived to lie with the organisation of new issues. In

particular, expert, reliable issuing houses with 'close and

continuous' relationships with domestic industries were thought to be

needed. The criticism in effect was that the new issue market, if

not the secondary market, was operating inefficiently because the

individuals who provided the capital were too ill-informed to make

sensible decisions. This meant that funds were misallocated to

companies which did not deserve them while others which did, found

making an issue difficult and expensive. The Committee wanted to see

issuing houses and if necessary new institutions take the real

investment decisions by only bringing to the market issues on which

they would stake their reputation. This would give them every

incentive to learn as much as possible about potential issuers and

the industries in which they operated.

Why the Committee did not regard banks as suitable candidates

for the role of allocating capital is not spelt out in the Report,

but the impression given is that provision of long term capital was

perceived as a fundamentally different business from banking, ie

taking deposits, investing in liquid assets, making short term loans

and running the payments system. The banks had de\eloped a system
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which, though limited, was efficient and above all safe, and neither

bankers nor businessmen seem to have had much wish to change it.

Nevertheless, the Committee believed that the flow and allocation of

capital to companies could be improved by the presence of more

professional intermediaries, with the incentive to be well informed

and promote worthwhile issues. This would leave less of the

decision-making to 'the market', the investing public. In fact, the

putative institution to organise small issues was envisaged to buy

and hold them itself, so it would act like a venture capitalist

rather than an issuing house (which the ICFC did, though it was only

set up 15 years later).

Various institutions were indeed established in the years

following the Macmillan Report to improve the provision of long term

capital to industry. By 1930 the Bank of England had become involved

in several corporate rescues and was actively promoting

rationalisation in industries such as cotton and steel. Its own

lending was managed by a wholly owned subsidiary, the Securities

Management Trust Ltd, formed in 1929. It also set up the Bankers'

Industrial Development Company in 1930 which was 'to provide capital

for worthy projects submitted by the industrialists themselves for

reorganising their own basic industries' (Collins, 1991, p. 79) and

was financed by the Bank, the clearing banks and other financial

institutions. However, the Bank of England lacked the staff and

experience to manage industrial reorganisation and ultimately did not

see this as part of its role. Its initiatives in the 1930s had only

mixed success (for example, see Tolliday, 1986, for a critical

account of its efforts in the steel industry), and it had withdrawn

from direct involvement with industry by 1945.

Within the private sector, several investment companies

specialising in the provision of finance for small business appeared,

of which the largest were Charterhouse Industrial Development Co Ltd

(1934), Credit for Industry (1934) and Leadenhall Securities

Incorporation (1935). Such companies offered long term loans and

some would invest via preference and ordinary shares. But they were

small, with combined share capital of under Elm, and the funds they

actually invested were tiny both in absolute terms and relative to
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the demand. For example, Credit for Industry had loans outstanding

of £384,909 in July 1939 (Thomas, 1978, p. 119), while Charterhouse

Industrial Development had only financed 17 companies by 1940, from

over 7,000 applications (Collins, 1991, p. 86).

In July 1945, the Bank of England initiated the creation of a

much larger scale organisation to finance small businesses, the

Industrial and Commercial Finance Corporation (ICFC). This was owned

by the clearing banks; the Bank had a 3% stake. It invested through

both loans (partly fixed rate) and equity and had a portfolio of

£26.3m in 1953, £66.3m in 1965 and £224.7m in 1975. By 1977 over

2,200 companies had received finance. The majority of loans by

number were under £50,000 even in the 1970s. In some cases it became

involved in the management of companies it was financing, having

staff 'intended to move into a business when trouble was brewing,

diagnose the cause and propose the remedy' (Kinross, 1982, p. 135).

Although the clearing banks provided all ICFC's funds until 1959, the

managing director, John Kinross, regarded them as generally

uncooperative because they saw it as a competitor; 'the relationship

with our shareholders was often extremely difficult, particularly in

the Fifties' (Kinross, p. 151).

Set up at the same time as ICFC was the Finance Corporation for

Industry (FCI), 15% owned by the Bank of England and the remainder by

insurance and investment trust companies. It provided medium term

loans at floating rates with a minimum amount of £200,000.

'Throughout the 1950s and 1960s the scale of operations was very

modest and at 31 March 1971 loans and investments outstanding

amounted to £70m' (Thomas, 1978, p. 334). In view of the rapid

adoption of floating rate term loans after they were introduced by

American banks in the 1960s, there was probably scope for FCI to have

operated on a much larger scale. ICFC and FCI were merged in 1973 to

form the Finance Corporation for Industry which became known as

Investors in Industry (31s) in 1983. While ICFC and later 31s have

been reasonably successful, they were never a channel for government

support for investment and were not a major source of capital for

industry. As Hu (1984) describes, government-subsidised long term

credit institutions operated on a much larger scale on the continent
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and in Japan.

We now turn to more general developments after the war. As a

result of the Companies Act 1948, data became available on the

financing of quoted companies specifically. This was first

aggregated and analysed by Tew & Henderson (1959) for 1949-53;

compilation of the data for subsequent years was taken over by the

Board of Trade. 'Before this Act, published company accounts were of

very limited use for economic analysis, not only owing to the

inadequate degree of standardisation, as between different companies,

of the itemisation and conceptual basis of the accounts which they

published, but also because of the absence of consolidated accounts'

(Tew & Henderson, 1959, p. 1).

The data on quoted companies is particularly interesting because

it is these companies, together with the largest unquoted ones, for

which the securities markets are an accessible source of funds. But

compiling a time series of such data proves to be difficult. The

original tables starting with Tew & Henderson were published in

Economic Trends but only up to 1962. Similar information for 1960

onwards appears in Financial Statistics for the first time in the

March 1963 issue with the same source as the Economic Trends series,

the Board of Trade. The tables specifically relating to quoted

companies are discontinued after the November 1979 issue; the last

year for which there is data is 1977. By this time similar data was

being published in Business Monitor MA3: Company Finance, but not in

the same detail, so there is a three year hiatus for 1978-80, after

which a new table in Business Monitor MA3 again provides the

requisite data. However, this new table relates to a sample of

around 2,000 large companies rather than specifically quoted ones.

This difference is not important because a large unquoted company can

still issue debt securities (creditworthiness allowing) and could be

floated on the Stock Exchange should its shareholders wish.

Unfortunately Business Monitor MA3 ceased publication in 1992 and it

would appear that no aggregate data on the finances of large or

quoted companies are currently being published.

Using data from the above sources, the percentage of total
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sources of funds of quoted or large companies from securities issues

and bank lending can be calculated for the years 1949-90, except for

1978-80. This is shown in table 3.2 for 1948-62 and table 3.4 (p.

100) for 1963-90.

During the 1950s, securities issues net of repayments were a

very important source of funds for quoted companies, typically

accounting for 15% to 20% of total sources. This includes securities

issued to pay for acquisitions. Debt securities, mostly debentures,

provided about a third of these amounts. Additions to bank borrowing

were a much less important source, usually accounting for less than

5% of the total; in 1952 and '53 there was a net aggregate repayment

to banks.

During most of the 1950s there were government restrictions on

bank lending which had a major impact. The figures in table 3.2

suggest, tentatively, that the banks could have supplied a higher

proportion of quoted companies' funds were it not for constraints.

When they were removed temporarily in July 1958, clearing bank
advances rose by 64% in absolute terms over the next two years and
the share of advances in total assets rose from the low level of 29%,

around which it had been for a decade, to 43% (Collins, 1988, p.

441). The proportion of total sources accounted for by additions to

bank lending was relatively high at 6.9% in 1960 and 8.2% in 1961.

Restrictions were reintroduced early in 1960 in the form of calls for

special deposits at the Bank of England, but Thomas (1978) comments

that 'despite efforts by the banks to push large borrowers to the new

issue market, demands from big firms continued and banks faced the

usual problem that despite the pressures of higher interest rates and
those on liquidity, further growth was almost inevitable in view of
commitments made before official restraint was applied' (p. 195).
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Table 3.2

Percentage of Total Sources of Funds of Quoted Companies from
Securities Issues and Bank Lending, 1949-60

Net receipts from:

Ordinary
shares

Preference

shares

Debt

securities

All

securities

Increase

in amounts

owing to
banks

1949 5.6 3.9 6.4 15.8 2.7

1950 5.4 1.5 8.1 15.0 3.9

1951 5.3 0.1 4.7 11.1 8.2

1952 13.7 0.3 6.7 20.7 -4.1

1953 7.1 1.5 6.0 14. 6 -4.0

1954 5.3 1.9 7.0 14.2 2.3

1955 10.6 2.0 5.6 18.1 4.4

1956 11.0 0.6 7.6 19.2 5 . 3

1957 15.8 1.8 9.9 27 . 5 3.3

1958 12.5 0.9 6.7 20.0 1.4

1959 14.0 1.0 3.7 18.7 3.6

1960 16.7 1.0 1.5 19.3 6.9

1961 23.0 0.7 4.9 28.6 8.2

1962 14.2 1.6 15. 7 31.5 4.1

Notes

1. The figures relate to companies' accounting years ending
between 6 April of the year shown and 5 April of the following year.

2. Net receipts from security issues include issues to sellers of
acquired companies as well as cash issues.

Sources

1949-60: Calculated from Economic Trends, December 1962, table C,
'Income and Finance of Quoted Companies, 1949-1960'. Figures relate
to all companies in 'manufacturing and distribution' which were

quoted in 1959. This is a linked series.

1961-62: Calculated from Financial Statistics. See table 3.4 for

further details (p. 100).
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This willingness - indeed, 'anxiety' - of banks to increase

their private sector lending was also noted in the Radcliffe Report

(1960), which includes quite detailed descriptions of the operations

of financial institutions and markets. It is clear that, as regards

lending practices, little had changed since the late nineteenth

century. 'The banks retain a strong preference for short-term

lending of "self-liquidating" types' (p. 46), though 'the Scottish

banks have traditionally been more willing to acknowledge the long-

term nature of some of their advances and have not been reluctant to

act accordingly' (p. 55). However, the Report is at pains to

emphasise that there has been 'much relaxation in the attitude of the

lending banker' (p. 49), citing as examples the introduction of

medium term credits for exports, guaranteed by the Export Credits

Guarantee Department, and longer term personal loans. Other banks

operating in the UK, the accepting houses (merchant banks) and some

75 foreign banks (half of which were the head offices of British

banks whose other offices were overseas), lent via bill discounting

and otherwise in a similar fashion to the clearing banks. Both

groups had relatively small outstandings at this stage (1958); the

accepting houses had advances to UK borrowers of £41m and the foreign

banks £145m, compared with clearing bank advances of £2,096m.

While bank lending remained substantially unchanged in nature

and constrained in volume, the securities markets had evolved

considerably. In particular, the issuing houses and stockbrokers had

further reorientated their business to domestic issues, partly

because the flow of overseas issues had been much reduced since the

early 1930s. They were now acting in a way similar to that

recommended by the Macmillan Committee and to how they continue to

act today. They have a close relationship with clients which extends

beyond organising issues to corporate finance advice of all types and

may include lending if the institution is a bank. Issues are always

sponsored by a member of the Stock Exchange and larger ones are

usually underwritten. The Radclj.ffe Report commented that 'the

market is now far better organised to meet the needs of British

industry' (p. 80), although there remained concern about small

company finance; 'there is... no recognised and readily accessible

channel, corresponding to the new issue market for large firms,
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through which the small industrialist can raise long-term funds' (p.

324). New issues were vetted during the 1950s by the Capital Issues

Committee but most applications were agreed to and, unlike the

controls on bank lending, it was not viewed as having reduced the

flow of domestic issues significantly, though all putative overseas

issuers were excluded from the London market except Commonwealth

governments.

The Radcliffe Committee seemed generally satisfied with

arrangements for the provision of finance to companies. It did not

make any major recommendations, but commented favourably on the ICFC

and suggested setting up an Industrial Guarantee Corporation which

would guarantee a proportion of loans made to finance the commercial

exploitation of technical innovation, along the lines of ECGD for

export finance. This never materialised. The only recommendation

regarding bank lending was that 'banks should be ready to offer term

loan facilities within reasonable limits, having due regard to their

liquidity requirements, as an alternative to running an overdraft for

creditworthy industrial and commercial customers', especially small

businesses without access to the securities markets (p. 326).

3.3 THE 1960s TO THE PRESENT

We have seen that, up to the 1960s, the stock market and

associated institutions had become increasingly geared towards

raising capital for UK companies whereas bank commercial lending had

changed little and by the 1950s was, by volume, a much less important

source of funds for quoted companies. But over the last 30 years

there have been major changes in commercial banking in the UK both in

terms of bank operations and the facilities/products offered to

companies. These changes include the growth of the interbank market

and of eurobanking, the introduction of floating rate term loans and

syndicated loans, much greater involvement of banks in securities

markets and, in the 1980s, the development of swaps and other

derivative products. The result of these changes has almost

certainly been to increase the role of banks in financing companies,

especially larger ones. The main developments in the securities

markets have been reorganisation of the London Stock Exchange in 1986
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and the growth of foreign share dealing in London, the eclipse of the

domestic bond market by the eurobond market and the introduction of

shorter term debt securities.

We shall focus on the changes as they affect corporate banking

and bond markets. Much of the impetus for change came from the

British merchant banks and the foreign banks which specialised in

wholesale and corporate business and eventually came to dominate the

market in financial services to large companies. The number of

foreign bank offices in London grew from around 40 in 1960 to 350 in

1990 (Buckle & Thompson, 1992, p. 68). They came to London because

during the 1960s it emerged as the largest centre for eurocurrency

banking, the eurobond market and foreign exchange, as it still is.

These banks had no branch networks and had always been

dependent for funds on the money markets, companies and other

financial institutions, rather than individuals, and in the 1960s

they began increasingly to lend to each other rather than the

discount market. This practice was stimulated by the growth of

eurodollar banking, ie deposit-taking and lending denominated in

dollars but transacted outside the USA, which was itself motivated to

avoid domestic monetary regulations in the USA and to service

American companies expanding overseas. The discount market being a

sterling market was not a part of eurocurrency banking. According to

Revell (1968) it was the British merchant banks rather than foreign

banks which initiated eurodollar banking; surprisingly, in

retrospect, the American banks were its 'main critics' (p. 43). It

should be appreciated that the development of the interbank market

was, at the time, a radical departure from the 'unbreakable

convention of English deposit banking that no bank may be seen to

borrow from another' (p. 33).

Growth of the interbank market facilitated the introduction of

the floating rate term loan, of which the syndicated loan is a larger

scale variant. This was designed to be funded by means of interbank

borrowing rather than from retail or corporate deposits. The crucial

change for the borrower was the commitment to lend for more than a

few months. By the mid 1970s tne floating rato term loan had
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replaced the overdraft as the standard way of lending to larger

companies. The success of this product suggests that previously it

had been banks' unwillingness to lend for longer periods rather than

lack of demand for such loans on the part of companies which had

restricted bank funding to the short term, a view supported by

Carrington & Edwards (1979) whose book is an attempt to show that

financial systems have a major impact on economic performance and who

argue in particular that the lack of long term bank lending was a

cause of the UK's relatively low levels of investment and growth. It

is worth quoting in full a leading text of the time, Revell (1973),

on the reasons for the popularity of the new term loans.

(1) During a period of credit squeezes, when overdraft
limits might be drastically reduced, the security of a
term loan was particularly attractive. (2) While
overdraft limits are suitable for working capital and
represent a generalised form of finance for all the
activities of a company, term loans tie in with the newer
forms of investment appraisal (such as discounted cash
flow) and facilitate budgeting. (3) Because the basis
for the granting of a loan is generally the cash flow of
a particular project rather than the assets of a company,
the creditworthiness of companies is extended by the use
of term loans; even first-class companies can borrow more
from the banking system than they could on overdraft
alone. (4) The liquidity which companies built up during
the war was not finally exhausted until about 1960, and
since then companies have leaned heavily on the banking
system to finance capital investment because new issues
could not grow fast enough to compensate for the
decreased availability of finance from internal sources -

the cash flow (pp. 243-4).

Point (1) highlights the impact government controls can have on

bank willingness to lend even to large, safe borrowers. On (2) and

(3), we may note that term lending has in fact subsequently become a

'generalised form of finance'. The majority of facilities are now

general purpose rather than for specific projects and term loans as

such have largely been superseded by more flexible committed

revolving facilities, which are available for several years and can

be drawn down and repaid at will. These lines of credit are, in

effect, term overdraft facilities. Point (4) suggests that the

demand for longer term funds was not being entirely satisfied by the

stock market and that term lending was making bank finance a closer

alternative to security issues.
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Before 1971, term lending was undertaken by the 'secondary

banks' only, which included American and other foreign banks,

merchant banks, wholesale banking subsidiaries of the clearing banks,

British overseas banks and consortium banks. By this time the

proportion of overdrafts to total loans of the secondary banks was

'probably small. The remaining loans are for a fixed period, ranging

from a few months up to five or seven years', some of which have a

fixed interest rate (Revell, 1973, p. 243). Such loans were an

aspect of the growth of eurocurrency banking; as at December 1970,

90% of the advances of secondary banks were in foreign currencies and

77% were to overseas residents (pp. 241 & 126). They were restricted

to 'large companies with first-class names' (p. 249). Some of the

term loans were funded by matching term deposits or certificate of

deposit issues, though 'deposits fixed for periods of more than one

year are still uncommon and expensive' (p. 246). Revell emphasises

the importance, to secondary banks, of matching the terms of assets

and liabilities, and states that 'its application in British banking

is new. The need for it has arisen from the growth of large deposits

and loans for fixed terms and in foreign currencies' (p. 246).

In fact, though, it is not necessary for a floating rate loan

to be funded by deposits of matching term, so long as there is a

liquid interbank market in the currency concerned and the bank has

free access to it. The loan can be funded by means of a series of

interbank loans each of three or six months' duration. The rate

charged for such loans, the London interbank offered rate (LIBOR), is

a market rate which varies continuously, so the cost of each three or

six month interbank loan will differ and depend on the market rate on

the date when the bank repays its existing loan and arranges a new

one. But these changes are passed on to the customer via the

floating rate, so the cost of a term loan is usually three or six

month LIBOR plus a fixed margin. This means that, though the bank is

borrowing short and lending long, there is no interest rate risk and

no risk of demand for early repayment of the interbank loan.

Clearing bank participation in term lending was limited to loans

related to exports and shipbuilding which were guaranteed and
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subsidised by the government. Also, with many customers, they were

prepared to allow continuous borrowing on overdraft which "was little

different in principle from a loan for a number of years and often as

difficult to cut back' (Revell, 1973, p. 138). Their slowness to

change was at least partly due to the clearing banks alone being

subject to official directives imposing quantitative limits on total

lending which meant that 'there was little scope to promote term

loans because the banks had to reserve such lending margins as were

available towards meeting the essential working-capital requirements

of industry and trade' (London Clearing Banks' Evidence to the Wilson

Committee, 1980, p. 147). Quantitative limits ended in 1971 with the

introduction of Competition and Credit Control and certainly the

clearing banks became wholehearted providers of term loans during the

1970s, so that by 1976 over 40% of commercial lending was on a medium

term basis, 47% including export finance facilities (Evidence, p.

149). According to the Scottish Clearing Banks' Evidence, it was

also the case that before 1971 the interbank market was 'not

available' to the clearing banks (p. 16), which were therefore unable

to fund term loans in the same way as foreign and merchant banks.

The other means of obtaining term finance were hire purchase and

leasing, both mostly provided by finance houses. Neither was an

important source of funds for business; in December 1970, advances

outstanding to UK companies were £3,918m from deposit banks and

£l,982m from secondary banks, compared with outstanding balances of

£322m for hire purchase and £165m for leasing in December 1969

(Revell, 1973, pp. 126, 317 & 344). Hire purchase arrangements had
existed since the mid nineteenth century; under them the hirer is

given the option to purchase the goods, usually for a nominal sum,

once all the instalments have been paid and also to terminate the

hiring and return the goods at any time. Leasing is hiring without

the option to purchase and was unknown in the UK before 1960. It was

apparently 'introduced' by the American Banks (Scottish Clearing
Banks' Evidence, p. 19) and was stimulated by the capital allowance

scheme of 1971 which enabled equipment purchasers to write off 100%
of the cost against taxable profit in the year of purchase, reducing
the present value of tax payments compared with the cost being
written off against profit grauually via depreciation. However,
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realisation of this benefit was contingent on a company having

sufficient taxable profit. If it lacked this, the bank could buy the

equipment, lease it, and share the tax break with the lessee.

Leasing became more popular in the 1970s and though capital

allowances were phased out in the late 1980s and leased assets now

have to be shown on the balance sheet, it remains a significant

source of funds, especially for smaller companies.

The growth of eurocurrency banking and term lending are not the

only major changes in commercial banking over the past thirty years.

Banks have become more competitive and much more active in marketing

themselves and their new ideas. The American and merchant banks

started this change in culture in the 1960s which was continued by

the arrival of many more foreign banks touting for business in

London. In the 1980s the Japanese banks were notoriously aggressive

and there is no doubt that by then the market for large corporate

business had become intensely competitive. The process was also

reinforced and sanctioned by the 1971 Competition and Credit Control

package of regulatory provisions, which brought in a much less

constraining regime, especially for the clearing banks, and signalled

official encouragement for greater competition. The change in modus

operandi was profound for the clearing banks, which have since

displayed 'a much greater willingness to diversify and to compete

actively on price. The importance of the historical perspective is

that it shows how unusual this attitude and experience has been over

the past one hundred years' (Collins, 1988, p. 584).

Chick (1986, 1988) argues that the combination of the

development of the interbank market and the banks' competing for both

deposits and loans has greatly increased their capacity to lend. The

improved rates on deposits relative to other financial assets means

deposic^ are held as investments, alternatives to securities, as well

for liquidity, increasing the supply of funds to the banks. The

presence of the interbank market and a central bank which seeks a

stable financial system mean that banks are less concerned with the

liquidity of their assets than previously, to the extent that

'reserves virtually disappear as a constraint on bank behaviour.

Banks are now able to meet any reasonable rise ir. the demand for
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loans' (Chick, 1986, p. 197).

The transformation in banking practice was not entirely smooth.

The secondary banking crisis of 1973-75 was, perhaps, an unfortunate

result of the new freedom to lend. From 1973, all banks, not just

clearing banks, were subject at times to control on growth of

interest bearing liabilities and therefore of lending via the

Supplementary Special Deposits Scheme (corset), which was abolished

in 1980. But in the view of the American Bankers' Association of

London (ABAL),

the problem for ABAL members with brief exceptions has
been a lack of demand, not an inability to meet it. This
is particularly true in sterling. The only exceptions
were the two periods when the corset was imposed and then
reimposed... Even here, once the banking system was able
to assess its position, the problem eased. Any shortage,
therefore, was not a result of any underlying
unwillingness or inability to lend (Evidence to the
Wilson Committee, p. 40).

Contemporary lending and bond market practices are discussed in the

next chapter.

Government policy towards banks in the last two decades has had

three main features. First, the primary function of regulation has

switched from direct control of credit expansion to the maintenance

of prudential standards to avoid banks collapsing. The move away

from credit controls began in 1971 with Competition and Credit

Control and was completed in 1980 with the abolition of the corset.

Thereafter interest rates have been the main instrument of monetary

policy. More formal prudential control was introduced by the Banking

Act 1979 which required all banks to be licensed by the Bank of

England, transferred supervision of smaller ones from the Department

of Trade and Industry to the Bank and established a deposit

protection scheme. The Act implemented the First EC Banking

Directive, adopted in 1977, which set minimum legal requirements for

credit institutions to be authorised. The Banking Act 1987 updates

and extends the authorisation requirements. It gives statutory

authority to the Bank's veto on proposed takeovers of UK banks and

its prior approval for a stake of more than 15%. It also requires

that exposure (the maximum amount a bank can lose) to one client
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which exceeds 10% of a bank's capital must be notified to the Bank,

and permission sought for intended exposure of more than 25% of

capital.

The second point is that, within the prudential area of policy,

attention is now focused on whether banks are adequately capitalised.

This has displaced the earlier emphasis on liquidity ratios, ie the

proportion of a bank's assets which are liquid, though this is still

monitored. The main reason for this change was probably the impact

of the less developed country (LDC) debt crisis which arose suddenly

in August 1982 when Mexico and many other large LDC borrowers

defaulted on their international loans, over half of which were by

then provided by commercial banks. Had the banks attempted to

provide fully for these bad debts, many would have been insolvent;

had this caused a loss of confidence and mass withdrawals by

depositors, there would then have been a liquidity crisis. But the

problem was a lack of capital to cover losses on loans rather than a

lack of liquid assets.

In 1987 the USA and UK reached an agreement on minimum

standards of capital adequacy for banks and a year later the Basle

Committee on 3ank Regulations and Supervisory Procedures issued

proposals for the international convergence of capital measurement

and standards. These have since been implemented by central banks

with varying degrees of speed and rigour; in practice British banks

have met the standards since 1989. The 'Basle rules' define what

counts as capital and attach risk weights to assets. Banks are

supposed to maintain capital to a minimum value of 8% of risk

weighted assets. The risk weight is one for commercial loans and 0.5

for facilities unused but committed for one year or more. Capital is

also required to support exposures under forward foreign exchange

contracts, interest rate swaps and other derivative products. The

Basle rules have had a major impact on bank behaviour. Explicit

allocation of capital to different products and areas of business has

been a factor in their increasing emphasis on profitability rather

than growth, and capital ratios are now a primary indicator of a

bank's strength, reflected in its credit rating.
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The third feature of recent government policy has been a series

of measures to facilitate funding of small businesses, such as the

Business Expansion Scheme, Loan Guarantee Scheme and subsidies via

regional enterprise agencies. The Wilson Report (1980) concluded

that, in general, banks and the financial system were functioning

efficiently and that there was no constraint in the supply of funds

to industry, so there was no need for government involvement or major

changes in policy. But the Report expressed concern about the low

level of corporate bond issues and, once again, about the provision

of finance to small firms (p. 372). No measures were taken to re¬

activate the bond markets; this happened of its own accord with the

surge of eurobond issues in the mid 1980s.

3.4 RECENT PROVISION OF FINANCE TO COMPANIES

From 1963, information becomes available on sources of funds

for all industrial and commercial companies, not only quoted ones.

This is summarised in table 3.3, which shows the annual percentages

of total sources from increased bank lending, issues of shares and

bonds net of redemptions and other external sources during 1963-93.

During the 1960s, bank loans as a proportion of total sources were

usually in the 10-15% range, net ordinary share issues 2-4%, and net

bond and preference share issues 5-10%. Subsequently these

proportions have fluctuated considerably, but generally loans have

become a more important source, accounting for as much as 30% of the

total in 1972-3 and again in 1988-9. In 1991, 92 and especially 93,

however, companies made net repayments of loans. Net share issues

have usually represented less than 5% of the total, but often more

than that during 1985-93, including highs of 16.8% in 1987, 13.9% in

1991 and 18.0% in 1993. Companies raised very little via bonds

(including eurobonds) and preference shares from the early 1970s to

the mid 1980s, since when they have accounted for around 5% of total

sources. 'Other loans and mortgages' includes leasing, non-bank

loans and commercial paper; these have accounted for 3-5%, rather

more during 1988-91. 'Other capital issues' includes issues

connected with management buy-outs and employee share schemes and

investments in UK subsidiaries by foreign parents via securities.

These sources have generally accounted for less than 2% but increased
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in importance in the late 1980s, accounting for 13.0% in 1992.

Finally 'other overseas investment', which covers increases in

amounts owed to foreign parent companies and borrowing arranged

abroad, has also become much more important recently, accounting for

more than 10% of the total since 1989.

In a similar exercise, Mayer (1988) estimates the sources of

finance during 1970-85 for the stock of non-financial assets in the

corporate sector in 1985. Retentions accounted for 74%, bank loans

21%, shares 4%, trade credit 2% and bonds 0%. He also estimates net

proportions by subtracting from the flow of each external source the

flow of corporate investment in the equivalent financial asset. So

the net flow of bank funding is the increase in bank lending less the

increase in bank deposits for the corporate sector. The net

proportions were: retentions 107%; loans 5%; shares -4%; trade credit

-2%; bonds -2% (presumably rounding accounts for why the total is

104%). The reason for the net outflow of share capital is shares

being bought for cash by companies making acquisitions. These

findings are discussed further in the next chapter.

The data for all companies can be compared with those given in

table 3.4 for large companies.1 For the year 1964 onwards, data

becomes available on the amounts of security issues made to pay for

acquisitions; prior to then these amounts were not distinguished in

the figures from which table 3.2 is calculated. It is a moot point

whether such issues represent a source of finance. They do for the

issuing companies, but they do not raise funds for companies as a

whole, unlike issues for cash. The figures show that, as in the

1950s, security issues in total were a much more important source of

funds than banks until the mid 1970s, but that from 1967-72 well over

half of the issue value was not for cash. In fact share issues for

cash wd.e always less than 3% of total sources until 1975. Debt

issues for cash usually accounted for between 3% and 10% of sources

and increases in bank borrowing for a similar proportion.

1. Footnote 1 is on p. 102.
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Table 3.3

Sources of External Funds of Industrial and Commercial Companies,
1963-93

Percentage of Total Sources

Other Ordinary Bond & Other Other

Bank loans & share pref capital overseas

borrowing mortgages issues issues issues investment

1963 14.8 3.2 3.2 5.8 1.3 3.0

1964 17.1 3.6 3.6 5.9 1.5 0.8

1965 12.0 5.3 1.5 8.2 1.0 1.5

1966 5.2 3.3 3.3 12.2 0.9 3.6

1967 10.2 2.7 1.6 9.3 0.4 4.8

1968 12.8 3.0 5.8 3.9 1.0 3.6

1969 12.3 3.5 2.9 5.6 0.3 2.3

1970 18.0 4.6 0.6 2.9 1.2 4.6

1971 12.1 2.5 2.0 3.6 1.9 3.7

1972 29.2 1.1 2.9 3.5 0.8 -1.6

1973 30.5 2.8 0.6 1.1 1.4 1.6

1974 20.7 2.5 0.3 -0.3 2.1 6.9

1975 3.8 2.0 7.1 0.5 4.0 6.8

1976 14.6 1.1 4.2 0.2 1.0 5.6

1977 11.4 1.9 3.3 0.0 0.7 4.4

1978 9.7 3.8 3.2 -0.5 0.6 1.8

1979 11.5 4.0 2.5 -0.2 0.2 1.2

1980 20. 7 2.7 2.9 0.0 2.9 3.9

1981 16.7 3.8 4.7 0.2 4.0 1.2

1982 20.8 4.8 3.3 -0.4 1.6 4.0

1983 4.5 3.4 5.3 1.0 2.0 3.9

1984 19.2 3.8 3.1 1.5 0.9 -8.3

1985 14.4 4.7 6.6 3.1 2.5 3.0

1986 15.9 2.5 9.3 4.5 1.9 10.8

1987 15.7 4.7 16.8 5.7 2.8 3.8

1988 31.5 7.0 4.4 4.4 2.7 7.9

1989 31.4 9.4 1.7 5.7 7.3 10.1

1990 23.2 9.5 3.3 4.0 9.1 13.6

1991 -1.3 6.1 13.9 7.8 8.8 13.1

1992 -3.8 4.6 9.0 3.7 13.0 12.2

1993 -14.2 5.7 18.0 3.6 8.3 15.4

Notes on Headings

1. Bank borrowing includes bank purchases of commercial bills.
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Notes on Headings cont.

2. Other loans and mortgages: 'comprises instalment credit
received, loans from the public sector (including refinanced
shipbuilding credits), loans by financial institutions (including
loans by pension funds to their parent organisation), shares of
retail co-operative societies, net sterling and foreign currency
commercial paper liabilities and cash expenditure by the central
government on acquiring certain industrial and commercial companies'.

3. Share and bond issues are net of redemptions and of issues to
pay for acquisitions of UK companies, as these do not raise cash for
the company sector.

4. Other capital issues: 'comprises issues connected with
management buy-outs and employee share schemes', capital issues taken
up by central government, and purchases of capital issues of UK
subsidiaries and associates by overseas parent companies, all net of
redemptions.

5. Other overseas investment: 'changes in branch indebtedness to
head office and in inter-company accounts and borrowing abroad from
banks etc by UK companies'.

Source

Calculated from an unpublished version of Financial Statistics, table
8.2. 1993 figures are from the August 1994 issue (now table 10.6B).
In the monthly issues of Financial Statistics, only five years of
data are shown. Unfortunately tne amounts for each year can vary
depending on which issue one refers to. For example, 'total
identified sources of funds' for 1988 are £83,167m in the October
1990 issue and £97,819m in the August 1993 issue. This means the
choice of data is arbitrary for a time series of sources of funds
using published issues of Financial Statistics. The author wrote to
the Central Statistical Office in August 1993 enquiring about this
and requesting a complete record of table 8.2, which was sent, though
without any explanation of why the numbers in different issues are
inconsistent. But presumably the complete record represents the best
estimates at the time.

Source for notes on headings: Financial Statistics Explanatory
Handbook (1992 edition), pp. 76-77.
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Table 3.4 (Continues Table 3.2, p. 86)

Percentage of Total Sources of Funds of Quoted Companies from
Securities Issues and Bank Lending, 1963-90

Net cash from: Security
issues in Increase

Ordinary Debt exchange in amounts

& pref securities for All owing to
shares subsidiaries securities banks

1963 na na na 17.0 5.2

1964 2.1 4.3 4.9 11.3 3.9

1965 0.9 6.7 5.7 13.3 6.8

1966 -0.4 11.6 6.1 17 . 3 4.5

1967 0.9 9.4 10. 6 20.9 1.1

1968 2.9 4.4 17.6 24.9 3.1

1969 2.4 3.3 10.0 15.7 6.3

1970 0.8 3.1 10.0 13.9 7.6

1971 1.5 6.7 9.9 18.1 -2.1

1972 1.9 3.3 14.0 19.2 2.6

1973 0.3 4.1 3.6 8.0 9.9

1974 0.7 0.4 1.0 2 .1 14.1

1975 6.4 3.0 0.5 9.9 -0.6

1976 5.0 2.4 0.8 8.2 7.2

1977 3.7 4.0 1.6 9.3 4.0

1978 10.1

1979 3.4

1980 4.2

Net cash from: Security
issues in Increase in:

Ordinary Debt exchange All short amounts

& pref securities for securities term owing to
shares subsidiaries loans banks

1981 6.0 2.7 1.0 9.7 2 . 6 7.2

1982 3.6 -4.2 0.4 -0.2 5.0 6.1

1983 7.2 -7.1 0.3 0.4 -0.7 6.3

1984 3.1 4.7 0.8 8.6 1.3 9.4

1985 12.1 -1.4 3.2 13.9 -5.7 -4.4

1986 6.7 7.1 3.3 17.1 0.1 2.5

1987 9.8 6.6 4.1 20. 5 0.9 -0.5

1988 8.2 5.7 2.3 16.3 0.3 11.5

1989 6.2 8.0 1.5 15.7 -0.3 15.2

1990 10. 7 10.1 1.1 21.9 -0.8 3.0

Notes

1. The figures relate to companies' accounting years ending
between 6 April of the year shown and 5 April of the following year.
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Notes cont.

2. Net cash from security issues excludes issues to sellers of
acquired companies, which are shown separately under 'security issues
in exchange for subsidiaries'. These figures first became available
in Financial Statistics, March 1966; prior to that figures for
security issues include those made to pay for acquisitions.

3. Short term loans are defined as 'loans, other than bank loans,
which are wholly repayable within 5 years' (Notes to Tables, Business
Monitor MA3, 17th issue, 1986, p. 64). From the 20th issue (1989),
short term is defined as less than one year. This affects the
figures from 1986. It seems that securities with up to five years to
maturity would be counted under 'increase in short term loans' before
1986 and thereafter those with one to five years to maturity would be
counted as debt securities.

Sources

1961-77: Financial Statistics, various issues, table headed 'Income
and Finance of Quoted Companies', section relating to those in
'manufacturing and distribution'. 'Companies whose main interests
are in agriculture, shipping, insurance, banking, finance and
property and those operating wholly or mainly overseas are not
included' (Notes and Definitions, April 1976, p. 34). The number in
the sample varies year by year but a large majority of the quoted
companies in manufacturing and distribution are included. Figures
are taken from the last issue before the year in question was removed
to ensure they are the final versions. This table was discontinued
after 1977.

1978-80: Business Monitor MA3: Company Finance, 13th-15th issues
(1982-84), table 4, 'All Industries, Sources and Uses of Funds,
Listed Companies'. The same types of company are excluded as for the
Financial Statistics table except that property companies are
included. Again, the number in the sample varies each year.

Unfortunately net receipts from security issues are only given in
total and the increase in amount owing to banks is not given as a

separate figure. This table was discontinued after 1980.

1981-90: Business Monitor MA3: Company Finance, 16th-23rd issues
(1985-92), table 7, 'Large Companies: All Industries, Sources and
Uses of Funds'. This table gives more detail than is available in
earlier issues. For 1981-83, a large company is defined as one which
had capital employed (shareholders' funds plus debt) of £4.16m and
over in 1975. The largest 500 are all included and a sample of
several hundred others, which presumably includes some unquoted
companies. For 1984-87, the sample is the largest 2,000 companies
which filed accounts in 1981 and 1982. For 1988-90, it is the
largest 2,000 which filed accounts in 1988.

Business Monitor MA3 ceased publication in 1992.
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After the early 1970s, the proportion of large companies' funds

provided by securities in total fell to less than 10% until 1985,

since when it has been in the 15-20% range as in the 1950s and 60s,

though not all of this is via securities markets; the figures include

issues to parent or other group companies. In 1982, 1983 and 1985

there were net debt security repayments. The proportion of total

issues not for cash has been relatively low, always below 5%, so in

the later 1980s the securities markets were a significant source of

funds for large companies. The proportion accounted for by loans has

remained below 10% except in 1974, 1988 and 1989. It is a pity that

this series stops in 1990.

The data in the tables in this chapter do not support the view

that the development of securities markets is resulting in an

increase in their 'market share' in the provision of funds to

companies over the medium or long term. For the corporate sector as

a whole (table 3.3), banks, if anything, appeared to be gaining

market share, at least until 1991. Most recently, during 1991-93,

companies have made net repayments of bank loans and the share of

securities markets has increased. It remains to be seen whether this

change is permanent.

1. Unfortunately the comparison is problematic. The Financial
Statistics data for all industrial and commercial companies (ICCs)
are compiled from a variety of sources, the Business Monitor data
from company accounts. In all but one year during 1981-90, the total
sources for large companies exceeded those for all ICCs, and in all
but four years the net cash raised from securities issues by large
companies exceeded that raised by all ICCs. In 1989, for example,
total sources for large companies were £164bn compared with £108bn
for all ICCs and large companies raised £9.2bn in cash of ordinary
share capital, compared with £1.9bn for all ICCs. An explanation is
obviously called for, but one suspects that this would require its
own research project to do properly. The large company sources are
gross of taxes and dividends; the ICC data are net of these, but this
does not seem to be the full story. Regarding securities issues, all
new capital from issuing securities not via UK markets would come
under other capital issues and other overseas investment in the ICC
data; the large companies data include securities sold abroad or

placed with parent or other group companies. The figures for
increases in bank borrowing appear to be more in line with
expectations, with increases for all ICCs significantly exceeding
those for large companies for all years.
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For companies large enough to issue securities if they wish

(tables 3.2 and 3.4), the truth is that the share and bond markets

have long provided more of their external funds than banks - probably

since the 1920s - though at times large proportions of issues have

paid for acquisitions, which do not raise cash for companies as a

whole. What was unusual, from a longer term perspective, was the

relatively low level of bond issues from the early 1970s to the mid

1980s. The main reason for the collapse of the domestic bond market

was the inflation of the mid and late 1970s which caused high nominal

interest rates, long as well as short term; average gross redemption

yields on 20 year gilts were over 14% pa in 1974-76 and remained in

the 12-15% range until 1983. This made companies reluctant to issue

bonds, to the extent that new issues of domestic bonds virtually

ceased. By this stage the eurobond market had appeared and it grew

rapidly from the late 1970s onwards, providing a cheaper and more

convenient way of issuing bonds than the domestic market for

companies with a good enough 'name' to have access to it.

Nevertheless, it was not until the mid 1980s that bonds again became

a significant net source of funds; indeed in 1982, 1983 and 1985

large companies made net repayments. Also very few companies

actually issue eurobonds; according to a list supplied by IFR only 90

non-financial companies made issues during 1988-91.

3.5 SUMMARY

Several conclusions can be drawn from this brief historical

account. First, since the mid nineteenth century banks in the UK

have not normally been involved in the management or ownership of

companies. Second, formal provision of term facilities only became

widespread in the 1970s, though before then borrowers had often been

allowed to run permanent overdrafts. Third, for large (quoted)

companies the share and bond markets have been a more important

source of external funds than banks since the 1920s. In this sense,

'securitisation' is nothing new and the evidence does not support the

view that securities markets are gaining in importance relative to

bank finance until the last three years. Both securities markets and

banks have increased the range and sophistication of their 'products'

and in the later 1980s large companies raised unusual amounts from
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both sources. Fourth, growth in bank lending was constrained by the

authorities for most of the time up to 1980. Finally, there has been

continuing concern about provision of finance to small businesses

since 1931. For larger companies the three official enquiries, while

aware of different lending practices abroad, have generally expressed

satisfaction with banks' commercial lending activities and, since the

1950s, with the operations of the securities markets.
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Chapter 4

THE CHOICE BETWEEN BANKS AND BONDS

This chapter briefly describes current practices of lending to

larger organisations and of issuing bonds, with particular reference

to the information obtained by banks and the bond market and to

evidence on the value of bank lending. The syndicated loan market is

reviewed during the sample period for the event study, 1988-91, loan

and bond volumes compared and new evidence presented on the relative

costs of syndicated loans and eurobonds and on how they are perceived

by corporate treasurers. The chapter considers why access to the

eurobond market is restricted to very large organisations and why

these still borrow extensively from banks. Chapter 5 reviews

specific tests of the information hypothesis.

4.1 LENDING TO LARGE COMPANIES

Large scale commercial lending is very much a separate market

and activity from lending to individuals and small businesses, which

is part of retail banking. The latter is dominated by the clearing

banks and building societies and is carried out from their branches.

Clearing bank training is reflected in the Associate of the Chartered

Institute of Bankers (ACIB) syllabus and is focused on branch

banking; for example, the set text for the paper 'Banking Operations
- UK Lending and International Business', Davies & Kearns (1992),

assumes throughout that lending is from a branch and that the

customer is, at the largest, a small business, the current and

deposit accounts of which are held at the branch and therefore

available for inspection. It is also assumed that management accounts

and budgets will be made available if they exist.

In contrast, the market for lending to large organisations is

dominated by banks operating in London and British banks have less

than 20% of this business. There is some overlap between the retail

and wholesale sectors in lending to medium-sized companies which are

too big to be serviced by an ordinary branch. Some will use a local
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bank such as the regional or head office of a clearing bank, or a

branch of a merchant or foreign bank.

Banks vary in the details of how they assess loan proposals and

monitor facilities but discussions with lending officers in different

banks suggest that procedures are rather similar in their important

aspects and experimental evidence for this from the USA is presented

in Danos et al (1989). The heart of assessment of both new proposals

and existing facilities is credit analysis. This is similar to

investment analysis in that it involves careful study of accounting

information, calculation of ratios and consideration of all available

information. However, the question the credit analyst seeks to

answer is not whether the company's shares are over or under valued

but whether the borrower will be able to meet interest and capital

payments on the loan. This accounts for the emphasis in loan

appraisals on future cash flow, the level of gearing and what

security, if any, is available. Banks normally hope to be repaid

from cash flow. In the days when they only lent short term to

finance stocks or debtors they could often tie repayments to receipts

from particular sales contracts. This is less often possible with

longer term facilities, and for these the banker will try to predict

the general viability of the company during the term of the loan. On

the other hand, if cash flow should prove inadequate bankers like to

know they can be repaid by selling assets. The more marketable the

assets are, the better. High gearing not only makes the company more

risky but also reduces the asset cover for the bank's loan.

Taking security improves the bank's position with respect to

the assets charged. A fixed charge or mortgage transfers ownership

to the bank and enables it to take control of them if there is an

event of default. The bank also ranks first with respect to payments

from the sale of the assets in the event of liquidation. A floating

charge covers all the borrower's assets but ranks behind any fixed

charges. The borrower is required to notify the holder of a floating

charge if it agrees to any fixed charges for another creditor.
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Some observers draw a distinction between 'traditional' credit

analysis, in which the borrower is assessed on a liquidation or gone

concern basis, and appraisal of the borrower as a going concern.

These are contrasted by the American Banks Association of London in

their evidence to the Wilson Committee (1980).

The liquidation approach appraises the assets and
liabilities of the borrower, adjusts for the impact of an
immediate or forced sale of assets and looks for an

additional safety margin. This view is short term and
often allied to the taking of security over specific
assets. The going concern approach looks to the
continuing viability of the company to generate
sufficient funds to service principal and interest on the
loan. This requires the lender to have some knowledge of
and control over the company's future level of total
borrowings (Evidence, p. 34).

Some feel that the gone concern approach leads bankers to be too

cautious and reliant on being able to take adequate security. This

remains an issue; for example, Berry et al (1993) write at the end of

their study on bank lending practices that 'the continued bank

reliance upon the gone concern approach, we would suggest, has been a

major contributor to small business problems in securing finance' (p.

199). This approach is probably less prevalent in large scale

lending, much of which is medium term and unsecured. In the author's

experience, commercial banks are only interested in lending to

companies which are clearly viable going concerns and likely to

remain so for the foreseeable future. Asset backing and security are

of secondary importance, and this is reflected in commercial banks'

internal documents. For example, Hongkong Bank's (1987) guide to

credit lists the following factors to consider in granting a facility

to a company: integrity and reliability of the borrower; nature of

the proposition; source of repayment; profitability (to the bank) of

the facility; and finally the security offered. The entry under this

last heading is worth quoting.

Every good proposition should stand on its own. However
as most propositions entail risk the bank generally will
only grant the advance if it is sufficiently secured.
Where a proposition is bad no amount of security should
justify an advance. To lend money against security
knowing full well that one is likely to have to realise
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that security is bad lending. Besides, the realisation
of securities is often a lengthy, costly and complicated
business (s. C.4, p. 4).

In practice Hongkong Bank does not insist on security for its

facilities to larger UK companies.

Covenants, however, are a common feature of large scale loan

contracts as they are with bonds. Citron (1992) studies extracts

from 22 commercial loan contracts and 12 standard contract forms from

1988-89. Much the most common covenants are those specifying minimum

net worth (85% of the sample), minimum interest cover, ie profit

before interest and tax divided by interest (79%), maximum gearing,

ie total borrowings divided by net tangible worth (79%), and a

minimum current ratio, ie current assets divided by current

liabilities (38%). 22 (65%) of the sample contain sections dealing

with provision of accounting information; of these, all require the

latest audited accounts, 45% management accounts, 23% unaudited

interims and 14% forecasts. Similar studies on loan contracts in the

USA and Australia show that covenants are also widely used in those

countries. The most common in the USA are restrictions on dividend

payments and maintenance of a minimum amount of working capital,

neither of which are prominent in the UK.

For the purposes of this thesis, the most important aspects of

bank lending are the nature of the bank-corporate relationship and

how much information banks obtain as a result of it. A major UK

investigation into these questions has recently been completed by

Berry et al (1993). They received completed questionnaires from 192

branches and offices of the clearing banks and 62 foreign banks, and

interviewed about half those numbers of bankers. They concentrate

mainly on small business lending, but their sample includes the whole

spectrum of lending.

It is clear from this study and other sources such as Davies &

Kearns (1992) and Danos et al (1989) that, in small business lending,

the banker's relations with the businessman and judgement of his

character are extremely important and that banks are generally given
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as much financial and other information as they ask for, if the

business produces it. Information not specifically requested tends

not to be given though the borrower may have it, and banks neglect

non-financial indicators used by companies to monitor their own and

competitors' performance. (Berry et al, 1991, p. 30). But the most

usual problem is that the business itself does not have the

information (eg forecasts) which the banker would like to see. It is

typical for the small business to use one bank, so that the bank can

monitor all its cash flows. The picture is similar for lending to

medium sized companies, defined in Berry et al (1993) as having an

annual turnover of between £1.4m and £5.75m, except that these

companies are more likely to produce for their own purposes the

information the bank wants, and may use more than one bank. The

large sample questionnaire survey by Binks et al (1993) contains

evidence on bank relations from the small businesses' point of view

and confirms that they also value close relations (pp. 48-58). In

fact some respondents imply that their banks are not involved enough;

for example, nearly 40% are not confident that their bank manager

understands their business. 72% agree that 'it is important to

provide my bank manager with timely and regular management

information' and only 9% disagree with this.

Berry et al (1993) find that the largest companies, especially

if they are quoted, resist providing information, giving security and

agreeing to covenants. As a rule, the larger the company, the weaker

the position of the bank in demanding these because competitors may

be willing to lend without them. They state that 'US banks are much

more successful in obtaining the information required to effectively

adopt the going concern approach' (p. 22), but unfortunately do not

elaborate on this. Generally,

in the case of 'blue chip companies'... banks tended to
be unsuccessful in imposing any covenants. In terms of
information, management accounts related to the past were
seen as desirable and where possible the provision of
this information was a precondition of the loan
agreement. However, it was found that in the case of
larger companies they often refused to submit this
information with the loan application (p. 18).
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It is worth considering exactly what are the sources of information

not in the public domain which the research finds are used by banks,

and commenting on their availability in the case large companies

(these comments are mostly from the author's experience and

discussions with commercial bankers).

The company's bank account. This is the most frequently used

private source according to Berry et al (1993), and is the primary

way in which borrowers not known to be in trouble are monitored

(Berry et al, 1991). But this reflects the dominance of small

business lending in their research. Most large companies use several

banks, so any one of them is not in a position to monitor its cash

flows, even if it does provide a current account or accept deposits

from the company. In practice this is simply not a source available

in the large company market. Nevertheless, it is emphasised by Fama

(1985) who argues that it is the main way in which banks obtain

inside information not available to other lenders. He does not

discuss the extent to which this is the case for bank lending to

quoted companies in the USA.

Interviews with the management. Meetings with the borrower are

an extremely important part of large scale lending and are usually

the main source of any inside information the bank manages to obtain.

How much will be provided varies enormously. It is likely that for

specialised lending such as project finance (eg developing a shopping

centre or purchasing an oil rig), or a loan to a management buy-out

vehicle, the borrower will have to provide detailed plans, forecasts,

surveys, valuations and so on, most of which will be confidential and

commercially sensitive. In such cases the borrower almost certainly

provides much more information to a bank than it would be willing to

disclose publicly to the bond market, though it would probably have

to provide similar information to a rating agency. Assuming the

borrower is large enough to issue bonds, it has presumably chosen to

go to a bank because the ability to explain the project fully but

privately means the finance is likely to be cheaper and/or more

flexible, discreet, quicker, or advantageous in other ways related to
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the service a bank can provide but not a bond market (see section

4.5).

However, the majority of facilities are for 'general corporate

purposes' and in these cases the company may well say little or

nothing which is not already public knowledge. As a rule, the larger

the borrower, the less will be disclosed. Meetings will be concerned

with the terms of the facility rather than the circumstances of the

borrower.

Management accounts and other documents supplied on a regular

basis such as financial forecasts and breakdowns of debtors and

creditors. These are supplied by large companies in a minority of

cases and are more likely to be insisted upon if the borrower is in

difficulties and dependent on its banks for continued access to

funds. Satisfaction or otherwise of financial covenants is determined

by reference to the publicly available accounts (Citron, 1992),

though the bank may have forewarning if a covenant is likely to be

breached.

Information obtained from third parties. The most common case

in large scale lending is valuations of property and other assets.

But third parties are not often consulted in appraising large general

purpose unsecured facilities. Small businesses are sometimes

introduced to a bank by their accountant, but large ones are

competent to deal with banks directly.

Visits to the premises. Meetings with large companies often

take place at their offices and bankers are sometimes shown parts of

their operations. Similar comments on information obtained apply to

those made above regarding interviews.

More light is shed on the nature of relations between banks and

the largest companies in a recent study by Holland (1993) and in the

many articles on bank-corporate relations in the Treasurer, the

Journal of the Association of Corporate Treasurers. Holland
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interviewed treasury officials at 15 UK multinational companies

between 1986 and 1990, all of which were in the top 200 by turnover,

together with ten commercial bankers. The main findings are as

follows.

1. All the multinationals maintain relations with banks. They

have a first tier of two to 14 banks with which they have close

relations, five to 25 banks which they use for specialist services

and ten to 200 further banks with which they transact occasionally.

2. '"Close" relationships generally involved rich information

flows, regular flows of low margin business, privileged access to big

fee deals, high loyalty and commitment between the parties and

expectations of fair dealing and longevity of the relationship' (p.

275) .

3. The substance of close relations is regular contact and

informal agreement with regard to future business. The company

expects support from the bank at all times, a ready response if it

needs funds quickly, eg for a takeover, and competitive prices for

its services; it is well informed about prices charged by competing

banks. The bank expects a regular flow of business. Contacts are at

different levels of the organisations, are of a social as well as

business nature and the company may have direct on-screen access to

quotations for the bank's products.

4. The closeness of relations varies inversely with the health of

the company and the economy generally, as is suggested in the

financial press.

5. There is a recent tendency to raise more funds from securities

markets, which is linked to the increasing competence of corporate

treasury departments. These are 'seen as internal equivalents to

external bank suppliers and are treated as profit centres rather than

cost centres' (p. 281). At the same time the companies are tending

to foster closer relations with a smaller number of banks, due partly

to recession by the end of the interviewing period. According to

Holland, the willingness to 'shop around' for the best prices

'reflected the need to provide a market discipline for close

relations rather than [constituting] a long term replacement for

them' (p. 281).
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These findings are similar to those of an earlier review of

bank relations with large companies in the US by Moriarty et al

(1983), though they argue that the larger and safer the borrower, the

more a close ('lead bank') relationship is valued by the bank rather

than the customer, the primary benefit being that it enables the bank

to bid for more business and sell its products effectively.

Unfortunately neither paper says much about the nature of the 'rich

information flows' which are part of close relations. The banks are

clearly eager to make their services and prices accessible and to

market new products. The impression gained of the flow from the

company's side is that they show the relationship bank a reasonable

amount of treasury business and let the bank know if it is

uncompetitive or they want changes in the service. This is inside

information of a sort, but it is not especially useful in assessing

the company's creditworthiness and prospects. One of the direct

quotations from corporate treasurers is revealing:

Our main board will meet the bank directorate once a

year, and this is an opportunity to discuss our
objectives and strategy with the inner circle of banks.
We treat bank relations in a similar fashion to investor

relations and the same presentation is given to bankers
as to fund managers and stockbrokers (Holland, p. 276).

In summary, good long term relations with banks are still valued by

the largest companies but they do not necessarily imply that the

banks obtain inside information useful in appraising the riskiness

and prospects of the company.

4.2 SECURITIES MARKETS ALTERNATIVES TO BANK LOANS

There is now a wide range of debt securities in issue, but the

'straight' bond which pays a fixed coupon and is repaid in one go at

maturity remains the most common debt instrument issued by UK

companies. Other types of bond include: floating rate notes, which

pay interest linked to LIBOR and have so far not been issued by non-

financial companies; bonds with a low or zero coupon, issued at a

deep discount to face value; bonds convertible into shares or other
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bonds, or issued together with warrants; bonds with 'call provisions'

for early redemption by borrower and/or bondholder. The point to

make for our purposes is that this range of choice increases the

flexibility of securities and therefore their appeal to borrowers and

investors. However, many of these features, such as provision for

early repayment and options on interest rates, are also available

with bank loans. The role of interest rate and currency swaps in

both the bond and loan markets is now extremely important.

The traditional domestic bond market in the UK is run by the

Stock Exchange. Issue procedures are similar to those for shares,

though the rights issue principle of offering new shares to existing

shareholders first does not apply. Domestic bonds are registered

securities listed on the London Stock Exchange which pay a fixed rate

of interest half-yearly net of standard rate income tax. Maturity is

at least 15 years. Most are secured, in which case they are known as

debentures, or loan stock if unsecured. New issues always require a

prospectus and each is organised by a member of the Stock Exchange, a

stockbroker or merchant bank. Issuers do not need to have shares

listed or have the bonds rated and one advantage of the domestic bond

market is that issues are feasible for much smaller companies than on

the eurobond market. The minimum value of issue is only £200,000

compared with £50m for eurobonds. Issuers are mainly UK companies;

domestic bond issues by foreign organisations ('Bulldog' bonds) are

now rare. As with eurobonds, issue volumes increased substantially

in the mid 1980s and, according to Bank of England figures quoted in

Harrington (1992), UK borrowers raised a total of £15bn gross during

1985-91 via the domestic bond market. This compares with a total of

$59bn (say £39bn using an exchange rate of $1.5/£) raised by UK

companies (excluding financial institutions) over the same period via

international bonds (from table 4.1a below). So the domestic bond

market remains an important source of funds. Investors are mainly UK

institutions and the secondary market is not very active.

The term international bonds refers to both foreign and euro

bonds. A foreign bond is issued on the domestic market of a country
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foreign to where the issuer is resident. The currency is always the

same as that of the country in which the bond is issued. So a bond

issued by a UK company on the US domestic market is a foreign bond.

The textbook definition of a eurobond is one issued in a different

currency from that of the country(s) in which it is issued. So any

sterling bond issued outside the UK is a eurobond. This is somewhat

inaccurate since the centre of the eurobond market is London and

sterling eurobonds are issued there. The real distinction is that it

is a separate market from domestic bond markets.

Eurobonds are unsecured bearer securities which pay interest

annually gross of tax. Interest is accrued on the basis that each

month has 30 days, making a 360 day year, as in the US domestic bond

market: UK domestic bonds accrue interest according to the actual

number of days since the bond was purchased. Maturities range from

one to thirty years but most are in the ten to twenty year range.

The standard covenants are 'negative pledge', 'pari-passu', 'cross

default' and 'force majeur'. A 'negative pledge' or 'no security

elsewhere' clause means that the borrower contracts not to offer

security to any other creditor. 'Pari-passu' means that the bonds

rank equally with other unsecured creditors, present and future, in

the event of liquidation. A 'cross default' clause says that if the

borrower defaults on any of its other borrowings, the eurobonds will

be considered as in default. 'Force majeur' means that the lead bank

and underwriters are discharged from their obligations in the event

of certain specified disasters. Financial covenants are unusual.

Settlement is effected electronically via two competing

systems, Cedel and Euroclear. Many eurobonds are listed in

Luxembourg although most issued by UK borrowers are listed on the

London Stock Exchange. The most important differences from the

domestic market are the larger size of issue and borrower, different

issuing procedures and the international pool of investors.

Eurobonds are distributed amongst banks and investing institutions

from many countries and paid for via the eurocurrency banking system;

the eurobond market could not easily exist without the operation of
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bank accounts in foreign currencies. Some eurobonds are sold via

intermediaries to wealthy individuals ('Belgian dentists'), though

the proportion retailed in this way is declining. A large majority of

the international bonds issued by UK borrowers are eurobonds.

The issuing process starts with the award of a mandate to an

investment bank to be lead manager of the syndicate to which the

bonds will be sold. Syndicate members both underwrite the issue and

arrange its placing with other investors. The small group of banks

taking large allotments are known as co-managers and are invited into

the syndicate before the issue is announced on screen and via

invitation telexes. Preliminary prospectuses are sent to banks

considering joining, who have a few days to respond. During this

time there may be a 'grey market'; banks joining sell in advance

bonds they anticipate being allocated at a price guoted relative to

the (unknown) issue price, for example this price minus 20 basis

points. About ten days after the announcement the issue price and

other terms are finalised, depending on the level of interest shown,

and, on offering day, allotment telexes and final prospectuses are

sent to syndicate members, who place the bonds with other investors

over the next two weeks. During this time the lead manager attempts

to support the price at which the bonds are sold if it is much below

the issue price. The public subscription is closed on the closing

day, the proceeds are paid to the borrower and public trading of the

bonds begins. There is at least one market-maker, usually the lead

manager, though secondary trading is limited except for large

'benchmark' issues. A common variant of the above procedure is the

'bought deal' in which the bonds are sold to a small group at an

agreed price, which then distributes them as quickly as possible.

This is quicker for the borrower and removes the uncertainty in the

final terms between the launch and offering days. Walmsley (1991)

contains a full account of the eurobond and note markets.

The costs of a eurobond issue consist of the redemption yield

at the issue price, fees paid to the syndicate and for a rating (if

any), and, not least, the management time and effort required. The
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yield is customarily expressed in terms of how much higher it is than

the yield on a government bond of the same currency and maturity. So

if the eurobond is yielding 8.6% pa and the equivalent government

bond 8.0% pa, the 'spread' is 60 basis points. The size of the

spread is determined by the credit rating of the borrower, maturity,

terms such as call provisions, the size of the issue (the larger it

is, the more liquid it is likely to be and the lower the spread) and

a variety of other factors.

Total fees are usually in the range of 1.5% to 2% of the issue

price (Davis, 1992, p. 128), but the amounts quoted and reported in

International Financing Review (IFR) and Euroweek are not fully

realised if syndicate members can only place the bonds below the

issue price, sacrificing some of their selling commission;

'competition between banks in offering discounts and reallowances has

reduced actual fees to... levels of 3/4% to 1 3/8% which are typical

of domestic markets' (Davis & Mayer, 1991, p. 11). Fees tend to

increase with maturity of the bond. Typical selling and underwriting

commissions are 1.25% and 0.375% respectively; syndicate members pay

the issue price less these percentages for the bonds. In addition a

management fee of the order 0.25% would be spread amongst the lead

and co-managers and a maximum specified of, say, £50,000, for

printing the prospectuses, obtaining a listing, and legal, trustee

and paying agency fees.

A distinctive feature of the eurobond market is that issuers

are large, well-known organisations of high credit standing. They

include governments and state agencies, the World Bank, and major

companies and financial institutions. As a rule of thumb, issuers

are confined to those whose debt is rated at least 'BBB', the minimum

investment grade. In fact a large majority of the issues which are

rated are at least single 'A'. However, it is by no means necessary

for issues to be given a credit rating and IFR's list of eurobond

issues by UK borrowers during 1987-92 shows that only about a third

of them were rated. The pattern is for smaller companies not to seek

a rating. It appears that the advantage, if any, from paying a lower
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yield exceeds the costs only if a rating of at least 'A' is expected.

The role of the rating agencies is discussed separately below.

Larger companies usually choose to issue euro rather than

domestic bonds because eurobond issuance is somewhat quicker and

easier and they can expect to pay a slightly lower yield. A larger

range of investors participate than on the domestic bond market. For

the USA, Kim & Stultz (1988) show that, during 1975-85, there was a

small but statistically significant positive average abnormal return

on the announcement of eurobond issues by US companies, but only when

domestic bonds were yielding more than equivalent eurobonds, so they

interpret the positive response as being due to the issuer obtaining

relatively cheap debt. They note that 'the available evidence

suggests that the noninterest costs of a bond issue are higher on the

eurobond market' (p. 194) but lack data to quantify the difference.

One limitation of bonds compared with bank loans is that a bond

issue is a one-off event. The borrower receives all the funds at

once, can not borrow more (from the bond market) without a separate

issue being arranged, and has no or limited discretion over

repayment. In contrast, the borrower has full control over how much

and when it borrows under a revolving loan facility. To improve the

flexibility of securities markets in this respect, investment banks

have introduced ways in which borrowers can issue notes or paper in

amounts, and with maturities, of their choosing. Commercial paper

and medium term notes are imports from the USA. Commercial paper is

unsecured traded debt with a maximum maturity of 355 days (270 days

in the USA). The commercial paper line is designed as an alternative

to the overdraft facility for top names and first appeared in London

in 1986. Companies sell paper at their discretion via one dealing

bank, which does not underwrite sales. Purchasers are mainly other

banks. The borrower usually has a back-up committed bank lending

facility to ensure it has access to funds if there is a problem in

selling its paper. Medium term notes (MTNs) are 'straight' unsecured

eurobonds with a maturity of between one and ten years; like

commercial paper they can be issued without having to prepare new
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documentation each time, once a programme has been set up with an

investment bank. They are sold to investing institutions as long

term investments, so there is little secondary trading. A large part

of the bank's role is the negotiation of placings with institutions;

often it is the bank or institution which initiates an issue rather

than the borrower, which issues if it can be persuaded that the yield

demanded is good value.

Euronotes are the same as commercial paper except in the way

they are issued, which is under revolving underwriting facilities

(RUFs) and note issuance facilities (NIFs), introduced in 1978. Both

are underwritten by a syndicate of banks; there is often a larger

tender panel of banks which bid for the notes and if the issue can

not be fully sold at or within a maximum agreed margin over LIBOR,

the underwriters will buy the remainder of the issue at the maximum

margin or lend the equivalent amount. Perhaps the culmination of

these developments is the multiple option facility (MOF) which in its

fullest form incorporates a committed revolving loan and acceptance

credit facility from a bank syndicate and tender panel, a tender

panel to bid for notes, a commercial paper and MTN line, and

provision for multi-currency borrowing. The idea is that the

borrower can choose the cheapest from the range of alternatives.

Flexible facilities for issuing securities are, from the

borrower's point of view, the nearest thing to bank loans which the

securities markets have to offer. Yet they have not proved as

popular as was expected when they were introduced. IFR data for

1987-92 show gross amounts in the region of $lbn pa of new euronote

facilities and $lbn pa of MTN issues for UK borrowers; gross

commercial paper issues have averaged $10bn pa but this figure

includes certificates of deposit issued by UK banks. None of these

amounts is tending to increase, though anecdotal evidence suggests

that MTN programmes are becoming more popular. MOFs also form a very

small proportion of total syndicated credits (Bank of England, 1990).

Several reasons can be suggested why alternatives to the straight

bond issue have grown slowly. There are few companies in the UK with
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a good enough credit standing for their commercial paper or MTNs to

be sold to non-bank investors. MOFs and tender panels have proved

complicated to organise and operate. Banks which buy notes or paper

make a very marginal return over LIBOR and do not, in the process,

develop a relationship with the borrower with opportunities for

further business or inside information, unless they manage the

facility. Yet the credit risk is similar to that of a normal bank

loan.

4.3 BOND RATINGS

It is conventional in the USA for publicly issued securities to

be rated by one or more of the rating agencies. Ratings are paid for

by issuers and strictly speaking it is the security which is rated,

as the risk of different securities in issue from the same borrower

may vary slightly according to their terms. In the UK domestic bonds

are not rated but an increasing proportion of eurobonds and

commercial paper issues are. The cost for a previously unrated

issuer is in the region of $30-50,000 and about half this for

subsequent issues (Financial Times Credit Ratings International,

1993, p. 11). Eurobond ratings are dominated by two US agencies,

Moody's and Standard & Poor's; the only European agency, IBCA in

London, specialises in rating banks. EuroRatings was established in

London in 1987 as a direct competitor to the US agencies, but failed

to attract enough paying issuers and closed in 1989.

The rating process is important since it represents the main

way in which inside information about borrowers is signalled to the

eurobond market, and a bond's rating is the primary determinant of

its yield relative to other bonds of the same maturity. Credit

research for bond investors by securities houses is rare. The lead

manager may have some access to inside information but a company's

relationship with an investment bank would not normally be as close

as with a main lending bank. Once the issue is sold the lead manager

has no exposure to the borrower unless it has chosen to keep some of

the bonds. Though underwriting banks in a bond issue should perform
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a credit analysis before agreeing to underwrite, they will not

generally have private information; bond prospectuses rarely reveal

anything that was not already known (except about the terms of the

issue) and do not, for example, provide more up-to-date accounts or

forecasts. It is up to the lead manager to perform 'due diligence'

to ensure that all information released is accurate and not

misleading, and other underwriters and investors do not double-check

this themselves. Bond purchasers have no contact with the issuer

unless renegotiation proves necessary. In the eurobond market they

rely on issuers being well-known organisations with low credit risk

and on the rating agencies to perform the credit appraisal and

monitoring function.

There is no doubt that agencies have privileged access to

information which is comparable with that of lending banks - perhaps

more privileged in the case of some borrowers. However, this only

applies if the company has asked for the rating and therefore

cooperates with the agency, which otherwise has to rely on public

information only. Bonds can be given a rating without the borrower's

cooperation; in 1989 Moody's announced that it would rate all

eurobonds issued by companies 'considered important by investors',

whether or not the company desired a rating (IFR, 21/1/89). There is

no way of telling whether a rating has been arrived at without

cooperation and recently 'UK-based issuers have mounted a campaign to

force agencies to make clear when their ratings are solicited or

unsolicited' (Financial Times (FT), 6/12/93).

But usually the rating is solicited and in these cases agency

analysts expect to be given internal financial, strategic and other

information and to interview management. Standard & Poor's, for

example, states that 'despite increasing disclosure and accounting

standardization, necessary information is still not readily disclosed

in many instances and financial practices can vary widely from

country to country and from company to company. Meeting the issuer

and getting unpublished data is generally the only way to arrive at

an accurate rating' (Credit Ratings International, 1993, p. 10). The
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analysts specialise by industry and each rating is assigned to one

who keeps it under surveillance; there are meetings with management

at least once a year. According to the FT (14/5/92), ' S&P is widely

regarded as being more scientific in its approach to ratings, relying

heavily on the results of intensive number-crunching, while Moody's

is said to take a broader view of a company and its environment. In

practice, though, both rely ultimately on the judgments of their

analysts.' The purpose is the same as for credit analysis - to

estimate the likelihood of default. This is primarily what is

reflected in the rating, though it also takes account of the security

and other protection offered by the terms of the bond in the event of

default.

The event study method has been used to test whether rating

agencies convey information to the capital markets. The argument is

that, if they do signal inside information, then announcements of

their rating changes will, on average, tend to be unexpected and, on

average, result in positive or negative abnormal returns on

borrowers' shares and bonds depending on whether the change is up or

down. If the agencies merely react after news or a change in

sentiment, there should be no response to rating changes as the

market would expect them. It could be argued that a response to a

rating change would be expected simply because the new rating would

change future borrowing costs, but the rating would only have an

impact on future borrowing costs if it conveyed information not

already assimilated by the bond market. In fact, if ratings were not

informative in some way, why should there be a demand for them by

investors?

Some studies using monthly data find no evidence of a price

response, but these tests are much less powerful than those using

daily data (Holthausen & Leftwich, 1986; Hand, Holthausen & Leftwich,

1992). They examine the share and bond market response to rating

announcements by Moody's and Standard & Poor's during 1977-82 and

their main results are as follows.

1. Announcements of downgrades across credit rating class (eg 'A-'
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to 'B+') are associated with negative average abnormal share returns

on the announcement day plus the day after of -2.66% (t statistic =

-12.51) (1986 paper, p. 70). There is no significant response to

downgrades within credit class (eg 'A' to 'A-') nor to upgrades.

2. Additions to Standard & Poor's Credit Watch are associated with

barely significant negative abnormal returns if a downgrade is being

considered but there is no response if an upgrade is indicated.

3. There is a similar pattern of response in the bond market.

Bond abnormal returns are measured by the actual return on the bond

less the return on a long term government bond. If the downgrade is

of two or more grades, cross-sectional regression indicates that,

ceteris paribus, the marginal effect of each additional grade on

average results in a 1.87% decline in bond value (1992 paper, p.

749). A study by Wansley et al (1992) using institutional (unlisted)

bond prices obtains similar results and also evidence that bond

prices fall before rating reductions (p. 747).

4. There is more response to downgrades of bonds below investment

grade (1BBB') than of bonds above it.

These studies provide reasonably good evidence that rating

agencies do tend to signal changes in creditworthiness and convey

non-public information rather than merely reacting to news or changes

in sentiment. However, the studies do not attempt to explain why

investors react to downgrades but not to upgrades. In summary, given

the way rating agencies operate, we would expect them to have access

to inside information and for this to be signalled via their ratings

and changes to them. The very strong influence of ratings on bond

yields and event study research on the response to changes in the

ratings of US bonds tend to support these expectations.

4.4 SYNDICATED LOANS

Development, and Features

Modern syndicated lending originated in the USA during the

1960s and first appeared in the eurodollar market towards the end of
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the decade, after which it rapidly became an important activity. For

example, 'Citicorp Investment Bank Limited was established in London

in 1972 as an offshore vehicle to arrange syndicated loans in

addition to merely participating in them. Among the first were

domestic sterling credits for UK subsidiaries of the bank's US

corporate clients' (Euromoney Special Supplement, 1990). During the

1960s British merchant banks also began providing large scale

syndicated acceptance credit facilities to first class names. These

facilities revolved and the credits were unsecured and unsupported by

trade documents, so they were very similar to syndicated loans.

By 1974 the volume of all syndicated euroloans had exceeded

that of eurobonds; the majority of commercial bank lending to less

developed countries in the 1970s was via syndicated facilities. Bank

of England data on volumes of syndicated loans and international bond

issues for UK borrowers from 1971 to 1992 are shown in table 4.1a.

The most striking point from the figures is the explosion of lending

from both sources which occurred in the mid 1980s. Previously, gross

lending from each source had been in the order of one to two billion

dollars per annum. In the peak year of 1988, syndicated facilities

totalling $35.6bn were arranged for UK borrowers and they issued

$27.1bn of international bonds. There may have been a permanent

shift towards funding from the international debt markets by large UK

companies and financial institutions. Another point is that

companies account for most of the total for syndicated facilities

whereas financial institutions have usually accounted for over half

of the amounts raised via international bond issues. It is difficult

to compare funds actually borrowed because the figures are gross of

repayments and because the loan amounts are for facilities, which are

usually not fully drawn.
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Table4.la

BankofEngland
DataonSyndicatedLoansand
InternationalBond
IssuesforUK
Borrowers,1972-
92

SyndicatedLoans

US$m

International
Bonds

Financial

Financial

Publicsector
Institutions
Companies

TOTAL

Publicsector
Institutions
Companies

TOTAL

1971

na

90

1972

1,582

25

415

672

1,112

1973

2,423

421

379

323

1,123

1974

6,254

34

155

82

271

1975

153

235

431

666

1976

1,387

305

1,032

1,337

1977

1,983

539

1,158

1,697

1978

4,096

350

402

531

1,283

1979

691

888

351

1,239

1980

255

622

867

1,187

495

1,682

1981

105

250

882

1,237

1,305

182

1,486

1982

23

68

1,049

1,140

923

814

1,737

1983

78

78

1,662

778

2,440

1984

14

1,628

1,642

3,615

1,102

4,717

1985

36

259

295

2,500

9,540

2,644

14,684

1986

375

779

1,154

4,000

11,256

5,000

20,256

1987

1,874

29,532

31,406

5,612

5,619

11,231

1988

1,811

33,752

35,563

18,504

8,565

27,069

1989

1,036

25,904

26,940

430

17,583

7,754

25,767

1990

27

1,806

28,260

30,093

793

12,936

9,773

23,502

1991

363

13,960

14,323

4,978

11,572

19,762

36,312

1992

7,261

2,005

16,538

25,804

7,415

10,108

14,056

31,579

Source TablessuppliedtotheauthorbytheBankofEngland.1971isthestartoftheseriesforinternationalbonds,1972for syndicatedloans.Notesonnextpage.



Table 4.1b

IFR Data on Syndicated Loans and International Bond Issues
for UK Borrowers, 1983-92

Syndicated Loans US$m International Bonds

Number Amount Number Amount

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

22

45

92

139

208

352

270

277

137

153

1,729

4,767

16,385

17,786

44,032

84,549

71,807

59,329

38,228

35,008

4

16

72

102

135

161

157

146

137

110

503

1,228

14,432

19,057

14,671

24,899

22,820

24,725

27,175

28,140

Source

Tables sent to the author by International Financing Review.
the start of these series.

1983 is

Notes to Table 4.1b

Amounts are gross of repayments and are translated into US dollars at
the exchange rate prevailing at the time of the loan or issue, as for
the Bank of England figures. Syndicated loans are included if there
is at least one foreign bank in the syndicate.

Notes to Table 4.1a

Both loan and bond amounts are gross of repayments. Syndicated loans
are included if the loan is in a foreign currency or at least half
the banks in the syndicate are foreign. Sterling syndicated loans in
which over half the banks in the syndicate are domestic are not
recorded. All amounts are translated into US dollars at the exchange
rate at the time of the loan or issue.
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The equivalent figures as recorded by IFR for 1983-92 are shown

in table 4.1b. The pattern is similar but the amounts differ

substantially from the Bank's. In particular, the loan totals are

much higher; for example, the figure for 1988 is $84.5bn. One

explanation is that IFR includes all sterling syndicated loans where

at least one bank in the syndicate is foreign, whereas the Bank

requires at least half the banks in the syndicate to be foreign.

Euroweek has higher loan amounts again; for example, their total for

1990 is $94.0bn (432 facilities) compared with $59.3bn (277

facilities) according to IFR and $30.1bn according to the Bank.

Whatever the exact amounts, it is clear that syndicated lending had

become a major source of funds for UK companies by the later 1980s

and likely that the large increase in lending as a proportion of all

sources which occurred at this time (table 3.3) was funded via

syndicated loans.

Arranging a syndicated loan is similar in many ways to

arranging a bond issue. Normally the loan will only be syndicated if

the borrower wants a facility which is larger than any single bank is

willing to provide at a reasonable price. A large borrower will

probably have approached several banks with which it has done

business, and possibly some new banks, to canvas opinion and

establish likely costs and other terms. Some borrowers regard a

syndicated facility as advantageous because it spreads business

around existing relationship banks and is a way of establishing

relations with new banks.

At this stage several banks are competing for the mandate to

lead the syndicate. They will try to extract as much information as

possible about the performance and plans of the borrower and the

purpose of the facility, but will not wish to cause irritation. Each

will carry out a credit analysis and make a provisional offer if

they want the business. The company will choose one or occasionally

two banks to be lead managers on the basis of the likely costs

indicated by each bank, how well the company knows and trusts them

and how professional it considers them to be. The lowest cost offer

will not necessarily be the one accepted, especially if the bank is
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small in London or has led few syndicated loans. Most companies want

their facility arranged as quickly as possible, with no adverse

publicity and without having to improve the terms or hawk the

proposal around too many banks to fill the syndicate. So a well-

known bank with reliable contacts in other banks and a track record

of leading successful syndications will be well placed to win new

mandates. The lead manager is expected to take the largest share of

the amount but not necessarily to guarantee that the total sought

will be forthcoming. In the author's experience most syndications

are on a 'best efforts' basis.

The next stage is for the lead manager to approach other banks

which it thinks might be interested in lending to the borrower. Some

of these approaches may have been requested by the borrower so that

relationship banks do not feel snubbed. An information package will

be sent with details of the proposal and the borrower and there is
often a hierarchy of requested amounts with slightly better fees

and/or margin for larger sums. If recipients seek further

information, it is customary to contact the lead bank rather than the

borrower. Replies are usually requested within two or three weeks

but sometimes less if there is urgency. The ideal is for the

facility to be slightly oversubscribed. Undersubscription means

approaching more banks and extending the syndication process or, more

drastically, improving the terms or settling for a smaller facility.

Large oversubscription is not uncommon and borrowers often take the

opportunity to increase the amount, but it might suggest that the

cost is higher than necessary. Banks are not committed until they

sign the facility, which is usually done at the lead bank's offices

within a month of syndication closing.

Five years is the most common maturity for syndicated

facilities; more than seven years is rare, as in bilateral lending.

They are usually unsecured but covenants are normal, especially 'no

security elsewhere' and ' cross-defau11' clauses. Subsequent

amendments require the agreement of all banks which can lead to

difficult negotiations, especially if the borrower is in financial

distress. For example, a covenant may have been breached and one of
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the syndicate wants to be repaid, so is refusing to agree to waive

the breach of covenant. The borrower is unable to make any

repayments. The other syndicate members could agree to increase

their loans so that the dissenting bank can be repaid, but this would

be giving the dissenter preferential treatment. Compromise somewhere

is required.

An important distinguishing feature of loans is that they are

not marketable, but this is beginning to break down in the case of

syndicated loans. A secondary market in LDC debt arose in 1987-88

and is now well established, with prices quoted as a percentage of

nominal value; these can be found in IFR, for example. Some banks

also 'sell down' their participations in other loans. There are

various procedures by which this can be done, most of which do not

involve converting the loan into a tradable debt instrument

(Walmsley, 1991, pp. 189-190; Donaldson, 1989, pp. 122-129).

Anecdotal evidence suggests that selling loans is not yet a common

practice in the UK outside the LDC debt sector, although loans of

some companies in difficulties are also traded at less than face

value and a specialist broker, Klesch & Co, 'broadcasts the price of

more than 60 corporate loans via Telerate, the electronic financial

information service' (FT, 18/8/92). Assignment or novation of a loan

requires either changing the contract with the consent of the

borrower or writing a contract initially which gives banks the right

to assign their participations to other banks. If the contract is

changed, the bank's relations with the borrower will be undermined or

cease; if the loan can be assigned from the outset, relations are

unlikely to be close. All the evidence suggests that even large

corporate borrowers value their banking relationships and having

commitments from banks, and they prefer to know which banks they will

be dealing with. Also changing contracts is not straightforward and

involves additional legal and other expenses.

It is possible to transfer the lending risk without the

borrower being aware; arrangements of this type are known as sub-

participations. Again they entail extra costs and as they have not

been fully tried and tested in the courts, the original bank can not
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be sure that all the risk has been transferred in any eventuality,

for example if financial distress forces renegotiations. Another

problem is that the sub-participating bank does not have the benefit

of relations with the borrower and if the original bank passes on any

private information it is breaching confidence. There has been

discussion of loans being rated to alleviate this problem, though it

would add a further expense and many borrowers would not welcome an

unsolicited rating on debt not raised on a securities market.

Furthermore, having a bank loan rated implies a breakdown of the main

function of banks in commercial lending, which is analysing credit

risk; as one banker nicely put it, 'as far as proper banks are

concerned, who cares what S&P or Moody's think?' (IFR, 16/3/91).

In 1992 NatWest became the first UK bank formally to
' securitise' corporate loans, that is, to sell sub-participations to

a special purpose vehicle which issues securities, in this case US

commercial paper, secured on the sub-participations (FT, 20/7/92).

The bank maintains a relationship with the borrower and continues to

administer the loan. The motive is to remove these loans from the

bank's balance sheet, freeing capital for new lending. This is

achieved by the special purpose vehicle not being a consolidated

subsidiary, and the process is the same as that used to securitise

mortgages and, in the USA, many other retail banking assets. It may

be that in time corporate loans will become more marketable if banks

and borrowers gain confidence in the procedures and documentation,

but to the extent that the value of bank lending does arise from the

bank-borrower relationship, it is doubtful whether trading loans will

become a standard practice.

Developments in the OK Syndicated Loan Market during the Sample

Period, 1988-91

By 1988 the UK market had reached a peak of activity and

pricing was extremely low. The stock market crash of October 1987

did not halt economic growth but this was widely feared and the

government sought to counteract any adverse effects by cutting the

base rate. Japanese banks were continuing to seek greater market
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share. The property market, and property lending, were booming. The

terms of a facility arranged for British Aerospace in April 1989 are

indicative of those available to large UK companies in 1988 and 1989.

The amount sought was $300m for five years at a margin of 10 basis

points (bp) over LIBOR (12.5bp if more than half drawn) plus a

facility fee of 5bp pa on the full amount and a one-off participation

fee of 5bp. The amount was increased to $82 5m following

oversubscription. According to IFR, the cheapest syndicated loan

ever was a $900m MOF arranged in 1987 for Compagnie de Saint-Gobain

at LIBOR (IFR 28/4/90).

In addition to the many contemporary reports that pricing

generally was unsustainably low in the late 1980s, several articles

written in 1990 and 1991 opined to the effect that 'deals were mis-

priced in that returns did not accurately reflect the differences in

credit guality between borrowers' (Euromoney, August 1990, p. 33).

So the view, at least in the financial press and amongst many

bankers, was that most companies had been obtaining funds below their

economic cost with underpricing greatest for smaller/riskier ones.

On 31 October 1988, the Bank of England announced it was

implementing the Basle rules on bank capital adequacy, to take effect

immediately (Bank of England, 1988). This focused bankers' concern

about the low return on capital on large scale lending business. How

much would a bank have earned on a $25m (lead manager) participation

in the BAe facility just mentioned? Under the rules, it would have

had to allocate capital representing at least 8% of drawn amounts and

at least 4% of undrawn but committed amounts. If the $25m was

undrawn, it would have earned $12,500 pa ($25m * 0.05% pa) from the

facility fee on minimum capital of $lm, a return of 1.25% pa. If the

loan was fully drawn, it would have earned LIBOR plus 12.5bp directly

on minimum capital of $2m plus net interest of $28,750 pa ($23m *

0.125% pa) plus the $12,500 facility fee, assuming the bank funds

itself at LIBOR. So the return on capital depends on LIBOR; if it

were 10% pa, for example, the total return would be 12.18% pa. These

returns are gross of the bank's non-interest costs attributable to

this participation, which would certainly have been much higher than
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the one-off $12,500 participation fee. 'Most banks reckon they need

a margin of between 1.2% and 1.4% to break even on lending to large

corporates' {FT, 2/3/92).

It is a good question why banks en masse were willing for

several years to do business at such low returns. The author's view

from having worked in corporate banking during 1985-89 is that it

depended on being only a part of a commercial bank's business, but at

the same time being seen as an indispensable part. The traditional

core business of a commercial bank is corporate lending, and few were

comfortable at being left out of this market. There is little doubt

that by the mid-1980s many more large UK companies were 'shopping
around' for the cheapest funds and financial products than had been

the case ten years earlier. They no longer automatically used their

'relationship bank(s)' for all their requirements but used different

banks for different transactions, and the enormous number of banks in

London provided much choice.

The syndicated loans market is the highest profile part of

corporate banking. It provides the biggest facilities to the biggest

borrowers in the quickest time and these are well publicised. Banks

felt (and feel) that they had to be seen to be active in this area,

particularly as arrangers. But arrangers have to join other banks'

syndicates if they want the favour returned. Withdrawing from

syndicated lending would not leave a bank in a better position, since

private bilateral loans to large borrowers need to be competitive

with the syndicated alternative. The real option was withdrawing

from lending to large companies altogether. There were several

objections to this in addition to the perceived loss of prestige.

Having withdrawn it might be difficult to get back in if returns

improved. Although relationships perhaps counted for less, they

still existed and would be difficult to sustain if the bank refused

to lend on competitive terms. The benefit of the effort already put

in by the bank would be lost. It was (and is) the large companies

which were using the new and profitable derivative products such as

swaps which banks had developed, and they believed they were less

likely to win this and other business if they did not have lending
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relationships. 'Jam tomorrow' arguments were in practice very-

important in banks' persuading themselves to join syndicates. The

natural urge of a business is to grow and this can be stronger than

the urge to maximise profits.

It has been suggested many times in the financial press that

before the capital adequacy rules were introduced, bankers were less

concerned about return on capital. While one might agree that their

introduction was a major factor behind the eventual increase in

pricing, bankers were certainly aware all along of how unprofitable

large scale lending was. But they also thought that this was

something that their bank ought to be doing, at least so long as they

were able to make profits from other activities. Had most banks done

little but lend to large borrowers, returns could hardly have been so

low for so long.

It was during the second half of 1990 that increases in margins

and fees became discernable across the market. This followed

defaults or rescheduling by a number of large borrowers which were

highly geared as a result of management buy-outs, starting with UAL

in the USA in 1989 and continuing in 1990 with Lowndes Queensway,

Magnet and MFI in the UK. The Japanese stock market was down by a

third compared with late 1989 and this was affecting the capital of

Japanese banks, which includes unrealised gains on shares owned by

the banks. Nominal UK interest rates were high - the average three

month interest rate during 1990 was 14.8% pa - although real rates of

approximately 5% pa were no higher than they had been since 1983.

However, there were signs of the forthcoming recession, especially in

the property market. The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in August 1990 was

also said to have affected loan pricing.

Much of the increase seems to have occurred over quite a short

period, in September and October 1990. This can be inferred by

comparing the pricing of facilities for the newly-created regional

electricity companies with pricing for the two generating companies.

Syndication of the regional company facilities was launched during

the week ending 25 August. They carried margins of 15-20bp and
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commitment fees on unused amounts of 6-9bp. IFR noted that they were

all underwritten first; 'gone are the days (if in fact they ever

existed) of sending out 200 invitation telexes and sitting back and

waiting for the deal to do itself' (25/8/90). Nevertheless, all were

successfully syndicated at the original pricing, unlike the facility

for the National Grid Company, launched at the same time with

slightly finer pricing, which had to be repriced upwards slightly to

make it equivalent to what the regional companies were paying. Prior

to repricing, the Japanese banks in the underwriting group 'were

described as being hysterical at the way the deal was going' (IFR

22/9/90).

Syndication of the facilities for the generating companies was

launched during the week ending 27 October with a margin 37.5bp and

commitment fee of 18.75bp, double the pricing for the regional

companies. Yet term and purpose (general requirements) were the same

and the generators were regarded as superior credits. IFR commented

that 'it is just bad luck... that the market has changed so

dramatically' (27/10/90). When BAe raised a $115m five year

syndicated loan in May 1991 the margin was 42.5bp and participation

fee 15bp (no other fees), 'a textbook example of just how far pricing

has moved over the last 18 months' (IFR 25/5/91), while according to

Euroweek, 'many banks feel that the loan is extremely tightly priced

in today's environment' (24/5/91), though it did go on to be

oversubscribed.

Although pricing was rising, syndication was becoming harder;

many were taking longer, fewer were oversubscribed, some had to be

repriced upwards during syndication, which was almost unheard-of

before 1990, and, as noted, underwriting prior to syndication was

becoming more common. The volume of UK syndicated loans was well

down in 1991 (table 4.1), partly because the economy was clearly in

recession by then and so companies were borrowing less overall (table

3.3), but also because many large companies were reported to be

'returning to relationship banking'. It is hard to say the extent to

which bank-corporate relationships had ceased to matter and to which

this was reversed. In the event study sample, five syndicated
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facilities were refinanced with bilateral loans which require direct

negotiation with each bank and therefore a closer relationship than

with a syndicate member. It is probable that many more such

refinancings were unreported.

Several reasons have been advanced for this change. Companies

were said to be (re-)cultivating relationships with banks in the hope

of greater support, if necessary, during the recession. It was

reported in November 1990 that bilaterals had become cheaper than

syndicated loans (IFR 17/11/90). This was no longer the case by

August 1991 (IFR 24/8/91). Borrowers were reported as being

concerned about the growing difficulties of syndication. There was

also concern about negotiating with existing syndicates. 'Companies

such as News Corporation, Brent Walker and Laura Ashley found, to

their cost, that the reluctance of just one or two banks to agree to

a restructuring of debt can jeopardise the company's future' (FT,

5/8/91). The practice of 'selling down' participations to banks not

in the original syndicate meant that borrowers were uncertain as to

whom they would be dealing with in a renegotiation. It was suggested

that borrowers are in a better bargaining position one-to-one than

with a whole syndicate (FT, 27/2/92).

The syndicated loan market remained comparatively quiet at the

end of the sample period. The continued growth of bank lending to

large companies up to then had confounded those who had predicted

that securities markets would rapidly replace banks as the main

source of funds for such borrowers. But it is argued that the 1987

stock market crash and the growth of the Japanese banks in London

were one-off factors which promoted bank lending, 'whilst the spread

of securitisation habits to Europe and the pressure on banks to

unload assets from their balance sheets to meet the new capital

adequacy requirements suggest that securitisation may be a long-run

trend' (Buckle & Thompson, 1992, p. 205).
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4.5 THE CHOICE BETWEEN SYNDICATED LOANS AND EUROBOND ISSUES

This section presents empirical evidence on how large

organisations choose between the two dominant forms of debt finance

in recent years. The first part describes an attempt to compare

their (direct financial) costs. The comparison can not be considered

accurate, but the eurobond market does not generally appear to offer

a cheaper source of finance than the bank loan alternative, except

for the few borrowers rated 'AAA' or 'AA'. The second part analyses

the results of a questionnaire sent to treasurers asking them how

they made the choice. The main findings are that they do not regard

the two as close substitutes; the most important difference is that

bonds can provide longer term funds. Cost is not the only

consideration, or even the most important.

The Costs of Syndicated Loans Compared with Eurobond Issues

Comparing the costs is not as straightforward as it might at

first seem, even if loan margin and fees are reported. The first

problem is that interest on syndicated loans is charged at a margin

over three or six month LIBOR - a floating rate - whereas eurobonds

pay a fixed rate of interest. Therefore which proves cheaper over

any given period, say five years, depends on how the actual levels of

short term rates during the five years compare with the fixed rate

payable on the eurobond determined at the start of the period.

Fortunately it is possible to avoid this difficulty by assuming that

eurobond borrowers transform their interest obligations from a fixed

to a floating rate basis by entering into an interest rate swap at

the time of issue, as in fact they often do. We can then compare

like with like; the syndicated loan and bond-plus-swap alternative

will both have a floating cost.

The way in which the interest rate swap operates is shown in

figure 4.1. The borrower issues ElOOm (face value) of eurobonds and,

for the life of the bonds, pays a fixed rate on them of, say, 10% pa.

At the same time, the borrower enters into a swap of interest flows

whereby it receives, for the lifetime of the bonds, fixed amounts of
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10% pa times ElOOm, and pays six month LIBOR times ElOOm. The amount

of this half-yearly payment will depend on what LIBOR was six months

earlier. The fixed rate payments received under the swap cancel out

the payments to be made on the bonds, so the net result is that the

(interest) cost of the ElOOm is six month LIBOR. No capital is

exchanged under the swap and the redemption of the bonds on the due

date is unaffected.

Diagram 4.1

Bond Plus Swap

Bondholders

10% pa fixed p

<6 |

> I
ElOOm L

Borrower

10% pa fixed

<

>
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LIBOR

r i

| Swaps |

| Market|
I I

Capital flow

> Interest flow

In this example, the fixed rate receivable under the swap is

the same as the rate payable on the bonds, but while bond and swap

rates are linked, they will generally not be identical for a

particular borrower. By 'swap rate' is meant the fixed rate

receivable in exchange for paying LIBOR. If the fixed rate in the

above swap had been 10.5% pa, then the resulting cost of funds would

have been LIBOR less 0.5%. Data on swap rates to individual

borrowers are not available, but IFR reports interbank swap rates

which are similar to those offered to large companies. 'AAA' names

could probably obtain slightly better rates; those rated or regarded

as 'A' or below would be offered somewhat worse.
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The terms were examined of all eurobond issues and syndicated

loans for UK borrowers between 1988 and 1991. The list and terms of

eurobond issues was supplied by IFR. It would have been ideal to

have found names borrowing in both markets at the same time, to

enable direct comparison of costs, but, perhaps not surprisingly,

there are no such examples. However, it is still possible to get a

feel for pricing in the two markets by noting the terms of large

numbers of bond issues and loans. To illustrate, table 4.2 shows the

margin on a small but representative sample of eurobond issues,

assuming the interest is swapped to a floating rate at the interbank

swap rate reported in IFR for the week containing the launch date.

To facilitate comparison, all the issues chosen are in sterling and

have a maturity of no more than ten years.

It can be seen that, from 1988 until towards the end of 1990,

double and triple 'A' rated names could borrow at around half a per

cent below LIBOR, while those with a slightly lower rating such as

Trusthouse Forte and unrated but nevertheless large and familiar

companies such as Taylor Woodrow could borrow at close to LIBOR.

Towards the end of 1990, pricing increased appreciably, as we have

seen that it did for loans (section 4.4). Margins rose by roughly

half a percent, so that 'AAAs' were borrowing at around LIBOR and

'As' at 0.5% above.

How does this compare with syndicated loans? Table 4.3

provides a sample of loans to well-known companies, again all in

sterling. None of them has a margin below LIBOR; in fact all of the

several hundred syndicated loans reported for UK borrowers during

1988-91 charged some margin above LIBOR, and ten basis points was

about the minimum. It appears that the increase in rates towards the

end of 1990 was somewhat less in the syndicated loan market than for

bond-plus-swaps, so that for large companies below around 'AA' credit

standing there was not much to choose between the two alternatives in

terms of margin after 1990.
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Table 4.2

Floating Rate Cost of Funds via Eurobond Issue Plus

Interest Rate Swap for a Sample of UK Borrowers, 1988-91

Date of

issue Borrower

Amount

(£m)
Term

(yrs) Rating
Margin above
or below

LIBOR (bp)

4/02/88 Marks & Spencer 150

6/09/88 Taylor Woodrow 75

27/01/89 Trusthouse Forte 100

11/07/89 Legal & General 75

21/11/90 British Gas 125

4/12/90 Guinness 150

11/03/91 British Gas 350

29/05/91 Severn Trent Water 150

26/09/91 Allied Lyons 150

5/11/91 Redland 125

5

5

7

3

3

5

10

8

7

10

AAA

None

A+

AA

AAA

AA-

AAA

None

A

A+

-63

+ 12

-6

-44

-30

+28

+4

+45

+39

+55

Source of bond details and swap rates: IFR
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Table 4.3

Floating Rate Cost of Funds via Syndicated Loans

for a Sample of UK Borrowers, 1988-91

Date

Signed Borrower

Amount

(Em)
Term

(yrs)

Margin
above

LIBOR (bp)

29/04/88 Wellcome 300

2/11/88 Guinness 1,000

4/11/88 Taylor Woodrow 150

21/08/89 Hanson 3,000

12/10/89 Thames Water 1,600

19/02/90 Courtaulds Textiles 150

15/10/90 Southern Electricity 350

6/12/90 Power Gen 1,000

6/08/91 BET 100

28/11/91 Hanson 3,000

7 +12.5

5 +10.0

6 +12.5

3 +15.0

6 +22.0

5 +15.0

5 +15.0

5 +37.5

5 +45.0

4 +15.0 yr 1
+37.5 yrs 2-4

Sources: IFR and Euroweek
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So far we have ignored fees and expenses. As mentioned, for a

eurobond issue the selling commission plus other fees are nominally

around 1.5% of the amount borrowed, paid up-front. In practice they

are often less than that. There may also be a fee for the swap.

What these costs represent on an annualised basis depends on the

maturity of the bonds; for a five year issue, fees of 1.5% would be

30bp pa - rather more, if the time value of money is taken into

account, which itself depends on prevailing interest rates. For a

syndicated loan, the fees payable often depend partly on how much it

is used. For example, commitment fees are calculated as a percentage

of committed but undrawn amounts. So it is usually impossible to be

precise about the annualised cost of syndicated loans. But assuming

50% usage, the fees on the loans in table 4.3 range from 2bp pa for

Guinness and Wellcome to 14bp pa for BET, as a proportion of the

total facility amount. There was some tendency for syndicated loan

fees as well as margins to increase around the end of 1990. These

fee rates should be doubled as a proportion of funds actually

borrowed, to make them comparable with the fees on a bond issue.

In terms of annualised fees, then, syndicated facilities were

probably somewhat cheaper than bond issues during the sample period,

especially for shorter maturities. If fees are measured per pound

borrowed, then the cost of a syndicated facility is very sensitive to

how fully it is drawn down; one that was little used would appear

expensive. But then part of what is being paid for is the

convenience of knowing that the facility is there if needed.

To sum up, it is not possible to make precise comparisons

between the costs of bonds-plus-swaps and syndicated loans: only

would-be borrowers themselves are in a position to do this.

Nevertheless, when fees are taken into account, there does not appear

to be a generalised cost advantage to one form of borrowing over the

other, except for the few 'AAA' and ' AA' names which would normally

find the bond market cheaper.
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The Choice from the Company's Perspective

To find out how companies actually choose between banks and

bonds, 85 questionnaires were sent in July 1992 to the treasurers of

companies which had issued eurobonds since the start of 1987, so the

sample is drawn entirely from known users of bond markets. The topic

is obviously of interest to corporate treasurers as 38 responses were

received, many of them very full. The questionnaire was simple,

consisting of five questions inviting open comment rather than

requiring yes/no or scaled answers. The intention was to learn about

the bank versus bond decision in respondents' own words without

suggesting particular factors, with the exception of one question

specifically on price. The questions were:

1. In what circumstances would you borrow from banks?

2. In what circumstances would you issue bonds?

3. Would you consider using interest rate or currency swaps? If

so, when and why?

4. Would you always opt for what appears to be the cheapest

financing package? If not, what other factors might affect

your decision?

5. What do you view as the main differences between borrowing from

banks and borrowing from the bond market?

At the end, respondents were invited to add any further comments.

The results are summarised in table 4.4. The respondents

comprise 21 non-financial companies ('corporates'), eight building

societies, five other financial institutions and four utilities. The

main point emerging from the first two questions is that banks are

used by this sample primarily for short term requirements such as

working capital and bridging loans; bonds are used for longer term

finance. It is also clear that for many companies bond issues are

less convenient than loans; 37% say that banks are more flexible and

37% that bank borrowing is easier and/or cheaper to arrange than a

bond issue. Related plus points for bank facilities include the

advantage of having a standby source of funds (32% mention this),

control over draw-downs and repayments, confidentiality, simplicity,

and the potential to raise large amounts for acquisitions. Loans are
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also used for other types of special purpose financing, linked to a

particular project or for off-balance sheet borrowing. On the other

hand, 13% say that financial covenants are more onerous on bank

loans. Maintaining a variety of funding sources is important for

some respondents, especially the building societies. All companies

in the sample use swaps; 37% say explicitly that fixed rate funds are

swapped into floating.

On price (question 4), 42% say that bonds are always or usually

cheaper compared with only 3% (one respondent) saying banks are

cheaper, as might be expected from a sample of companies which had

all issued bonds. But 68% say that price is not the main factor in

the decision, and part E of table 4.4 lists the most common non-price

factors mentioned in response to this question. Most respondents

seem to regard relationship with a bank as a positive feature,

although two resent banks using it to try to cross-sell other

products. The negative points for bond issues include the greater

administrative burden and costs at the outset, the publicity and the

increasing expectation that a ratinq be obtained. However, a few

respondents say or imply that they welcome the higher profile of bond

issues. Many appear to find the bond market a somewhat fickle source

of finance; 37% note somewhere in their replies that the timing of

issues is highly sensitive to perceived market receptiveness, with

21% citing their wish for the issue to be well received as a non-

price factor. Finally, the two most commonly mentioned main

differences (question 5) are maturity (40%) and relationship with

banks but not bondholders (32%).

It is worth presenting a representative sample of respondents'

comments.

'The issuing of bonds is very much dependent on market circumstances

and is a completely different "animal" to bank loans' (Northern Rock

Building Society).

'There is a vast difference between what is available to major

corporations and the rest of the corporations' (Prudential

Corporation).
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Table 4.4

Banks Compared with Bonds: Summary of Questionnaire Results

The questionnaire was sent to treasurers of companies which had
issued bonds during 1987-92. The results the show percentage of
responses (38) which fit each heading.

A Reasons for using banking facilities: %

For short term borrowings (less than 1 year) 66

For medium term borrowings (1-5 years) 21

Banks provide flexible finance 37

Loans are easier/cheaper to arrange than bond issues 37

For standby facilities 32

To diversify funding sources 21

For project finance/special structures (eg off balance sheet) 18

To fund acquisitions 13

B Reasons for issuing bonds:

For longer term borrowing (min 3 years) 68

To diversify funding sources/widen investor base 29

Financial covenants less onerous than on bank loans 13

To keep bank facilities free 13

To issue convertibles 11

C Price:

Banks usually cheaper 3

Bonds usually cheaper 42

Difference not clear-cut 55
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Table 4.4 Cont.

D Importance of price in choosing borrowing arrangements: %

Only factor 0

Main factor 32

Non-price factors as important 45

Non-price factors more important 23

E Most commonly mentioned non-price factors:

Relationship with banks 26

Financial covenants and other conditions 26

Diversification of funding sources 24

Term/repayment schedule 21

Wish for bond issue to be well received 21

Tax considerations 18

Credit standing of bank lender 13

Security of committed facility 13

F Main differences between bank loans and bonds

Maturity 40

Relationship 32
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'Bond market - long term committed finance. Banks - flexibility'

(Phibro-Salomon).

'For those borrowers who can access the international capital markets

issuing securities tends to be considerably cheaper than bank

finance' (British Gas).

'Banks: quick, relatively easy, no credit rating required, financial

covenants, low admin cost. Bonds: slow process, relatively

difficult, credit rating required more and more, no covenants, high

admin cost, maintains bank line availability for acquisitions' (Tate

& Lyle).

'Relationship - may accept small price disadvantage for longer term

benefits' (Guinness).

'Bonds - long term "permanent" funding. Banks - shorter term and

flexible or for project finance' (British Land).

'Banks seldom lend for over 5 years and virtually never do for over 7

years. This means the bond market is the only source of long term

debt. My own company does not have a bond rating which probably

precludes it from undertaking a short dated issue. This area is

dominated by overseas investors who demand a rating. However long

dated bonds are usually taken up by UK institutional investors who

understand our business, have their own credit analysts and so do not

require a bond rating. Therefore I seldom, if ever, get the chance

of a straight comparison between the two markets' (Slough Estates).

'If it all goes wrong and the company hits hard times, banks are

easier to contact and negotiate with than bondholders' (Slough

Estates).

'Bank deals are relationship oriented. Bond deals provide more

security but less flexibility' (Forte).

The 42% of companies for which bonds have a clear-cut price

advantage tend, not surprisingly, to be the largest and most highly

rated, a result supported by Davis & Mayer (1991, p. 20). For the

rest, it could be suggested that the key advantage the bond market

has is not so much price but willingness to provide committed finance

beyond the five year, or at most seven year, term available from

banks. In effect, bank and bond finance only overlaps in the three

to seven year maturity range at most. Commercial paper and medium
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term notes offer alternatives to bank facilities for shorter term

requirements, but only 8% of the sample mention using them (though

they were not asked explicitly about them).

Both the data analysis and questionnaire results suggest that

there is little to choose in terms of price (including all costs)

between bond and bank finance over the three to seven year maturity

range, except for top credits, for which the bond market is cheaper.

But many factors other than price affect the choice of borrowing

arrangement, and the biggest non-price difference is that bond

finance is available for longer.

Davis & Mayer (1991) reach some similar conclusions via

analysis of syndicated loans and eurobond issues on the Bank of

England's International Capital Markets database; in particular, they

maintain, as we do, that 'bond finance and bank lending are not

perfect substitutes even at the upper end of the market' (p. 31).

They find that larger and less risky companies tend to use the bond

market, but also that the larger the amount borrowed, the more likely

it is to be through a syndicated loan (a weakness of their paper is

that they take no account of the fact that loan facilities are often

not fully drawn). They argue that, while the evidence that only the

largest companies with the best reputations can issue eurobonds is

consistent with the monitoring explanation for bank lending, the fact

that such companies continue to borrow from banks is not, because

they would be expected to borrow entirely through bonds once they had

acquired sufficient reputation that bank monitoring was superfluous.

They also note that there is a low degree of commitment in the

euromarkets both from bond investors and banks; maturity is inversely

related to risk, banks become less willing to lend in recessions,

companies often change lead banks. However, in committed loan

facilities 'there is a greater degree of commitment on the part of

the lead bank than is observed in the bond markets' (p. 30). They

argue that the evidence is most consistent with the 'control

hypothesis': the riskier the debt, the more likely it is to be a bank

loan and the more control the contract will give to the lender, for

example via shorter maturities and stricter covenants.
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Davis & Mayer's conclusion is that 'bank finance is still

important for large firms because their riskier financings tend to be

syndicated credits' (p. 31), and there does seem to be some truth in

this. There are certainly many syndicated loans for companies not

quite large enough to issue bonds and a fair number of giant loans

for top names, usually to finance acquisitions (there are 46

syndicated loans of £500m or more in our loan list for the period

1988-91, out of a total of 659). But there are also many examples of

companies large enough to issue bonds - some of which actually do -

which purchase relatively modest syndicated facilities in the £50m-

£300m range, the same size as most bond issues. Davis & Mayer's

explanation is inadequate for these cases. The risk of a five year

committed facility is less than that of a ten year eurobond of the

same size for the same borrower, so the riskier financings are often

bond issues rather than loans. Our evidence suggests that the

lending relationship enables banks to provide a better service, in

ways detailed above, and that this is the main reason why investment

grade organisations continue to borrow from banks. The reason for

giant borrowings being syndicated loans is probably not so much that

bond investors would regard them as too risky but that the loan could

be arranged more quickly.

In one respect the eurobond market is more sensitive to

differences in creditworthiness than banks. Ratings make more of a

difference to bond yields than to loan costs, which explains why top

names can obtain funds at or below LIBOR. But the very small number

of companies which actually issue eurobonds suggests that at the

bottom end of the market - companies which would be rated around

'BBB' - the costs of an issue jump. In effect, there is credit

rationing. It is too much trouble for such companies to attempt an

issue and many bond market investors simply do not want to be

bothered with even slightly doubtful credits (see the quotation from

Slough Estates above). At first sight this is puzzling. Smaller

companies may be more risky to lend to, but in a well diversified

portfolio much of the total risk of each investment is eliminated.

To the extent that the remaining systematic risk is higher than for a
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portfolio of highly rated bonds, a higher yield would be expected,

not an absence of lending. A modern answer to the puzzle would be

that banks can control the risk better because of the lending

relationship which (1) gives them inside information, (2) enables

both sides to show commitment and (3) makes restructuring easier

should it prove necessary. We would question (1) and add (4) that,

for safe as well as risky borrowers, the relationship enables banks

to provide a service which markets can not provide, though perhaps

committed MTN facilities come close.

There remains the practical question of what level of risk it

is efficient for the eurobond market to accept. Has the market

reached its limit in being available to perhaps 200 organisations in

the UK? Could there be a 'junk bond' market in London? The minimum

issue size of £50m is a constraint for eurobonds but we have not

considered its justification and, in any case, many more companies
could issue in large enough amounts than actually do. There may be

less information about smaller companies but bond investors have, or

could obtain, as much as the equity market, which serves over 2,000

more companies than the eurobond market. Perhaps there are some

companies which could in fact issue eurobonds but have found it

cheaper as well as easier to borrow from banks. Believers in

securitisation would argue that this will change as banks have not

been making an economic return on their large scale lending, partly

because they fear they would lose other more profitable business if

they withdraw from this market. Bond market investors want a full

return as they do not provide other services. If banks stop

subsidising corporate lending, the eurobond market will be more

competitive. But the impression one has is that eurobond investors

are simply not interested in credit risk as yet.1

4.6 OTHER EVIDENCE ON THE ROLE OF BANK LENDING

Some of the research on the performance of financial systems in

funding business provides evidence on the value of bank lending.

1. Footnote 1 is on p. 150.
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Regarding larger companies, there are at present a number of well

known and related concerns. Are there features of the financial

system which induce underinvestment in long term projects (the short

termism debate)? Should investing institutions and/or banks be more

involved in the management of companies they finance? How well

served by the system is the corporate sector in the UK compared with
in other countries? This is often considered in terms of comparison

of the market-orientated systems of the USA and UK with the bank-

dominated systems of Germany and Japan.

In a series of papers Mayer assembles international data on the

funding of companies and considers which theories are most consistent

with the national differences observed. Mayer (1988) estimates the

net sources of finance of the stock of non-financial assets of the

corporate sector in the UK, USA, Germany, France and Japan in 1985.

Unfortunately, in some cases the proportions sum to totals very

different from 100%, for example 123% for the USA, and no explanation

is offered for this. But in the USA, UK and Germany retentions

accounted for a higher proportion than in France and Japan, where the

net sources were roughly two-thirds retentions and one-third bank

loans.

Mayer & Alexander (1990) and Mayer (1991) offer a more thorough

comparison of Germany and the UK in 1988. They find that sources of

finance for the corporate sector are surprisingly similar on both a

gross and net basis; ie banks were not providing a larger share of

finance in Germany. For the largest 75 companies in each country, on

1. A recent comment in the FT's Lex column is apposite. 'Among
the many and varied financial instruments that the City can offer UK
companies there is one glaring omission: corporate bonds. Only the
biggest UK companies can issue bonds in the UK and they very rarely
try. Instead many turn to the US, where they can tap the publicly-
traded markets or go directly to a few institutions with a private
placement. The latter is an increasingly popular option for medium-
sized British companies which are looking for cheap, long-term,
fixed-rate capital. In the US, small growing businesses can also use
the bond markets but it is not an option for their counterparts in
the UK' (30/8/94). No doubt this helps explain the increasing share
of borrowing arranged abroad in companies' sources of funds evident
in table 3.3 (under 'other overseas investment').
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a gross basis retentions were a higher proportion in Germany, while

loans of over one year (including bonds) and trade credit were a

higher proportion in the UK during 1982-88. On a net basis

retentions supplied well over 100% in both countries (so some items

were negative, for example new equity because share purchases by

companies for cash exceeded amounts raised from new issues). For

smaller quoted electrical engineering companies in the UK, retentions

were again over 100% of net sources but new share capital was also a

significant source, accounting for 20.6% gross and 29.8% net; debt of

over one year supplied 4.3% gross, 8.7% net and short term debt -4.3%

gross (ie there was net repayment) and -38.6% net. For a sample of

medium sized German electrical engineering companies, retentions

supplied 103% on a net basis, new equity 1.9% and bank loans (mainly

over one year) 12.0%.

Mayer makes the following comments on this evidence.

1. Differences in taxation do not explain national differences in

corporate financing.

2. Though banks in Germany are c^ser to their corporate clients

than in the UK, they do not provide a larger proportion of finance in

Germany (although they do in France and Japan). Mayer regards the

German data as evidence against the view that superior information

enables banks to provide finance on better terms than markets.

3. The evidence supports the view that close bank-corporate

relations are part of the way in which control is maintained by

management and a few major investors. Equity stakes controlled by

banks, cross-shareholdings and classes of shares with different

voting rights all protect companies from hostile takeover bids. High

dividend payout ratios are not necessary to keep investors happy. In

the event of financial distress, the main bank(s) continues to

support the company and organises any restructuring with relatively

few management changes compared with a takeover or other

restructuring in the UK or USA. This environment may well be more

conducive to long term investment. It is not that bank lending is

superior to share capital as a form of long term finance, or even

that banks in Germany or Japan can lend at a much lower cost than

banks in the UK. Rather, bank-dominated systems have survived
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because the families and other groups which control many companies

value the commitment and protection which the system offers. In the

process it may or may not facilitate investment; Mayer would argue

that it does, but this is controversial and difficult to test.

There have been few attempts to provide direct evidence on the

question of whether having close relations with banks facilitates

investment and improves a company's performance. Hoshi et al (1990)

describe the organisation of industrial groups in Japan (keiretsu)

and the role of the main bank within them. Companies not part of a

group may still have close ties with a particular bank. They argue

that the costs of financial distress can be large because a company

known to be in trouble may have difficulty operating; suppliers may

be unwilling to extend credit, customers may be put off, lenders may

demand repayment, key staff may leave. They offer evidence that

being part of a group or having close ties with a bank reduces the

costs of financial distress by making it easier to renegotiate a

company's liabilities, providing financial and other support and

helping to maintain confidence in the company. Companies in a group

or with a main bank invest more on average and achieve higher sales

growth than do other companies after the onset of distress. The

authors concede that an alternative interpretation of these results

is that groups and banks do not like to see companies fail with which

they are associated, and shoulder the costs of distress rather than

reduce them, but they believe that the costs are in fact reduced.

Davis (1992, ch. 2) reaches the same conclusion from studying

the relationship between business failure rates (failures as a

proportion of active companies) and a measure of gearing (corporate

debt divided by gross national product) during 1966-90 in the UK,

USA, Canada, Japan, Germany and France. Unfortunately he does not

discuss the sources or scope of his data; failure rates will be

completely dominated by the experience of very small businesses if

these are included. However, he finds that 'a higher level of debt

tends to coincide with a higher failure rate, except for Japan, where

the relationship was strongly negative, and Germany, where the

coefficient was positive but insignificant' (p. 65). He views this
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as evidence that relationship banking protects companies from the

'consequences of gearing', vis bankruptcy and financial distress (p.

73) .

Other evidence that the efficiency of intermediation affects

the costs and availability of industrial finance, and therefore

industrial performance, is presented in Bernanke's (1983) study of

the 1930-33 depression in the USA. Very much in the spirit of modern

theories of bank lending, he argues that the most important service

banks perform is to screen good from bad borrowers which are too

small to have access to securities markets. Banks seek to minimise

the 'cost of credit intermediation' (CCI), which includes monitoring

and expected losses on loans, through 'developing expertise at

evaluating potential borrowers; establishing long term relations with

customers; and offering loan conditions that encourage potential

borrowers to self-select in a favorable way', especially via taking

security (p. 263). The problem is that there is no direct measure of

CCI. But if banks face runs, or the threat of runs, on their

deposits and unusually large numbers of borrowers default, then their

supply of funds is reduced, they strive to hold a higher proportion

of liquid assets, they lend to the safest borrowers only and some

banks fail. The CCI increases because a smaller supply of funds is

available to the most efficient intermediaries (banks), the banks are

much more careful and expect more bad debts. The large falls in bank

lending and large increases in loan rates are consistent with this

but do not establish that impaired bank functioning contributed to

the severity of the depression: they may merely be symptoms. More

persuasive is the evidence from contemporary researchers that many

creditworthy companies were unable to borrow, especially small

businesses (and individuals) dependent upon banks.

To try further to show more of a causal connection between bank

functioning and industrial performance, Bernanke takes a model in

which monthly growth rates in industrial production are regressed

against production growth rates of the previous two months together

with growth rates of money supply (Ml) or prices. All growth rates

are 'unexpected' in the sense of being net of rates predicted by
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another model. He finds that unexpected falls in prices or money

supply are associated with unexpected falls in output, as have other

researchers. But a larger proportion of the changes in output is

explained when variables are added which are meant to proxy for bank

functioning. These variables are changes in the deposits of failing

banks and in the liabilities of failing businesses. However, if the

argument is that the impact of bank and business failures on bank

lending caused lower production, one would expect the proxies to be

significant explanatory variables with a time lag, which, with one

exception, they are not. In fact Bernanke is cautious about

ascribing causation, concluding ambiguously that his evidence

'supports the view that nonmonetary aspects of the financial crisis

were at least a part of the propagatory mechanism of the Great

Depression' (p. 272).

4.6 SUMMARY

There are important differences between borrowing from banks

and via issuing bonds.

1. Only the largest companies have access to the eurobond market,

probably fewer than 200 in the UK, though several hundred more

could issue domestic debentures. The main reason is that

eurobond investors are unwilling to accept the credit risk of

smaller borrowers.

2. For borrowers rated at least 'AA', the eurobond market offers a

cost advantage over syndicated loans. For borrowers of lower

credit standing, but still able to issue eurobonds, bonds and

loans appear to have similar costs on average.

3. Banks appear to offer a superior service compared with the bond

market. Companies value the commitment implicit in

relationships with banks, which is explicit in committed

revolving facilities, and they also value the speed and

discretion of bank lending. Some would prefer to borrow longer

term than banks are willing to lend. MTN lines are a
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relatively flexible and convenient means of issuing bonds and

may replace syndicated loans to some extent, especially if

these have been underpriced in relation to their risk.

Banks certainly do both screen and monitor borrowers, as

assumed by theories of lending, but it is doubtful whether they

obtain much inside information about large borrowers in the UK. They

may even obtain less than rating agencies, in which case banks do not

have an information advantage relative to bond market investors.

Research from the USA indicates that rating downgrades cause share

and bond prices to fall, though there is little response to upgrades.

This is consistent with rating agencies obtaining inside information.

It is difficult to measure the extent to which the bank lending

process lowers the costs of intermediation and improves company

performance, though there are now many theories about how this might

happen. There is some evidence that close bank relations reduce the

costs of financial distress. On the continent and in Japan, banks

have closer ties with their corporate customers than in the UK and

USA, and help enable the controlling interests to stay in control.

The relative merits of the 'Anglo-Saxon' and continental systems are

a matter of debate. Practice in the UK continues to be for banks not

to be involved in the management or ownership of companies they lend

to, except in cases of trouble where liabilities have to be

renegotiated. Government and Bank of England policy has consistently

supported this approach.
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Chapter 5

TESTS OF THE INFORMATION HYPOTHESIS

Considering its importance to theories of bank lending, the

information hypothesis has not been extensively tested. Most of the

evidence comes from event studies; before reviewing them, we consider

the quality of event study evidence, an issue neglected by previous

studies.

5.1 HOW GOOD IS EVENT STUDY EVIDENCE?

An event study measures average abnormal returns at the time of

a certain type of event, in our case loan announcements. Such

evidence does not itself explain why the event causes or does not

cause abnormal returns and so is an indirect test of the information

hypothesis. A direct test would be to compare what the bank(s)

lending to a company know about it with what its bondholders and

shareholders know, but in practice it is not possible to make such a

comparison. Banks will simply not provide the requisite information

and it would be very difficult to establish how much analysts and

investors collectively knew. Also an important part of knowing a

company is knowing its management, and this sort of knowledge is

impossible to measure precisely. Such direct evidence as there is on

the information hypothesis has been reviewed in section 4.1. Another

possibility would be to ask a sample of analysts and fund managers

whether they pay any attention to news of bank loans and, if so, why.

This type of enquiry is rare in the finance literature. The big

advantages of an event study are that the response of the whole

market is measured, not just a small sample of participants, and the

measure is numerical, facilitating analysis. Nevertheless, the

researcher is left having to Infer why news of a certain type causes,

on average, the response that it does.

Existing research finds that loan announcements do cause

abnormal returns (in the USA) and interprets this as evidence that

stock market investors believe that banks have information not

available to them. We can legitimately call this inside information:
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though given to banks, it is not thereby publicly available. But how

certain is this interpretation?

Consider the most common type of announcement, that of a new

loan. If the bank has inside information during the initial credit

appraisal and is willing to make a new loan, then it might seem as

though a positive stock market response would be expected, because

the inside information is favourable enough for the bank to risk

lending, or at least it has discovered nothing untoward enough to

prevent it lending. But on reflection, no response might be

predicted in the case of a large, sound and well-known company even

if the bank is given inside information. With such a company, it may

not be news to the market, in the sense of being unexpected, that a

bank is willing to lend to it. Investors would only be surprised to

learn if a bank had refused to lend. The less investors know about a

company, the more information might a bank's decisions be expected to

convey. We return to this idea later by considering how responses

differ by company size, since less information is produced about

smaller than larger companies.

The problem is that a loan announcement would appear to be a

rather crude way of conveying any inside information that a bank

might have. It might have seen management accounts or new property

valuations or investment proposals, but of course these will not be

transmitted to investors. Instead they will hear that a new loan has

been agreed, probably for 'general corporate purposes'. If this

causes no abnormal buying of shares, this does not prove that the

bank has no inside information. Even simple and major pieces of

information may not be communicated by or inferable from loan

announcements. For example, suppose that a bank is told in advance

of the market that a potential borrower has made 30% less profit in

its latest half year than analysts are predicting. If known, this

information would probably cause the share price to fall. But it may

not affect the terms of a new loan being negotiated, and if it does,

those affected may not be disclosed. Even if a disclosed term is

affected - say the margin is increased or the amount reduced - an

outsider could not tell this merely from knowing the margin or amount

finally agreed, though there may be a negative signal if the terms
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look unfavourable compared with those recently agreed for similar

companies. If the bank decides not to lend and the negotiations have

been kept secret, no information at all reaches the market.

However, no previous study has investigated responses to

syndicated loans and to the progress of loans and revisions to them

during and after syndication. These latter cases increase the range

of announcements which can be tested and they are potentially

informative since, in effect, they enable reactions and changes

during the negotiation process to be observed. If banks are given

inside information, the collective decision may be considered as a

more reliable signal than the decision of one lender. If a proposed

facility is exceptionally well or badly received in syndication, we

might expect more response than merely to a new loan or renewal,

neither of which, arguably, would be unexpected. The lead bank will

aim to price the facility to obtain modest oversubscription: more

than this suggests that banks view the borrower unexpectedly

favourably. This should be a surprise to the stock market, although

large oversubscription could at the same time indicate that the

borrower is overpaying. Large undersubscription or cancellation

should be unambiguously bad news. If banks obtain inside information

in deciding whether to join syndicates, either reaction should signal

it effectively as either would be unexpected.

A second problem is that there is a danger of confusing

transmission of information about the borrower, via the loan

announcement, with news of the decision itself. Whether this

decision is made partly on the basis of inside information is a

separate question. The decision itself may be good or bad for the

company and therefore a news item for the market. This point weakens

an event study as a test of the information hypothesis. The

following passage is an example of how the two types of news can be

run together:

When a borrower applies for a loan, the bank evaluates
the borrower, and the bank's decision signals the
prospective borrower's creditworthiness to other capital-
market participants. Benston and Smith (1976), Diamond
(1984) and Campbell and Kracaw (1980), among others,
develop this idea more fully. If it is assumed that a
firm will enter into a new bank loan agreement only if it
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currently has no bank financing in place or if the terms
of the new credit agreement are more favourable than its
current agreement, this line of reasoning predicts a

positive stock-price response when new bank loans are
announced (Lummer & McConnell, 1989, p. 101).

The first sentence summarises the prediction of the information

hypothesis: the announcement transmits good news about the borrower's

creditworthiness. The third sentence says that, as companies

presumably only borrow when it is in their interests to do so,

agreement by the bank is good news. But this is not the same line of

reasoning, though it results in the same prediction. The point is

that the two predictions can be made independently of each other.

A third potential ambiguity, that the announcement of a new

loan implies an increase in gearing, is probably not a problem.

Though a gearing change is a separate aspect from the bank's decision

itself or the signalling of inside information, reviews of the

capital structure literature such as Smith (1986), Copeland & Weston

(1988) and Harris & Raviv (1991) do not indicate that there is a

response to changes in gearing as su^h, at least not on average. Kim

et al (1992) calculate gearing changes inferred from announcements of

share and bond issues with no stated purpose or for general purposes

only. While they find no response on average, this is because

individual responses are significantly positive or negative and

cancel out rather than because individual responses tend to be

insignificant. They suggest that each response reveals whether the

market views the change in gearing as moving the company towards or

away from its optimal gearing level. This implies that companies do

not know what the market thinks is their optimal gearing level.

There may of course be other explanations for individual abnormal

returns.

Some research shows that there are, on average, significant

positive abnormal returns on announcements of events which increase

gearing, such as offers to issue bonds in exchange for shares (eg,

Masulis, 1980), and significant negative abnormal returns on

announcements of events which decrease gearing, such as share issues

(eg, Mikkelson & Partch, 1986). But the reviews mentioned interpret

these findings as evidence for signalling hypotheses which explain
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the response to securities issues, exchange offers and other

corporate financing decisions in terms of what they reveal about

managers' views of the prospects of their companies. If management

believe their company's shares to be overvalued, they will issue new

shares; if the shares are thought to be undervalued, they will offer

to buy them back. Hence share issues are a negative signal and

exchange offers positive. On this view, it is not the change in

gearing that is driving the response but what investors infer about

companies' prospects from managers' decisions.

In addition, a number of studies have found insignificant

responses which are mostly negative to announcements of bond issues

(Dann & Mikkelson, 1984; Eckbo, 1986; Mikkelson & Partch, 1986;

James, 1987). They provide further evidence that increases in

gearing per se are not, on average, viewed positively by the market.

As news of a bond issue is perhaps the closest type of event to news

of a new loan, we would expect a similar response if an increase in

gearing were the only information being conveyed. This evidence also

goes some way to resolving the second -mbiguity, that agreement to

lend may be good news in itself, independently of any further

information effect. The vast majority of bond offerings announced

are completed, as are the vast majority of syndicated loans, so the

probability of the funds being forthcoming is similar in both cases.

As there is no significant response to arrangement of a bond issue,

we might expect the same for arrangement of a loan, unless there is

some other difference. In fact, as explained in chapter 4, there are

respects in which bonds and loans differ other than in terms of the

information possessed by banks compared with bondholders; for

example, bonds have longer maturities. Nevertheless, the lack of

response to bond issues still provides the nearest yardstick against

which to compare the response to bank loans.

To summarise these preliminary remarks, the response to each

type of announcement needs careful interpretation. While a response

is certainly consistent with the information hypothesis, it

constitutes unambiguous evidence in favour only if there is no reason

why banks' decisions should affect share values except by virtue of

being information signals. This seems unwarranted. On the other
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hand, absence of response does not 'disprove' the information

hypothesis if the announcement is not unexpected.

5,2 LOAN ANNOUNCEMENT EVENT STUDIES

All the existing research on the information hypothesis is from

the USA. There are four event studies of the same type as the one

presented in chapter 7. Details of their samples, treatment of

contaminating news and market model estimation periods are given in

table 5.1 and their results are summarised in table 5.2

The first study to include a test of the stock market reaction

to bank loan announcements is Mikkelson & Partch (1986), though most

of the paper concerns security issues. Stock market reaction to

announcements of issues of the various types of security had already

been extensively researched, at least in the USA. The average

reaction is either negative for ordinary shares or not significantly

different from zero; the evidence and possible explanations for it

are summarised by Smith (1986). In contrast, Mikkelson & Partch

report a significant positive average abnormal return (AAR) for

announcements of credit agreements but AARs not significantly

different from zero for announcements of term loans, private

placements of bonds and publicly issued straight bonds. The

difference between what they classify as a credit agreement and as a

term loan appears to be that the former is a revolving facility, ie

repeated drawdowns and repayments can be made, whereas a term loan is

drawn and then repaid only once. Private placements are a type of

bond issue rather than a type of bank loan, but they are classified

by Mikkelson & Partch with credit agreements and term loans as

private borrowing arrangements, as opposed to public offerings. They

offer no explanation for the positive response to credit agreements.

James (1987) is the first study to focus on bank loans, and

provides much more detailed evidence. He also finds a significant

positive AAR on announcement of loan agreements, defined to include

new credit agreements, term loans and extensions of credit

agreements, and a negative but insignificant AAR on announcements of

private placements and straight bond issues. Further analysis
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reveals no significant differences in response to bank loans

classified by purpose. The average maturity of bank loans is about

five years compared with 15 years for privately placed bonds and 17

years for straight bonds. James tests whether this explains the

difference in response by dividing the two bond samples into those

with maturities of less than ten years and those with more than ten

years and also by regression, but finds no significant relation
between share price response and maturity, though the response to the

25 shorter term straight bond issues is positive with a Z statistic
of 1.625 (p. 232). He views the lack of relation as evidence against

theories such as Myers & Majluf (1984), Fama (1985) and Flannery

(1986) which predict a more positive response to announcements of new

shorter term than longer term debt.

For bond issues, there is a significant negative response to

those to be used to repay bank loans, but no other differences by

purpose. This result is not explained explicitly, but the suggestion

is that, as it is not the difference in maturity which seems to

matter, it is the difference in borrowing arrangement. Perhaps

companies no longer willing to subject themselves to regular scrutiny

by banks issue bonds instead.

Some other results from James are of interest. A higher

proportion of companies issuing straight bonds have highly rated debt

than do companies borrowing via bank loans and private placements,

and the average size of companies in the latter two samples is 'about

25%' of the average size of straight bond issuers (p. 223). This is

confirmation that smaller, riskier companies borrow from banks rather

than the bond market. But the result that, for announcements of all

three types of debt, the response is more positive the higher the

credit rating, seems rather puzzling. Finally, James finds no

relation between size of borrower and market response within the

private placement and straight bond samples. His conclusion is that

the positive response to loan announcements can not be fully

explained by differences in maturity, borrower default risk, borrower

size or purpose of borrowing, so that banks must 'provide some

special service not available from other lenders' (p. 234). One

concern with his results is that his sample sizes are on the small

side; 80 loans, 37 private placements and 90 straight bonds.
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Table 5.1

Details of the Four Previous Event Studies on the Response to Bank
Loan Announcements: Samples, Treatment of Contaminated Announcements

and Market Model Estimation Periods

Mikkelson & Partch (1986)
Sample: random selection of 360 of the industrial companies on the
CRSP (Centre for Research in Securities Prices) daily returns file
listed on the New York and American Stock Exchanges in 1972. For
these companies, all financing events in the Wall Street Journal
(WSJ) or Investment Dealer's Digest during 1972-82.
Number (of loan announcements): 216 (full); 164 (uncontaminated).
Contamination: observations deleted if 'other news' reported in WSJ,
or if more than one financing event is announced, on event days -1 or
0. Focus is on full sample results, but uncontaminated are little
different.

Market model estimation period: days +21 to +160.

James (1987)
Sample: random selection of 300 non-financial companies on the CRSP
daily returns files in 1983. For these companies, all reports in WSJ
of loan agreements, straight bond issues and private placements
during 1974-83.
Number (of loan announcements): 80 (uncontaminated).
Contamination: observations deleted if 'other financing, dividend or

earnings announcements' appear in WSJ on days -1 or 0.
Uncontaminated results only are reported.
Estimation period: days -120 to -21 and +21 to +120.

Lummer & McConnell (1989)
Sample: all loan agreements in WSJ during 1976-86 so long as borrower
is on CRSP daily returns file.
Number: 1,145 (full); 728 (uncontaminated).
Contamination: observations deleted if 'other major corporate
announcements' appear in WSJ on days -1, 0 or +1 (288 deletions) or
if 'we cannot determine whether the WSJ article corresponds to the
original announcement date of the credit agreement' (8 deletions) or
if the CRSP file does not contain enough data (121 deletions).
Estimation period: days -170 to -21.

Slovin, Johnson & Glascock (1992)
Sample: all loan agreements in WSJ for industrial companies during
1980-86 so long as borrower is on CRSP daily returns file. Includes
NASDAQ (smaller) companies for first time.
Number: 721 (full); 273 (uncontaminated).
Contamination: observations deleted if other 'major corporate
announcements' appear in WSJ on days -1, 0 or +1. Focus is on
uncontaminated results; not possible to compare with full sample
results.

Estimation period: days -170 to -21. 'We also used alternative
estimation intervals, including a post-event period, and obtained
almost identical results' (p. 1061).
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Table 5.2

Main Results from the Four Previous Event Studies on the Response to
Bank Loan Announcements

Uncontaminated results only are reported.
Average abnormal return (AAR) is over day -1 and day 0.

Type of
arrangement AAR (%) Z value

Sample
size

Proportion
positive

Mikkelson & Partch

Credit agreement 0.86 2.09* 124 0.54

Term loan 0.38 -0.29 40 0.55

Private placement -0.36 -0.57 57 0.39

Straight bonds 0.06 0. 57 111 0.48

James

Loan agreement 1.93 3.96** 80 0. 66a

Private placement -0.91 -1.87 37 0.44

Straight bonds -0.11 -0.40 90 0.44

Lummer & McConnell

All loan agreements 0.61 2.69** 728 0.49

New loan agreements -0.01 -0.47 371 0.44

Favourable revisions 0.87 3.76** 259 0. 56b

Mixed revisions 3.98 4.20** 76 0.51

Mixed revisions:

No prior negative news
Prior negative news

2.35

4.82

1.51

4.08**

26

50

0.54

0.50

Unfavourable revisions -3.86 -3.28** 22 0.32

Unfavourable revisions:

Initiated by borrower
Initiated by bank

0.16

-7.22

0.27

-4.68**

10

12

0. 50

0.17c
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Table 5.2 cont.

AAR is over day 0 and day +1.

Type of Sample Proportion
arrangement AAR (%) Z value size positive

Slovin, Johnson & Glascock

All loan agreements 1.30 5.08** 273 0.55

For small firms 1.92 5.35** 156 0.56

For large firms 0.48 1.58 117 0.52

Small firms:

Initiations 1.50 3.13** 95 0.55

Renewals 2.58 4.65** 61 0.59

Large firms:

Initiations 0.37 0.97 54 0.50

Renewals 0.57 1.26 63 0.54

* Significantly different from zero at 0.05 level.
** Significantly different from zero at 0.01 level.

a. Wilcoxon signed ranks statistic is significant at the 0.05
level.

b. Proportion of positive announcement period abnormal returns is
significantly different from the proportion of positive residuals
during the market model estimation period at the 0.01 level.
c. As for b but at the 0.05 level.
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The story continues with Lummer & McConnell (1989), who

concentrate on loan announcements. Their major finding is that the

positive response is due entirely to the response to favourable

revisions, of which there are 259 in their sample of 728. There is

no response to new loans. 'Observations are placed in the

favourably-revised category if the WSJ article indicates that the

maturity of the agreement is lengthened, the interest rate is

reduced, the dollar value of the loan is increased, or the protective

covenants are made less restrictive' (p. 108). Renewals are counted

as favourable revisions as the maturity is lengthened. Loans are

unfavourably revised if the opposite of one or more of these changes

is announced or if they are cancelled. There are only 22

unfavourable revisions, with no response to the ten revised by the

borrower but a significantly negative response to the twelve revised

by the bank.

Lummer & McConnell also identify 76 mixed revisions, which

receive a more significantly positive response than favourable

revisions. In 50 of these cases, 'the WSJ previously had published

an article indicating that the borrower was in jeopardy of violating

one or more of the terms of the agreement' (p. 110), and the response

to this sub-sample is more positive than to the 26 for which no prior

negative information about the loan had been reported. The authors

argue that when the loan is known to be in trouble, the mixed

revision is good news because the bank is willing to let the loan and

company continue.

Like James, Lummer & McConnell also test whether a variety of

other factors might explain the results. They investigate whether

responses differ according to: the amount of the loan as a proportion

of the market value of the company; loan maturity; whether secured;

and whether the facility is a revolving credit or term loan. They

find little evidence that these factors explain differences in

response. A final point of interest is that they believe that many

negative revisions, especially expiry or termination of contracts,

are not reported.

Lummer & McConnell's main inference is that banks acquire
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inside information during a lending relationship, not at the initial

credit appraisal stage. 'When a bank enters into a new credit

agreement, it does so with no consequential information advantage

over other outside claimholders and, on average, announcements of new

loan agreements reveal no information, even if the new loan is on

more favourable terms than the firm's old loan. Over time, the bank

becomes privy to information not available to outside

claimholders...' (p. 113).

The fourth paper in the series is by Slovin, Johnson & Glascock

(1992). Their main contribution is that the response to both new and

renewed loans is significantly positive for small companies but not

for large ones. They classify a company as small if its market value

is 'less than the median market value of equity of all listed CRSP

[Centre for Research in Securities Prices] firms in the relevant year

and large if greater than CRSP median value' (p. 1063). Their sample

of 273 includes 73 NASDAQ (smaller) companies for the first time,

and, contrary to Lummer & McConnell's evidence, they find a

significant positive response to anrruncements of new loans for the

whole sample, presumably reflecting the impact of the NASDAQ

companies. The response to renewals is more positive. Regression

analysis reveals a negative relation between AAR and company size

only within the small company sample, so it is the smallest companies

in particular which are driving these results. They argue that their

evidence supports the view that 'if large capitalisation firms are

well monitored and have substantial reputation, banks have no

comparative advantage in the external financing process relative to

securities markets' (pp. 1059-1060).

Slovin et al also test whether the AAR is related to poor share

price performance prior to the announcement. If cumulative abnormal

return during event days -30 to -11 is significantly negative at the

10% level, a dummy variable is given a value of one in a regression

of announcement period AAR against company size. For the small but

not the large firm sample, this dummy variable has a positive and

significant coefficient, indicating that the bank's decision is more

positive news for small firms which are doing badly than for others.

Finally, Slovin et al again find that none of the other factors
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listed by James and Lummer & McConnell - purpose, maturity, type,

whether secured and amount relative to market capitalisation -

explain differences in response.

The reader may recall that James does not find that AAR is

related to borrower size. However, this is for announcements of

private placements and straight bonds rather than bank loans and

companies in the former two samples are four times larger on average

than bank borrowers, so his results are not necessarily inconsistent

with Slovin et al's.

In fact, these studies leave us with a fairly clear picture

overall. For smaller quoted companies at least, there are small but

significant AARs of 1.50% on announcement of new loans and of 2.58%

on announcement of renewals (Slovin et al, p. 1064). There are also

significant positive AARs on announcement of mixed revisions,

especially if there has been prior news that the loan is trouble, and

significant negative AARs on announcement of negative revisions by

the bank (Lummer & McConnell). Other factors such as loan maturity

or purpose explain little of the market's response. AARs on

announcement of private placements and straight bond issues are not

significantly different from zero (Mikkelson & Partch, James), though

if bonds are used to repay bank debt, the response is significantly

negative (James).

It appears that the market reacts most to loan revisions,

favourable, mixed or unfavourable, for small (quoted) companies.

This is certainly consistent with the information hypothesis for

lending to such companies. If the market were reacting to the bank's

decision per se, rather than what can be inferred about the borrower,

we might expect more response to new loans and renewals (and bond

issues) for larger companies. The information hypothesis is not

supported for loans to large companies.

One possible reason for a positive response to new loans and

renewals is that banks are known to be subsidising their corporate

lending, in which case such announcements may viewed as bad news for

the lending banks. There is one US study, Waheed & Mathur (1993) of
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the effect of loan announcements on lending banks' share prices,

using data for domestic loans during 1980-89 and foreign loans during

1968-89. This finds no effect for domestic loans but a significantly

negative response to announcements of foreign loans, which the

authors suggest indicates that the risks and costs associated with

foreign loans outweigh any diversification and synergistic benefits

from them. Since domestic loans are not bad news for banks, this is

evidence against their being subsidised and, therefore, in favour of

the event study results supporting the information hypothesis,

because an alternative explanation for them is undermined. The

negative response to foreign loans is consistent with the suggestion

in chapter 4 that international lending has been underpriced.

5.3 OTHER EVIDENCE ON THE INFORMATION HYPOTHESIS

In this section a number of other studies are briefly reviewed

which test the information hypothesis in different ways. Fama (1985)

notes that other financial institutions than banks, such as insurance

companies, make commercial loans, but, unlike banks, they do not have

to keep a proportion of their funds raised on the money market via

certificate of deposit (CD) issues on deposit at low interest rates

with the Federal Reserve. But insurance company CDs pay the same

rates as bank CDs. Therefore insurance companies, in effect, have a

lower cost of funds, so why can they not undercut the banks in

lending to companies? Fama argues that banks have a comparative

advantage in obtaining information about borrowers, especially if

they handle their deposit and overdraft business, and that the

inability of non-banks to compete more effectively in the corporate

loan market despite having a lower cost of funds is evidence in

favour of the information hypothesis.

James & Weir (1990) start with the argument that, if banks are

acknowledged to have inside information about borrowers, if a company

borrows from banks, this 'can reduce information costs for all a

firm's claimants by providing a credible signal about the firm's

creditworthiness'. Furthermore, 'the costs of informing potential

investors about a firm's prospects are likely to be highest when a

firm makes its first public offering of securities' (p. 150). They
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therefore predict that, if the information hypothesis is true, firms

making initial public offerings (IPOs) with an existing borrowing

relationship should experience lower underpricing of their shares

than firms without one, because investors should be less uncertain of

their value.

They measure underpricing by the initial return on the offer,

defined as 'the difference between the offer price and the price at

the end of the offer month, divided by the offer price' (p. 160).

The mean initial return for firms with borrowing relations is 9%,

median 2%: the mean initial return for firms without borrowing

relations is 31%, median 13%. But the lender need not be a bank for

the presence of a borrowing relation to reduce underpricing: 'we

cannot reject the hypothesis that the effects of long term debt and

bank loans are the same... Our evidence does not support the

hypothesis that bank loans play a unique role in reducing information

costs for IPOs' (p. 163). The authors do not comment further on this

finding and no detail is offered on the types of non-bank debt

present, except that there are no publicly issued securities.

However, 73% of the 455 firms with borrowing relations had both bank

and non-bank debt, so the number with non-bank debt only is probably

quite small. The evidence comes from a multiple regression in which

two dummy variables for the presence of bank and non-bank debt are

used; since they both have a value of one in 73% of cases, if one

variable is related to initial return, the other is likely to appear

to be too due to multicollinearity. Slovin & Young (1990) carry out

a similar test of the impact of bank borrowing only on underpricing,

and obtain similar results, suggesting that bank loans at least do

reduce information costs for IPOs.

Finally, Calem & Rizzo (1992) is a rare study which does not

use data on quoted companies, but considers the role of banks in

lending to hospitals in the USA. They argue that if banks have

inside information about hospitals then, among riskier ones with

limited or no access to public bond markets, the better credit risks

should have a higher share of bank loans in their total borrowing

than the others, because 'those... that believe a closer inspection

would improve their credit standing will seek bank financing. In
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turn, banks will tend to choose less risky borrowers' (p. 1126).

Evidence is given that hospitals which are public or non-accredited

(by the Joint Commission on the Association of Health Care

Organizations) are the riskiest types, and average return on assets

(ROA) during 1982-85 is used as a proxy for credit risk. Various

other factors which might affect ROA are controlled for in a

multivariate regression.

The authors find that for the whole sample there is no relation

between ROA and the share of bank borrowing, but that ROA is

significantly related to this share for public and non-accredited

hospitals. They see this as evidence that 'heavier reliance on bank

loans suggests the presence of hidden factors that enhance hospital

performance' (p. 1139). An obvious doubt about this is that ROA

itself is not hidden: banks may be more willing to lend to hospitals

with good ROA. Risky hospitals with poor ROA may be forced to borrow

elsewhere without banks necessarily having inside information.

However, Calem & Rizzo argue that the fact that some riskier

hospitals can borrow from banks but r.ot issue bonds itself indicates

that banks have superior information, and they offer the following

direct evidence:

The role of information specialists is most apparent in
the case of construction financing by banks. Generally,
this takes the form of bridge financing while
construction is underway, with repayment provided by a
bond issue or mortgage when the project is completed.
The bank 'supervises the construction, monitors
budget/cost relationships, and certifies completion'
[Endres, 1982]. Thus, the bank bears the risk and
responsibility for monitoring during the construction
phase. Bond or mortgage finance takes over once many of
the uncertainties are resolved. It thus appears that the
commercial bank has greater access to information than
the holder of a bond or mortgage (pp. 1128-29).

5.4 SUMMARY

Event studies are an indirect test of the information

hypothesis but their evidence measures the response of the whole

market and is easy to analyse. US event study results are consistent

with the information hypothesis for smaller but not larger quoted

companies and no other explanation has been offered for them. The
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lack of response for larger companies is consistent with the doubts

expressed in section 4.1 about the availability of inside information

to banks from the largest borrowers. The other US evidence

summarised in this chapter tends to support the information

hypothesis but does not relate to large quoted borrowers.
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Chapter 6

EVENT STUDY METHODS AND EVIDENCE ON THEIR PERFORMANCE

This chapter reviews event study methods and motivates the

choice of method for the study reported in chapter 7. It evolved

because the diversity of methods used in existing studies made it

difficult to choose one without a degree of arbitrariness unless a

careful investigation was undertaken.

6.1. INTRODUCTION

There exists a huge body of research in financial economics

which seeks to measure unexpected or abnormal returns of shares. The

return on a share is correlated to some extent with the return on the

stock market it is part of, and in the long term at least, riskier

shares should earn higher returns if investors are risk averse. So a

share's expected return over a period is the return on the market

over that period, often with an adjustment for the share's risk. Its

actual return will be affected by other factors but attempts to model

returns using factors beyond market return and risk have not caught

on in empirical work. The abnormal return for a period is simply the

actual less the expected return.

Much of the research involving abnormal returns consists of

tests of the efficient markets hypothesis that share prices reflect

all available information, so there is no way greater (or less than)

normal returns could be earned except by chance. Many studies have

sought to estimate abnormal returns accruing from a set of investment

decisions, for example following a systematic investment rule or the

advice of investment analysts. Perhaps even more common are 'event

studies' which estimate abnormal returns at and around the time of

some event relating to the shares concerned, for example the

announcement of a rights issue or a takeover bid. All of this

research requires an estimate of expected or normal returns for

shares or portfolios over some period of interest, the test or event

period, which in many studies is of the same length for each share

but over different calendar dates. In the case of a test of an

investment rule (eg buy shares with a low price/earnings ratio), the
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test period starts when the rule is implemented; in an event study it

is the date of the event and the surrounding period. The term 'event

study methodology' has come to refer generally to procedures for

estimating abnormal returns and testing their significance, though

the application of these procedures is not limited to true event

studies.

Studies are far from homogeneous in their use of such

procedures, which one might find surprising given how often they

occur. The reason is partly that there are some factors which should

affect choice of method, for example whether abnormal returns are

cross-correlated, and these factors will be pointed out. But more of

the variety can probably be attributed to a process of

experimentation with different models and methods in different

contexts, and of researchers becoming familiar with a widening range

of possibilities. Indeed, there is a bewildering array of factors to

consider in designing an abnormal returns study and appraising its

results (Beaver, 1982, gives a 'partial list of selected research

design issues' containing 42 items). Also empirical evidence on the

effectiveness of alternative methods only became available during the

1980s. The choice of method sometimes receives little or no

discussion, perhaps because the underlying idea is so familiar, and

in some cases because 'when the stock-price response to an event is

large and concentrated in a few days, the way one estimates daily

expected returns (normal returns) in calculating abnormal returns has

little effect on inferences' (Fama, 1991, p. 1601). But the evidence

is clear that the choice can affect the results in some

circumstances.

The issues considered are grouped under two headings, choice of

model and choice of significance test. On choice of model, the

evidence suggests that the market model will perform as well as, if

not better than, any alternative in most circumstances. On choice of

significance test, the evidence favours a t-test or a rank test on

average abnormal returns where the individual abnormal return for

each share has been standardised by dividing it by the time series

standard error of the regression used to estimate the market model

coefficients. This test is preferable unless abnormal returns
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exhibit significant cross-correlation over time or increase in

variance during the test period, in which case tests which allow for

these circumstances will perform better. In simulations in which

levels of abnormal return are known, performance is measured by both

the rejection rate of the null hypothesis of no abnormal return when

it is true (type 1 error) and the acceptance rate of the null when it

is false (type 2 error). If type 1 errors are greater than would be

expected given the significance level, the method is unreliable; if

type 1 errors are acceptable, power is measured by the sensitivity of

the method to the presence of abnormal returns.

6.2. MODELS OF EXPECTED RETURNS

Perhaps the simplest model is to assume that, over any period

t, a share i will earn the market rate of return, R .. Then themt

abnormal return, i-s the actual return, Rj_ti less Rmt~ Call
this the index model. It is used, for example, by Lakonishok &

Vermaelen (1990) to measure abnormal returns from selling shares to

companies which offer to repurchase them via tender offers.

Another simple model is to assume that the share earns the same

return as it does on average during an estimation period before or

around the test period. Then

where R^ is the average return of the share during the estimation
period. Call this the average return model. Masulis's (1980)

investigation into the share price response to announcements of

changes in gearing uses this model and the average daily return is

calculated from returns for 60 days before and 60 after the event

period.

The commonest approach is to estimate the relationship between

a share's returns and returns on the market by ordinary least squares

(OLS) regression and use this relationship to estimate expected

returns, given returns on the market. This is the market model, a

one factor OLS regression equation
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Rit = ai + BiRmi + eit' <6'2>

where and ft^ are regression coefficients and is the error
term. Having calculated estimates of a^ and ft^ with data from an
estimation period, the expected return is given by inserting the

estimated values of a^ and ft^ together with the actual return on the
market. So

AR-. = R.. - (a. + ft-R <_) . (6.3)rt it K 1 i mt' v '

Market model abnormal returns are prediction errors if the test

period is distinct from the estimation period, but in many studies

the test period is a subset of the estimation period, in which case

the abnormal returns are given by the relevant subset of regression

error terms, often referred to as residuals.

This model was used in Fama et al's (1969) examination of

abnormal returns around the announcement of stock splits, in which a

company increases the number of its shares in issue without raising

new capital. This is the earliest and most influential event study.

It uses monthly data and the estimation period for each share's

market model coefficients is all months for 1926-1960 for which data

is available, excluding the 15 months preceding each stock split and,

for splits followed by dividend increases, the 15 months afterwards.

The test or event period is the month of the stock split announcement

together with the 29 months before and after, for which average

cumulative abnormal returns are calculated.

Unlike the three models presented so far, which are not derived

from theory except in an informal sense, the capital asset pricing

model (CAPM) is a true theoretical model, resulting from reasoning

from a set of assumptions. The model is

= Rft + B±^E(Rmt1 ~ Rft^' <6-4>

where E(R^t) is the expected or normal return on share i for time t,

Rft is some measure of 'the risk-free rate of interest', E(Rmt) ^-s
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some measure of the expected return on the appropriate stock market

and B^ is the covariance of with R ^ over some estimation period
(cov[i?^t, 2? t ] ) divided by the variance of R-mt over that period

2
(s The theory is that ex ante, expected values of Rmt and B^
determine E(R^t), but ex post values are usually substituted as
proxies. Beta is the model's measure of the risk of the share, and

investors are assumed to require and expect a higher return for more

risk. The abnormal return on share i for time t is estimated by

subtracting the actual return, from the expected return E(R^t).
The market model is a simple regression model, but it can be viewed

as a version of the CAPM by interpreting in equation (6.3) as an
2

estimate of R^t (1 - B^) . The formula for Bcov(i?^t, 3 '

is exactly the same as that required by the CAPM.

Studies of the performance of managed funds commonly use the

CAPM as a benchmark, as does Dimson & Marsh's (1984) study of the

accuracy of analysts' forecasts of share returns. In the latter,

betas are estimated by equation (6.2) using monthly returns over five

years before the start of the test period, the length of which varies

with each forecast (usually one year). Analysts were asked to

forecast abnormal returns and these forecasts are then compared with

actual abnormal returns as measured by R^t - E(R^t), where E(R±t) is
given by equation (6.4J.1

1. The reason why Dimson & Marsh reject the market model is
interesting, though not relevant to most other studies. 'For stocks
which performed well (poorly) during the estimation period, a. will
be projected to be positive (negative); and since favourable
(unfavourable) performance does not persist in weak-form efficient
markets..., the e . can be predicted to be negative (positive). The
market model would thus provide a quite inappropriate benchmark,
since analysts who simply predict trend reversals will always appear
to have positive forecasting skills' (p. 1264). Jensen (1969) and
Brown & Warner (1985) do indeed find small negative first order
autocorrelation of market model residuals of -0.063 (annual data) and
-0.071 (daily data). In a comprehensive test of efficient markets
hypothesis anomalies using monthly data, Jacobs and Levy (1988) found
that 'residual reversal' was statistically very significant and 'by
far the most powerful effect' (p. 30).
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A variant of the CAPM which was developed by Fama & MacBeth

(1973) starts with shares of different betas and then, for each

month, regresses the share returns for that month against the betas.

This has become known as the Fama-MacBeth model. Expected returns on

share for a given time are

E^Rlt) = alt + a2tBit' (6-5)

where a^£ and are cross-sectional regression coefficients for
time t of returns against beta and B^t is the actual beta of share i
at time t. In this model, is interpreted as the return on a zero-

beta portfolio, which theoretically should equal the risk-free rate

but was not found to.

In the control portfolio model, returns of a test portfolio are

compared with those of a control portfolio designed to have the same

risk, measured by beta. Abnormal returns are measured by subtracting

control portfolio returns from those of the test portfolio during the

test period. For example, Reinganum (1981) constructs portfolios, all

designed to have a beta of one, either from shares reporting

unexpectedly high earnings per share (EPS) or from shares with

unexpectedly low EPS, and calculates the difference in subsequent

returns between high and low EPS portfolios.

It is well known that ex post betas do not explain much of the

difference between actual returns on shares or portfolios. For

example, 'Fama and French (1992) find that the relation between B and

average returns on. . . stocks for 1963-1990 is feeble, even when 73 is

the only explanatory variable' (Fama, 1991, p. 1592). This has

motivated the continuing search for alternatives such as multifactor

models and consumption B (the slope in the regression of a share's

returns on growth rates of per capita consumption) , and some of these

alternatives may have more explanatory power. However, none have

gained acceptance in empirical work, which if anything has become

increasingly standardised on use of the market model. The trouble

seems to be that no other model has been found for which there is

both a theoretical case and consistent supporting evidence.
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For example, there is substantial evidence for a long term

'small companies effect* - after adjusting for risk, share returns of

smaller companies are higher than of larger ones, so it is argued

that expected returns should reflect this too. But this is not

merely unsupported by any theory: it is an efficient markets

'anomaly'. Identification of the size effect is credited to Banz

(1981) and papers which discuss its impact include Dimson & Marsh

(1986) and Chopra, Lakonishok & Ritter (1992). In a summary of a

paper on the stock market response to announcements of dividend cuts,

Marsh writes 'abnormal returns are defined simply as actual returns

(capital gains plus dividends) less the returns on a control group of

companies of similar size' (Financial Times, 12/8/92). This remains

an unusual definition. For a review of anomalies and models of

expected returns, see Fama (1991).

6.3. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we outline the construction of studies which

use simulated data to test different methods, and which will be

referred to in the following sections. The most well-known studies

are probably those by Brown & Warner (1980, 1985); several others

have appeared since they were published. In both, they construct 250

sample portfolios each of 50 shares randomly selected with

replacement. The 1980 study uses monthly data. For each share a

hypothetical event month is randomly selected from months between

June 1944 and March 1968 and the same level of positive abnormal

monthly return (eg 1%) is artificially added to the actual return of

each share in that month. Market model coefficients are estimated

using 79 monthly observations of the share's returns from the CRSP

and of returns on the CRSP equally weighted index from month -89 to

month -11, with the event month being 0. The 1985 study is similar

but uses daily CRSP returns. Hypothetical events could occur between

2 July 1962 and 31 December 1979. With the event day as 0, the

estimation period is day -244 to -6 (239 observations, if available)

and there is an event period from -5 to +5.

Both studies test the performance of the averaqe return, index

and market models for estimating expected returns with, for each
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model, several adjustments and significance tests. We refer to each

model-adjustment-test permutation as a method. The control portfolio

and Fama-MacBeth models are also tested in the monthly returns study

(1980). Performance is tested under a variety of circumstances: with

smaller sizes of sample portfolio than 50 shares; different tests of

significance; event day uncertainty; all shares in a portfolio having

the same event date ('clustering') instead of different ones; a value

weighted instead of an equally weighted index; adjustments for non-

synchronous or thin trading and for autocorrelation of errors.

Dyckman, Philbrick & Stephan (1984) carried out similar

experiments independently of Brown & Warner, using CRSP daily data

and 250 sample portfolios to test the first three models under a

similar array of circumstances. The most notable difference is that

their estimation period is divided and includes observations after

the test period (for days +50 to +120) as well as before (-120 to

-60). Also model coefficients are estimated using returns over

consecutive three or five day periods as well as daily returns.

Another major study, by Collins & Dent (1984), is different in

approach. Instead of starting with real returns and adding abnormal

performance, weekly returns of hypothetical shares in portfolios of

ten are artificially generated as follows. Consider the right hand

side of equation (6.2), a^ + ^j_Rmi- + eFirst, artificial values
are inserted: a.^ = 0.001 for each share; ft^ ranges from 0.6 to 1.5
in increments of 0.1. Then R is drawn from actual weekly closing

values of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) index (a value weighted

index) from July 1975 to August 1977. e±t ^-s randomly generated
within parameters for variance and covariance which are preset. This

cocktail produces hypothetical observations of R£t which are then
used to calculate new least squares estimates of a^, ft ■ and the

2
variance of the error, s^ .

Collins & Dent's aim is not to test the performance of

different estimation models but to test four procedures for

calculating test statistics for average abnormal returns, all using

the market model. 100 simulations are carried out and in each case

the estimation period is the first 100 'observations' and the test
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period the next five. As well as introducing abnormal returns in the

test period, Collins & Dent introduce various levels of error term

cross-correlation and higher levels of error variance in the event

period than in the estimation period.

6.4. CHOICE OF MODEL

Comparison of models

Table 6.1 summarises the results of tests by various

researchers of detection of abnormal returns using the market model

compared with others models of share returns. In Brown & Warner's

experiments, results for the index model and market model are

similar, while the average return model performs badly when event

dates are the same, but otherwise comparably. The overall conclusion

from their monthly returns paper is that 'beyond a simple, one-factor

market model, there is no evidence that more complicated

methodologies convey any benefit' (p. 249), and this is confirmed for

daily returns in their 1985 paper. It is also confirmed by Dyckman

et al who report that 'the market model performs significantly better

(at the 5% level)' than either the index or average return models,

but that 'the difference does not appear to be important since the

rejection percentages are quite close in all cases' (p. 15). Their

results are not affected by estimating coefficients from returns over

three or five day periods rather than single days.

Krueger & Johnson (1991) use the F-ratio instead of the t-

statistic to test the significance of abnormal returns arising from

three efficient market anomalies using the index and beta-adjusted

models, the latter being the market model without the a term, ie
= R-. - (I-R .. The results from the two are similar but bv no means
it i mt

identical. However, it is impossible to say which model is

performing 'better' in this context, since the true extent of

abnormal returns is unknown. This comment is applicable to

comparisons of methods in any actual event study, as opposed to a

simulation.
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Table 6.1

Summary of Tests of Market Model against Other Models of Share
Returns

Market model: AR.. = R.. - (a. + J3 .R ,1it it * i i mt'

Compared with:

Index model: AR.. = R.. - R ,

J-L. J.L. 777£

Results similar; market model slightly more powerful.

Average return: AR ■ . - R.. - R.3 it it i

Market model more powerful when shares have same event dates. Biased
results during bull and bear markets.

CAPM: ARit = R±t - (Rffc + - Rffc])

Results different.

Fama-MacBeth model: = Rit ~ 'ait + CL2tIi±t>

where and are coefficients of a regression of returns against
betas for time t. Results different (Brenner); results similar
(Brick et al).

Control portfolio: AR . = R . - R . ,pt pt ct

where Rcfc is the return on control portfolio c, designed to have the
same beta as p. Market model more powerful in some circumstances.

See text for sources of these results.
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Brenner (1979) tests five models including the market, index

and capital asset pricing models. He conducts a stock split study

similar to that of Fama et al (1969) and compares the results of the

five models each using the same data. For the second year after the

split only, there are 'relatively small' but statistically

significant differences between cumulative monthly abnormal returns

as measured by the market and index models compared with the other

three. No explanation is offered for this, but Brenner speculates

that in some studies, 'the differences [between models] may be large

enough to make definite conclusions about market efficiency dependent

upon the ... model that is used' (p. 927).

This possibility is realised in Brick, Statman & Weaver's

(1989) study of abnormal returns available from following the trades

of insiders from June 1976 to July 1979. They use five estimation

models; the Fama-MacBeth, market, index and average return models and
2

the CAPM in the form of Jensen's (1968) performance index. The data

used are CRSP monthly share and value weighted index returns. The

models tend to produce abnormal returns of the same sign but these

are not statistically significant for the CAPM and average return

model whereas they are for the other three. For example, cumulative

abnormal returns over eleven months starting the month after insiders

sold shares are -1.87% using the CAPM (t-statistic not given but not

significant) but -6.30% with a t-statistic of -10.99 using the market

model. Seyhun (1986), however, finds that the absolute values of

abnormal returns following insider trading are greater using the CAPM

than the market model.

2. Jpnsen (1968) measures the performance of 115 managed funds.
The following regression model is estimated for each fund j using as

many years t of annual data as are available for each fund from 1945
to 1964:

Rjt ~ Rft = aj + " */t> + ejf
Abnormal performance is measured by a^ and is tested for significance
by the t test; aj is Jensen's performance index.
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Though Brenner and Brick et al suggest that choice of model

matters more than do Brown & Warner and Dyckman et al, where they

test the same models these studies are largely consistent. All four

find that the market and index models give similar results. This is

not surprising since the index model is a special case of the market

model with a = 0 and B = 1, and most portfolios not selected with

reference to a factor associated with risk will have a beta fairly

close to one.

As regards the average return model, this is not tested by

Brenner while Brick et al note that their results (insignificant

abnormal returns) are consistent with those of Brown & Warner because

of this estimator's poor performance in detecting abnormal returns

when events share the same date. The superiority of the market over

the average return model in this context is because market model

errors of shares in each sample portfolio are much less cross-

correlated than are discrepancies from the mean, so the variance of

market model portfolio residuals is lower than the variance of

portfolio returns. Klein & Rosenfelu (1987) use simulation to show

that the average return model, but not index or market model,

produces upwardly biased abnormal returns during a bull market and

downwardly biased abnormal returns during a bear market, so this is

a further reason for caution regarding the average return model.

Both Brenner and Brick et al report statistically significant

differences between results using the market model and the CAPM,

which is not tested by Brown & Warner or Dyckman et al. This is the

main reason for the difference of opinion regarding importance of

choice of model. Results of the studies also diverge for the Fama-

MacBeth model. Brown & Warner (1980) report little difference

between results using this and the market model under a variety of

conditions, and this is consistent with Brick et al. However,

Brenner reports a small but statistically significant difference

between the market and Fama-MacBeth models and little difference

between the latter and the CAPM, which is inconsistent with Brick et

al. (The explanation may be that Brenner uses a different version of

the Fama-MacBeth model.)
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The important point from Brenner and Brick et al is the

apparent difference in results for the two most widely used models,

the market model and the CAPM. Ball & Brown (1968) used both models

in their seminal test for monthly abnormal returns around

announcements of unexpected changes in profit, but report that they

produced results 'essentially the same' (p. 164). It is perhaps a

pity that Brown & Warner or Dyckman et al did not include the CAPM in

their experiments. Its use as a benchmark has been deemed

inappropriate in some circumstances. Dimson & Marsh (1986) and

Seyhun (1986) note that market model abnormal returns are much less

prone to bias due to the size effect (because a share with high

returns has a high regression constant). Chopra et al (1992) show

how the finding of 'numerous empirical studies' that the return per

unit of beta risk is less than Rm - R^ required by the CAPM can
distort results when portfolios under study have very different

betas.

Finally we consider the control portfolio model. This is
tested by Brown & Warner (1980) by constructing portfolios with an

estimated beta of one and comparing their returns with returns on the

market. Results from this method are similar to those from the

market model using an equally weighted index, but exhibit over-

rejection of the null hypothesis when a value weighted index is useH.

Performance is also poor when shares are clustered by risk, both for

high and low beta portfolios. (All the models perform better with
low than with high betas because error variances are lower with low

betas. This at least partly explains the finding of earlier research

that abnormal returns are negatively related to risk.)

The main conclusions up to this point are that the different
models produce similar but not identical results and that the market

model is the most reliable in the sense that, across each of the

range of circumstances tested, it is always at least as powerful as

the best alternative. This is consistent with Beaver's (1981)

comparison of the econometric properties of several models. The

average return model, though simple, should be avoided when event

dates are shared or when events are in bull or bear markets.
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Choice of Market. Index

There is some evidence in Brown & Warner's studies that choice

of market index affects the performance of the market model. It

generally performs slightly better with the equally weighted than

with the value weighted index, and the difference is significant when

event dates are shared because of lower cross-corre1at ion of

residuals with the equally weighted index (see section 6.5).

However, Krueger & Johnson (1991), testing efficient market

anomalies, obtain similar results using the CRSP equally weighted

index and the NYSE composite index (value weighted); there are

differences, but they believe that 'anomaly research findings are

generally robust to market surrogate selection' (p. 579).

Thompson (1988) uses simulation with daily data to compare the

standard market model with a version in which the appropriate

industry index is substituted for the market index and with a two-

factor version in which the industry index is included with the

market index. The results are sufficiently similar for Thompson to

state that 'it doesn't seem to matter which model is used' (p. 80),

though he does not examine the case in which event dates coincide.

He also reports that it makes little difference whether simple or

continuously compounded returns are used (as do Ball & Brown, 1968,

and Brown & Warner, 1985), and whether returns associated with

extraneous events (to the one in question) are deleted.

Estimation and Event Periods

In practice, estimation periods range from 100 to 300 days for

daily studies and from 24 to 60 months for monthly studies (Peterson,

iy89, p. 38). Lengthening the estimation period involves a trade-off

between greater precision of estimation of and B^ and these
coefficients becoming more 'out of date'. In some studies the

estimation period comes on both sides of or after the event period if

the pre-event period is unusual in some way (eg Mikkelson & Partch,

1986; see footnote 3) or if pre-event and post-event model

coefficients are expected to differ, for example with a change in

gearing (eg Masulis, 1980). Corrado & Zivney (1992) compare, by
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simulation, results from three test statistics using pre-event

estimation periods of 239, 89 and 39 days. These are the t-test

given in equation (6.8) below and a sign and rank test (pp. 199-201).

They were 'virtually unaffected' by an estimation period of 89

instead of 239 days, and a 39 day period produced 'only a slight

deterioration of performance' (p. 477), so 100 days or more seems

safe.

Identification of the correct event date is, of course, crucial

in event studies. Choice of surrounding event period will depend

very much on what is being studied. Two day event windows are common

if the event date can be determined with precision, supplemented by

cumulative abnormal returns for longer periods before and after. Not

surprisingly, the shorter the event period, the easier it is to

identify any abnormal return present (Dyckman et al, 1984; Glascock

et al, 1991). If there is uncertainty as to the event date, Dyckman

et al find that accumulating abnormal returns is preferable to

choosing one of the days at random as the event date.

There is the further problem of what to do about

'contaminating' events within event periods, ie news distinct from

the event in question which may affect the share price. Unrelated

news should have a zero effect on average over a large sample, as

Thompson (1988) finds. But some events may be systematically linked

with others, for example news of an acquisition together with a share

or bond issue or new loan. The usual treatment is to report results

for both full (contaminated) and uncontaminated samples. But stock

markets have many sources of information, while checks for

contaminating news are usually restricted to a search of the Wall

Street Journal or Financial Times index, so decontamination may be

partial. (See Wright & Groff, 1986, and Thompson, Olsen & Dietrich,

1987, for investigations of the information dissemination process in

the USA.)

6.5 CHOICE OF ESTIMATION PROCEDURE AND SIGNIFICANCE TEST

A wide variety of approaches can be and have been taken to

measuring the significance of estimated abnormal returns. We shall
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present some of these and indicate which lead to improvements in

performance and in what circumstances. In this section abnormal

returns are assumed to be estimated using the market model.

Initial Comparison of Methods

Most studies are concerned with the effect of some event or

investment rule on many shares, so it is usually the case that

average abnormal returns (errors) for one or more portfolios of N

shares are calculated and tested for significance by the t-test. The

question is how the test statistic is arrived at. One approach is to

standardise each share's abnormal return by its estimation period

standard error of regression, s^, resulting in a standardised error,
SE:

SE.j. = e ■ ./ s ■, (6.6)it it' i' v '

where

T

= V([l/T-2] 2 eit2) (6.7)
t=l

and T is the number of observations (days, months etc) in the

estimation period. Standardised errors are comparable in terms of

significance; each has an expected mean of zero and standard

deviation of (very close to) one. The more volatile a share, the

larger an abnormal return has to be to reach a given level of

significance. The average standardised error for time t (ASEfc) has,
applying the Central Limit Theorem, a standard deviation of s(SE)/VN,

where s(SE) is the standard deviation of the SEs. But as this equals

one, the test statistic is simply

ASEt - 0 = VN(ASEt), or (6.8)

s(SE)/VN

N N

(1/N) 2 SEit/(l/VN) = 2 SEit/VN,
i=1 i=l

Call this the share time series method. It has been widely tested by

simulations, including Brown & Warner (1980 and 1985), Dyckman et al
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(1984), Corrado (1989), Corrado & Zivney (1992) and Maynes & Rumsey

(1993).

Second, sample or portfolio errors, the average of the

constituent shares' errors for each time t, could be treated as

observations in their own right to calculate a time series standard

deviation, s(5). On this view,

T

s(e) = V([1/T-l] s (et - p]2), (6.9)
t=l

where p is the mean of the portfolio residuals over estimation period

T and

N

S£ = (1/N) S eit. (6.10)
1=1

Since e£, the portfolio error, is treated as an observation rather
than a mean of a sample, it is simply divided by the standard

deviation to produce the test statistic e£/s(e). Call this the
portfolio time series method. It is the main test in Brown & Warner

(1985) and, for example, Jaffe's (1974) and Seyhun's (1986) studies

on returns to trades by insiders use similar methods.

Third, observations at times other than t could be ignored, in

which case the shares' errors at time t are treated as a sample

without further ado, of which e£ is the mean and s£ is the cross-
sectional standard deviation, so

N

st = V([1/N-l] S [e±t - et}2) (6.11)
1=1

and the test statistic is

st/VN

Call this the cross-sectional method. It is used, for example, in

Imhoff & Lobo's (1984) test of the impact of revisions in analysts'

forecasts on share returns and is one of the tests examined by

Collins & Dent.
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For event periods of more than one return interval, say one

day, average cumulative errors (ACED) are formed:

t2
ACEq = 2 AEt, (6.12)

where AEt is the average error for event day t and D is the number of
event days between and including and t2 . The test statistic for
ACSp is the sum of the daily test statistics for to t2, whichever
method is used to calculate them, divided by VD.

It may be asked in what circumstances each of these methods

should be used. It is a fact that the variance of market model

errors varies considerably from share to share, which is a good

reason to use the share time series method and the evidence indicates

that it provides a powerful significance test in most circumstances.

The portfolio time series method does not adjust for different

error variances; each share's abnormal return is given the same

weight in determining the portfolio's abnormal return. But it does

allow for share returns and errors not being independently

distributed because they are cross-correlated. This causes the

standard deviation of average errors to be higher than if individual

errors were independently distributed. Thus a test which assumes

independence of individual errors will overestimate the significance

of average errors by underestimating their standard deviation. The

greater the cross-correlation of returns of shares in the portfolio,

the higher the standard deviation of portfolio errors, so this method

is preferable when cross-correlation exists. The cross-sectional

method does not adjust either for share returns having different

variances or being cross-correlated but does allow for the variance

of returns being greater in the test period than in the estimation

period.

Cross-correlation is possible when shares have the same event

and estimation periods and likely when they are in the same industry.

When errors are estimated over the same chronological period and

shares are from the same industry, defined as a three digit Standard

Industrial Classification (SIC) category, Collins & Dent report an
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average correlation coefficient of 0.18. They use weekly CRSP

returns over a 100 week period from July 1975 to June 1977 and 'a

value weighted portfolio'. The coefficient rises dramatically if

portfolio rather than share errors are considered, to 0.49 between

portfolios of five shares from the same industry and 0.66 between

portfolios of ten. For portfolios of 50 randomly selected shares

with the same estimation period, the correlation coefficient is 0.85.

A significance test which does not account for cross-correlation at

any of these levels would be virtually useless. For example, Collins

& Dent estimate that 'with a sample size of 40 firms exhibiting

cross-correlation of 0.2 ... over repeated trials one would expect

the true null of Hq: n = 0 to be rejected roughly 29% of the time,
even though the nominal significance level is 0.05' (p. 54).

However, in Brown & Warner's tests the performance of the share

time series method is little different whether randomly selected

shares in each portfolio of 50 have same the event dates not. This

method does not allow for cross-correlation but it is 'negligible for

randomly selected securities' using an equally weighted index (Brown

& Warner, 1980, p. 235). This is not so using a value weighted

index, in which case 'simulations of clustering... result in

rejection rates under the null of about 15%' at the 0.05 level of

significance (p. 235). The reason for this is that the sample

portfolios, with randomly selected shares, are dominated by the

returns of smaller company shares whereas a value weighted index

reflects the returns on large companies. When small and large

company returns differ, event dates are shared and a value weighted

index is used, cross-correlation of errors can occur. Dyckman et al

report a small (10%) reduction in power of the time series method

with clustering and note that this is inconsistent with Brown &

Warner. But, surprisingly, they do not state whether they use a

value or equally weighted index, so it is not possible to compare

this result with Brown & Warner's.

Table 6.2 shows a comparison of the share and portfolio time

series methods using results from both Brown & Warner's studies (with

the equally weighted index). The share time series method is more

powerful for daily data and of similar power for monthly. Though it

assumes no cross-correlation, it weights the abnormal return of each
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share separately by its standard error whereas the portfolio time

series method adjusts to cross-correlation but gives equal weight to

each abnormal return. Apparently the weighting of abnormal returns

yields better results even when event dates share calendar dates, for

portfolios of shares from different industries. It can also be seen

from table 6.2 that, for a given level of abnormal return introduced

on day 0 and month 0, the rejection frequencies using daily data are

three - four times greater than those using monthly data.

The daily returns study found that the cross-sectional method

is also less powerful than the share time series method unless error

variance increases (specifically, is doubled) during the event

period, in which case the share time series method rejects the null

too often when it is true. This result is supported by Collins &

Dent and Boehmer, Musumeci & Poulsen (1991); the latter find that

error variance increases of only one-and-a-half times can still cause

serious over-rejection of the null with the share time series method.

Prediction Error Adjustment

Equation (6.6) is a crude method of standardisation. It is

more correct to treat event period errors explicitly as prediction

errors, so long as the event period does not form part of the

estimation period. Each share's prediction error is standardised to

produce a standardised prediction error (SPE) as follows:

SPEit = eit/5it' <6-13>

where

S.. = s. , 1 + 1 + (R. - R)2 \ (6.14)it j. / x mt m' 1 - N '

r, s(p - R)21 v 77!T m'

Here t is used to distinguish an observation in the estimation

period, Rm is the mean market return in the estimation period and T^
is the number of observations in the estimation period for share i

(they may differ from share to share). The standardisation used in

the share time series method is a simpler version of this.
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Table 6.2

Summary of Brown and Warner's Results on Market Model Identification
of Significant Abnormal Returns

Proportions of 250 portfolios, each of 50 shares, exhibiting
significant abnormal returns at the 5% level (one tailed test).

Abnormal return on day or month 0 0% 0.5% 1.0% 2.0%

A. Share time series method:

test statistic = VN{ASEt)

(i) Calendar dates differ

Daily data rejection rate 6.4%

Monthly data rejection rate 4.4%

(ii) Event dates share calendar dates

Daily data rejection rate 8.0%

Monthly rejection rate 4.0%

B. Portfolio time series method:

test statistic = et/s(e)

(i) Calendar dates differ

Daily data
rejection rate of null hypothesis 4.4% 27.2% 80.4% 99.6%
(no abnormal return)

Monthly rejection rate not given

(ii) Event dates share calendar dates

Daily data rejection rate

Monthly rejection rate

53.2% 97.6%

22.8%

61.2% 96.0%

23.2%

8.0% 39.2% 84.4%

5.6% 24.8%
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Equation (6.14) is derived from expressions for the two sources

of inaccuracy in market model predictions. First, the true

regression line for the relationship between returns on the share and

returns on the market is unknown and only estimated from the

estimation period data. Second, actual returns may vary from

expected returns given the true regression line. This source of

error can be due to any of the reasons why changes in the independent

variable, Rmtr do not 'explain' changes in the dependent variable,
The formal derivation can be found, for example, in Kmenta

(1971, ch. 7).

Under the formula for the market model will be less

accurate, and S^t larger,
1. the larger the standard error of the regression, s^;
2. the shorter the estimation period, ie the smaller is T

3. the smaller the dispersion of the explanatory variable, Rmrr
during the estimation period;

4. the larger the difference between the observed R . and its3 mt

estimation period mean.

Intuitively, it is clear why (1) and (2) should apply. (3) applies

because the less the explanatory variable varies in the sample, the

smaller the range over which any relationship can be estimated. (4)

means that predictions from the model are more reliable the closer is

the observed R . to its mean, R , from the estimation period, becausemt m c

it is around the mean that there is most evidence for the

relationship. Hence, the further away from the mean, the less

reliable the prediction and the larger an error for it to be

significant.

As with the share time series method, SPEs are comparable in

terms of significance of deviation from zero and the test statistic

is VN(ASPEt). The difference is that is a more accurate
estimator of the standard deviation of PEj_t than is . Mikkelson &
Partch (1986) use this methodology to examine the response to

3
announcements of security issues. Call it the prediction error

method. Though it is now widely used, simulation evidence shows that

the impact of the additional terms to in equation (6.14) have a
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negligible impact on results (Brown & Warner, 1980 and 1985; Corrado,

1989; Corrado & Zivney, 1992).

To cope better with event-induced increases in error variance,

Boehmer et al (1991) propose what they call a standardised cross-

sectional method. First SPEs are calculated, as above (presumably

SEs would do as well), then the average event day SPE, ASPEt, is
divided by its cross-sectional standard deviation, s(SPE^fc)/VN, where
s(SPE^t.) is the standard deviation of the SPEs, which will be greater
than its expected value of one if error variance is higher in the

event period than in the estimation period. This cures the problem

of rejecting the null too often when it is true, with little loss of

sensitivity to the presence of abnormal returns, giving better

results than the cross-sectional method.

Generalised Least Squares Estimation

The most complete statistical procedure is to use generalised

least squares (GLS), in which each share's prediction error is

standardised by dividing it by a factor which reflects both the

variance of its market model residual and the covariance of that

residual with the residuals of other shares. Following Collins &

Dent (1984), we can start with a similar expression for

standardisation to equation (6.14). Let this be C...

3. The first use of the prediction error method in finance
research is credited to Patell (1976). Mikkelson & Partch's
estimation period of 140 trading days begins 21 trading days after
the announcement date 'because many types of security offerings
follow a period of statistically significant abnormal returns' (p.
40). uata from this period may therefore produce biased estimates of
a and fi. For each share they calculate daily prediction errors over
an event period that begins 60 trading days before the announcement
and ends 20 trading days after issuance or cancellation. Each
prediction error is standardised by dividing it by the expression in
equation (6.14) to produce an SPE. The test statistic for each event
day t is VN(ASPEt), as in equation (6.8).
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Cit = Sit/si = / 1 + 1 + <Rmt ~ 5m>2)-(6-15)
T- - R\2*
1 hit m'

Instead of C^£ being multiplied by s^, it is multiplied by 2 c±tsj_-;i
i=l

where

sij = U/r-2) 2 eiTejr' (6.16)
T— 1

the estimated covariance between residuals of shares i and j

(variance when i — j) during period T. A variance-covariance matrix

is estimated which has the following elements:

2
C ■ ,C • ,S - C-.C-.S-- ... CXJ.C • ,s,T ■it it l jt it ji Nt it Ni

2
C ■ . C .. s . . C .. C .. s . ... C...C ■. s.. ■

it jt ij jt jt j Nt jt Nj

CltCNtSIN CjtCNtSjN •'• CNtCNtSN2
The GLS procedure for estimating the average standardised prediction

error for time t (ASPEt) involves weighting each error by the sum of
the inverse of its variance plus N-l covariances and dividing the sum

of these weighted errors by the sum of their weights. So ASPE^ is a
weighted average in which the higher is the variance of a share's

residuals plus their covariances with the residuals of other shares,

the less weight in the average its prediction error has. In the time

series and prediction error methods, each share's prediction error is

divided by and respectively, both estimates of its standard

deviation. In the GLS method, each share's prediction error is

divided by its variance plus N-1 covariance terms, which therefore

dominate when covariance is non-negligible. So the more cross-

correlation there is, the larger (unweighted) prediction errors have

to be for ASPEt to be significant.

Collins & Dent also adjust for any change in the variances of

errors generally between estimation period and test period by
2

multiplying the GLS estimate of the variance of ASPEt by a factor ft
which is the cross-sectional variance of errors for time t divided

by ohe GLS variance of estimation period residuals. A value of one
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2
for ft indicates no difference in variance; a value greater than one
indicates higher test period variance. Call the last two paragraphs

4
the GLS method.

We have now considered six methods of testing the significance

of abnormal returns and are in a position to summarise, in table 6.3,

how each is affected by the variances of errors differing from share

to share, cross-correlation of errors and shift in variances between

estimation and event periods. Only the performance of the GLS method

can be expected to be sustained in the presence of any or all these

characteristics; the other four cope with one or two each. But

estimation of the variance-covariance matrix in the GLS method

requires that there be more observations for each share than there

are shares in the sample. This can be a problem in some studies,

and if n explanatory variables are used rather than the one in the

market model, observations for each share numbering at least n times

the number of shares are required. Furthermore, to obtain accurate

estimates which are not biased downwards, many times more than these

minima are required (see Bernard, 1987). The author is not aware of

a study which uses this method.

4. Thompson (1985) argues that the natural way of measuring event
period abnormal returns for a sample of shares from the perspective
of 'classical econometric theory' is to estimate the set of equations
of the following type using joint generalised least squares:

Rit = a± + *Smt + Yi5it + eif

where is a dummy variable which equals 1 if time t is an event
day or month for share i, and 0 otherwise; y^ is the estimated
abnormal return for each event day/month. This is a set of seemingly
unrelated regressions, one tor each share in the sample. Thompson
comments that 'parameter estimation security by security is
equivalent to OLS estimation of the entire system. In comparison to
GLS with 2 [the variance-covariance matrix] known, OLS is less
efficient. But when 2 is estimated, the improvement of estimated GLS
is less obvious and depends on the tradeoff between estimation errors
and the true departure from the OLS assumption' (p. 161). In fact
Malatesta (1986), using simulation, finds GLS to be no more powerful
than the share time series method or OLS estimation of y^, for
samples of randomly selected shares and event dates.
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Table 6.3

Significance Testing Methods in Relation to Characteristics of Market
Model Errors

The table shows which characteristic each method can accommodate.

'No* means that performance may be diminished should it obtain.
Either the null hypothesis is rejected too often for a given
significance level (type 1 error) or the test is less powerful than
the best alternative (type 2 error).

Method

Variances of

errors differ

Share time

series

Yes

Portfolio

times series

No

(type 2)

Cross-

sectional

No

(type 2)

Prediction

error

Yes

Standardised Yes

cross-sectional

GLS Yes

Characteristic

Errors are

cross-correlated

Shift in

variance

No

(type 1)
No

(type 1)

Yes No

(type 1)

No

(type 1]
Yes

No

(type 1)
No

(type 1)

No

(type 1)
Yes

Yes Yes
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Collins & Dent's results confirm what would be expected a

priori from the design of each method, as shown in table 6.3.

1. In the absence of cross-correlation and with equal and constant

error variances between estimation and test periods, all the

tests perform similarly.

2. With cross-corre1at ion of 0.2 or more only the GLS and

portfolio time series methods, which account for it, are

satisfactory. The prediction error and cross-sectional methods

underestimate the variance of average prediction errors,

causing the null hypothesis to be rejected too often.

3. With an increase in the variance of errors between estimation

and test periods, only the GLS method does not reject the null

too often, and the cross-sectional method if there is no cross-

correlation .

4. With unequal error variances from share to share and no cross-

correlation, the GLS and prediction error methods are of equal

power and superior to the cross-sectional and portfolio time

series methods. With cross-correlation as well, only the GLS

and portfolio time series methods do not reject the null too

often, and the latter is less powerful.

It should be remembered that the focus of this study is on the

impact of cross-correlation. Brown & Warner's evidence is that if

shares are randomly chosen across industries, the impact is very

small even when event dates are shared. Collins & Dent do not test

the share time series or standardised cross-sectional methods and

Brown & Warner do not test the GLS method.

Non—Parametric Tests

All the methods we have considered so far apply the t-test to

some measure of abnormal return. Brown & Warner (1980 and 1985)

report that the sign and Wilcoxon tests are not as well specified as

the t-test, but many event studies use such non-parametric tests, or

at least note the proportion of positive errors, in addition to

whatever parametric testing procedure is used. Recently researchers

have proposed refined non-parametric tests and provided evidence that

they perform better than t-tests.
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The conventional sign and Wilcoxon tests assume that market

model errors in the absence of abnormal returns are distributed

symmetrically around a mean of zero, so that they also have a median

of zero. In fact market model errors are skewed slightly to the

right, so the median is less than zero, meaning that the non-

parametric test statistics will tend to be negative even when the

mean error is zero. This causes under-rejection of the null

hypothesis (Brown & Warner, 1980 and 1985; Berry, Gallinger &

Henderson, 1990). Corrado & Zivney (1992) present a version of the

sign test in which the sign allocated to an abnormal return is

determined by its difference from the share's time series median

abnormal return, rather than from zero. Simulations suggest that

this revised sign test is correctly specified and of similar power to

the t-test using the share time series method.

However, it is Corrado's (1989) rank test which may prove to be

a significant advance in event study methodology since simulation

evidence so far shows it to be more powerful than any alternative.

The test is simple and does not assume that abnormal returns are

distributed symmetrically around the mean. Estimation and event

period errors are ranked for each share and the average rank of all

errors is subtracted from the rank of the event day error. So

positive abnormal return on the event day tends to be reflected in a

higher than average rank for that day's error, producing a positive

average difference across all shares for that day. The test

statistic is formed by dividing this average difference by the

standard deviation of average differences over the estimation and

event periods.

Let the average difference for day t be AD^..

N

ADt = 1/N 2 (Kit - [{T+l}/2]) , (6.17)
i=l

where K^t is the rank of the market model error for share i on day t;
N is the number of shares in the sample;

T is the number of days in the estimation and event periods.

The test statistic is
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ADt/s(AD),

T

where s(AD) = V([l/T][ 2 ADt]2). (6.18)
t=1

If some of the shares have missing returns, this can be allowed for

by dividing K by one plus the number of non-missing returns for

share i; the average rank for each share's errors is then one half

instead of (T+l)/2. Corrado (1989), Corrado & Zivney (1992) and

Maynes & Rumsey (1993) find by simulation under a variety of

circumstances that the rank test is more powerful than the (adjusted)

sign test and the t-test using the share or portfolio time series

methods, though the improvements are typically marginal (a few

percentage points).^ Corrado argues that the superior specification

of the rank test is a consequence of non-normality in the

distribution of daily share returns and market model errors. It will

be interesting to see if further research confirms the superiority of

the rank test and if it starts to be used in real event studies.

6.6 RELATED ISSUES

Beta Estimates: Thin Trading

Researchers have been concerned about the effect on estimates

of beta of thin trading - shares trading infrequently during the day

5. For the case of an event period increase in variance, Corrado &
Zivney (1992) compare the share time series method, Boehmer et al' s
standardised cross-sectional method and the rank test with and
without a cross-sectional variance adjustment. The rank test with a
cross-sectional variance adjustment is derived as follows. For the
estimation period, market model errors for each share are
standardised, as in equation (6.6), by their time series standard
error, giving a series of SE . For the event day, the SE i-s
divided by the cross-sectional standard deviation of SE^t for that
day, s(SE^t)/VN. The ranks used in the rank test are then derived
from the estimation period series SE^ts together with
SE^t/(s[SE^t]/VN) for the event day. Corrado & Zivney find that
'when an event date variance increase is likely, correct
specification of the t-test requires that a cross-sectional variance
adjustment be implemented. For the rank test, in contrast, a
variance adjustment appears to be unimportant in tests for positive
abnormal performance, but necessary in tests for negative abnormal
performance' (p. 477).
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or not at all on some days, so that share and market return intervals

are non-synchronous. Brown & Warner (1980 and 1985) test both the

Scholes & Williams (1977) and Dimson (1979) adjustments, but they

'convey no clear-cut benefit in an event study' (1985, p. 18), even

for a sample of American Stock Exchange (AMEX) (smaller company)

shares. This result is supported by Dyckman et al (1984) and

Thompson (1988). However, Brown & Warner (1985) report that it is

around twice as difficult to identify abnormal returns of AMEX shares

because residual standard deviations are higher.

Mclnish & Wood (1986) directly test the effect on beta

estimates of five adjustments for thin trading by constructing

portfolios with the same return, and therefore the same expected

beta, but with shares grouped according to trading frequency, from

least to most. Six months of daily data for NYSE shares are used to

calculate mean OLS and adjusted betas of the shares in the

portfolios. The OLS mean betas range from 0.744 for the most thinly

traded to 1.494 for the most frequently, a difference of 0.75. The

most effective adjustment, Dimson's, reduces this difference to 0.54.

Beta Stability

Event period betas may differ from estimation period betas and

various adjustments have been proposed. For example, Kalay &

Loewenstein (1985) present evidence that betas and the variance of

share prices are both higher on the day of a dividend announcement

and the day following than on other days. They argue that, as

dividend announcements are predictable events, the higher event

period betas should be used in estimating abnormal returns.

It is known that betas tend to regress towards their mean of

one. Making adjustments for regression towards their mean reduces

the dispersion of betas and can significantly alter results compared

with non-adjustment. For example, Krueger & Johnson (1991), using 60

months' data to estimate historic betas and a simple adjustment for

their regression tendency, state that their 'results indicate that

anomaly studies are sensitive to the characterisation of beta' (p.

578). The error in estimating betas due to this phenomenon can be
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minimised by using a split estimation period before and after the

event period and is also smaller the more shares in the portfolio and

the longer the return interval (Foster, Hansen and Vickrey, 1988).

Brown, Lockwood & Lummer (1985) present a statistic for testing

for a significant change in market model error variances and

coefficients between estimation period and event period. They note

that the proportion of a sample of shares exhibiting a significant

change depends positively on the length of event period chosen, and

develop a switching regression technique to select optimal event

periods on a share-by-share basis. This technique assumes that the

estimation and event periods constitute two different 'regression

regimes' and selects each share's event period to maximise the

likelihood of observations being allocated to the appropriate regime.

Examining abnormal returns over many months around a sample of 373

stock splits, in the manner of Fama et al (1969), they conclude that

optimal event periods 'are dispersed to the extent that the

imposition of a universal interval would indeed be inappropriate'

(pp. 325-6). Whether it is worth applying this technique clearly

depends on how long an event period is deemed necessary and how much

the variance of errors increases around the event; stock splits may

be an extreme case. (Fama et al note that the cross-sectional mean

deviation of errors is much higher than usual around the month of the

split and is 'well over twice as large as the corresponding average

residuals' . )

Bid—Ask Spread

Prices used to calculate share returns are closing transactions

prices which may be at market makers' bid or ask quotations or

somewhere in the middle (see Lease, Masulis & Page, 1991, p. 1530).

On a sample of shares, the average closing prices should be

approximately the average of the midpoints between the bid-ask

spreads. However, some events may cause a predominance of closing

prices at the bid or ask which will affect event returns but does not

represent a genuine price response. For example, Lease et al

document a negative average return on offering dates of seasoned

share issues in the USA, as do others. They argue that this is a
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result of temporary order flow disruptions because 'for a short

period of time both a primary market and a secondary market are open

concurrently. As a result, many purchase orders that normally would

be routed to the secondary market are channelled to the primary

market where offer price discounts and exemption from brokerage fees

prevail. In contrast, sell orders continue to be directed

exclusively to the secondary market...' (p. 1524). They suggest

using midpoint bid-ask prices and a day longer event window to remove

the effect of this temporary disruption.

A different type of problem arises from many closing prices

being at the bid or the ask and hence not the 'true' price. This

causes noise in the series of prices which biases single period

returns upwards (see Blume & Stambaugh, 1983), though not if they are

continuously compounded. The bid-ask spread, and so the upward bias,

are larger relative to price for low-priced shares, and this can

significantly affect the results of certain abnormal return studies.

For example, Conrad & Kaul (1993) present evidence that much of the

abnormal returns from DeBondt & Thaler's (1985) strategy of buying

shares which have performed badly ('losers') and selling those which

have performed well ('winners') is due to estimating three year

returns by adding 36 single period monthly returns, because the

'losers' have lower prices than the 'winners', so that the three year

return incorporates 36 upward biases of losers relative to winners.

Using a holding period return produces different and more accurate

results.

6.7 CHOICE OF METHOD FOR THIS STUDY

In the light of the above research, it was decided to use the

share time series method with daily data for the study reported in

chapter 7. The reasons are as follows.

1. Event studies are much more sensitive to the presence of

abnormal returns using daily rather than weekly or monthly

return intervals.

2. The market model is now the standard way of estimating expected

returns and is the most reliable in the sense that, across each

of a range of circumstances tested, it is always at least as

powerful as the next best alternative.
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3. The significance test used is one of the two most powerful

available unless errors are cross-correlated or increase in

variance during the event period. Cross-correlation is certain

not to occur in this study as events have different calendar

dates and the sample spans the whole spectrum of industries.

No event period increase in variance was observed (see section

7.4) so Boehmer et al's standardised cross-sectional method is

unnecessary.

4. There is no evidence that the more complicated prediction error

method is more powerful.

5. Although simulations have found Corrado's rank test to be

marginally more powerful, it is more cumbersome to compute.

A value weighted index is used because no equally weighted index

exists for the UK. The estimation period is 60 days before plus 60

after the event period. The share prices used are, according the

data suppliers, mid points between the bid-ask spread. No adjustment

for thin trading is attempted. Contaminated observations are

removed.

Significance Test

The significance test is as shown in equations (6.6) to (6.8)

but it is presented here separately for the avoidance of doubt. The

abnormal return for share i on event day t is given by

R.it ~ (ai + BiRMt)

The exact calculation of R-. and R„. is described in section 7.2
It Mt

The standardised abnormal return (SAR^t) is

SARit = AR.t/s.,

where s

T

2

T=1
V( [l/r-2 ) 2 [eiTr),

where T

e.
XT

number of days in estimation period

error term of market model regression on day r of

estimation period.
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The test statistic for the sample abnormal return on day t is

N

VN(Average SARfc) or E SAR^t/VN,
1=1

where N is the number of shares in the sample on day t. As the

population variance of the SAR^ts is unknown, significance is
determined by reference to the t distribution with N-l degrees of

freedom.® The t statistic for cumulative abnormal returns over two

or more days is

N t2
S E SAR±t/VNVD,

1=1 t=t^

where D is the number of days between and t2-

6.8 SUMMARY

Event study methods are worth reviewing because of their many

variations and their very wide application in empirical research.

They continue to be refined, and testing via simulation experiments

has become a minor industry since 1980. It may be helpful in

conclusion to offer recommendations on the main choices facing the

researcher who wishes to carry out an event study.

6. The expected value of the average SAR on event day t is, of
course, zero and the expected variance of SAR^t is one, as a result
of the standardisation. But the actual variance of the whole

population of SARs for all shares on event day t is unknown. When the
variance of the population from which a sample is drawn is unknown,
significance is judged by reference to the t rather than the normal
distribution and the test statistic is a t rather than a z value.

This is the case in the simulation studies which test the share time

series method, vis Brown & Warner (1980 and 1985), Dyckman et al
(1984), Corrado (1989), Corrado & Zivney (1992) and Maynes & Rumsey
(1993) .

But the four existing loan announcement event studies use the
prediction error method and their test statistics are z values, as in
the source paper for this method (Patell, 1976). It is not clear why
the extra prediction error adjustments mean that prediction error
test statistics are z values, except that in theory the adjustments
make the significance test more accurate and so lower test statistic
values are required for significance. The difference between t and z
can be appreciable for smaller samples. The 5% significance level
for z is 1.96 (two tailed test); for t it is, for example, 2.23, 2.09
or 2.01 for 10, 20 or 50 degrees of freedom respectively.
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Choice of model

The market model is now much the most commonly used model of

expected returns in event studies and is the best supported by the

evidence. The CAPM is also used in tests of investment rules and

fund performance, which are not strictly event studies. As the CAPM

and market model can produce different results, both should be used

in such tests.

Points to note:

The shorter the interval over which each return observation is

measured (daily, weekly etc), the easier it is to identify abnormal

returns. So the event date should be identified as precisely as

possible and daily data used if possible. Estimation periods of 100

days or more are sufficient for accurate estimation of a and J3,

though 200-300 days is more common.

Thin trading does cause bias in beta estimates but adjustments for

thin trading make little difference to event study results. Other

adjustments to betas have been proposed, but not generally adopted.

Shares with contaminating news in the event period, distinct from

news of the event itself, are normally removed from samples.

Researchers should be aware of the possible impact on results of the

size effect and other 'efficient markets anomalies', and also of the

bid-ask spread.

Choice of Significance Test

This depends on the characteristics of market model errors. We

can consider three scenarios.

1. Market model errors are not cross-correlated and there is

little or no event period increase in error variance. Our sample

fits this description. Use the share time series method with a t-

test, or use Corrado's rank test. There is no evidence that more

complicated prediction error or GLS estimation increases the power of

tests, though the prediction error method is quite widely used.

2. Errors are not cross-correlated but there is an appreciable

increase in event period variance (one-and-a-half times or more).
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Use the cross-sectiona1 method or, better, Boehmer et al's

standardised cross-sectional method or the rank test. The unadjusted

share time series method will be mis-specified (because it finds

abnormal returns too often where none exist).

3. Errors are cross-correlated. This will not occur unless events

share the same calendar date and samples are from the same industry.

Use the portfolio time series method.

Finally it is worth reiterating that event studies using daily
data are very sensitive to the presence of abnormal returns. The

simulations show that an event day abnormal return of 1% is almost

certain to be significant using the share times series method and a

sample of 50 or more. It can safely be said that if there is any

reaction to an event at all, an event study will pick it up.
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Chapter 7

THE STOCK MARKET RESPONSE TO SYNDICATED LOAN ANNOUNCEMENTS

This chapter describes a new event study test of the

information hypothesis using UK data. The results are analysed and

compared with US event study results.

To the author's knowledge, this is the first event study of

bank loan announcements using UK data and is also the first UK study

of any sort to make use of daily data throughout. Limmack (1991),

for example, investigating abnormal returns around takeover

announcements, uses daily returns during the event period but monthly

returns to estimate market model coefficients. There is no

equivalent in the UK of the CRSP daily return files; the London Share

Price Database at London Business School contains monthly returns

only. Building up the databases of both loan announcements and daily

returns was a major part of the project.

7.1 THE LIST OF ANNOUNCEMENTS

Sources and Uncertainties

In any event study, establishing when news of an event reaches

the market is crucial. The US studies report few complications. The

only source used is the WSJ and the only problem mentioned in

determining announcement dates is by Lummer & McConnell (1989) who

write that 'eight observations are removed because we cannot

determine whether the WSJ article corresponds to the original

announcement date of the credit agreement' (p. 102). Since they do

not record checking other sources, this implies that the WSJ is

presumed co report the announcement the day after it is made unless

something in the article suggests otherwise. The US researchers do,

however, delete contaminated announcements from the sample, though

they only check the WSJ for contaminating news. As Thompson, Olsen &

Dietrich (1987) and Wright & Groff (1986) demonstrate, the WSJ is not

a comprehensive source of news, especially nonfinancial news, and the

latter note that 'items not appearing in the WSJ Inde:. are as likely

to occasion significant price reactions as items which do appear in
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the Index' (p. 91).

In the UK, the great majority of bank lending facilities are

not reported anywhere and are therefore private. Banks are not

prepared to provide access even to historic lending files. Company

reports state aggregate amounts of debt outstanding, interest paid

and value of assets secured, but give no details of specific loan

agreements. However, information is available on the UK syndicated

loan market and is typically reported at a similar level of detail to

reports of US loans in the WSJ. The fullest announcements include:

amount; maturity or repayment schedule; interest margin and fees;

arranging bank, agent bank and participating banks; status of loan

(mandated, in syndication, signed, etc); purpose; and comments on the

progress of syndication and any revisions. Many are for quoted

companies, so that the share price response can be examined; they

tend to be large; and, as explained in chapter 5, the syndication

process provides an unusual opportunity to examine responses to news

whilst, in effect, negotiation is in progress. The event study

therefore concentrates on announcements concerning syndicated loans.

There are four published sources which report syndicated loans,

of which the two most comprehensive are IFR and Euroweek. These are

competing weekly magazines, both published in London. IFR first

appeared in spring 1974 when it 'contained four pages, reporting

almost exclusively on the eurobond market' (IFR, 10/9/88). By the

late 1980s it had grown to 100 pages or more (with few adverts)

which, according to a 1988 advertising leaflet, provide 'a complete

record of all transactions in the global security markets, covering

primary syndicated loans...' etc. It is 'published every Friday

evening at the close of the markets [and] couriered personally to

subscribers to arrive the following Monday morning' and it is aad by

'an estimated 70,000 bankers, debt managers and company treasurers'

in 67 countries. In 1990 the UK subscription rate was £1,685 pa.

The date on each issue is a Saturday.

Euroweek is published by Euromoney Publications and started in

spring 1987. Its field is very similar to IFR's but it has fewer

articles, perhaps because it would overlap with the monthly Euromoney
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and its supplements if it did. It appears on Fridays a day earlier

than IFR. In 1990 the UK subscription rate was £1,075 pa.

A third source is the FT, which has selective reporting of

syndicated loans and 'cannot aim, simply for reasons of space, to

indicate details of every single eurocredit' (Greenhorn, ed, 1986, p.

40). During the sample period there was a separate syndicated loans

column on Mondays but many loans are mentioned in the context of a

report about something else such as an acquisition. As the FT is

published daily, its reports of loans sometimes precede those in

Euroweek and IFR.

Finally there is an on-line service called Screen Insider which

is updated daily. Access is via certain pages on Reuters. It has

been reporting loans since the start of 1990 and before then carried

bond information only. Most new reports appear towards the end of

the week. A weekly newsletter, International Insider, is also

published for distribution on Mondays (but is not taken by the

National Library of Scotland).

Staff on these sources usually obtain their information

verbally from contacts in banks active in the syndicated loan market.

Staff on IFR, Euroweek and Screen Insider also say they check other

published sources, but as there are major differences in the content

of IFR and Euroweek regarding UK syndicated loans, this checking can

not be systematic. Announcements are taken from these two magazines

and the FT. Screen Insider does not store or record its daily

output. A Screen Insider report may, from early 1990, occasionally

predate IFR, Euroweek or the FT. To the extent this happens then any

abnormal returns will tend to be spread out before the announcement

date recorded, reducing the sample average abnormal return across all

announcement dates. But they will still be picked up as the full

event period is 20 days before and after the announcement. If there

is a response to lending decisions, the tests will show how timely

are the Euroweek, IFR and FT reports.

In fact the existence of at least four published sources is not

the sole reason why it is difficult to say when news regarding
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syndicated loans reaches stock market investors. The main

alternative source is companies themselves, via direct communications

to shareholders and the Stock Exchange, or informally via talking to

analysts and fund managers. Sometimes it is clear from a report that

the publication is not the first with the news - it is merely

reporting an announcement earlier in the week. Usually it is not at

all clear how much investors have known about a loan before it is

first reported. They may well have been aware of loans connected

with acquisitions or restructuring or major projects. Nevertheless,

there are still decisions by banks to be made. Knowing that X pic

plans to do Y and will need to borrow £Nm in the process is different

from knowing that X's banks have agreed to lend it £Nm to do Y, and

on what terms.

Announcements are not always cut-and-dried. The first report

may be described as a rumour, with no details about the loan. More

information is usually forthcoming in subsequent weeks. Occasionally

the sources are inconsistent with each other or with themselves on

different dates - ie initial information turns out to be wrong. An

example is the increase of a MOF for Allied-Lyons in 1988. The first

reference to this is in Euroweek:

Euroweek Friday 9/9/88

ALLIED-LYONS $1BN MOF VIA BARING BROTHERS

Allied-Lyons is now in the market for a $lbn facility
through Baring Brothers. The lead manager is in the
process of approaching existing lenders of a $755m loan
originally signed in June 1986 to increase their
participation to cover the incremental amount.
The pricing, at 15bp over Libor with a facility fee of
1/16%, remains unchanged, as does the maturity, set at
October 1993. However, those banks which increase their
commitments will receive a flat fee of 5bp (p. 3).

The IFR report is:

IFR Saturday 10/9/88

ALLIED LYONS INCREASE

Baring Brothers confirmed that it is making confidential
approaches to all the banks in the existing multiple
option facility which it put in place for Allied Lyons in
June 1986 with a view to increasing the facility. The
original one-year faci1ity was for £500m. It was

renegotiated and INCREASED to £755m in November last year
and may now be upped a second time. It is understood
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that the terms are to remain the same (p. 2917).

IFR has the currency wrong and is vague about the new amount, term

and pricing. Euroweek gives more details on terms the following week

and on 21/10/88 lists participating banks and reports that it was to

be signed on 27 October, which is confirmed a week later. IFR has

one other report only:

IFR Saturday 8/10/88

ALLIED LYONS MOF UPPED TO $1BN
Baring Brothers has completed syndication of an extension
to an existing multiple option facility for Allied Lyons
pic, first set up in June 1986 for US$500m (not £500m as
was incorrectly reported in Issue 741). The deal was
oversubscribed and the facility has now been INCREASED to
$lbn. The three new banks which have joined have had
their allocations cut back... [list of banks]. Signing
is expected at the end of this week (p. 3256).

There are still discrepancies. According to IFR the deal was

oversubscribed and signed by 15 October: Euroweek does not mention

oversubscription and records a signing date of 27 October. Also the

two lists of participating banks are not identical. The increase in

the facility was not reported at all in the FT.

Though inconsistencies in information are somewhat

disconcerting, the fact that the sources are able to pick up market

rumours and facilities in their early stages is advantageous for this

research. Such information is bound to be imprecise. The

expectation is that, as with other news relevant to share prices, if

there is a response it will happen as soon as the news is 'made

public'. The earlier in the lending procedure a report occurs, the

more likely it is to be publicising the loan or to be close in time

to its becoming known by another route. The WSJ does not seem to

report loans until they are formally announced; presumably other US

sources do not report them earlier.

A final cause of uncertainty about announcements stems from the

nature of the syndication process. Sometimes facilities are fully

underwritten prior to general syndication, in which case the company

has already obtained a commitment t" lend, though the response to the

facility during syndication can still convey information about banks'
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views of the borrower and facility. Sometimes syndication is on a

'best efforts' basis, in which case the company does not have a

commitment until the loan agreement is signed. Sometimes a certain

amount is pre-committed and more is sought through syndication.

First reports often come when the loan is about to go, or has gone,

into syndication, but they do not usually specify whether it is

already underwritten.

Determination of Announcement Dates

All announcements for UK quoted companies were recorded between

1 January 1988 to 31 December 1991. This period was chosen for

several reasons. First, a pilot study (Armitage, 1991) collected 88

announcements from the four months from 1 August 1990 to 30 November

1990 and from this it seemed probable that a four year period would

yield several hundred. In the event, the initial list contains 659

announcements, though because some of the borrowers proved not to be

quoted or insufficient share return data was available, 574

announcements were finally analysed. Second, the syndicated loan

market, and the reporting of it, were well established by 1988.

Third, as the list was compiled in mid-1992, 1991 was the last full

year at the time, so it is as up-to-date as possible. Finally,

information was easier to obtain for more recent years; in

particular, Euroweek only started in 1987 and the National Library of

Scotland only has IFR from 1 January 1988.

The pages containing reports on syndicated loans to UK

companies were photocopied from each copy of IFR and Euroweek during

the sample period. This was easier for IFR, which contains them all

in one section. For Euroweek, one has to check all the news pages at

the front together with the term sheets at the back. For s^me reason

many loans appear in the news but not the term sheets and vice versa,

as well as many appearing in both. The period November - December

1987 was also checked so that any reports after the start date of 1

January 1988 which related to loans already announced could be

excluded.
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Every report was marked with one of the following: tick -

announcement for the list; cross - announcement excluded; repeat -

report concerns a loan previously announced in the same magazine and

included in the list and is not deemed to constitute a new

announcement. Appendix 3 constitutes the announcement list which

records the name of the borrower, the date of the publication,

whether in Euroweek or IFR, amount, status, term and purpose.

Announcements are excluded if:-

1. The borrower is unquoted at the time of the report. Checking

this was much facilitated by the alphabetical list of quoted

companies in the London Business School Risk Measurement

Service. Loans to subsidiaries are recorded as loans to the

group. A few are described as non-recourse, which means that

the parent or group is not liable if the subsidiary defaults,

or as off-balance sheet, in which case the borrower's accounts

are not consolidated but 'parental' liability may well still

obtain, for example via a guarantee. Both non-recourse and off-

balance sheet facilities are included;

2. The borrower is a joint venture company;

3. The report does not contain a minimum of the name of the

borrower and amount of the facility. A name on its own is not

firm enough news. In fact there are very few such reports;

4. The first report is more than two weeks after the signing date.

It is likely to be old news by then. Reports which do not

specify signing dates, simply saying that a facility has been

arranged or is complete, are included;

5. The loan is very small in relation to the size of the borrower,

eg £5m for BAT. There is a slight degree of arbitrariness

here, but if in doubt the announcement is included;

6. The borrower is a bank or investment trust. Banks would not

divulge private information to competitors and investment

trusts are not trading companies. However, loans to other

financial institutions such as insurance companies and mortgage

providers are included, as in Lummer & McConnell, though these

are a small minority of the total.
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About half of all the syndicated loans reported are excluded,

but there is no reason to suspect that the reasons for exclusion

might cause any bias, except that there is more likely to be a

response to the remaining announcements. Reports which are described

as unconfirmed or rumoured or otherwise uncertain are included so

long as a minimum of the amount and borrower's name are mentioned.

In the vast majority of cases the rumour is subsequently confirmed.

Once the list of announcements from IFR and Euroweek had been

compiled, each one was checked in the FT Index to see if it is

mentioned there and to record contaminating news. Any other news in

the FT during days -5 to +2 is treated as contaminating the

announcement. This is a larger period for potential contamination

than in the US studies, but the announcement dates are less certain

to be timely and we investigate longer event windows.

Inspection of the loan announcements list (appendix 3) shows

that in many cases only two or one of the sources report the

announcement at all and that there is often a difference of a week or

more between reports in different sources. The coverage of each

source can be compared by adding up the number of announcements for

which it is the first (or only) one with the news. The results are:

IFR 299

Euroweek 256

FT 115.1

1. Tied dates are counted under each source. Four IFRs and 14

Euroweeks during 1988-91 are missing from the collection used (at the
National Library of Scotland). The FT has an advantage over the two
magazines because it is published daily and Euroweek has an advantage
over IFR because Euroweek is published on Fridays and IFR on

Saturdays. The FT was not checked for all announcements relating
syndicated loans, only those appearing in one of the other sources,
so there may have been some announcements which the FT alone carried.
About a third of the FT's announcements are not reports but adverts
of completed facilities placed by lead banks, known as tombstones.
In a handful of cases these constitute the first announcement.
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A loan is included in the announcement list for each magazine

only once, when it is first reported, unless it deviates from the

normal pattern of syndication. This means that confirmation of

rumours, further details of fees and other terms and signing dates

are all not included as announcements. The argument for this is that

the crucial information - that the company is obtaining a loan - has

already been announced, and one would not expect a response to

subsequent details unless they were unexpected in some way. As

mentioned above, many loans are not committed until they are signed,

so there is an argument for treating the signing date as the key

announcement date unless the loan is known to have been underwritten.

There are two problems with this. One is that, as with bond and

share issues, banks do not undertake syndications unless they are

reasonably confident of success. The arranging bank(s) will already

have gathered what information it can from the borrower and carried

out a credit analysis. It will have to sell the loan with this

information and will believe it can do so. The financial risk is

less if it has not underwritten the loan but its standing with the

borrower and general reputation in the banking market will suffer if

syndication fails. So announcement of a mandate to syndicate or of a

syndication in process is a sign that at least one bank is prepared

to lend to the borrower and believes that the facility is 'bankable*.

Since the arranger will generally be given access by the borrower to

at least as much information as other banks, its initial decision to

syndicate is important.

The other problem with treating the signing date as the

announcement date is that it will have become obvious at or before

the close of syndication, well before signing, how the loan has fared

in syndication and on what terms it will be made. It is very rare

for ba">s to withdraw from a syndicate after agreeing to join; the

only case noted during the sample period arose from a dispute over

documentation. Problems emerge during syndication, not after it.

Categories of Announcement

Each of the 574 announcements which could be analysed is

assigned to one the following categories; the numbers in each,
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including contaminated announcements, are given in brackets.

New Facilities:

General (185). No purpose is given or the purpose is described
as 'general corporate purposes' or something similar or to support a

commercial paper programme.

Refinances (95). These are new facilities, with separate

documentation, rather than renewals of continuing contracts, of which

there are very few reports except for increases which are a separate

category. Refinances may or may not involve a new bank syndicate;

this information is simply not recorded. Some are said in the

sources to be on better terms than the facilities they replace; these

cases are included with other refinances unless the amount is

increased. The few cases of refinances with less favourable terms

are treated as mixed announcements.

Lummer & McConnell appear not to consider the impact of general

changes in loan pricing over their ten year sample period (1976-85).

They classify all interest margin increases as unfavourable revisions

and all decreases as favourable revisions. We do not follow this

practice; margins increased across the board in the second half of

1990, so loans renewed with a higher margin after this date do not

necessarily reflect negatively on the borrower and are not counted as

mixed unless the increase is said to be unexpectedly high.

To fund acquisitions (60). This is quite a common purpose for

syndicated loans, though 36 proved to be contaminated, mainly by news

of the takeover.

To fund management buy-outs (MBOs) or buy-ins (MBIs) (23). An

MBO occurs when part of a group is bought from the parent by its

managers, an MBI when the purchasing team is not the incumbent

management of the unit. Also included are cases where the loan is to

help buy back shares from public shareholders in the course of the

company being delisted from the Stock Exchange. Three of the total

are MBIs and three are delistings; 15 are contaminated. The borrower
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is recorded as the parent selling the unit, rather than the unquoted

buy-out or buy-in vehicle which is actually the borrower (except in

the case of delistings). The argument for including these cases is

that the parent benefits from the sale and, since the purchasing

vehicles are usually very highly geared, the transaction is

particularly dependent on the willingness of banks to lend. They

will therefore be in a strong bargaining position in terms of

obtaining information and will want to be very satisfied with the

creditworthiness of the units being purchased. However, managers

must be fairly sure that the necessary finance will be forthcoming

before launching buy-outs, so there may be little response to the

news of syndication unless it goes wrong.

Revisions and News during Syndication:

Increased facilities (36). The amount of an existing facility is

increased. These are not refinances.

Positive news (127). If a syndication goes very well or badly, this

is news and therefore appears on the list as soon as it is reported,

but not again if repeated subsequently. Examples of good news during

syndication are oversubscription, increase in amount or term and

reduction in pricing. Reports of oversubscription are not included

unless they suggest it was unexpectedly large, on the grounds that

meeting the target or a little oversubscription are both normal.

Large oversubscription may suggest that the borrower is overpaying

but it is unexpected and is always reported as positive for the

borrower. Usually the amount of oversubscription is not specified,

but from cases when it is, it appears that a comment such as

'heavily' or 'substantially' oversubscribed implies at least 50%

oversubscription, and these cases are recorded. Any increase in

amount of more than 20% is included. If a large oversubscription is

announced prior to an increase in amount then both are included

separately. An increase is not always agreed following

oversubscription. The great majority of positive announcements are

during or after syndication, but a few concern existing facilities

such as banks taking no action following breach of covenants or a

breakthrough in negotiations on restructuring.
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Negative news (32). Any bad news announcement is put in this

category, whether regarding a new facility during syndication or an

existing facility. Examples of bad news are reduction in amount or

term, increase in pricing, requirement of tougher covenants, poor

progress in syndication and cancellation.

Mixed news (16). Most of these cases concern existing facilities,

for example breach of a covenant being waived but a higher margin

required.

Because the results across the categories will be summed, no

announcement appears in more than one to prevent double-counting.

There are two main types of ambiguous announcement; if a loan has

more than one purpose and if the first report is of news during

syndication. For example, the facility may be part refinance and

part for an acquisition. Often an indication is given as to which

purpose accounts for the larger part of the loan, in which case

categorisation is straightforward. If no such indication is given,

the purpose mentioned first in the report determines into which

category the announcement is put. An example of the second type of

ambiguity is a general purpose loan for which the (same) report

states that syndication was heavily oversubscribed. This would be

classified as a positive news announcement rather than a new loan.

Table 7.1 shows the 574 announcements in the final event study

sample broken down by category and year. The main trends during the

sample period are that acquisition-related loans and increases became

less frequent while refinances and negative news became more common.

The general fall in activity is also obvious. The later refinances

include many for MOFs arranged in the mid 1980s with five year terms,

some of which were replaced by bilateral facilities.

Along with the decisions on categorisation, the loan

announcement list records the amount, term, and status of the

facility when announced (rumoured, in syndication, etc). Type of

facility and the margin and fees are not recorded. These aspects are

discussed further in appendix 3.
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Table 7.1

Syndicated Loan Announcements by Category and Year

First is the number in each category in the event study sample,
constrained to be one category per announcement; in brackets is the
percentage that number represents of the total for the year or, in
the last column, of the whole sample.

1988 1989 1990 1991 TOTAL

New facilities:

General corporate 76 (38%) 57 (35%) 29 (24%) 23 (25%) 185 (32%)
purposes

Refinance 16 (8%) 25 (15%) 28 (24%) 26 (28%) 95 (17%)

To fund 16 (8%) 24 (15%) 17 (14%) 3 (3%) 60 (10%)
acquisition

MBO or MBI 6 (3%) 8 (5%) 6 (5%) 3 (3%) 23 (4%)

Revisions and news during syndication:

Increase to 19 (10%) 13 (8%) 3 (3%) 1 (1%) 36 (6%)
existing facility

Positive news 62 (31%) 27 (16%) 20 (17%) 18 (20%) 127 (22%;

Negative news 2 (1%) 9 (6%) 12 (10%) 9 (10%) 32 (6%;

Mixed news 2 (1%) 1 (0%) 4 (3%) 9 (10%) 16 (3%)

Total for year 199 (35%) 164 (28%) 119 (21%) 92 (16%) 574(100%)
(% of whole sample
from that year)
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7.2 CALCULATING DAILY RETURNS

Daily share price, dividend and FT All-Share Index data are

extracted from the MicroVIEW database maintained and sold by Extel

Financial Ltd. MicroVIEW covers UK quoted companies and contains

brief non-financial information (eg head office address, name of

chairman, main activities), summarised accounts for the last five

years, news items for up to fifteen months and share price, dividend

and index data from 1 January 1985. Its sister database,

MicroEXSTAT, contains five years of detailed annual accounting

information for UK quoted companies and many European ones. Both are

updated weekly from a disk sent by Extel Financial. Unfortunately

companies which cease to be quoted for whatever reason are dropped

from the database, although Extel say they will produce one dating

from 1980 and including all companies which have been quoted at any

time since then.

The daily share prices are supplied to Extel by the London

Stock Exchange and are closing mid-point prices between market-

makers' bid and ask quotes. Past share prices and dividends are

adjusted for rights and scrip issues. For example, if there is a

one-for-one scrip issue, all prices and dividends prior to the date

of the issue are multiplied by 0.5.

Calculating daily returns from this data has to be done as a

separate process. MicroVIEW does supply daily returns but the method

of calculation apparently used is inappropriate (it is not explained

in any reference manual and no one the author spoke to at Extel knew
2

how their daily returns are calculated). The main problem is how to

incorporate dividends. No published papers found offer any guidance,

though Fisher & Lorie (1964) explain how dividends are incorporated

in CRSP monthly returns.

Conceptually, a daily return on a share is the return from

buying a share on one (trading) day and selling it on the next. If

the share does not go ex-dividend, the return is simply

2. Footnote 2 is on p. 223.
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Price. Price
t-1

or

Price
t-1

In f1Pricet \ .

^Pricet_^
In common with most recent event studies, the continuously compounded

version is used. The advantage of this is that natural logs can be

added whereas percentages can not, which is helpful in estimating

abnormal returns over periods of several days. For small returns

there is little difference between the simple and continuously

compounded values. For example, (105-100)/100 = 5% and ln(105/100) =

4.88%.

Now let us say a share is bought the day before it goes ex-

dividend and sold on the ex-div day. The return is

2. For the record, Extel appears to calculate 'total returns' for
shares as follows. Each day's return is a percentage up or down from
the share price at the start of the period specified. Because this
differs with different start dates, the return for each day varies
with the start date of the period within which the day falls. Net
dividends per share are reinvested on the ex-div day at the ex-div
price. Returns on the ex-div day and thereafter are given by

Price * fl + div/ex-div price) - 1.
Price at start of period

Example:

Day Price Daily Return
(SEA)

Daily Return
(Extel)

1

2

3 xd

4

5

100

90

80

50

70

-0.105

0.105

-0.470

0.336

-0.1

0

-0.375

-0.125

Net div per share = 20 (ignoring SEA's tax adjustment explained
in section 7.3).

It can be seen that the two approaches can produce quite different
results. In fact Extel's returns are holding period rather than
daily returns. Their programme was written by Jeremy Smithers who
has worked at London Business School and Extel believe that their

method is the 'industry norm'. But the event study requires daily
rather than holding period returns.
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In Pricet + Div

Price.t-1

This approach is the same as that described in Sharpe & Alexander

(1990, p. 449) and used by the CRSP, except that they calculate

simple returns (see letter, appendix 1). But there are two

complications. First, the dividend is not paid on the ex-div day but

several weeks later. However, share prices do tend to fall on ex-div

days and when considering daily returns an adjustment is called for

since otherwise returns are biased downwards on ex-div days and

therefore overall. The obvious times for dividends to be added are

either on the ex-div day or when they are paid."^ Note that the buyer

on the ex-div day pays the market price without adjustment.

The second complication is whether to add in dividends gross or

net of advance corporation tax (ACT). This is addressed in section

7.3 below.

For estimating daily market returns, we take from MicroVIEW

daily values of the FT-Actuaries All-Share Index and add for each day

the total market dividend yield for the whole of the relevant year,

adjusted for tax ana divided by the number of trading days per year:

In / Index^. + (Adjusted div yield/no of trading days pa) \

The FT records a cumulative ex-div adjustment for the All-Share Index

which shows the amount lost by shares in the Index going ex-div from

the start of the year to date, so the final issue of each year shows

the cumulative impact during the whole year. On 31 December 1991,

3. Although the latter seems more accurate, it introduces a

positive extra on the day when the dividend is paid to counterbalance
the negative effect on the ex-div day. Each dividend would therefore
cause abnormal returns on two days. With a sufficiently large
sample, the effect of this woulJ presumably wash out, but it seems

simpler to add in the dividend on the ex-div day, thus removing both
distortions.
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for example, the Index stood at 1,187.7 and the cumulative ex-div

adjustment for 1991 was 43.48. Share prices are assumed to have

fallen by the full amount of the dividend entitlement lost, net of

ACT (Greenhorn, ed, 1986, p. 13). We adjust the ex-div adjustment to

be consistent with our estimation of daily share returns (section

7.3). The All-Share Index is value weighted and is the broadest

based UK index, covering (during 1988-91) approximately the largest

650 shares representing 80% of the total value of UK shares

(Rutterford, 1993, p. 309). There is no equally weighted index for

the UK.

A final issue is transactions costs, which we ignore. CRSP

daily returns must ignore them too. Clearly inclusion of buying and

selling costs every day would depress daily returns very

significantly. As the tests are of market response to possible new

information rather than of potential market inefficiency,

transactions costs are not added in.

7.3 TAXATION OF RETURNS ON SHARES

Returns should be estimated after tax, especially as dividends

are taxed differently from capital gains and are therefore of

different after-tax value, depending on the investor's tax position.

Elton & Gruber (1970) provide evidence that in the USA in the late

1960s, the falls in price on ex-div days as a proportion of dividends

per share are positively related to dividend yield and payout ratio.

The more a company provides returns via dividend payments, the larger

the proportion of dividends per share which the ex-div day price

falls represent. They interpret this as evidence that investors

holding high yielding shares tend to pay less income tax. Though

subsequent research has questioned these findings, the evidence of

Crossland et al (1991) supports the existence of a clientele effect

in the UK. Thoroughgoing estimates of after-tax returns on shares

should therefore attempt to estimate the tax position of the average

shareholder for each company, and subtract tax from capital gains and

dividends accordingly.

The effort involved in doing this is likely to be well beyond
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any benefit gained from more accurate measurement of abnormal

returns, and to the author's knowledge there are no event studies

which use returns adjusted for tax on a share-by-share basis.

However, this study attempts to estimate the deductions for tax which

should be made to capital gains and dividends generally to reflect

the tax position of the 'average' UK shareholder. This requires

knowing the tax arrangements for each category of investor and what

proportion of UK shares they own. The taxation of financial

institutions is a complex matter of which Professor JS MacLeod, an

expert on the subject, kindly provided a summary, reproduced as

appendix 2. A breakdown of share ownership in lace 1988 is given in

Samuels, Wilkes & Brayshaw (1990, p. 5), whose source is UBS Phillips

& Drew.

Individuals (proportion of shares owned = 18%): pay capital gains tax

(CGT) on gains exceeding £5,000 in one year. Dividends are received

net. An extra charge is payable by higher rate taxpayers; those

exempt from income tax can reclaim ACT already paid.

Pension funds (32%): those independently managed are exempt from all

UK tax. For those managed by life assurance companies, returns

attributable to policyholders are exempt but corporation tax is

payable on profits diverted to shareholders so that 'in practice, it

is often found that some tax is payable' (Prof MacLeod's letter,

appendix 2).

Insurance company funds (25%): for life companies, returns net of

management expenses are taxed at 25%. Corporation tax is payable on

profits attributable to shareholders of proprietary life companies.

General insurance companies pay normal corporation tax on profits.

Unit trusts (6%): are exempt from CGT. Dividends less management

expenses are taxed at 25%.

Investment trusts (4%): are exempt from CGT. Dividends less

management expenses are taxed at ACT rate (25% during ''988-91).

Other UK companies (5%): pay corporation tax on capital gains and ACT

on dividends (ie they are received net and no further tax is

payable).

Charities and government (2% & 3%): are exempt from all UK tax.

Overseas shareholders (5%): are normally exempt from CGT. Some ACT

is reclaimable under 'most modern double taxation treaties'.
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The weighted average tax paid depends to a large extent on the

amount of tax actually paid by insurance companies of both types on

their share returns. Details of the investment income, dealing

commission paid, management expenses and taxation for individual

companies and the industry as a whole can be found in Carter & Diacon

(1991-92 edition) up to 1989 and for 1990 and 1991 the same

information is obtained from the accounts of several large insurance

companies. The results are shown in table 7.2. Commissions and

expenses are around half of investment income (though this varies

widely between companies), suggesting that around half of ACT is

reclaimed by insurance companies. But in fact the rate of taxation

on investment income is much lower than implied by this, being

consistently around 5%. As the tax figures used include any tax on

capital gains but investment income does not include capital gains,

the tax rate on dividends and interest may be lower still. Since the

sole purpose of this exercise is to get a feel for how much tax

insurance companies actually pay on their investment returns, this

quick investigation seems sufficient.

Table 7.3 summarises the taxation of share returns by category

of investor. We are now able to estimate the tax position of the

'average' UK investor.

Weighted average taxation of capital gains = 2-4%.

Assumes that capital gains of 'other UK companies' are taxed at 35%

and of insurance companies at 1%. The higher figure assumes that 25%

tax is paid on half of individuals' capital gains, the lower that a

very small proportion are subject to tax.

Weighted average taxation of dividends = 8%.

Assumes that dividends for individuals and 'other UK companies' are

taxed at 25%, for unit and investment trusts at 12.5% and for

insurance companies at 4%.
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Table 7.2

Expenses and Taxation as a Percentage of Investment Income for
Insurance Companies, 1986-91

Management expenses
& dealing commission Taxation

% %

1986 45 7

1987 49 6

1988 53 5

1989 50 5

1990 48 5

1991 49 5

Notes

Data for 1986-89 are from Carter & Diacon: The British Insurance

Industry: A Statistical Review, 1991-92 edition, table C5: 'World¬
wide long term ordinary business trading results'.

Data for 1990-91 are from the accounts of Prudential Corporation,
Legal & General, Commercial Union, Sun Alliance Group and Lloyds
Abbey Life. For the life companies - Prudential and Legal & General
- the total tax figure is used. For the composites - Commercial
Union, Sun Alliance and Lloyds Abbey Life - a separate section in the
accounts details returns and expenses relating to all investments and
the tax figure is taken from this.

Investment income does not include capital gains.
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Table 7.3

Percentage Owned of UK Stock Market and Taxation of Share Returns by
Category of Investor, Late 1980s

Investor

% owned of UK

stock market

Tax rate on

capital gains
Tax rate on

dividends

Individuals 18%

Pension funds 32%

Insurance companies 25%

Unit trusts 5%

Investment trusts 4%

Other UK companies 5%

Charities & government 5%

Overseas 5%

Zero <£5,000

Zero

2
<5%

Zero

Zero

35%4

Zero

Zero

25% ; some

more,some less

Zero

2
<5%

10-15%3

10-15%3

25%1

Zero

Very low

Notes

Sources: first column, Samuels, Wilkes & Brayshaw (1990, p. 5);
second and third columns, letter from Prof JS MacLeod (appendix 3).

1. Advance corporation tax rate was 25% throughout sample period.

2. See table 7.2.

3. On the assumption that commissions and expenses are around half
of investment income and therefore half of advance corporation tax is
reclaimable.

4. Corporation tax was 35% in 1986-90, 34% in 1991, 33% in 1992.
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Adjusting for taxation of capital gains would involve an extra

calculation for every daily observation. In view of the very small

difference this would make, no adjustment has been made, so capital

gains are treated as being received gross. Extel provides net

dividend per share figures and these are grossed up by multiplying

them by 1.23 (= 0.92/0.75), so dividends are treated as being

received net of tax of 8%, not 25%, to reflect taxation of dividends

for the 'average' shareholder. Likewise, the daily net ex-div

adjustment for the All-Share Index is grossed up by 1.23.

7.4. EVENT STUDY IMPLEMENTATION

The statistical procedure used is the share time series method,

as explained in chapter 5. The event period is 41 days running from

20 days before the announcement date to 20 days after, with the

announcement date being event day 0. The US research only tests the

period -1 to 0 or 0 to +1 but our sample may have less clear-cut

announcement dates and information appears at various stages of the

syndication process. Information could have leaked out before being

reported in one of the sources. If so, and there is a response, this

would appear in pre-announcement date cumulative abnormal returns.

It is also conceivable that there is a gradual response during

syndication, as it becomes more (or less) certain that a facility

will be put in place, rather than on any particular date. If so,

this would appear in post-announcement date abnormal returns.

The estimation period is 60 days before the start of the event

period and 60 days after it ends, ie days -80 to -21 plus days +21 to

+80. This ensures that market model coefficients are calculated

using data as close to the event period as possible. Many recent

event studies use a split 'before and after' estimation period for

this reason, including James (1987). Data from the event period

itself are excluded so that estimation of the coefficients is not

affected by any abnormal returns in that period, and so that the

market model can be used to give true predicted returns for an

out-of-sample period. The number of observations used to estimate

market model coefficients varies from study to study; 120 is at the

lower end but is large enough for accurate estimation (Corrado &
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Zivney, 1992).

The computing procedures were complicated and what follows is a

summary of the stages involved.

1. Download from MicroVIEW lists of daily share prices onto files

on floppy disk, with about twelve announcements in the same category

per file. Operating with larger files proved to be too slow and

cumbersome. A file containing daily values of the All-Share Index

from 1 June 1987 to 1 June 1992 was also made.

2. Create new files on spreadsheet in which dates, daily share

prices and index values are shown in three columns for 80 trading

days before and 80 days after each announcement. This was done by

means of a programme specially written for the purpose. The

programme ensured that the correct prices and index values were

provided for each announcement date.

3. Add adjusted dividends to prices on ex-div dates and to daily

index values, as explained in section 7.2. Company net dividends per

share and ex-div dates had to be obtained visually as it was not

possible to download dividend data from MicroVIEW.

4. Calculate abnormal returns (ARs) and standardised abnormal

returns (SARs) for days -20 to +20 for each announcement. Figure 7.1

shows the spreadsheet plan.

5. For each category of announcement, calculate average AR (AAR),

t statistic, number in the sample and number of positive returns for

each event day and longer event windows. Do the same for various

combinations of categories.

No AR appears in more than one event period. In cases where

event periods surrounding announcements for the same company overlap,

they are divided in the middle and the two periods are each shorter

than 41 days. For example, if there are 21 days between

announcements, the event period for the first would be days -20 to

+10 and for the second it would be -11 to +20. This procedure is
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necessary to avoid the same AR appearing in two event periods and

hence to avoid double counting in calculating the AAR for event

windows.

There were various checks for errors including double-checking

of all announcement dates and of SARs with an absolute value of more

than 1.96 (5% significance level) within two days of the announcement

date and of outlying SARs of more than 10 outside this event window.

Outliers are discussed further in appendix 4.

Test, of whether Error Variances Increase during the Event Period

Brown & Warner (1985) and Boehmer et al (1991) note that in

many event studies the cross-sectional variance of returns and

abnormal returns is greater during the event period than during the

estimation period. This reduces the reliability of the share time

series method; for example, Brown & Warner find that artificially

doubling the event day variance of returns causes a true null

hypothesis of zero abnormal return to be rejected in 12.8% of samples

at the 5% level. So it is worth checking whether ARs are more

volatile around the time of loan announcements.

To do this, ARs (market model residuals) were generated for the

first ten days of the estimation period (days -60 to -51) for 58

announcements from the general, refinance, increase and negative

categories, and the standard deviation of these estimation period

residuals calculated for each day. These can then be compared with

the standard deviations of the ARs for days in the event period.

There is little sign of an increase in variance; the averages of the

standard deviations of ARs in the estimation and event periods are

virtually identical (2.2% for both). The standard deviation on the

announcement day itself is relatively high (3.3%) but the figures for

days -1 and +1 are below average (1.7% and 2.1% respectively). It

therefore appears safe to use the share time series method without

adjustment for event-induced increase in return variance.
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Figure7.4

PlanofSuperCalcFileforCalculatingAbnormalReturns:EntryforOneCompany
Dates

Share prices (1)

Share divs (2)

Index values (3)

Index divs (4)

Share returns (5)

Index returns (6)

Predicted share return (7)

Abnormal return (8)

Standardised abnormal return (9)

-80 -20 +20 +80..... Sharereturn(5)=R^t=In((P^t+Div^t)),from(1)&(2). Indexreturn(6)=Rmt=ln((It+Divtforindex)/It_^),from(3)&(4). Predictedsharereturn(7)=+8^(Rmt),from(6)&resultsofregressionof(5)on(6). Abnormalreturn(8)=AR^t=R^t-(a^+8^(Rmt))=(5)-(7). Standardisedabnormalreturn=SAR^=AR^t/standarderrorofmarketmodelregression,from(8)&regressionresults. Note:eventdaysareshownunder'Dates'forconvenience;actualfileshavecalendardates.



7.5. RESULTS

Analysis by Category

Appendix 4 contains the full results for 54 different samples.

For each one, the AAR and t statistic are shown for each of the 41

event days. Also shown are cumulative AARs (CAARs) with their t

statistics and the percentages of positive CAARs for the following

event periods: days -1 to 0; -2 to +2; -10 to -1; -20 to -1; 0 to +9;

0 to +20; -20 to +20 (the full period). The discussion concentrates

on the uncontaminated sample results unless otherwise indicated.

The results for the shortest event window, days -1 to 0, are

summarised in table 7.5. These are parallel to the US results. The

CAARs are negative but insignificant for all categories combined and

for all excluding negative announcements and those relating to MBOs

and MBIs (arguably a special case as the borrower is the purchasing

vehicle rather than the quoted parent). This is different from the

US findings of a significantly positive response overall to loan

announcements.

The second panel of table 7.5 shows the results for each

category. The uncontaminated CAARs for all categories of new

facility except for MBOs and MBIs are negative and all are

insignificant; the significantly positive response to MBO/I loans in

the full sample reflects contamination by news of the MBO/I. The

lack of response to refinances is unexpected given the evidence of

Slovin et al of the significantly positive response to renewals,

which are similar to refinances especially if the syndicate remains

the same, and to loans used to repay debt, which are true refinances.

(James did not separate loan renewals from initiations an^ Lummer &

McConnell included renewals and refinances under 'favourable

revisions'). But there are positive CAARs for increased facilities

and positive news; the CAAR for increases is almost significant at

the 5% level and 61.3% of the individual cumulative ARs (CARs) are

positive. There are insignificant negative CAARs for negative and

mixed news. The latter two results again differ from Lummer &

McConnell's, who find a very significant negative response to

negative revisions and positive response to mixed revisions.
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Table 7.5

The Stock Market Response to UK Syndicated Loan Announcements:
Cumulative AARs for Event Days -1 to 0

Numbers in each sample appear in brackets.

Full Sample

Categories
CAAR %

(%) T Stat Pos

Uncontaminated Sample

CAAR %

(%) T Stat Pos

All

All excl negs
& MBOs & MBIs

Combined Categories

-0.34 -0.39

-0.39 -0.84

48.4

(574)

48.2

(519)

-0.11 -0.35

-0.08 -0.26

51.2

(430)

50.9

(395)

Individual Categories

New facilities:

General -0.75 -1.37 45.4

(185)

Refinances

For

acquisitions

For

MBOs & MBIs

-0.14 -0.99

0.09

1.17

0.46

46. 3

(95)

46. 7

(60)

2.84** 52.3

(23)

Revisions and news during syndication:

Increases

Positive

news

Negative
news

Mixed news

0.54 1.99

-0.12 0.15"

-0.59 -0.69

-3.84 -1.97

58.3

(36)

51.2

(127)

50.0

(32)

50.0

(16)

-0.40 -1.55

-0.02 -0.17

-0.07

0.22

-0. 58

0.72

0.73

0.53

2.03

0.92

-0.64 -0.78

-3.35 -0.61

45.2

(155)

50.7

(73)

55.6

(24)

62.5

(8)

61.3

(31)

53.0

(100)

51.9

(27)

58. 3

(12)

** Significant at the 1% level (two tailed test).
1. See note 1 at the front of appendix 4 for how CAAR and t statistic
can differ in sign.
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Table 7.6

The Stock Market Response to UK Syndicated Loan Announcements:
Cumulative AARs for Event Days -2 to +2

Numbers xn each sample appear in brackets.

Full Sample

CAAR %

Categories (%) T Stat Pos

All -0.08

All excl negs -0.22
& MBOs & MBIs

New facilities:

news

Mixed news -3.19

Combined Categories

0.64 48.4

(574)

0.02 47.6

(519)

Individual Categories

(32)

-1.81 43.8

(16)

Uncontaminated Sample

CAAR %

(%) T Stat Pos

0.09 0.51 49.8

(430)

0.03 0.30 49.4

(395)

-0.22 0.10 46.5

(155)

-0.42 -2.13* 43.8

(73)

-0.36 -0.43 48.2

(24)

-0.65 -0.41 37.5

(8)

0.64 1.01 51.6

(31)

0.89 2.07* 55.0

(100)

1.10 1.13 59.3

(27)

-1.80 -0.34 58.3

(12)

General -0.32 0.60 47.6

(185)

Refinances 0.00 -1.62 44.2

(95)

For 0.02 0.13 45.0

acquisitions (60)

For 1.14 1.82 52.2

MBOs & MBIs (23)

Revisions and news during syndication:

Increases 0.36 0.76 50.0

(36)

Positive -0.12 0.15 51.2

news (127)

Negative 1.24 1.11 59.4

* Sxgnxficant at the 5% level (two tailed test).
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The results so far suggest there is little market reaction in

the UK to announcements relating to syndicated loans, except possibly

to increases to existing facilities. But this may be because the

reaction is not concentrated on the announcement dates identified.

Table 7.6 shows the results for a five day event window, -2 to +2.

The CAARs for the combined categories are now positive, but still

insignificant. The refinance CAAR becomes more negative and

significant at the 5% level; 56.2% of the CARs are negative. The

increases CAAR is smaller and becomes insignificant but the positive

news CAAR is larger and significant at the 5% level. The negative

news CAAR switches from negative to positive. So while some of the

results are sensitive to the event period chosen, most CAARs remain

insignificantly different from zero.

The main features of the results for longer event periods are

now presented; the reader is referred to appendix 4 for full details.

For both combined category samples the CAARs are slightly more

positive after the announcement date than before and the contaminated

CAARs are significantly positive for days 0 to +9 and 0 to +20. Pre

and post announcement date CAARs for uncontaminated samples for days

-10 to -1 and 0 to +9 are shown in table 7.7. There is little

difference between the two periods for the new facilities nor for

increases but the three categories largely composed of news during

syndication exhibit more positive CAARs after announcements than

before. This is particularly marked for both negative and positive

news; for the latter the days 0 to +9 CAAR is significant at the 1%

level (but the 0 to +20 figure is not significant). It appears that

the response to positive news is spread over several days. The only

other significant result is the positive CAAR for days -10 to -1 for

announcements of loans for acquisitions. None of the full event

period 'days -20 to +20) CAARs is significant.

Results for various combinations of category are reported in

appendix 4 but add little to what has already been said. The most

significant results are from the combination of the positive news and

increase samples (table 7.8), with significant positive CAARs for

days -2 to +2 and 0 to +9.
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Table 7.7

The Stock Market Response to UK Syndicated Loan Announcements:
Uncontaminated CAARs for Event Days -9 to -1 and 0 to +9

Numbers in each sample appear in brackets.

Event Period -10 to -1 Event Period 0 to +9

Categories
CAAR %

(%) T Stat Pos

CAAR %

(%) T Stat Pos

All

All excl negs
& MBOs & MBIs

0.16

Combined Categories

0.22 0.26

0.15

49.3

(430)

48.4

(395)

0.60

0.28

1.69

1.26

52.6

(430)

51.9

(395)

Individual Categories

New facilities:

General 0.25

Refinances -0.75

For 1.38

acquisitions

For 1.48

MBOs & MBIs

0.05

-1.29

2.23*

0.81

45.8

(155)

50.7

(73)

44.4

(24)

87.5

(8)

Revisions and news during syndication:

Increases

Positive

news

Negative
news

Mixed news

0.20 0.36

0.68 0.53

0.71 -0.06

0.17 -0.36

51.6

(31)

51.0

(100)

51.9

(27)

33.3

(12)

-0.03 0.19

-1.08 -1.81

1.02

1.66

0.56

1.32

5.35

1.41

1.31

1.11

51.0

(155)

46.6

(73)

44.4

(24)

75.0

(8)

0.49 54.8

(31)

2.72** 57.0

(100)

1.33 55.6

(27)

0.45 50.0

(12)

* Significant at the 5% level (two tailed test).
** Significant at the 1% level (two tailed test).
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Table 7.8

The Response to Positive News and Increased Facilities:
Uncontaminated CAARs for Various Event Periods

CAAR %

Event Period (%) T Stat Positive

-1 to 0 0.58 1.79 55.0

-2 to +2 0.83 2.27* 54.2

-10 to -1 0.41 0.52 51.2

-20 to -1 -0.62 -0.81 48.9

0 to +9 1.13 2.60* 56.5

0 to +20 1.09 1.61 52.7

-20 to +20 0.47 0.59 45.0

N = 131.
* Significant at the 5% level (two tailed test).
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Taking all the event periods together, the following findings

emerge.

1. There is no significant response to announcements of new

facilities in the narrow event windows, days -1 to 0 and -2 to

+2, except for refinances. This is consistent with Lummer &

McConnell but not with Slovin et al, who report a significantly

positive response to new facilities.

2. There are small negative CAARs for refinances. For days -2 to

+2 the CAAR of -0.42% is significant at the 5% level. This

differs from Slovin et al•s results on renewals and refinances.

3. There is a CAAR of 1.38% (significant at the 5% level) for

loans for acquisitions for days -10 to -1.

4. There is a small positive response (0.73%) to increases to

existing facilities, focused on days -1 and 0. This is

consistent with Lummer & McConnell and Slovin et al, who would

include these as favourable revisions or renewals respectively.

Perhaps it is the increases within these categories which are

responsible for the US results for them.

5. There is a small positive response to announcements of positive

news, but this is spread over several days after the

announcement. The CAAR for days -1 to 0 is 0.53% (not

significant); for days 0 to +9 it is 1.3^% (significant at the

1% level).

6. There is no significant response to negative and mixed news,

although CAARs are more positive after the announcement than

before. To the extent that these results can be compared with

the US evidence, which does not examine news during

syndication, both are inconsistent with it.

Analysis by Size of Borrower

In view of the results of Slovin et al, it is worthwhile to

investigate whether stock market responses are related to the size of

the borrower. For each of the four sample years, companies on the

announcements list are ranked by market capitalisation as at 30 June

and divided into four groups with equal numbers in each, size one

containing the largest companies and size four the smallest. Table

7.9 shows the ranges and medians within size groups for each year.
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As can be seen, the sample includes companies of all sizes.

The results by size for the four categories analysed are shown

in table 7.10. There is some evidence that announcements of both

general purpose loans and refinances for smaller companies are viewed

as bad news. The size four general CAAR is significantly negative

for days -1 to 0, with only 32% of responses positive and the size

three refinance CAAR is significantly negative for days -2 to +2 with

35% of responses positive and 37% for size four. Increases to

existing facilities are good news for small companies. The size four

increase CAAR is unusually large and significant for both periods

(3.47% for -1 to 0, 3.95% for -2 to +2) and all seven in the sample

are positive for days -1 to 0. The response to positive news does

not appear to be much related to size of borrower, though 73% of the

size four responses are positive for both periods. The relation

between size group and numbers of positive announcements is

noticeable; the larger the company, the more likely is positive news,

probably because it is easier to syndicate loans to large companies.

Table 7.11 shows results for combined categories. There are no

significant results for size samples of all four categories combined

but, as expected, the size four CAARs for increases and positive news

combined are positive and significant at the 1% level. Examination

of longer event periods adds little to these findings. The positive

response for several days after announcements of positive news does

not appear to be related to size of borrower. For all four size

groups in the positive category, the CAAR for days 0 to +9 exceeds

that for days -10 to -1; the only significant CAAR is size two for

days 0 to +9. Size four positives have a significant CAAR for -20 to

-1, but not for -10 to -1.

We may now summarise what emerges from the size analysis.

First, there is weak evidence of a negative response to new

facilities and refinances for smaller companies (sizes three and

four). Slovin et al find, for smaller companies, positive responses

to new loans and, more so, to renewals. Second, the overall results

for the increases are driven by the results for the smallest

companies (size four). This is consistent with the suggestion of
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Table 7.9

Descriptive Data of Size Groups

Borrowers are ranked by market capitalisation as at 30 June of the year
of the announcement. The largest 25% are classed as size 1, the
smallest 25% as size 4. The table shows the market capitalisation of
the largest and smallest company within each size group and, beneath,
the median market capitalisation for each group.

1988 1989 1990 1991

Size (£m)

1. 5,528 - 1,335 10,265 - 971 11,545 - 1,171 17,887 - 1,407

Median 2,118 2,333 2,303 2,550

2. 1,324 - 499 942 - 324 1,151 - 497 1,338 - 392

Median 759 545 927 730

3. 481 - 191 305 - 120 485 - 141 384 - 103

Median 296 192 340 242

4. 184 - 10 119 - 19 134 - 6 102 - 11

Median 101 70 51 75
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Table 7.10

Analysis of Market Response to UK Syndicated Loan Announcements by
Category and Borrower Size:

Uncontaminated CAARs for Event Days -1 to 0 and -2 to +2

Numbers in each sample appear in brackets after the size group.

Event Period -1 to 0 Event Period -2 to +2

CAAR % CAAR %

Categories (%) T Stat Pos (%) T Stat Pos

General Purpose Loans

Size 1 21) 0. 10 0.55 55.6 -0.20 -0.09 40.7

Size 2 37) -0.19 -0.85 59.5 -0.18 -0. 52 54.1

Size 3 47) -0.19 -0.44 42.6 0.37 1.21 57.5

Size 4 44) -1.12 -2.11* 31.8 -0.91 -0. 52 34.1

Refinances

Size 1 19) 0.98 1.41 63.2 0.43 0.14 47.4

Size 2 18) -0. 52 -0.70 38.9 -0.17 -1.06 55.6

Size 3 17) -0.46 -1.44 58.8 -1.31 -2.67* 35 . 3

Size 4 19) -0.28 -0.03 42.1 -0.91 -1.18 36.8

Increased Facilities

Size 1 7) 0.30 0.83 57.1 -0.04 0.06 57.1

Size 2 7) -1.01 -1.40 57.1 -1.57 -1.49 57.1

Size 3 10) 0.33 0.47 50.0 0.35 0.18 50.0

Size 4 7) 3.47 4.28** 100.0 3.95 3.35* 71.4

Positive News

Size 1 36) 0.34 0.26 47.2 0. 60 1.28 47.2

Size 2 30) 1.08 0.95 53.3 1.39 1.17 50.0

Size 3 19) -0.06 0.06 47.4 -0.05 0.19 63.2

Size 4 15) 0. 67 0. 56 73.3 1.78 1.49 73.3

* Significant at the 5% level (two tailed test).
** Significant at the 1% level (two tailed test).
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Table 7.11

Analysis of Market Response to UK Syndicated Loan Announcements by
Combined Categories and Borrower Size:

Uncontaminated CAARs for Event Days -1 to 0 and -2 to +2

Numbers in each sample appear in brackets after the size group.

Event Period -1 to 0 Event Period -2 to +2

CAAR % CAAR %

Categories (%) T Stat Pos (%) T Stat Pos

General Announcements, Refinances, Increases and Positive News

Size 1 (89) 0.40 1.36 53.9 0.27 0.84 46.1

Size 2 (92) 0.10 -0. 69 53.3 0.23 -0. 59 53.3

Size 3 (93) -0.16 -0.75 47.3 -0.05 -0.06 53.8

Size 4 (85) -0.23 -0.07 47.1 -0.04 0.62 44.7

Increases and Positive News Only

Size 1 (43) 0.33 0. 58 48.8 0.49 1.19 48.8

Size 2 (37) 0.68 0.25 54.1 0.83 0.40 51.4

Size 3 (29) 0.07 0.33 48.3 0.00 0.20 58.6

Size 4 (22) 1.56 2.88** 81.8 2.47 3.12** 72.7

** Significant at the 1% level (two tailed test).
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Slovin et al that loan announcements for smaller companies convey

more information than for larger ones because the market knows less

about the former - and/or because banks can extract more information

from smaller borrowers. For none of the categories are there any

significant results for larger companies (sizes one and two).

Examination of Individual Announcements

In an effort to see directly what sort of announcements cause a

significant response, all individual daily standardised abnormal

returns (SARs) with an absolute value of two or more are noted if

they occur during event days -2 to +2. Since SARs are ARs divided by

their standard errors, each can be viewed as a t statistic for the

significance of the AR. So selecting those with an absolute value of

two or more is to select responses significant at just less than the

five per cent level (two tailed test). These are the announcements

with most effect on the overall results. Announcements contaminated

within plus or minus two days are excluded. Including only

significant uncontaminated SARs (SSARs) in a narrow event period

maximises the chance that the selected SSARs are caused by

announcements. But they may still be caused by news not reported in

the FT or by news which affects companies in a certain industry,

which will probably not be named individually in the report, so that

contamination of this type will not be picked up. SSARs may also be

caused by large buy or sell orders, especially for shares of smaller

companies. Such orders need not be in response to a particular news

item.

Table 7.12 shows uncontaminated event period SSARs by category

of announcement (except loans for MBOs), announcement dates by

source, status of the facility and other comments which seem

pertinent. For general announcements the evidence confirms the event

study results: SSARs do occur but there about as many negative as

positive and they are scattered fairly evenly amongst the event days.

The suspicion must be that some of these are not related to the

announcement. Two-thirds of the refinance SSARs are negative. There

are only two uncontaminated SSARs for loans for acquisitions, both

positive. The results for the increases category are primarily
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driven by those for four of the seven size four companies, vis Close

Brothers, Catties Holdings, Regalian Properties and Ward Holdings.

The other increases SSARs are negative.

The positive news category contains the most consistent

evidence; again SSARs are scattered around the event period. 17 of

the 21 announcements are of increases to the amount after successful

syndication and 13 of these 17 are positive, for companies of all

sizes. Of the 100 uncontaminated positive announcements, 60 are of

increases following syndication, so the 13 with an SSAR of the

expected sign represent 22% of the total: only 2.5% would be expected

by chance. Of the four other positive news announcements with SSARs,

three are positive. The announcements for Eurotunnel and WPP are

decisions to lend (large amounts) more despite breach of covenants;

that for Yorkshire Electricity is an oversubscription. Only two of

the six negative announcements have negative SSARs, confirming the

event study result. Both the mixed announcements are of loans with

much higher margins than their predecessors; one has a negative SSAR,

the other a negative and a positive.

Some other individual results are worthy of comment. There are

two cases of a significant positive response to news of very large

facilities even though these are for large companies, vis $3,200m for

BAT Industries (30/1/88, loans for acquisitions) and $3,000m for

Maxwell (15/9/89, refinances). There is a clear-cut SSAR of 10.4 in

response to news that banks were willing to fund Anglesey Mining

(8/10/91, general purpose loans) which is included though it falls on

day -3. But this is definitely the cause of the SSAR; Anglesey

Mining is a tiny company and there was no other news around this

time. In two cases (only), loan announcements mention a share price

reaction. One is for Kelt Energy (19/6/91, mixed), in which banks

are reported as being partly repaid and taking more security and the

FT notes that the share price fell in response (SSAR of -2.0 for day

0). The other is the abandoned refinancing of Greycoat, a property

company (26/10/91, negative news), which IFR commented caused the

shares to fall (SSAR of -2.4 for day -2).
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Table7.12

SignificantUncontaminatedStandardisedAbnormalReturns(SSARs)DuringEventDays-2tof-2
AnnouncementsareincludedifatleastoneSARduringdays-2to+2issignificant,definedaslessthan-2.0or morethan+2.0.Sizegroupappearsinbracketsaftercompanyname.Theearliestannouncementdateisinbold;a 'T'inbracketsafteranFTdateindicatesatombstoneratherthanreport. Datein:SSARsforeventdays:

CompanyEuroweekIFRFT-2-10+1+2Status/comment FriSat

GeneralPurposeLoans
-T--

ControlSecurities(3)
22/7

16/7/88

3.0

Insynd

HowdenGroup(3)

3/12/88

29/11

(T)

2.3

Arranged

NationalHomeLoans(4)
15/7

9/7/88

-2.6

2.7

Mandated

Scapa(3)

6/5

30/4/88

3/5

3.7

Insynd

Scottish&Newcastle(1)
5/2/88

27/2

8/2

4.0

Rumoured

Sketchley(3)

15/1

9/1/88

11/1

3.8

-2.9

3.6

Insynd

Stylo(4)

12/8

6/8/88

7.1

Insynd

ThornEMI(1)

25/3

19/3/88

2.1

Insynd

Unigate(2)

15/4

9/4/88

3.5

Signed7/4

Westbury(4)

5/2/88

6/2

22/3

(T)

2.5

Insynd

AitkenHume(4)

13/1/89

14/1

2.5

Insynd

AlbertFisher(2)
20/10/89
21/10

25/10

(T)

2.6

Signed17/10

BritishAerospace(1)
1/12/89

-3.5

Arranged

BritishLand(1)

28/4

22/4/89

24/4

-2.7

Mandated

EmpireStores(4)
20/1/89

28/1

2.4

Mandated

Lilley(3)

22/7

14/7/89

-3.9

Arranged

PollyPeck(2)

23/6

17/6/89

19/6

-2.6

Arranged

Queen'sMoatHouses(2)
6/10/89

7/10

6/12

(T)

-2.0

Insynd

RaineIndustries(3)
3/3/89

4/3

6/3

2.2

Mandated



Company

Datein: EuroweekIFR FriSat

FT

GeneralPurposeLoansCont.
-r-

Ratners(2)

10/11/89

UKLand(4)

3/12

4/11/89

Ass'dBritishPorts(2)
27/4/90

28/4

Legal&General(1)
30/3

24/3/90

London&Manchester(3)
29/6

19/5/90

PepeGroup(4)

5/10/90

6/10

Ultramar(1)

5/10/90

WaceGroup(3)

19/10

22/9/90

AngleseyMining(4)

12/10

AranEnergy(4)

9/11/91

Fisons(1)

21/12/91

London&Manchester(3)
24/5/91

25/5

MaxwellCommCorp(2)

13/7/91

NorthwestWater(2)

4/5/91

PowellDuffryn(3)
19/12/91

Smith&Nephew(2)
8/2

2/2/91

SouthwestWater(3)

9/3/91

StanhopeProperties(4)
24/5

30/3/91

Westland(3)

25/1

19/1/91

Refinances ControlSecurities(3)
12/2

9/1/88

WilsonBowden(3)
2/12/88

3/12

Next(2)

17/2

21/1/89

BurtonwoodBrewery(4)
31/3/89

29/7

MaxwellCommCorp(1)
15/9/89

16/9

13/11(T) 8/10/91 27/3(T) 23/1 15/9/89

SSARsforeventdays: -10+1+2Status/comment -3.3Arranged

2.3-3.4-2.2Signed31/10 -4.1-2.2Insynd 3.0Signed14/3 2.0Rumoured
2.32.33.83.3Insynd -2.9Insynd

2.8Insynd 10.4(day-3)'Stepcloser'tofunding -2.2-2.64.0Insynd -5.4Arranged
-2.0Insynd -2.0Mandated

2.2Arranged 2.3Rumoured -2.0-2.5Insynd 2.0Arranged -2.5Arranged
2.1Insynd 2.5Underwritten -3.8-2.1 -2.1Insynd.Amountup

2.1Mandated 2.22.1Insynd.£3,000m



Company

Datein: EuroweekIFR FriSat

FT

RefinancesCont. GlynwedInternational(2)
27/10

7/10/89

16/10

Siebe(1)

7/4

8/4

6/4/89(

Greycoat(3)

20/4

7/4/90

9/4(T)

OceanGroup(2)

27/7

14/7/90

Granada(2)

14/9/90

15/9

17/9

Bass(1)

15/9/90

ScottishMetProp(4)
21/9/90

24/11

23/11

Ratners(2)

5/10/90

6/10

CEHeath(3)

26/10/90
1/12

MaxwellCommCorp(1)
23/11

17/11/90

DavidSSmith(2)
8/11/91

9/11

Tiphook(2)

17/5

13/4/91

LoansforAcquisitions BATIndustries(1)
5/2

30/1/88

1/2

Tate&Lyle(2)

28/4/89

29/4

IncreasedFacilities CloseBrothers(4)
30/9

1/10

23/9/88

WmMorrison(3)

30/9

24/9/88

3/10(T)

CattiesHoldings(4)

28/1/89

EnterpriseOil(1)
24/11/89
25/11

27/11

RegalianProperties(4)
6/10

30/9/89

2/10

WardHoldings(4)
24/2/89

25/2

BBAGroup(2)

12/1/90

SSARsforeventdays: 2-10+1+2Status/comment 2.0-2.5-2.2Arranged 2.4Signed23/3.Amount*2 2.4Arranged.Cheaper -2.9-3.3Insynd
3.3Insynd -2.3£750monbetterterms -2.5-2.5-8.8-5.2Insynd -2.33.3Insynd 4.3Insynd

3.5Insynd 2.2Mandated 2.1Insynd 2.0Syndclosed.$3,200m 2.0Insynd

2.7Arranged
2.9Arranged 4.72.4Mandated -2.7Insynd.Pricinglower

2.1Arranged 4.5Signed22/2 -2.2Insynd



Datein:

Company

Euroweek
IFR

FT

Fri

Sat

PositiveNews S&WBerisford(2)
26/8/88

12/9

TCowie(4)

12/8

13/8

10/8/88(

DavyCorp(4)

19/8

13/8/88

15/8

Hammerson(2)

19/2

13/2/88

15/2

JLaing(4)

11/3

5/3/88

7/3

London&Metropolitan(4)
30/9/88

8/10

17/11(T)

MAI(3)

24/6

18/6/88

20/6

RoyalInsurance(1)
6/1/89

31/12/88

Sears(1)

29/7

30/7

27/7/88

AutomatedSecurity(2)
18/5

6/5/89

BowthorpeHoldings(2)
9/6/89

24/6

ErskineHouse(4)
10/3/89

11/3

Granada(1)

14/7/89

15/7

MEPC(1)

16/6/89

17/6

21/7(T)

SloughEstates(1)

5/8/89

1/9(T)

BICC(1)

14/4/90

Eurotunnel(1)

25/8/90

Smith&Nephew(1)
1/3/91

27/3(T)

TIGroup(1)

6/12/91

WPP(1)

6/4/91

5/4/91

YorkshireElectricity(2)6/12/91
7/12

SSARsforeventdays:
-2-10+1+2

Status/comment
-3.1

3.3

Increased
after

synd

)

2.1

Increased
after

synd

2.2
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after

synd

2.3

Increased
after

synd

2 .1

Increased
after

synd

2.3

Increased
after

synd

-2.1

Increased
after

synd

2.2

Increased
after

synd

2.7

Increased
after

synd

2.1

Increased
after

synd

2.3

Increased
after

synd

-2.1

Incafter
synd,

1st

report

-2.1Oversubscribed,inc. likely

2.4Signed13/6.Inc.after synd.1streport
2.4Increasedaftersynd 2.1Signed4/4.Incafter synd.1streport

2.1Pos"shiftinattitude'
4.42.3Increasedaftersynd -2.5Increasedaftersynd 2.0$lbnaftercovenant breach

2.4Oversubscribedin6days



Company

Datein: EuroweekIFR FriSat

FT

NegativeNews BritishLand(2) Granada(2)

28/9/90 28/9/906/10 12/10/9013/10

EveredBardon(3)12/7/9120/7 GreatPortlandEstates(2)22/2/91 Greycoat(3)26/10/91
ho
v,

MixedNews BurtonGroup(1) MeccaLeisure(3) KeltEnergy(4)

21/9/90

22/9/90 28/4/90 22/6

8/5 19/6/91

SSARsforeventdays: -10+1+2Status/comment
2.92.2'Rumouredtobegoing slowly'

-3.0Difficultsynd
2.3Incinpricingprobabl 2.34.0Poorresponseinsynd

2.7Signed7/2.Reduced
2.42.4Refinancingabandoned -3.5Margin37.5bp;10in'

2.52.1Margin75bpcf12.5 before

-2.0Partrepayment,more security



If the responses to increases and positive news at least are

assumed to be genuine, then IFR and Euroweek appear to be timely

sources of announcements, whether or not they are where the market

actually gets the news from. If a source were consistently

informative, we would expect SSARs to be concentrated on announcement

days for that source and possibly the day after, but no such pattern

can be discerned for any of the sources. Note that four of the

increased and positive news SSARs (for Ward Holdings, T. Cowie, MEPC

and BICC) occur after the signing date. These SSARs are all

positive, as expected, and if they are indeed responses to the

announcements then this suggests that some loans are secret until

after they are signed.

The main new finding from examination of individual SSARs is

that 22% of the increases in amounts following syndication have a

positive SSAR; only 7% have a negative SSAR. Two-thirds of the

refinance SSARs are negative. Responses are not concentrated on the

announcement day or day before, nor on announcements in one source in

particular.

7.6 SUMMARY

The evidence presented on the stock market response to loan

announcements in the UK adds to and, in some respects, differs from

the existing US evidence. The main points of agreement are:

1. There is no significant response to announcements of new loans

to larger companies. The lack of response to new loans for the

full sample is consistent with Lummer & McConnell but not with

Slovin et al.

2. There is a significant positive response to increased

facilities for small, size four, companies. These would come

under favourable revisions or renewals in the US research.

The new findings are:

1. There is a positive response to positive news, which occurs

primarily during and after syndication. Responses are not

focused on the announcement day but are spread during the

period -2 to +9. Significant responses are largely restricted
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to news of increases in amount following successful syndication.

Such responses occur for all size of borrower.

2. There is a positive response to announcements of loans for

acquisitions for days -10 to -1 but not at the time of the

announcement or afterwards. Perhaps the market is relatively

well informed when an acquisition is in progress and values

banks' willingness to lend. There is no response to

uncontaminated announcements of loans for MBO/Is.

Points of difference are:

1. There is a negative response to refinances for smaller

companies (sizes three and four). This is unexpected given

Slovin et al's significantly positive results for refinances

and renewals. No obvious explanation suggests itself, other

than that the US renewals results are driven by increases,

which we categorise separately.

2. There is no significant response to negative or mixed news,

although differences in how such news is defined may account

for the difference between the US and UK results for these

categories.

3. The response to general purpose loans for size four companies

is significantly negative rather than positive.

4. Dissemination of information concerning loans appears to be

more diffuse in the UK than the USA. There is no equivalent

source to the Wall Street Journal with responses clustered

within one day of announcements in that source.

5. Overall there is much less response to news concerning

syndicated loans in the UK than to news of loans in the USA,

especially for smaller companies. Point four above may partly

explain this, and why responses to positive news are spread

over event days -2 to +9. Reasons for the differences in the

results are discussed further in the conclusions.

The bulk of the UK evidence presented in this chapter can not

be considered as supporting the information hypothesis. The results

for positive news suggest that information can be signalled during

t^e syndication process, and there are a few other cases such as

Anglesey Mining and increases for size four companies in which
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abnormal returns appear to be caused by a loan announcement and have

the expected sign. But the general lack of response, especially to

negative and mixed news, and the small negative response to

refinances and new loans for smaller companies are not consistent

with the information hypothesis.

The results suggest that banks are not usually regarded as

"information specialists' in the UK, at least in their dealings with

quoted companies. This is broadly consistent with the US results for

large quoted companies but not for small ones. Perhaps bank lending

relationships in the US with smaller quoted companies are closer and

longer term than the relationship arising from arranging a syndicated

loan in the UK, so that US banks obtain more information. Perhaps

the UK market is better informed about smaller companies, or

alternatively is inefficient in its use of a valuable source of

information. As noted in section 7.1, a lack of response does not

'disprove' the information hypothesis, but it does suggest that in

the UK banks are not usually perceived as having inside information

about quoted borrowers which affects their valuation. Together with

the limited direct evidence on (lack of) information provision by

large companies to banks, these results cast doubt on explanations

for the continued presence of banks in large scale corporate lending

which rest on information advantages. In particular, none of the

event study and other evidence indicates that banks obtain inside

information about very large companies, yet many of them continue to

borrow via syndicated and bilateral loans.
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical rationale for debt depends on borrowers having

more information about themselves than lenders. In the modern view,

debt is an efficient contract because it reduces agency and moral

hazard costs, in addition to any tax advantage. It is information

asymmetry which gives rise to these in the first place and if a

lender has inside information this enables the average cost of its

loans to be lower and the cost of each loan to reflect the risk of

the borrower more accurately.

At least three stages for receipt of information have been

identified. First, better information while the loan is being

considered improves the accuracy of the screening process and enables

fairer contracts to be written. This alleviates the problem of

overcharging high quality borrowers and undercharging low quality

borrowers. Second, more effective monitoring once the loan has been

made increases the opportunity for lenders to respond to changes in

the borrower's circumstances. Again, the result should be funding on

terms which reflect the risk more accurately. Also both screening

and monitoring reduce the scope for borrowers to act in ways

detrimental to lenders' interests. They will reduce the agency cost

of debt if the cost of information gathering is less than the

expected cost to lenders from the exploitation by the borrower which

could otherwise occur. Third, extra information received in the

event of default, or more generally if the borrower is in

difficulties, facilitates negotiation and enables more accurate

decisions to be made on whether or not the borrower should be

liquidated.

The event study evidence on which we have concentrated relates

primarily to banks' role as information specialists at the screening

and ongoing monitoring stages. In the USA there is more evidence

that they obtain inside information in the course of a lending

relationship rather than at the outset, ie via monitoring rather than

screening. However, this only applies to smaller quoted companies.

The evidence for the UK presented in chapter 7 is weaker and more
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ambivalent. There is a lack of response to new loans, mixed and

negative announcements and a small negative response to refinances.

These results apply to smaller as well as larger quoted companies and

all are inconsistent with the information hypothesis. Results

consistent with it are the positive responses to increased facilities

after syndication for companies of all sizes, to increases in

existing facilities for the smallest companies and to loans for

acquisitions.

These results, together with such direct evidence as is

available on the information flow from large companies to banks,

suggest that banks do not, as a rule, obtain inside information about

large organisations in the UK or USA at the screening or monitoring

stages. Rating agencies may have access to at least as much

information. For companies too small to be quoted - the vast

majority - banks can normally obtain inside information, but then

these companies have no alternative to bank finance. We are left

with two puzzles.

1. Organisations large enough tc issue bonds continue to borrow on

a large scale from banks. If banks do not have an information

advantage compared with the bond market, why are they an

efficient source of funds?

2. Why do the event study results for smaller quoted companies

differ between the UK and USA?

Why Do Large Companies Borrow from Banks?

If the information hypothesis is not true for large companies,

the lending relationship may still give banks an advantage if both

sides value the commitment the relationship makes possible. It may

also be easier for a borrower in financial distress to negotiate with

a bank than with bondholders. If so, this reduces the costs of

negotiation in all cases and the costs of distress are reduced if the

bank chooses to support the borrower. Furthermore, there is little

evidence on the information hypothesis at the bad debt stage of the

lending process. If it is easier for a borrower in difficulties to
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deal with a bank it may well also be easier to provide extra

information to the bank than to holders of its bonds and shares,

which is all that Diamond's original delegated monitoring model

assumes.

The (non-event study) evidence tends to support the suggestions

that banks and borrowers value a committed lending relationship and

that bank support reduces the costs of financial distress. The

questionnaire results in section 4.6 indicate that corporate

treasurers find it easier to borrow from banks than to issue bonds.

Bank lending incorporates a better service because it is quicker,

more flexible and discreet, and generally less onerous. On the other

hand bonds offer longer term finance. They appear to be cheaper only

for the largest borrowers; the eurobond market offers a clear-cut

cost advantage over syndicated loans to the few borrowers rated

double or triple 'A' and is used by surprisingly few corporate

issuers: 90 from the UK during 1988-91. Issuing eurobonds is simply

not feasible if there is any serious concern about credit risk. The

domestic bond market is open to more companies but is more expensive.

The major obstacle to the progress of securitisat ion is

probably not so much the hassle and cost of the issuing process,

which can both be reduced, as the unwillingness of bond investors to

carry more than minimal credit risk. Yet it seems that they are as

well informed as banks. They may remain uncomfortable because they

just do not wish to be involved with companies in difficulties: that

is not their business.

Our conclusions on the value of bank lending to large companies

are as follows.

1. Obtaining inside information is not a big part of the story.

It may be given in special cases (project finance) or if the

company wants to borrow more and/or is in difficulties.

2. The lending relationship is important, however, because it

enables banks to provide a better service than the bond market

and both sides to show commitment. But a committed medium term
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note facility is a close substitute.

3. Banks should be in the best position to deal with companies in

difficulties. They already have a relationship. Compared with

bondholders there will be relatively few banks lending to a

borrower, each with correspondingly more at stake and more

incentive to achieve the outcome which maximises their

repayment; it remains harder to sell a bank loan than a bond.

It is relatively easy for a bank to keep a company going by

lending more and a bank willing to do this will be in a strong

bargaining position. All this makes negotiation easier and

helps explain why, in practice, banks see it as part of their

business to deal with bad and doubtful debts and have the staff

to do this whereas institutional investors do not. Because

they are able to work with companies in difficulties, it is

likely that banks are able to obtain inside information when

negotiations are necessary. It is the capacity to negotiate

with such borrowers which will be the hardest bank function for

securities markets to emulate and which is, therefore, the most

unique aspect of the bank lending process to large companies.

Why Do the OK and OS Results Differ for Smaller Quoted Companies?

There is no entirely convincing answer to this. On the face of

it there are no differences between the stock markets or banking

procedures in the UK and USA which would explain the different

results, but there are a number possible explanations.

1. The US studies count increased facilities under renewals. This

partly explains the difference between the results for UK refinances

and US renewals but not the other differences, especially the overall

lack of response to announcements in the UK.

2. There is a less clear-cut announcement date in the UK. We have

tried to allow for this by examining longer event periods. There is

evidence from announcements of positive news and loans for

acquisitions that there are responses in the UK which are not

concentrated on the announcement date. To the extent this occurs it
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reduces the significance of the results since the longer the event

period, the larger cumulative average abnormal returns need to be to

attain significance. This again may be a partial explanation. It

does not explain why some results have a sign opposite to that

expected.

3. The UK sample consists of syndicated loans and the US samples

of bilateral loans. There is no evidence that companies provide less

information to banks when seeking a syndicated loan and if banks are

given inside information this should be signalled by the progress of

the syndication. But because lending activity is more secret in the

UK, there are no cases of renewals of loans to companies known to be

in trouble, which is a pity because these announcements produced the

largest response in the USA.

4. Debt is more tax efficient in the USA and the market is

responding to implied increases in gearing. This does not explain

the lack of response to bond issues nor why there is more response to

renewals than to new loans in the USA

5. The US stock markets are less well informed about smaller

companies than the UK market, and therefore pay more attention to

banks' decisions. To investigate this properly would be a major task

which has not been attempted. But on the basis of general reading

and conversations with people from both countries who have worked in

investment, there is no reason to think that investors in the USA are

less well informed - if anything the reverse is true. For example,

quoted companies are required to produce reports quarterly in the USA

and half yearly in the UK.

6. US banks do indeed have more inside information than UK banks.

This is the most intriguing suggestion and again calls for further

investigation. We have seen that the tradition of arm's length

lending is very deeply rooted in the UK and that there has been no

pressure for it to change from government, business or banks. How

similar is practice in the USA? Anecdotal evidence from

conversations with commercial bankers who have worked in New York

suggests that the bank-corporate relationship is very similar and
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that banks do not generally obtain inside information about companies

large enough to be quoted. Such companies are at least as inclined

to 'shop around' as they are in the UK and certainly do not

concentrate all their cash management, deposit or borrowing business

with one bank. If so, it is the US event study results which are

more puzzling than ours (this is the reaction of bankers and

investment analysts whom the author has spoken to).

One difference between the two countries is the enforced

separation in the USA between commercial and investment banking

following the Glass-Stcagal Act of 1933, though this is now breaking

down. A result of this separation may be that companies are more

open with lending banks in the USA than in the UK, where many banks

have stockbroking and fund management operations. The supposed

existence of 'Chinese walls' notwithstanding, UK companies may

believe that what they tell lending officers is passed on within the

group and, less plausibly, beyond. Some investors could also hear

about loans by this route before they are announced, though there is

very little evidence of pre-announcement response.

7. The most recent US study uses data from 1980-86. The breakdown

of 'relationship banking' since then means that a study using more

recent data would find less response to loan announcements in the

USA. Clearly this possibility can only be tested by a further study.

8. US investors believe that banks have more information than they

actually have OR UK investors are ignoring informative announcements.

Both these suggestions imply, if not irrationality, then at least

inefficiency on the part of investors and are therefore the last

resort. But an explanation might run as follows. Everyone reads the

Wall Street Journal and corporate loans are reported there as

separate news items. They are one of the many information sources

which investors follow and have been for a long time. UK investors

do not attend to loan announcements because, rightly or wrongly, they

are not generally reported as separate news items in the sources that

they follow (including the FT but not IFR or Euroweek). Bilateral

loans are not reported at all.
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It is frustrating not to be able to offer a neat resolution to

the puzzle. The author is more inclined to believe that the

difference in the reporting of loans is responsible for the

difference in results than that US banks obtain more information, and

that the answer is a combination of reasons (1), (2), (3), (8) and

possibly (7). In any case, the results are similar for larger quoted

companies. In the light of all the evidence, our thesis is that the

information hypothesis can not be assumed to be true for such

companies but that they will continue to borrow from banks so long as

bank facilities are more convenient than bond issues and bond

investors lack the capacity to negotiate with borrowers in

difficulties.
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